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1. A.- Review of Classical Mechanics.
a)Canonical transformations and invariants .
We consider a system having n coordinates «lT (n may be non-
denumorably infinite !) satisfying equations of motion of the form
O JfJf -Çfe £—. (1,1)
where L is an explicit function (the Lagrangian function) of the coor-
~ £ r\
* îdinates O- ? their time derivatives O.
"
9 and perhaps also of the time i
We introduce the conjugate momenta
QL.
and the Hamiltonian function




We assume that equations (1.2) can be solved for the ?2.
'
in terms
of the £3.5 O" and t. (This moans that L must bo at least quadratic
in the O. L •) The Hamilton!an function may thon be expressed as an
explicit function of the O, 9 /)¦ and t 9 a_nd ws have
ri
¦ $f>c pc vjf ~k ô a -;f-~ a -^ S dk*Wt1 .4)
where the symbol Q denotes a variation of the Q. (and hence also of
O and pc ) from an actual trajectory satisfying (1.1). It is evident
that the equations of motion may be rewritten in the following form*












The Lagrangian function L may evidently be reexpressed as an
explicit function L. of the <2f w , p-, Q , hm and t î
/ f /' / t
(L is actually independent of the h- y i»e. -srT" = 0) n terms of the
function L the equations of motion may "be writtefa in the form
_.
—
(' ( J *î)
(1.6)
1.7)
Problem Ig Verify equations (1.7)
Equations (1.7) have again the Lagrangian form and result from the varai-
tional principle
SJLdt =O (1-8)
just as the equations (1.1) recuit from the variational principle
.
(1.9)
Now ? the form of the Lagrangian equations (1.7) remains inva-



























just is the form of the equations (1.1) remains invariant under trans-
formations of the form
$"'-&"'(&£) (1.12)
However j we shall be interested only in those transformations (1.10)
which leave invariant not only the form of equations (1.7) "but also the
canonical form of the equations (1.5)» Such transformations are eviden-
tly those for wnich
hï-H(t.rf-ML-H'(ï<fà +V ci.»)
where H1 is some function of the new variables (and perhaps also of
the time) and V is a function of any independent 2n of the 4n variables
Ç % p* ,Q. 9 />. (and perhaps also of the time)» For, if we writ©
L'tefr'ffîi)=- /» • f£
-U'Cttft),
we have
ïjrué ~ fjtcCé- (?i5)




X It should "be stated that for any giv^n system there may "be other
transformations which will lead to new equations which can also
"be put into canonical form» Such transformations will, however,
"be special to the particular system under consideration. We con-
sider here only those transformations which leave the canonical










A transformation (1.10) which leaves invariant the canonical
form of the equations (1.5) is called a canonical tranformation. A special
type of canonical transformation is given by the transformation (1,12)
together with
(In this case U'fp', jû't) -tt(fofrA) )
Equations (1.12) ana (1.17) together define what'is kncwn as a popnt trans-
formation. The set of all point transformations forms a subgroup of the
group of all canonical transformations, which .in turn is a subgroup of the
group of all transformations (1•10) c .. ¦ "
(1.17)
....*. We now discuss four principal forms for canonical transfor-
mations î
i) Y'SiA (pfA)
In this case •-%/•* . /i
**
and we have h
' * èf X Ûfi^T "^T
In this case
and we have










n> V/ =A2.Cf/^è)^/b<f c
to +v z-tf -^k
_4.y^ St
V- L
ft. m tfJl/t L1






in) I/"- J2 a t/»/^"^ "-TV f':
In this case




c--rèû§ .h'.sJïûs U'=LiS*£* f, »!
In this case
and we have
" |! <y>/' * 56
f ârf /f•f^,a/- /^5& (1.2 D
The point transformation (1.12, 17) is evidently given by (1.19) with
(1.20)
1.21)
Problem IIs Prove that the Jacobian of a point transformation is equal
to unity.
The relation (1«13) may evidently "be rewritten in the form
where d& 9 vf*s , (3 C are completely arbitrary variations in the Ô,








in the pt , &t&t- , V . If <JC*= 0, we have
piOp - f>'c Sp^'-f-SY ( (1.23)





SSt/t dfU^Sdp '*+ £fc/K (1.25)
Since ô and are independent variations we may write
in the same sense in which we write
-^ «.• — —tÇ— Z.m fct j- SLcjL-. (1«27)
when we imagine the canonical variables to be functions of 2n parameters
C&£. . Equations (1,26) imply




Problem 111 s Verify equations (1.28)
Hence, subtracting (1.24) from (1.25), wo have






















We now see that not only is the form of the canonical equations (1.5) left
invariant under canonical transformations but also the iorm of the bilineai
expression Qp,- c^g'**eth¦ô® f' = There are many other exjresssions which
remain invariant under canonical transformations, and we shall next
proceed to obtain some of these «









_ % ,)p* (1.31)
ou A-&
Expression (1«31) is called the Lagrange bracket of U- and ISK with
respect to the igj'"' , h^ , Comparing Kq.s (1.29) and (1.30), we obtain the
following necessary and sufficient conditions for a canonical transfor-
mation.^'.
(1.32)
Consider now a general transformation from the variables















If the transformation G> ,Z) ""$*L-L- is Bon-singular (non-vanishing Jaco-
bian) then A vail non-singular, for its determinant is givan by
(1.34)
Problem IV % Verify (1.34) Hint t Write t*
*
*X^, = SC^ and





alternating symbol (Levi-Civita symbol) î (c,. a ) -I < a/
The inverse of A is designated by a special notation, namely,





Provlem V !Verify (1.36)
That is,
<~V/ u')fy Cfu^ue))si> •= £•* (1- 37 l
Expression (1.36) is called tho Poisson "bracket of U.^ and
l>Cfr with respect to the CS / lO£ • -Poisson "brackets satisfy a sot
of readily verified identities. IfF, , F? , !\ are any three functionss" / / \of theCF and p,^ (and perhaps also of the time), then













Problem VI s Verify (1.39) Writ^
Problem VII % Verify (1.40). Hint % Wttti the expression on the left hand
side as 1/2 £ (f f^f j \
Equation (1.40) is known as the Poisson-Jacobi identity.
Using the notation of problem IV, we may write equations
(1.32) in the following compact form.
f' /Of //Si)
_ p*¦' /V I'M
-
£<«/>> % (1-4 D
Sinoe %-<t>r*Xa/^ '" is evidont that wo also havo





Equations (1.43) may be used in place of Sqs (1-32) as a set of necessary



















One may now readily show that the variables with respect to which any
Lagrango or Poisson "bracket is taken are uniquely determined only up to
a canonical transformation. For we have
*'' ' 3"t v o.x.^ ;w*: vu
"/-/• Bùa 37-J
Since Lagxange and Poisson brackets thus remain invariant under canonical
transformations we shall henceforth drop the subscripts denoting the
variables with respect to which they -are being taken.
In addition to the above differential invariants there exist
a number of integral invariants discovered by Poincaré. ocnsiderf2m-C **
dimensional region R in the Sn-dimeneional space of the f§ , h,- (m<^n)"
and consider Vao, following integral g
-<;::,. X <^f tOif Olfcn, (1.46)
If the region R iis characterized by a set of 2m parameters Of „ 'this
«a? ¦












If we immm^m^, a canonical transformation. ...» y-ythis
integral becomes
'







The integral (1.46) is therefore seen to be invariant under canonical
transformations.
.
Among the above integral invariants there are two important
cases %
The 2n-dimonsional spaces of the ?p , is called phase space» The inva-
riance of In indicates the invariance of volume elements in phase space,
(it also indicates that the Jacobian of any canonical transformation is
equal to unity.)
2) J^- Qtyfy^ahty^a^fc (1- 50)










b) Infinitesimal canonical transformations.
Suppose a canonical transformation &,jâ~*>&àr'i.& an infinitesimal/ / *'1
transformation so that
where the (P and (Z-> are certain functions of the t& S a^d &g S and £is ....
infinitesimal. The canonical nature of the. transformation will impose certaii
conditions on the functions CJ>
"
and {LJLJ . These can be obtained by writing
Eg, (1.23) in the form





/ ç t c (1-53)
Then
and we see that the û# and Ujmist be of the form




where S is an arbitrary function of the ¦ps and^ S
;(and possibly also
























IfF is a fixed function of the canonical variables then it
changes in value under the infinitesimal transformation (1.51? 55) "by
amount
(1.56)
On the other hand, if the value of F is to te regarded as being fixed,
then its functional form in terms of the canonical variables must suffer
a change of amount
£*FCf,t>)°* FZpjo) ~f~(p/û (1.57)
whore










Result (1.6O) may be used to prove directly that the transfer
mation (1.51> 35) leaves Poisson brackets invariant. We have
vT>\a r;£T -»-zî/11
"









Problem VIII s Prove that the difference between the results of applying
two,^infinitesimal canonical transformations in different orders itself
corresponds to an infinitesimal canonical transformation of the secund
order. \
A given finite canonical transformation may frequently be
expressible as the sum of an infinite number of infinitesimal canonical
transformations. Any point in the summation may be labeled by a parameter
*f9f9 and the value of any function Fof them's and the is 's may be
denoted at that point by F((^. Then
-^§- (F, S) (1.62)'
-a. I
where S is the generator of the transformation, S may have an explicit
dependence on ST'in addition to its implicit dependence on T"through its
dependence on the j^'s and ls.
When S is not explicitly dependent on Tj the connection between
the values of F at two different points fi and flmay be expressed by





The question of the actual convergence of such expansions forms one of
the most difficult problems in dynamical theory.
Any canonical transformation which can bo generated by infini-
tesimal canonical transformations is called a proper canonical transforma-
tion. The set of all proper canonical transformations forms a subgroup
of the group of all canonical transformations.
Problem IX s Show that tho canonical transformation
F'*f+T(E S) + 4-, T'CftS), s) +? . -
with S « 1/2 (&4ffiJ£ + /VA. ) and *T= 77"" changes .. |into - i?.
into » hi % and hence that inversion of coordinates is a proper canonical
transformation even though for n odd itis an improper point transformation,
. Problem X s Does the group of proper canonical transformations actually
comprise the totality of all canonical transformations 5 i.e., is the
word "proper", when applied to canonical transformations redundant ?
Problem XI % Show that the canonical transformation
F1 « F +7~(F, pi) + i/2f((P, S), S) + ...
with S » i>./i whore the /^*"are arbitrary functions of the p's (and
possibly also of the time) is a proper point transformation. Each set of
Note
-
Astéries, in general, denote the difficulty of a problem. One
asterisk generally denotes a problem which can be solved readily only
with the aid of outside references. Two asteriks, while by no means
guaranteeing that the answer is unknown, indicates that the author
is not aware of the answer and would be happy to have the answer (if
any) brought to his attention.
(X-rJf^mJu^'«/ V<iJ JVJV 2!(%~f-Ff f•**—F' 2.
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functions f\ defines a one -parameter subgroup of the group of all proper
point transformations.. The group of all proper point transformations is
itself comprised of the totatlity of these one-parameter subgroups. Show
that if/j=p
'
and / « log/1 then the tranformation is one which
merely changes the coordinates by the scale factor^
Problem XII s Show that the difference between the results of applying
two.^infitesimal point transformations in different orders corresponds to
an infinitesimal point transformation of the second order.
Returning now the canonical equations (1.5) we see that the- time
derivative of any function Fof the $? le and b ? s (and possibly also of
the time) of a dynamical system is given by
*
Ot (1.64)
The case in which F is not explicitly dependent, on t shows us, upon compa-
rison with Eg. (1,62), that the course of developoent in time of a Hamilto-
nian system may be regarded as the gradual self-unfolding of a canonical
transformation.' The Hami Itonian function is the generator of the transfor-
mation.






where V » /£¦" (S
-
p. ¦ ) (see (1.53)). Comparing with (1.22) we see that
the transformed Hamilton!an function is
w "àér
Suppose the form of the Hamiltonian function remains invariant under the
infinitesimal transformation. Then
H ( j/, i)»H (0 yé- ,é )+ d¦ 1̂- S( *,yf> ,t)
or -^ r-.c^£=//jw=£:( h's ) (1 - 6?)
se-
Since is arbitrary we have
S = (S,H) + -=-=- = 0 (1.68)
That is, S is an integral of the dynamical system s




The converse of the above result is obviously also true, namely,
that the canonical transformation generated "by any integral of the system
leaves the form of the Hamiltonian function invariant» Since the form of
the Hamiltonian remains invariant, the !s and h 's satisfy the same
equations of motion as the P s and lv f s, and it is evident that the
canonical transformation; transforms trajectories into trajectories.
Let S and T "be any two integrals of a dynamical system*
Let the function S generate an infinitesimal canonical transformation,
which transforms trajectories into trajectories. The change in the func-
tion T under such a transformation from one trajectory to another is
T =<£". (T,S). But since, T, being an integral of the system, is constant
along both trajectories, it is evident that y/jy jT and hence (S,T) is a











Problem XIII g Prove the above result directly.
If the Hamilton!an function is not explicitly dependent on t
(this will be the case if the Lagrangian function is not explicitly depen-




and the Hamilton!an is seen to be an integral of the system
—
the energy
integral. Equation (1( 1« 70) expresses the lav/ of conservation of energy, the
value of the Hamiltonian being identified with the energy of the system.
The canonical transformations generated by a constant Hamiltonian effect
displacements of trajectories in time.
c) Action. Angle and action variables.
Let
fJ « ï"\-k) (1.71)
be the solution of the equations of motion (1 « 1 ) which corresponds to
the trajectory which passes through the point Q at the time t 1 and
the point (g*" at the time to ('There may he more than one such trajectory,
"but for the present we shall consider the case in which there is only one.)
Then consider the following function
6 (#^/> éy
-
Jé,L tjf,f,\)*& (1.72) ¦
S is known as the action, and is completely determined by the f?* -> t!,
f,t.
Suppose now that we make an infinitesimal vairation é # which
carries us from one physical trajectory to another, so that
f^f*&J+érfiCtJ (n73)











and the variation in the action becomes
Ss~L (faxfa), t)st- (-[s&'),f&'j,c) &'




*" 41 +#'(sWs£?+f £ typify*
_ (1- 75)
where fa = &(*) y Ai^Afe'J '' ' (* HU76)
Evidently
A. and vj<are implicit functions of the p^ , t', 4g , t , and the* *• / £ c £





























These are known as the Hamilton-Jacobi equations.
Suppose that, in stead of the *p and p'
*"
being given, we know
*> • y f /
only the initial values, P S /> - , of the dynamical variables at the time




determine the values O 9 P^ at any later (or earlier) time t. To see
how this comes about, first recall that the development of a dynamical
system in time corresponds to the self-unfolding of a canonical transfor*-
mation. Comparison of Eg. (1.18) with (1»77) shows that the latter is an
explicit expression of this transformation» (S is to be identified with
the XL, of (1.18)). Equations (1.77) may evidently be solved for the
<& and p. in terms of t, t 1 and the initial values jg? ,Jo %
In this manner, if a general solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
(1.79) is found, the equations of motion are immediatly solved,»
(1.81)
The function S is a particular form of general solution of the
Hamilton-JacoM equation. There exist many other useful forms for the
general solution. For example, solve equations (1.77) for the or£"0
r£" in
terms of the ff
l
9
/)'!, t and tl,t 1,
and then introduce the function
f(p tip*)-rwa t-j^ot-:- . <?„>
T may be identified with the-/*g of (1.19)? and the canonical transfor-
mation (1.77) may be reexprossed in the form
















Problem XIV : Prove that T also satisfies the partial differential
equation ray /t-y-r
2ht
' ''( 'àf<"rs ± '/
An infinity of other forms for the general solution may be
obtained by carrying out a canonical transformation O9 â •
—
-p o? J&
/ S jf { Jf
*
on the£? f s and p 's, Let the canonical transformation be generated by
a function JL. A p /S)% or «sample, so that, according to (1.19)>
&/ù&
/ù err
— ràfl/i &t 7>j2^
The first of Eqs. (1.87) may be co^bined with the second of Sqs. (1.84)
to solve for the pp 1 * in terms of the $ ,P 9 t. (t f also occurs, but
we shall now let its presence be merely impliciily understood).
fe m fi'ïff/fféj. d-88)
Then the canonical transformation which passes from the ç 's and k f s










P4 ~ht y2¥ ¦= p"£ (1.90)
Now, under the canonical transformation Q9 h
—* 00 9 ja ? the Hamiltonian)f £ f
function transforms according to










and the $>" f s and A" !s satisfy the equations
/^ -0, - 0 . (1.94)
That is to say, the a» 11 f s and i^
"
f s are constants as far as variation
with t is concerned. This is actually already obvious, since the *% M f s
Iand k» "fs are simply functions of theY 's and $ !s, v/hich are in turnr w 1r




in terms of t and the constants p "% A" s s
The relation between the constants /^" ,yO "^ and the initial values
f?
***























Now, in virtue of Eg, (1,92) $& is evident that
Expression (1.89) is therefore a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion, and this is the form of general solution which we shall employ
in the theoretical discussion which follows.
(1.96)
We may first make some remarks concerning the nature of
the general solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation which should be
expected. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is a partial differential equa-
tion of the first order in the n + 1 independent variables &. c, t .
À general solution must therefore involve n + 1 independent constants
of integration. Since only derivatives of {J occur in (1.96), one of
these constants of integration must be a purely additive constant» Now,
itwillbe noted that (J as given "by (1.89) differs in value from o
only by a constant, namely Û A) c
+ _/£.4/ £.4 »We will write henceforth
(J « + constant ? where the constant is assumed to be adjustable.
The remaining n constants of integration are the ib" w in (I089).
Now suppose that the Hamiltonian function is not explicitly
dependent on the time • Then the solution of equation (1.96) may be
expressed in the form
U(fiflé)= IVfo*J-£&'Je (1.9T)
where the function W, which is independent of the time, satisfies the
partial differential equation
This is known as the second form of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation»












It is readily seen that the canonical transformation Ê, &> -9 p**3 &"?J j I
is generate d by the function W 8
'* "â^t go»-' (1.101)
P**-2Êi+3t7 -Mi (, 102)
The value of W is readily obtained
W « £/+• Et s S + Ht + const»
a J(L + H) dt + Ht! + const» = J "''Â.olû + Ht « + const.
c >f (1.103)




y$ $s sometimes also called the action. Introducing a momentum yJ| == - H
Conjugate to the time, one will note that we may write (since Ixp^-H « L)
> = J (ftUfi*+Aelk) (1« 105)
trajectory
TWs su^g^^ts a simple distinction between S and W, W may be called the
space-action while S is called the space-time action»
If,in 34* (1.98), p" (orh J% i« chosen equal to E,
thenj7 f = 1 and //^ 0 for t « 2..\. n. a, v' 2 0., q. !t'n are thon constant
in time and the last n-1 of Eqs. (1.102) may be solved to express n-1 of
the coordinates &*"in terms of a remaining coordinate. In this way we
get the trajectories (or orbits) , inÛ -space directly without the neces-













Problem s For the harmonic oscillator
show that S( f,£/*•,t•)
- -Ip—X-J. 1-— £- *-T
Show that S and T satisfies the Hamilton-JacoM equations with
h- i£-kP'-f-Hn^^
show «.« r^fj= „A"^[f^H"^™~YMe)]1 <*¦ *-} -fou?- v -fncJ^ f r 2eff/J
4- constant
(Somo signs are arbitrary.)
Problem s For the freely falling body
show that
/ /I2.
L « t2L A^ z^ Z*
C/p» f IL- é +X




*~ '/ 0 If
'




Problem § Show that for a charged body moving in a plane in a constant
homogeneous magnetic field H perpendicular to the plane
T,
_ •"#? ÀC'Â i P A * £
/a
{ t. I~<- fit. c^fjfy *¦ "j-O
*
,-i- cc* c*>(t -tO "i'(rrr/J
whore Ii-fV(i'p
Z , L ¦*-•£"/A-^V)
It willbe observed -that the space-; action W for the two-







where fja is a function only of Ô,*", together with the integration constants.
This is obviously a direct consequence of the fact that tho Earciltonian
function has tho form
3-
H
- p^~ ,£/. (1.142)
where ft. is a function of 4& and iC^ only. In this case the Hamilton-
















{ ï 'i s * (fypy~û c ĉ -
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It may happen that the space-action is expressible in the form
even when the Hamiltonian does not consist of a sum of terms each of
which depends on only one pair of variables ?kj />£. Whenever W is_ exprès-




The exact solubility in closed form of the equations of mo-
tion of many simple systems is often directly related to the fact that
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the system in question is separable.
In the discussion immediatly following wo shall consider exclusively
systems for which the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is separable. Equations
(1.101, 102) will then take the forms
fr=M VS. (1.H5)
* ¦ Jk ~àti/- i~ ~\>a/«p*1 *- ~ £JZL _r<T /JZt (1.146)




Now suppose that the system is of such a kind that canonical
variables O , h^ can "be introduced for which the projections of the
phase-space orbit of the system on all the n & ->àï planes, as given by
equations (1.148), have one or other of the two following forms, for a
certain range of values of the integration constants fe" s












Tlie motion of the system is tben^to be multiply periodic in this range.
If the ith projection has the form A)s the G~&i motion is said to be
one of libration. If it has the form B) then the Q~ ~pt motion is saidû ' r
to be one of rotation. The significance of the "wavelength ll p> rl in
case B) must always be understood in the following s nse. If the coordi-
nate? <?*" is increased bj amount O> " while all the others remain
fixed, then the configuration of the system remains unchanged. By carrying
out the poât transformation
qc *pcx (sir £?/ M& (v149)
V"*li^. M -— /Vs (1.150)
¦ZT *m&*~ifat)
the case of rotation can be transformed into a case of libration. Wo shall
therefore henceforth consider the case of libration only.
1.149)
How introduce the quantities
where the integration is to be carried over one complete p
-
k>^ cycle»



















W during ono cycle. It is for this reason that the J- are commonly
known os action variables. It should be noted that our definition here
differs from the usual one ? namely J* -/\&\'> \- a factor 2'ff. Itwill
be observed from (1«151) that the J^ are funotions of the p"j alone f
and are hence constants. Solving for the h nfsn fs in terms of the J's, one
may reexpress the space action "7 as a function of the gls and the J's .
W then generates a canonical transformation from the ç's and L*&to
a set of variables (J^r 9 J z
t. *àMÏ firc^WL (1 153)
The canonical transformation which leads from the pm !s and £"• 's
(or from the M's and /v," f s) to the &rs anc^ s s simply a point& t








The change in the variable tjT1 during one cycle of the coordi-
nate ûf and momentum /**/ is given "by













by an amount 2Jf over the cycle £.„ • For this reason the variables (jj~,
which are canonically conjugated to the action variables J r , are called
angle variables (winkelvariabeln) . Conversely, if we allow /.(/"'to increase
by an amount 2\\ ? & will go through a complete cycle and then return
C
to its initial value. The other Q f s may also depend on (jJT but will
return to their initial values without going through a complete cycle.
It is evident therefore that the general solutions of equations (1.153)
have the forms
(1.158)
Ifwe choose either the zero point of tima or the zero point of the angle
variables in such a way that iP » 0 in (1»155)> we may write
-^ J^-'^ c ' /A"^Ac.,T S*V-159)
From thu- reality condition on the |£
'
s and h's we must have
f/;.T^ -fr .-r /,* ,Z (1.160)
as a condition on the amplitudes of the multiple Fourier series.
(1.15
From equation (1.159) the CC>'"' are seen to be the angular
frequencies of the multiply periodic motion. S.nce the total energy of
the system is a function of the constants J& „" it is also a function
of the action variables J . From equations (1.99) and (1.156) it is
evident that the angular frequencies are given by
(1.161)
The/çj wil in general depend on the J's.
The canonical transformation equations (1.153) correspond to
the form II)on page 5? W hero taking the place of the generating function
-**h« Of interest is also another generating function W for the same
i
S3Z
/3 » » •?..•i'-^sttft»*- T •fr,.r,,
sfT it' f crr l\~.
¦C m.- .*•', ¦¦•? f|-W Uie
,,..,;
31
canonical transformation, namely that which corresponds to the form I)
on page 5 s
.yjr = w- yjr^gt , (1.162)
Tu* *V
Ii / V • J^C (1-163)
As t& increases bygtn amount 27T go through a complete cycle-




That is,IV is evidently periodic in the ur's with period 2 }} o
.
.1
We shall now generalize the foregoing analysis of mechanical
systems in terms of angle and action variables, in such a way that no
reference need "be made to the possible separability of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation. Any system, whose Hamiltonian function is not explicit!
dependent upon the time, foi? whichà canonical transformation §h ¦•->CJS7I
of the form (1»163#* can be found, such that %
l) the Hamiltonian function transforms into a function E depending only
on the J's, 2) the «'s and #> { s are periodic in the 0j"x s with period
2 77* 9 and 3) the generating function w is also periodic in the i-*^ 's
with period 2 "if", both through its explicit dependence on the fiP's as
well as implicitly through its dependence on the |gr' s ? will be called
I,
a multiply-periodic system. The or^'s and J's willbe called the angle
and action variables of the system. We must clearly investigate the
question of the uniqueness of these angle and action variables.
!¦
Consider the following linear point transformation of the
angle and action variables %
(AT









rr-<* c nr k.
-
£\ (1.66)
where the 't- "• are constant integral coefficients. If the determinant
of the matrix formed by the L. ,* has the value
iT'rl"^ (mo?)
then the elements ** , of the inverse matrix are also integers. This
Q
means that not only does an increase in any one of the LIT"
*"
by amount
2 77* bring about increments in the tAjr "" which are integral multiples
of 2 // , but conversely ilso an increment of 2?/ in one^the :,tr l
corresponds to increments in the (JF which are integral multiples of
2 77" • Hence any function which is periodic in the (àX 1' with period
2 // is also periodic in the {jS" with period 2J) ? and vice versa. The
variables Of") J clearly satisfy all the requirements of angle and action
variables. The J"s are constants and are integrally related to the J^s,
The Ci/ 1 -s like the c^ s a are linearly dependent on the time.
1.167
It is therefo.ro evident that the angle and action variables
are unique at most up to a linear tranformation with determinant equal
to. . We shall, presently see, however ? that they may not even be
determined to this degrees of uniqueness.
It frequently happens that there exists a linear relationship
between the angular frequencies Où^ (&s defined by (1,161) of the form
where the Cj are integers independent of the J's. We shall suppose that
equation (1,168) has been reduced to its lowest coamon denominator, that
is, that the HC*. have no*> common integral factor other than ?¦ 1. We
shall further suppose that the of have been arranged in such an order that
'{&-.-< an<3' **¦£ arG different from zero and contain no common integral






& If only one of the f\l , say T, , is different from zero, then w©
have immediately uj's 0
and C-^ such that
/ / -±J (1«9)
If wo now mike the,.| transformation
a/^ar t .fin fd^...*.) (ni7o)
then the angular frequency cocorresponding "to the new angle variable^/^
vanishes, and <ur itself is s^en to be constant in time.
.169
1.170
Again itmay happen that there exists an integral linear
relationship between the new frequencies^ of the form
- tw*~o (1.171)
whore in the summation, the index t- nov/ runs over the values 2 ? 3,...n
Introducing the point transformation
CO- -= CCr (
Cur **
"
, CM- *+¦Ï,w/w/J V., ,, "+T' c<j>" / .
efe, U-'/2J
we obtain another vanishing angular frequency. Continuing in this way,
we may separate the
(
angle and action variables into two groups , djr'* ,
.^ , and CiX^f JfL9 sucil a^ "tho angular frequencies corresponding
to the variables LAfA9A9 JAJA vanish, while those corresponding to the va-
riables CiT' .//i- arG aH incommensurable with one another*
171)
(1.172)
If the number of the variables C*J~" is m, thon the system
is said tc "be m-fold degenerate. Prom the equations
it is «vident that the is independent of the action variables J,.













some C. for certain values of the J's. The system will then be said
to be accidentally degenerate for those values of the J's. True degeneracy
is independent of the values of the J'e and implies that the energy does
not depend at all on certain of the J's.
From nov/ on, we shall maintain the above separation of the
angle and action variables into a degenerate and a non degenerate group.
The capital Latin indices A, B, etc.. will be assumed to range ovex the
values 1, 2.... mf while the Greek indices range over the values m+l...n.
The transformed Hamiltonian function E (i.e. the «nergy) will always
depend on exactly n~m non— degenerate action variables 'A . This means




... ST->-t oft Ms m fj~~* & À ( 41-174)
where we have separately
(L8(~±4 / (i%j=-±j. (1.175 )
(1.1
.175)
We shall now show that the transformation^ 1.174) are "too
restrictive* and that there exists a wider class of canonical transfer
mations which lead to variables satisfying all the requirements of angle
and action variables» This wider class consists, namely, of all those
transformations generated by functions ml/Ly having the form
where the function F is periodic in the fay with period 2 J/*^ The t-uLja .
L-
•- of course, are integers satisfying (1.175) The transformation gene-
rated by ..-'/-> is given by
a/A afCax %lE^â» r) \ o.m)(1 177)
-t,rz~ (. //Jor
**





It is easily seen that the transformad function W1 which
generates the canonical transformation #, jû ~~P CO"' 9 J 1 is given by
where the equations J- »
- "'" ' /'} ? .r>:-= <J ¥"\it»*-ù have been solvod to
express the f s of the o's and j f s. Wl,W 1, like W, satisfies
the Hamilton~Jacobi equation.
(1.179)
Now, equations (1.177» 178) show thai, £tr*are changed by
integral multiples of 2// when any one of the faf**is changed "by 2 // ,
and vice versa. Hence any function which is periodic in the CO"*" is also
periodic in the ££P . The J* fs are evidently unaffected by increments of
2Jf in the CA-f"
*"
> although the J. may be altered by changes in the^r
of magnitude less than Zlf * S nee the (AT are independent of the time
however, the Jl.J 1 . are still constants. The J l^ are, of course, constants.
The transformed Hamiltonian function remains explicitly dependent solely
on these non-degenerate action variables. It only remains to show that
the function £-</" which generates the canonical transformation ù ,jb *Pfyf*> J f
in the form (1.163) is periodic in the cjuT* s»
Regarded as a function of thefo1" 1 *s and J*s, „.//« kns "kke ori^
Hence
















Since ÏJJT and F are periodic in the c<r >1 s, and hence also in the £,_/ *s
with the period 2 77" > i-fc is evident that l^jr^ is also.
It is fairly easy to sec that the canonical transformations
(1.177» 178) are the most general transformations which maintain the
separation of the angle and action variables into the dagenerate and non-
degenerate groups. The function F (and honco its derivatives) must "be
periodic in the sjj/)S 9 for otherwise Vjiwould not Toe. F cannot depend on
the 40" for otherwise the <7,Vj would vary- with 'tine. . Itwillbe no-
ted that the non-degenerate action variables can only transform linearly
and integrally.
Problem s For the harmonic oscillator show that i
¦¦;¦**— -i-vw^ 7
Problem XIX s Show that by carrying. out the canonical transformation gene-
rated by the function
-iL4~4 ~ &">(.-{*ft '^J: +J? c*-wc -w Qy
one can transform the Eamiltonian function of the system of Problem XVIII
into that of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. in the form
H
- ;;:L P 2\+ MU>*"y-)a z
Using the one-dimensional form of Eg. (1.188) show that the space action
for this case takes the form
— * 4 -"V «f-tA.
and that
E = J2J 2
Show that the variables CiT", j£ satisfy all the requirements of angle
and action variables and hence that the system is periodic with a 1-fold
degeneracy.
Problem XX § Consider the case of a one-dimensional particle in a box of
length I, L - 1/2 »£ - *"% #-^ Jk*-H*/&)
Prove that E =
—ii—. J and show directly that the angular frequency
of oscillation is givon by J« Show that in terms of the angle and
action variables, <p and L are given by
37





. /V ~.,/ /&^ /-¦• v J~T"?L CJPQ ZJfiL.. f 2./' f2 2^ OV O*T \
-eel* yy|- J i # >¦ '-^..^y
Use simple Fourier analysis (See Eqs. (2,7) and (2.8) of the Appendix).
The preceding example, together with those in the two problems
above, are examples of libration. As an example of rotation we may take
the very simplest, though typical, case, namely the plane rotator with
the Lagrangian function
L « 1/2 Iy 2 (1.195)
Iis the moment of inertia and u> is the angular configuration coordinate,
CJ>4
- Zif represents the same configuration as does (Iff .In order to reduce
this to the case of libration we make the point transformation
k
„ ir
where // is the momentum conjf.gate to (p %
In terms of the new variables the Lagrangian function takes the form
• <L
L m d r^S«~ ¦ ¦ (1.198)




The equations of motion are




















~&>é -^ fe,fc, ess &as H^ £u.yè -/-fôj, (1-201)
The second form of the Hamilton-JacoM equation is
'"j±^~§V(^/ AB (1- 202)
with the immediate solution
W = 13 sin~ c + const. (1.203)
Now, from the solution (it2oi) we obtain
JT—Tco <aW n** £* * • (1.204)
¦The action variable is
,# /"* / sf
"7 **2TJiôclf
~:2T^ ¦**-JT~ £c-°c-° ' (1• 205)
Hence p
E = -2— , (1.306)
which cheks with
o£T -7 ¦
' ' ' '
do ~ G-T* - :*j~- * (1-207)
We may now write
W « J sin"* n + const. (1.208)
which gives


























,/-t.V? £ooà*¥~03: +~ tf^<£*-* 00 i
h ~"àw x -à-
In this case the function £lT of (1.162) becomes raurely a constant.
£#% W
-
ttfJ = const. (1.211)
$/ is therefore manifestly periodic in CUT" but useless as for as defining
the canonical transformation 0 fJh "mm> UT% Jis concerned.// /
(1.210)
À most important example of the use of angle and action varia-
bles is thai of motion in a central field of force. The Lagrangian function
is, in spherical coordinates,
L m 1/2 hi fa -+\ C? ~t-A.: jfHtH "di^> y ~lfai1-212)




i fjr ?»„ \^s \ \ ot.. \i\)
is" <•¦'
k> «. 'kb *fajj-t<+ z$ ¥' (1.815)
i
and the Hamilton! an function is
The second form of the Esmilton-JaooTai equation therefore becomes
This equation is separable, for wo may write
W&A(f)
-































0~& )2') 2'+B^Êl. _re t a d-220)*&/ et» 7 3 *
where (s£<>and Ql.Q1a are constant p. Bemembering that W will be a generator
of a canonical transformation A-, C^ .O^y . i>^ • /!> --*frttJ *fi) %'Ù.JT >J* >7 / '/ a.- '/& ft* A... " 0.- us "*¦-
A ... 5/^'" _. s-
rf t>^ tf (c (.1.222)




The total orbital angular momentum is given by
I»
-
M.4.. // A.. &)
P"-rP
"-r (A 0 d'J
while the Z~conponent is given by
Lz « ,4-hJ,
'










We shall now consider only the case of "bound states of tho
particle which moves in the centre?.! force field» In that case E<^ 0














- //^j«^ [_ £.set** / -x.
ft--H*- M»..».....i1» Z.^l.T
*>è*<*—
monoticallv as /I"&&&*In that case the orbit is such that /£. oscillates
"between the two value», an(^ •'^' max* which make the radicand on the
right of (1*224) vanish. Furthormot*e, it is evident from (1.223) that
/a7v/must be less than f<2.«sand that (^ oscillates betweon tho values




iX" is the angle of inclination of the orbit.
The action variables are now given by






The integral (1,229) can be evaluated "by making tho substitution X± ooap
Wo then have
i / a «¦-'*• *-v , ,-«,,™-.«—
-—---— •-—
a— j t'' ï?
•-
<^. £^2JI dot (1-231)
/•"":..#-<>> <v , •- m—... Q-i- n. / ' //. *. -3,,.
jf j-~&*p4* ¦-.-.-.— .- isL->c
..•'.*7/-u 'i&; 7 ¦*.*- ¦
/":S-^- ?. „,





> .»*' "I*l-*, V**f !"»• J1"»»,J1"»», himwm*^« l-'* "V j , »»,*- -——-—
h ¦¦/ P, /















w /-". ..ft^t , /--"—«——^
V
- s-,:.. • y ,^. ¦*•¦
We have
/if-«;- y (1-233)




<ft-é>/'/ -OSV OfJ ~ ®~e ~/ Aff (1-235)( 1-235)
Wo may now write
JJm * -i/(^V7" "gU., (1.23 1)
In principle, equation (1.231) may bo solved for E in terras of J\^ , J,\ ,
J^ ,Itwill be noted that E depends on J f^ and J/>. only through the» 7
combination J« + J^ • Therefore, . O /-"¦ o £T
u^ \^ufj ; (n232)

















, . . -—-—-- ? "7a.
•T"V /'" )
? /I1
We may thereforetransform to a new set of angle and action
variables for which one of the frequencies vanish. This is most convenien-










*- T r--Wr--W f (L238)
The matrix of the transformation is (+ sign when Jj£ 0)
(- sign when J <" 0;
/1/ 1 o o ! / 1 o o\
V•l-1 1 0/ c"1 «/ 1 1 0] (1,239)\ o ?1 1/ jai ti y
It has integral elements and determinant unity.
It is evident that
Jg m &*L j (1.240)
Jm sa^Lz / (1.241)






































and J may "be taken positive, and we have the restrictions
4. ss. /.< ¦ ssas f;/ C / o¦* "-"-— \ «•^
if->>
In order to analyze the orbit it is sufficient to consider
motion in a plane. The Lagrangian function will ba
/_= .^. />* +^ 0/ -^îry (?244)
and this will lead to a space-action of the form
Aé»- -¦ 72, ¦ ~ vé> (1.^46)
1 oui.. {/ '-
' '•¦' A- (1 247)
We may then write
-S? / -->-¦»? CO-t,. /j -miw... wl|.i Itniu*"**'^*"""t'"J r'M Jt
U UT^fr" TZ ) H V (1.248)
where £^ s rB/3^u- ? Since <-^jT« idlt, we have







>¦¦.., 1.1 ii i ¦ .....jgKl—
-',•••>?? G&L~* —
-in 11mvii. jri-1 -""¦**—wO»-*W**«H«i.¦*"















'fa = yï^dÊ- (1-250)
we have
•yV (1.251)
Integration of (1.251) gives the equation of the orbit.
In the case of Kepler motion we have
i/X 1 C*2!? '2..
and hence .
.3
A^ •••/ / ' / ,-? ;< >-H^"g. .''V
This integral may "be evaluated as follows. Set
2 2
2mE =-A ,mZe « B ,J^ * C (1.254)
Then
- />4 / --' if* '*¦ I (\ 2SSII.CL, I _~ y<a — * t^-t- U»«P3/
where J" ""<*• >fe. ¦<*¦ '^4
it«A-





and , ft si v I






















Differentiating J ... with respect to Gl» we obtain
*.J*~~ 'I £3 ~. f~»
.a la /.- ~ v a /¦ ¦=- -^ /
Integrating, and remembering that J,^ = 0 when CL- = 0, we havo
V~, j y-^f '"¦¦"- ¦"
-
Ji.







Since E depends on only the one action variable J 9 Kepler motion is
seen to be 2-fold degenerate»
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P=- •= °- r*~
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Problem XXI % Find the action variables for a rclativistic particle moving
in a central foroo field, for which tho Lagrangian function is
t . x// 7 "5? *¦ *• y•• iL " -** (/ -/-fi
-
leading to the Hamiltonian function ¦
Show that s as in the non-relativistic case ?
where L is tho magnitude of the total orbital angular momentum and L~
cr
is the 2 -component. Show also tnat
so that the motion is t-fold degenerate»
Show finally that for Kepler motion, with V(^U) « -^J^"
\f j ~r~^~
'




where J>> J^, + |J ,rT, , J » J* + *fe + ? and- hence that wo must have~. *p^ S'1 ' n *" •* y ¦¦ »• .. 3
J^)-^- for a real bound state. Show that for - :̂e '-" <^:j, , J this
equation for the enex-^v may "be approximated in the form
H
-
C r ¦+ V&)
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1
2. Classical Perturbation Theory.
Consider a system, with Hamiltonian function H which has
multiply-periodic motions. Consider a second system which is described




which differs from that of the first system by an amount H... If EL is suffi'
ciently small the second system should possess motions which approximate
the multiply periodic motions of the first system * It is the purpose of
this section to derive approximation procedures .Cor obtaining these
"perturbed. 1 motions.
We consider first the case in which RA » as well as H, is not1 o
explicitly dependent upon the time» The motions of the perturbed system
may then be themselves regarded as multiply periodic, at least over appre-
ciable periods of time ? and should be d^scribable in terms of angle and
action variables LIX'% Jà; * Our problem vd.ll be to obtain these angle
and action variables in terns of the angle and action variables C(J\ C» «L» ••
of the unperturbed sryatem. We sha!3 do this by finding a generating func-
tion W (ûr\ <l) which loads from the variables OJL'ij. to the variables
£JJ\ J^. by equations of the form
(2.2)
(Cf. Eq. (1.153)).
The theory of this section finds its application in cases in
which the Hamiltonian E of the unpertiirbed system is sinrolc and where theo .
solutions of the equations for the un perturbed motion are well-known. Accor-
dingly we shall assume that the angle and action variables OiJj^; J&& of





variables ùr 9 p/ the system may initially have been described in terms
of « H and H, may therefore bo taken as known functions of the C^J ant^
ç/ùt- * S is, of course, dependent only' upon the 3&£ 9 being simply the









Although tho ££T and J^^ are canonical variables they are
not, in gonoral, the angle and action variables of tho perturbed system.
In order to find these new variables QJ" 9 J , wo must first find the
generating function of Sq» (2*2) by solving the ïï?,'nilton~Jacobi equation




+ . . . ? (2,5)
B = Z! +E. 4- /io + ««««o (2«6)
The subscripts on tho terms of those series have tho following significance»
Wg imagine that the perturbing part of the Hamilton!an frr.ction ? namely H^ ?
is proportional to a small parameter pjf , The subscripts î;hen denote the
order in $f of the given t©rm ? and the terms are to be evaluated by expand-
ing the left and right sides of equation (2,4) in powers of £y and equating
*¦ £"" h •!#
terms of equal order" To zeroth order .transformation til", [&i"^Cm '/é/ é
must be simply the identity transformation., Hence
wo (ùro






E is, as before, just t;e energy function of the unperturbed system*















of the J *s,o
We now make an important assumption 9 namely, that the particu-
lar unperturbed motion under consideration, which serves as a point of
departure for our approximation procedure, shall be non~degenerate, not
even accidentally degenerate. This means that there exist no 1 integers '£*••,
except zero?, such that =°? w êre
- d£(^
0
) / '&> J^ •
This assumption willbe discussed in greater detail presently.
Since the £££¦'$ 22aC anà ) are separately the angle
and action variables of two different Systems , tho initial canonical
variables 4?
f
- , è c- must be periodic (with period 2/7*) separately in the
ÛT^and in the QX" * r-i!his me as a that, apart from an arbitrary integral
linear transformation with déterminent ? 1 of the angle variables among
themselves ? we must have
where the r ((XT) are certain functions which are neriodic in the /ir's
with period 2 //' . We should now remombôr that one final condition must
be satisfied in order that the (jtT be true angle variables, namely that
tho function
%ir » W « q;^; . (2.10)
be periodic in the 6JM~ f s with period 2// *In view of (2*9) this means
that ilf~9 considered as a function of the 6iT « Sj must also be periodic
in these latter variables with the period 2 TT*. But
ft** w1 +w2w2
+ . . . -^ $£ (2,11)
Hence. W,,, DiL, . • . must all be periodic in the C^'s with period 2 77~»





•)Ojr c -Aar c =
4
(2.12)
where the subscript </£ is short for 't^ •• • j "t^^ notation u^is
an abbreviation for Uf(x> and the summation is to be carried out over
/Tr-
ail positive and negative integral values of the
'
\*£ 9 including zero.
From the reality condition on the V/. we must have
j/i/^ - ff\ - tot ai^mdK(2,l3)
Mthout loss of generality we may also choose
W, 0~00 ~o Je, GM. 4y4y
(2- 14)
for the only effect which a choice of non-vanishing values for the
constant terms in the series (2.12) has is to shift the point of origin





Since the initial canonical variables 0' , />£ are periodic
in the to 's, and since the perturbing term? H4 « in the Hamiltonian is
originally expressed in terms of the p \ jfe « it is evident that H, is
itself periodic in the /jjl's with period 2 77""* • T^us we may write
/.^ C. J//O/ <_, (T^-r(_,/«,y(i (2.15)
"fa fajj H,*(J) Ô"^ (2- 16)
together with the reality condition
.16)
(2.17)
Let us now expand the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2,4)» We
obtain, using (3.7) ,
Eo (J) +E1 (J) +E2E 2 (J)









Equating terms of equal order in <X wo obtain the following set of equa-




Equations (2.20), (2.21) etc.. connect quantities on the left which are













To? o o o
-y1 )
Ho(J + + ... ) + Hi(<tJ+|/C^ + ... ;.<kç oor dag- àaç
6
of "both thû CtX*iB an & "the J's. The quantities on the right arc, however,
periodic in the (jX 's. Henco the quantities on the left are given simply
by the sum of the constant terms in the periodic quantities on- the right»
The sum of the oscillating terras must vanish. The constant terms are obtai-.
ne& by averaging over the ClT* B * This is equivalent to taking a timeo
average with respect to the unperturbed motion. Denoting such averages by
a bar, we have
d}c lvral x âOfc Sag*-' %tr/
••«««• etc •
Prom (2.22) it is seen that the energy of the perturbed motion is 3 to
first approximation, equal to the energy of the unperturbed motion plus
the time average of H^ taken over the unperturbed motion. To obtain the
energy in the second approximation we must obtain explicit expressions
for the amplitudes W^ . This we do as follows. Subtracting (2.22)
from (2.20) we obtain
o=g- tU c H£i c' r^ (2.24)
where the prime indicates that the constant term ("T" ~ 0) is to be omitted
from the summation and where CO^ = Co
*"
(/ ) ~ &rio ( Jv/^jv
We thus find . /4/4
W.,c
= -£#& for C/O (2.255












of (2.'25) never vanishes. We have finally
Eo ".-p'v* l£d£ tt-r ¦> 2>a/ <y/ - Mr Q ,-
In principle we may continue this formal prooeduro indefini-






The fundamental problem of determining the convergence of these series
has noyer been completely resolved. Indeed, entirely aside from the ques-
tion of the convergence of these series as a whole, there is the question
of the convergence of the individual terns, which are themselves infinite
series. In the case of degeneracy in the unperturbed motion it is quite
clear that even the terms diverge, owing to the presence of the denomi-
nators '72 oOç (which appear generally in all the higher terms). Even
in the case of non-degeneracy in the unperturbed motion these denomina-
rr"
tors become arbitrarily small by choosing the integers U-^ sufficiently
large. The question then becomes one of determining whether or not the
H, / , etc. become sufficiently small with large L^
to neutralize the effect of the small denominator^ It has actually been
possible to exhibit perfectly respectable non-degenerate dynamical sys-
tems for which the series do converge, (See, for examples Whittaker,








'ZIZ'""-'' '--¦¦¦¦¦••¦ / "J"
Ï C00 /
3-¦+A/'tieE
.26)<__r <¦ 3'/, I /7-,"" /
v' V
8
into which we shall, go here» (For details the reader is referred to
Born' s Mechanic s of the Atom <b 6 43-47») A few remarks should be made.,
however, concerning accidental initial degeneracy. For the vast majority
of multiply-periodic systems , each orbit which is non-degenerate lies
infinitely close to an orbit which is accidentally degenerate <. (See H. Bruns
Astronomi sebe Fachrjtchtun?g; , CIX, p6p 6 215 (1884).) This means that the series
(2.27? 28) represent completely discontinuous functions of the action
variables J/- . This can readily be illustrated by the example of a two-
dimensional particle in a square box of side -c . From the results of
Problem XX it is evident that the energy of the particle is given by
and hence





is rational or irrational, As J. (or Jo)J o) varies continuously the orbit





It is, of course s true that the non-deger. orate orbits are
infinitely more numerous thatt the accidentally degenerate ones, and this
has formed the faasis of classical ergodic theory» It also forms the basis
of the following remark % even for initially degenerate motion it neap
happen that the series (2y27 9 28) r.ap'reSw&t a good approximation to the
perturbed motion over long (though not infinite) periods of time, provided
the series (particularly the individual term series) are terminated after
the first few terms (in any case before the denominators vanish).
CO,




T&e accuracy of the resulting representation depends upon the rapidity
U 111 I2"I 2"with wich the numerators ©to» tend to zero with increasing
'C,; values. (See H. Poincaré, Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste,
Paris, 1892^99, vol, I, chap. Vj vol. 11, chap. VII.)
From (2.2), (2.7) and (2.12) we may write
J&c *Jt <- (% T tyjc (2.32)
r /
Prom (2.14) it is therefore evident that the values of the new action
variables are simply equal to the time average of the old action variables,





""-ur, -" ?Jïmill c *
t/t dj, & (?34)
which identifies for us the functions l, of (2.9) «
2.3
In many cases of importance the perturbing term, E^ , in the
Eamiltonian function is explicitly dependent on the time» When this situa-
tion occurs we may still construct a perturbation theory in a manner ana-
logous to the preceding theory. Since the Eamiltonian function is no lon-
ger time independent, the perturbed system will not undergo truly multi-
p^ly periodic motion. We shall continue, however, to seek for a canonical
transformation of the form (2.2) which transforms the Eamiltonian function
into a function which is explicit|;ly dependent on only one of the sets of
canonical variable's, the J ? s, together, now, with the time. Tb.e generating
function W of the transformation will now also be explicitly dependent on
the time. Hence, referring to (1*1?), we see that the generalization of
the Hamiiton- Jacobi equation (2.4) for the present case has the form









We again solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation by successive
approximations j> making use of expansions of the form (2 O 5« 6') ? and we
again make the assumption of initial non-degGnGracy, As previously wq may
write
andj in analogy with (2,12), we mo,ke the ansats
fe,;, -s w*(7<vc lrmLnL r,,,,,,,,
We have again, of course,
































r L r̂ ]?J~ c coo . (2.44)
Ifwe novir imagine the perturbing term H.^ to i-o '-switched on" at time-
t , so that y^ vanishes at t « - J~ , the solution of (2,44) is given
<Tc):^e' r-^^'-^'r ^^'-^' (?5!
Equation (2.45) ?iay readily "be seen to reduce to (2.25) when H^ is not
explicitly dependent on the time, Per ? using (2.13) and (2.16) of the
Appendix., we then have, taking /'¦—?s***)
Ll/ — / / /
*
lt' v*>u*> O- '~t) ij/
-= £&krLu}
Q for T j^O (2.46)
2.45)






















of the unperturbed motion, 'ZJ 7^ 0 implies LLO^ 0.5)




:¦ ~yi-*&lLi vKtK & ? (2.48)
Jfc jm -M^ - Q (2.50)
Wo shall "be interested in the actual value of the perturbing function







where., in this second line, the quantities appearing are to bo regarded as ¦
functions of the new canonical variables ixt $JC ? '^10 arguments CQZ
being simply replaced by UT f o. The variation in H^ duo to its explicit
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We shall now restrict our attention. to systems for which the perturbing
term in the Hamiltonian function is independent of the momenta A when
rC
expressed in terms of the original canonical variables ®t 9 h . . That
is
H, (^Jo / i)^Hjf./ t)^-L/^6j (2-53)
where L v is the perturbing term in the original Lagrangian function.
The term L
f describe the action of an external generalized force of amount
J AT
The rate at which energy is imparted to the system through the action of
this external force is given by
But, referring, to (2.50? (2.52) and (2.49), we have


















Let us no?/ ai,ply this result to find the moan rate of absorp-
tion of energy by the members of an ensemble of identical systems. At the
moment when the perturbing terme E^ is switched on and' the ctT^'s begin
to depart in value from the ùlfl's, the Cur-**s willbe found in general
. to be randomly distributed ir magnitude» That is, the periodic motions of
the systems will have random phases. In order to get the mean rate of
absorption of energy we must average over these phases, * This is equiva-
lent to averaging over the uor
'
s in (2,56)- Thus we obtain
Vl1 l^U^Ti/
* ll'mfy(%tZui Ji/j
Upon carrying o;it the summation we see that the first term in the last line
o£ (2 *57) vanishes owing to antisymmetry « We thus obtain for the total




J&'( %i flu' ri /?/ fr w r^^(t'Wj
(2.57)
¦e)l111 If >}' , rLCO3(t'L
I-
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'X j/*'~"" "fl ~"n.
. correct to second order. If tho perturbation function is switohed off
again at t si then we may let the limits of integration above run from
2,~~





Expression (2.57) represents an average energy absorption
rate ta&en over the members of a random ensemble of identical systems.
It also represents a time average energy absorption rate for a single
system, taken over a short period of time (of the order of the longest
fundamental period of the unperturbed system), in the special case in
which the H^^-. *s vary very slowly with time. kn. example of such a case
is that in which the perturbation function starts out froip zero at some
time in the remote past, is built up very slowly, and finally attains a
constant functional form which is no longer explicitly dependent on the
time. The perturbation function is them said to be switched on "adiabati-
cally". Wo shall now consider this case in some- detail.
Let us first apply Eg,. (2.45) to the adiabatio oasc Integra-
ting by parts and taking T—*Ow» , wo obtain








1 / m W||| mi f t
P )CTCTu>° KtAë*^
<? frr éL II<—> i-i-ftfIJ rltd
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whero we have nogleôtod tho term in H^~. owing to the slowly varying nature
of n^c Comparison with (2,25) shows us that the values of tho W^^
'
s
and hence of \f^ , are the same at any instant as if they had boon cal-
culated on the assumption that the fabr; !s are constant, having the values
associated with the particular instant in question» The same will in
general be true of W^, W-,. „ „ etc» The J's ? generated from the 6yr
and J 's via Eqs. (2,47 > 48)? are therefore the true instantaneous action
variables of the system. In particular, after, the H,.r
f s have attained
their final steady values, the motion of the system willbe once again
truly multiply periodic, and will "bo described by the action variables
J
- .In the remote par-K , before the adiabavic 'building-up process has
ptr
begun, the J !s are equal to the original J a
!s. Equation (2.^0) shews
that the J's remain constant in time. Wo have therefore the following
theorem which expresses the co-called "adiabatic invariance" of tho action
variables s
Theorem ? Although at the end of the adiabatic building—up procoss the
system will be executing a different multiply periodic motion from that
executed initially, the values of the- action ••variables describing the
motion in the two cases will be identical.
The energy absorbed by ?/a adiabatically varying sysr-om is
given by s*l• (2.59), wiiîb definition (2.60) replaced by
iZ afc^J (2.62)
Inserting (2.62) into (2.59) we obtain
•
— - -oCcI'l i'ï/¦ ) C
- ' - / - - /'/ / ;
16
(2.63)
In particular ? after the //^^S have attained their final steady values
no more energy absorption takes place. On comparison with (2,26) one
observes that the total energy absorbed is ? to second order, equal to
negative of the second order correction to the total energy of the
system produced by the perturbation H «
|(c shall now illustrate some of the proc^ding results by
considering thû example of the forced harmonic oscillator. If tho exter-
nal impressed force is F( t ) then the Lagrangiàn f•:.:,.'"/h;!.o:ûf •:.:,.'"/h ;!.o:û is
yielding the equation of motion
hia faco/p — /^/^ (2.65)
and the Kamiltonian function H =s
'




'Transforming to the angle and action variables of the unpertur-
bed system, wo have, using ('•il9o)/?
&
































It turns out that equation (2.74) is not only correct to
second order but exact. To show this we must solve the equation of motion
(2.65). We can give an explicit solution provided we know the Green 1 $>
functions of the operator mmJ
-
£r-rz + CO~ • These Green's functions are
quite easy to derive, using the mathematical methods of the Appendix.
In order, however ? to choose that Green's function which corresponds to
appropriate boundary conditions we shall proceed from a more physical
viewpoint.
Let us begin by replacing equation (2.65) by the equation
frj^H-2b> ?£ +ht 2^~ F{t) (2.75)
in which a "dissipative" term proportional to ?L and proportional to a
positive infinitesimal Ê has been added. If F(t) « 0 the solutions of
this equation have the general form
rajva-wn>-y- hi o ôtofr+ h,?2
%-Jr HI








Proc solutions of this form may always be superimposed upon the particular
solutions of Eg.. (2 O 75)« Itis to be obsurved, hov/evor, that, owing to the
damping factor £2~* >if "^^e value of ?ft> is finite in the remote past
when the force F is switched on then the "free" part of the solution
will hirvo completely died out by the time the moment of interest^ t, is
reachod.
Lot us now Fourior analyse Û, and F9F 9 writing
P
Since functions of the form (2.76) (i.e. damping functions) possess no
Fourior transform, this procedure automatically eliminates any "free" part
of the solution of (2.75). Equation (2.75) will now bo satisfied if
X(CO)^± JM (2.78)
(2.77)
But, using Eqs. (2,17, 18) of the Appendix, we may write
_j_ _ _:^_ __ 3 j_
_„ j_ rj_ + d 7
CO0 I
-
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and using Eqs, (2.15> 16) of the Appendix, wo find, on substituting
(2.78) into (2,77),
(2.81)
We have shown, incidentally,, that a possible- Green's function
for the operator J2L. -4- /. ) is
This function may bo called the "retarded" Green's function of the system
(2.64). For, when used to solve the equation of motion (2.65)» it has the
effect that the position of the oscillating mass m at time t is determined







impressed force F(t) at all previous times.
If we had inserted a negative dissipation term instead of a
positive dissipation term in (2.75) then we v/ould have arrived at the
"advanced" Green's function s
Çv*
f)U0~-/~ (<j- ±~)^UJoi (2-83)
One half the sum of the Green's functions (2,82) and (2.83) is also a
Green's function s
This function may bo called the "mean-value" Greenes function. It is the
function which we would have obtained if v\re had left the infinitesimal




The difference of functions (2,82) and (2.83), namely
of course satisfies the free equation.
(2.85)
Using the solution (2.81 ) we may readily calculate the energy
absorbed by the oscillator throughout the course of time. The omission
of my "free" part from the solution (2<,Bi\ corresponds to the procedure
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Problem XXII % Show that the space-time action corrGs.ponding to the Lagran-
gian function (2*64) is givon "by
Show that this function satisfies the Hamilton-Jaoobi equation for the
system. :
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3. The Interaction of Matter and Radiation. Classical Theory
Historically, the formalism of the preceding chapters
was develop?sed to deal with the problem of the motions of material
particles (or bodies composed of material particles) under the di-
rect influence of mutual (or external) "actions at a distance"»
The most well known law of force is that of Newtonian gravitation,
which is expressed by the of motion
where P{ is the position and m. the mass of the ith gravitating
particle, and G is the universal gravitational constant. The
equations (,3«1) can "be derived from a Lagrangian function of the
form .
Despite their apparent simplicity, the historical im-
portance of Eqs. (3«1) should not be underestimated. It woulof be
safe to say that the search for general solutions of these equations
has stimulated the development of a very appreciable amount of
modern mathematics, to say nothing of physics itself. In fact,
the totality of consequences of thesejt equations is still not
knoym* (For a full,up-to-date account of nearly all that is known
about these equations, see Âurel Witner, The .Analytical Foundations
of Celestical Mechanics, Princeton University Press, 1941»)
(3.1)
(3.2)
However, in a sense itmay be said that Eqs, (3«1) arc
well understood and their consequences fairly completely known.











in these equations nor any essential analytical difficulty remaining
in their application to special problems» In fact, they have been
so completely successful in correlating the phenomena of celestical
mechanics that they can easily be solved to an accuracy which has
no validity because it enters into the domain governed by relativistic
effects.
Far less is all this true of the dynamical equations
describing the motions of material particles which interact, not
directly, but through the intermediary of "fields". Although the
methods of the preceding chapters are also applicable to field-
particle systems, the conceptual and analytical difficulties presen-
ted by theses systems are so formidable that in only two cases,
namely that of electrodynamics and that of Einsteinian gravitation,
have the systems been of such an elegant character and the physical
principles involved so clearly defined that it has been found possi-
ble to isolate the difficulties in such a manner as at least partial-
ly to resolve them». The resulting theories in these two cases are
actually in amazingly good agreement with experiment, considering
how poorly they are understood compared to the Newtonian theory of
gravitation» And this is a very fortunate circumstance, because a well
developed classical theory of radiation was absolutely essential to the
development of the modern quantum theory.
We therefore turn next to a study of the mathematical
essentials of the classical theory of the interaction of matter and
radiation» We shall use a somewhat more elegant method than was
actually available at the time of the birth of the quantum theory
(or even of quantum mechanics itself) « It has the advantage of com-
pactness, modernity, and manifest Lorentz invariance throughout»
The method is due to Dirac (P.A«M. Dirac, Proc. Roy» Soc, , A.167
(1938), p» 148.), Following well established precedent we shall
ignore the Einsteinian gravitational field, as gravitation has never
been observed to take part in physical events on a quantum level,
and we here have our eye only on later applications to quantum theory.
Consider the system composed of a single material particle
of mass m, carrying an electric charge 6 > and interacting with an
3
electromagnetic field \,A » Its motion, and that of the field it
produces, are experimentally observed to be described by a Lagran-
gian density function of the form
where
and . +=o
Here 2L is the space-time position of the particle, its space-time
path being given in parametric form by functions 2^1?) of a parame-
ter 7T « For the time being T* is completely arbitrary (except
that it must increase with P ) but itwill later be convenient to take
take it as the proper time of the particle» The dot denotes different
tiation with request to T . Cis the velocity of light, /4H is the
electromagnetic vector potential, \ is the current 4-vector, and
£_ is the Lagrangian function of the free particle» We have
Fp^/ * n^
- Mj4/1(; f (3*6.)
whare commas followed by indices denote differentiation with respect
to the space-time coordinates 3Cm • In non-invariant notation we have


















where A is the 3-vector potential, is the "scalar" potential,
E is the electric field vector, H is the magnetic field vector,
lis the current 3-vector, and p is the charge density.
The current 4-vector, when expressed in the form (3.5) 9
is readily seen to satisfy automatically the charge conservation
equation s
Problem XXIII g Show that in non-invariant notation (3.5) reduces to
-
<¦ v^) «fyV- y«f^J
and -" 6 f[r'l(f)]
where 3 (t*) is the 3-vtàctor position of the particle as a function
of the time and !/*((")is the velocity of the particle s




















The equations of motion are obtained frogs the variational
principle j CIv >
(3.13)
Choosing T to be the proper time, so that
jf\-cl• v : (3-14)
we have the familiar equations
W.2f* = £ F^vC^) iy . (3.15)
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SV\aj>o-Kjyrvrsen.
Although equation (3 «15) is the correct equation to
give the motion of a charged particle in an impressed electromagnetic
field, and equation (3» 16") is the correct equation to give the produc-
tion of an electromagnetic field by an impressed current , together
they lead to a mathematical dilemma. As is well known, infinities lie
hidden in the equations (3 •15» 3«l6). In particular, the quantity
f. (2) appearing on the right of (3.15) is divergent when given by
(3.16). Therefore we shall presently ignore Eg. (3»15) and concentrate
on Eg.. (3.1é) o
First, however, we shall pretend innocence and treat "both
equations as entirely respectable in order to investigate the distribu-
tion of energy and momentum in the système Now, the momentum 3-vector
of the particle is given "by
P
<¦ / (3.17)
differentiation being with respect to the proper time. The force
acting on the particle ia therefore
and the rate at which energy is imparted to the particle is given by







where we have used the identity
7 (3.20)
which can be obtained by differentiating Eqo (3.14) f and the fact that
2. x c /" • T^e energy of the particle can evidently be identi- 4:























For a free particle we may write
fr C 7 L^f1* ÀC» (3-23)
where o is an arbitrary space-lik© surface and where
lj(x)r iy /"(^?)ir . (3.24)
For, on substituting (3»24) into (3.23) we have
Since iL is constant it can be moved outside the integral signs,
and then the obvious relation
¦I / 2y2 y <T(jc-h) At <*<ry r £ (3>26)
can be used to obtain (3.21). Since, for a free particle, R*
is constant, expression (3«23) is independent of the space-liks
surface 0* , which implies /uy v - 0 (See Eg* (3.11) of the
Appendix.) In the present case, however, we have, using (3.15) and
(3.16) „. »
.if / x > i /x^ r
—
F (x) F (*<l-tV^ 'A(X) 4TT yl (3.27)
But
and
Hence we may write






















T.,1, and T^ are known as the stress tensors of the particle and
field respectively. If we introduce the total stress tensor
/^v
-
V y *"^ (3.30)
we may express the conservation laws of energy and momentum in the
compact form
J r 0 (3.31)
At points off the world line of the particle the tensor
wj; vanishes and Ly reduces to the stress tensor /^ for
the field. We shall be primarily interested in the value of TL at
points near to but not on the world line. Hence we shall turn our at«-
tontion to / tf , and to Eg. (3.16) v/hich gives the law of genera-
—» tz
tion of the field quantities hyj out of which Tp v is construc-
ted.
(3.29)
If we choose a gauge in which the Lorentz condition
/V;''-~° (3.32)
is satisfied, then Eg.. (3.16) reduces to
Equation (3.33) can readily be solved provided we know
the Green's functions of the d'Alembertian operator O . Which Green's
function we choose depends upon the boundary conditions which we set
up for the problem. Our method here will be reminiscent of our
treatment of the forced harmonic oscillator in chapter 11. We shall

















in which a dissipative terra involving an infinitesiaml time-like
vector £ y has "been added. The vector £ willbe supposed to
have a negative time-like orientation, so that it can be brought into
the form (L\r/oo 0 -c £ ) ? with £yo, by a certain proper
Lorentz transformation. Since the delta function is ex-
pressible in the Fourier form
where i\ X is short for I(.k , the Green's function of the operator
nV?£ -~~, can immediately be written down as
Ct i 1 fx) J-l_
—
• (3.36)
Choosing a special coordinate system in which 6 m lies along the
time axis, we may write , using Eqs. (2.17, 18) of the Appendix,
where
(kf) --(k/'H.) 0.38)
Using Eqs; (2.15, 16) of the Appendix, we obtain, on substituting
(3.37) into (3.36), „
C-. i i*)- • ILi. UM^-? e ¦-« ft
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---^ [/(«.*) -cT(,-r)j (3.40)
Hence
r-JL 'i (uiL X/'^^i) (3.4i)
Equation (3.41) may "be written in invariant form by observing that
( |+ il) ((ï,a) ~- 0 (3.42)
siftoa >l )û • Hence
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vector (~ is completely arbitrary, save that itmust be time-like,
we may write more generally
G^^> CO _- -dl*)
where
is an arbitrary "space-like surface passing through the origin,
and the functlmal £ /%. 7 s eQ-ua-Je Q-ua -J- +lor - 1 according as
>C lies to the future or the past of 6~o
(3.44)
(3.45)
The function 1) d**) is kno?/n as the retarded Green's
function of the d'Alembertian operator O • vanishes at all points
off the light cone through the origin, as well as at all points to
the future of the origin. If we had inserted a negative dissipation
term instead of a positive dissipation term in (3.34) j we would have
obtained the advanced Green's function of L? s
o^J>>> r JL. /|. £ C*,*•}}f(*1) (3.46)
The mean value of the retarded and advanced Green's functions is
evidently the Green's function obtained in the Appendix, Eg. (l.6O)




Another important invariant function is the difference of the advanced
and retarded Green's functions s
ooo? o^-Dtn.-^Us^jA,1) (3-48)




Returning now to Eg. (3*33) f we see that a particular












n^v is called the retarded potential of the current J . The
general solution of (3»33) is
jW~ ft lAS
where r\u is an arbitrary "free" part satisfying the free wave
equation
v Ay ~ o (3052)( 3o52)
Ifwe imagine the interaction between matter and radiation to be
A
**
switched on adiabatically in the remote past, then r\i* may be
interpreted as the potential of the incoming electromagnetic field
which is subsequently to be scattered by the charged particle.
Inserting (3.5) and (3 .45) into (3-sO)> we have
/^(xV e |«<xjjr(i»tfx.n'/ 6,j) <r^.>c'>i)ir X{x»-E)0>53)
But
é^.-V/«J*-Crx;«(»)J (3.54)
where ? I^>C) is the space-like surface obtained by displacing 6"^
in the time direction until it passes through X . Hence
where (ç is the value of the parameter t!7 at the point of inter-
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I"S = I*(è-x) dV, (3.57)
we may write f
r /-« 2(2-*)
r e ij; (3-58)
where
Cv is called the retarded position of the particle with respect
to X •






























Problem XXIV s By writing (3-58) in • non-covariant form obtain the
familiar Lienard-Wie chert potentials.
The retarded and advanced field strengths may also be ¦





















c !rVg *-*v) - i>(*?- xr)
[èè a'(Za'.^jS (3.64)
In analogy with Bq. (3«51) we may write
A^^ A^ t /4^ (3.65)




Hf* may "be interpreted as the potential of the outgoing electro-
magnetic field after a scattering process has taken place. If we
define the mean generated potential by
VW*?}*(*'«))?&>**-i/V*^^ (3.67)
0Û
then we may write
A* * Af + 4,4 (3.68)
v/here
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Itwill also be convenient to write
?
**
r -a r )r Ar t i(Ar -A, )
1 *- r (3.70)
where
ft^ will "be seen later to have a special significance in electrody-
namic theory.
We shall be interested in evaluating the electro dynamic
stress tensor, and hence expressions (3*63, 64)» at points near the
world line of the particle. More precisely, we shall be interested
in evaluating the stress tensor at points on a tube in space-time
which encloses the particle world line. This tube will be constructed
in the following manner s (See diagram).
Consider a particular point «^ (T( T J on the world line of
the particle. Let us carry out a Loientz transformation to a coordi-
, nate system in which the particle is momentarily at rest at that










Construct a sphere of radius £ centered at the point if*,{*&) and
lying in the space-like cross section {t ~ constant) through
The points on this sphere may be labeled by the value of "t* in ques-
tion and by the element of spherical solid angle -Q. to which they
happen to correspond. Explicitly we may write } > although
frequently we shall omit the labels —i. and XT and write simply x „pi
the relation between X^ and £^ being understood. The locus of all
points X^j y , for all values of the parameters -Q. ,XT , cons-
titutes the tube in space-time surrounding the particle world line.
The spherical radius 6 is constant and independent of "£T , and
we shall subsequently be interested in the limit in which 6 becomes
infinitesimally small.
Now, from construction, we may write
CCX~ *) - ? / (3.73)
2 (%- ?):0 (3.74)
Let ùXm "be a^ arbitrary displacement of the point "Xv tangent to
the tube, and let v X be the corresponding variation in the proper
time. Then
o = (xf,-?r)(/V -V«ft:)--(xrv)'rV (3.75)
where
X-=K -= (3.77)
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The displacement ox^ may be regarded as a linear combination of
three displacements J7( . ,0 Km sà, X^ ? where U.TL^ and
{LX^ correspond to a variation in SX. 9 while J* K^ corresponds
to a variation in 6 (see diagram). In the rest system of the par-
ticle we have
3M* (°>*,°s lfix*) (3.78)
where
Hence
- ft1:fIVV-' "C X
'
}VC * (3.80)
where J^ is the element of lenght along the tube, corresponding
to the variation </ ÎT .
78)
(3.79)
The three displacments ? l^t* ' XP^ ma^
be regarded as defining an element of surf£ce <A C on the tube,
given by
(3.81)
Itwill also be convenient to introduce the directed surface element
defined by
where h is the unit outward normal vector to the tube t
•>,*- «"'(v-V) (3- 83)
(3.82)
.83)
How, in order to evaluate expressions (3 063, 64) for
f- and f- j/ a"t "the point X-* we must express the points
"7^ and 7 a in terms of £ . and .To do this we must
have recourse to the method of series expansion. Denoting the retar-














us introduce the quantities
Generally, in what follows + signs will refer to advanced quan-
tities and
-
signs to retarded quantities. We have
H* _- Z, 1- ? t 2^ ? {<l à? *i-«"/ 2^ +--O.85)
Moreover
0 - (x • 2 )









we may write (3.86) in the form
Or ? Z- cVtl+J- i**--.






































correct to the 4th order in small quantities. Eg. (3.88) may be readily
solved for C+_ correct to the 4th order î
where we have introduced the abbreviation
Sr(c^«)l (3. 90 )
Extracting the square root of Eg. (3.89) and taking note of (3.84),
we obtain




Now we are able to write
2*- *r - -îf *f.j,..icclt ïf.i,q5 i"r,...
(3.92)
to the 3rd order
(3-92)




















to '. order. Thus












?# •»!?#»* ii*'* -"2. ** 22>x)--kf|s <f >?S s
'*
**-"("3.97)
* 2 V>)-^ -S- 1S ? *
-
5 ' 2f2f *-"3.98)
to 2nd order
2^2; -xy)- if (if-V)

























to 3 rd order,
fS-Ns^i,-^)*— (3i1,0)







We may now write, correct to





















Ist, and Oth orders in small quantities.
The mean generated field piA^, is seen to "become infinite on the
world line of the particle, i.e. as ç- ~i^ 0 . The field rV,
defined by (3» 71) ? on the other hand, turns out to be finite every-
m where. Remembering that s~~> C as £—^ 0, we find immediatly
from (3=102) _ .
Z \ r »
y r' (3.104)
got o (3.124)
Let us now consider the integral
¦£ T^v «**y (3.105)
taken over all points of the tube lying between the proper time
values <? and T^ .On the tube we have
_
|||mL llir
. / -~m Û-
iïï (fa FFtFYt À6*+ F*o*s> + Fr*£« 6y6 y
(3.106)
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where we have retained only those terms of the -2nd,
- Ist, and Oth
order in small quantities. But, using the identities







*<"'****|- 4ll^r (3.11 D
wg may write
-
î.2 tr^v 1} (3.112)
to the -4th,

























- Ist, and Oth orders. Using the expansion
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and
h^4 FF v 6 C v
-
i'(fe «C T: (>* c
r 0
(.3.118)
correct to the Oth order o
3.1
We are now readily to evaluate the integral (3 «105).
We shall carry out the integration over the solid aru\l e first,»
Using the fact that, by symetry,
iin Jïr ÀJl *0 ' tcrj ***** (3-119)
so small that f
'
may be regarded as constant and
equal to its value at £„» (£") y in the integration, we obtain




Now, let ôG f and ÔÇ? denote the perpendicular cross
sections of the tube at the proper timo Lt and Vz respectively.
Then using Gauss's theorem and the conservation equation (3.31) y
we may write, if C"^ >Zf
f' *<<. at, ** (3.121)
where A V denotes the space-time region enclosed by 4^ , dU t
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surface element 6 has in both cases a negative time-like
orientation in order that GJfauss's theorem be applied correctly to
a non-positive-definite space. In the limit ? -> 0 only thy parti-
cle stress will contribute to the integrals over 4C / and & &
Hence, using (3»24), (3» 26) and (3*120), we obtain
Taking C^ infinitesimally close to Z t •we obtain the differential
II equation
I}^ 0.123)
which is reminiscent of Eg. (3 .15)» -Sq. (3» 123) can, in fact, be
If derived directly from (3*15) ï>,y making use of (3»1O3). Sinceir









The important difference "between equations (3.15) and
(3*123) is that the divergence which is inherent in them has, in
the latter equation, "been completely isolated and explicitely exhi-
bited. The divergent term is seen to have precisely the character
lof a self-energy term, the quantity 1 c C t being the
1 mass correction. We may effect a classical "mass renormalization" by
1introducing the experimentally observed mass,















and rewriting (3.123) in the form
M^ V Z ffi*)** (3.127)
Allquantities appearing in (3-127) are now finite.
Por practical applications it is useful to rewrite
(3.127) in a form which recognizes the usual "boundary conditions
which we impose. In practise only the incoming field r\ . is
known in advance. Therefore, remembering h ? p . / f
and making use of (3.104), we write
--| (3.128)
•fty is now seen to have the interpretation as the field which
describes the force of radiative reaction on the particle.*"
Equations (3.128) jhave some peculiar properties. Let us
consider the case in which r^y = 090 9 and let us suppose that. the




isoi s0 A i:° (3.129)
Equations (3.128) then reduce to





































The physically Sensible solution of this equation is simply
%., =0, "H. = constant, t = constant (3*136)
corresponding to uniform motion. However, Eg. (3 •135) also allows
of Hself-accelerated" motion. For, suppose ?L jt Q. Then, dividing
through by we obtain
'## t
**
T " "^ THi^
"
(30137)




1) * A (3#138)
If w© choose the origin of T" so that A = log.T , this becomes
70
¦
=• T t (3,139)
v\rhich yields
.1
















































OL = C sinh ( t +B),
*
fc = cosh ( & + B ).
Solutions (3o141 ? 142) are known as "riinaway" solutions. Accord-
%t <: to these solutions the velocity of the particle, starting out
with the value C tanh B, builds up asymptotically to the velocity
of light in an incredibly short time (i,e, of the order of time it
takes for a pulse of light to cross a distance /> .). Such non-
physical solutions must be expressly forbiddon»
It will "be convenient to rewrite equations (3*128) in
non-co variant form. If the position vector of the particle be denoted
by T then the spatial part of equations (3.128) takes the form
(3.143)
where use has been made of the explicit form (3-8) for *^v ,
and the subscript "obs" has been dropped from *W\ , it being
hencefcrth understood that it is the experimentally observed mass
which is involved. The proper time derivations in (3» 143) may be
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»
Henco, dividing Eq. (3.143) by t , we obtain
iL _^_r
- 2. i! à. f_J -a v- 1
4-1 S^ /«< V*. 1/ v- ,/ \ 21
.-inh>,/-/ ? *fV/f). (3>15O).1 0)
Suppose the incoming field hy is that of a plane
wave of angular frequency U) traveling in the 2 direction and
polarized in the 7C direction» Then the 4-vector potential has
the form
tO=(fa **£(I't-O'j o J o/ o) / (3.151)

































because we shall suppose this amplitude to be infinitesimally small,
corresponding to the limit of an infinitely weak wave. Eqs* (3.150)
are consistent with
regardless of the strenght of the incoming wave, For the motions of the
"X and 2 coordinates, however, we bave, correct to the second
infinitesiaml order, supposing that the average position of the charged
particle is initially ( (7 = 0) at rest at the origin,
d!l -i. if -JL (tlJ'AwoJt- (3.156)




Tho solution of (3.155) which corresponds to an average
position at rest must have the form
X:a ( CL Z -^vv to « (3.157)




— - - -
Jn (3.159)
-A,^ - a^ 1 ~ ° (3.160)

































Substitution of (3.163) into (3*156) gives
Àï / <{lè (?:, ) uj (h^U - /^^?w(")/(3.164)
The solution of (3 •164) which corresponds to an average position
initially at rest must have the form
X S * (3- 165)
Substitution of (3 •165) into (3.164) leads to the equations
'*•¦'. '
'
''.; V ln til «¦ ¦f v (3.166)
a V—
-






, ct *- (3.168)
ri
The solution of Eqs. (3.166, 167) is
ft -.1 _kïnii L_ /«Ta) z (3.169)























































The mean position of the particle is see.n to suffer a




The mean momentum at time C* is therefore
That is, the mean particle momentum increases linearly with time.
We shall now sho?/ that this increase is caused by the scattering by




The energy in the incâenrt^- field is given (see Egs 0
(3.22, 23, 29) for definitions) by
£Vie £ =-h Tj^y = jVUXt (3.173)
where U^is the energy density • *°
/ F h -J- F h ")
in X
s -L <£ ¦ /fnl?+>*£>. (Z -it) (3.174)
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S -(-ic /,;y=-^ (^c Ç )r i_ (£. F )
. A. V= — X^
<JVV - i- A^, i±Vj>)4c4i»^^-cHj (3.176)
Tne non-vanishing r -component of the energy flux vector is seen
to be simply C times the energy density.
Nov/ letijt. /(At be the rate of energy radiation by
the particle. Then the cross section for scattering of the electro-
magnetic field by the particle is defined by
whore the bars denote time averages, The rate of energy radiation is
given by the radiation reaction terms in the equations of motion




Since the velocity of the particle remains infinitesimally small in
the present case we have î* ~ £• 9 &nd we may replace 77 by t"
writing Eg. (3.176) in the form
S ci v
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~ C j (3 - 179)
we obtain for the scattering cross section
(TT „ ÎVT é t „fjrt? _!





This is the Thomson scattering formula with a "damping factor"




Lot us now look at the momentum in the incident field.
We have
r"-f7(n,")^-f/(Ô^-/tAYAV (3.,.,,
where Q7Q7 is the momentum density t
Cr *" c v (3.182)
We again have a conservation equation ( $\xm V^^*-*30-** ec\cu*&cr*~}
- O*/T.7 Vr *> + Î7 6 (3.183 )
where L-/ is the momentum flux dyadic g
'- (T^ ) (3.184)
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Now, the mean rate of increase of momentum of the parti-
cle is given by
in which we have used (3.168) and the fact that
JLr \ £L (3.187)
If the radiation scattered bj the particle is scattered symmetrically
fore and aft, so that on the average the particle recoil is just
what it would be if the particle absorbed all trie momentum scattered
out. of the field, then the mean rate of increase of the particle
momentum should be given by
1 4 fx




Problem XX3^ s Show that the scattering is indeed symetrical fore and
aft » In particular, show thaht the differential scattering cross
section is
W-c/1 j +. tOL
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-axis. By averaging over the different polarizations of the mci*
dent field she?/ therefore that the differetnial scattering cross
section for unpolarized monochromatic radiation is
X c - ~* - * . clIt
v^ ( + m
a r^where C/ is the angle between the scattering direction and the
$2 -axis» Use may conveniently be made of the Lienard-Wiechert
potentials obtained in Problem XXIV.
Sud*/»^ ie classical mass renormalization carried out in the
preceding pages may readily be extended to the case of several inter-
acting charged particles. Each partible willhave associated with
it its own retarded and advanced fields, /"^ v and /"Vs v m
t
respectively. (The subscript Tl labels the particle in question»)
In terms of the incident and radiation fields associated with the
y\ th particle, namely,
r-npvr -npv
-
Vv 'yypv J (3.189)
£*r
'- Fvv"V/ (3>190)
we have, as before, , ,
there being one such equation for each particle. Attention should be
called to the fact that each particle will have its own proper time,
and the dots above naturally denote differentiation with respect to
the proper time of the particle' in question» ,V
.1
(3.191)
In practise, the individual incident fields »y. . are
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of particles which is known in advance. This field is definsd by





In terms of this field the equations of motion becopisa
n -T 7? C *r n/vn /v
~ 12. £„ CO 2 (^) ?^v (3
- 193).193)
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4. The Classical Theory of Spinning Particles.
Consider .a*jr-.aassembly of ppint> p&rti.çjtea «^.masses m
interacting with one anot'he-s- through -instantaneous forces describable
by a potential function V(f"\, .<.,») where denotes the position of
the n th particle. The Lagrangian function for the-vsystem is





and the Hamiltonian function is '.../'¦'¦'
'
H
- <>< -r A . (4.2)
the canonical momenta being .
M; /V /iv^: (4.3)
4.1
Let the entire assembly of particles "bo rotated through
an infinitesimal angle 0& about a certain axis through the origin»
The direction of the axis may be specified by allowing q o< to be
a vector quantity» The variations, in' the coordinates and momenta due
to this rotation are given by
jfrj» '£& XrH , ff>l = à&dfat ' (4.4) '
Instead of regarding this variation in the canonical variable a as
being due to a rotation of the mechanical system,, we may equally
well regard it as being due to a rotation of the coordinate system
through an angle '"Qui » Such a rotation is an orthogonal transfor-
mation of the coordinates, and, in faoi, it may readily be shown
that the transformation (4°4) is simply a point transformation. The
canonicity of (4«4) may be proved directly by calculating the Poisson











. ¦¦ ' : 1
4S«ttejrat4ng faction for tho transformât ion•
lXi CompoïVQîit form Eg., (4«4) becomes
Jkkfc fô* c&noniçity we must have






J « Y'A (4.8)
**¦ '•¦"* k / ">•n.
JT is well known as tho angular momentum of the assembly about the ori-
gin. It is evident that equations (4<>6) may be generalized to
where A is any f&c-fcn* f.>* +^w«at aua.nfci^ composed out of the canoni-
cal variables and /) A denotes its "<-^-:aiL^n u;;dor t"*- ••+«•*.lon ,7<v-
In particular, since J^(; = ? Cik c %'J*> We haVe
















Suppose now that the form of the Hamiltonian function
(4.2) remains invariant uu^,r thu canonicai transformation (4.5),
(This will be the case, for QXtm^Zo, if V depends only on tho dis-
tances between the particles, tne
—
cr.l.,* botw,.en the straight, linos
joining them, and the components of tho. position < parallel to
OCX») Then the results of chapter I,Eg. (1.69), tell us that the
function Sof (4» 7) is a constant of the motion. This is the law of
conservation of angular momentum about a fixed axis.
Suppose that the form of .tho Hamiltonian function r©maijns
invariant under rotations à °^ s à/3 about two d. stinct axes» (This
willbe tho case if V depends only on the distances IP -y* / bet-1 *TI ft 1
ween tho particles and nn the angles between the straight linos joi-
ning them.) Then the quantities 3*£o{ and J# JA will both be
constants of the motion, and the results of chapter I, pago tô ,






is also a constant of the motion 0 Since Qoc and Afo are not paral-
lei, the vectors QCK 9 à[à 9 àff linearly independents, aad












Problem XXV % Show that if the Hamilton! an function (4*2) remains in-
variant under a linear displacement q^ , then the quantity T/. J/* „
v/here r
~ <j£p^ ?is a constant of the motion» HcncG ? if qp\ may be
chosen arbitrarily, the components of /" are individually constants
of the motion. . That is
ft "
°
This is known as the lem of conservation of momentum , / being the
total momentum of the system»
Suppose that the particle coordinate variât .le s/* aru sub-
ject to a certain number of integrable constraints so that the confi-
guration of the assembly is determined by a set of generalized coor-
dinates O
*
fewer in number than the totality of particle coordinate
components « These constraints may be imagined to be imposed b& moans
of infinitely deep but infinitely thin potentials contained in the
function Vof (4«l^ 2) ? and hence one expects that the Lagrangian
function for the constrained system remains essentially that given by
(4»1)s but expressed in terms of the O instead of the- fa
'. The ma-
























mz>/ c 7f c vU't^r
This result holds even if the original Lagrangian function haj: a
more general form^ than that given by (4.1). For example, the poten-
tial function V might depend on the velocities J^ in addition to
the positions p 9 or it might even depend explicitly on the ti-
me to
A particular case of interest is that in which the forces
of constraint aro such as to maintain all the mutual distances bet»
woen the particles fixed» The assembly is thon said to form a rigid
body. In the study of rigid bodies it is useful to make a separation
of the total angular momentum into an orbital angular momentum and a
spin angular momentum. The discussion which follows will be valid
for general assemblies of particles. The specialization to rigid
bodies willbe made later.
Wo first introduce the total mass
M~S tor», (4-21)
the conter of mass
M~ ~p[ <L **m, (4-22)
























From (4«3) it is evident that
T= MR, ; (4.24)
If the Hamiltonian function (4» 2) is invariant under arbitrary displa-
cements, thon, according to the result of Problem XXV,
Introduce 1 now the relative coordinates .. ¦ ¦
Piu Z rh ~ f< • (4.8Ô)




" 7̂k7k 73 ¦ (a pi)
satisfying
<ZL fa* f>* = 0 f4 28)
and <zl Xi, ~O> (4.29)
Thon we rnav write the total angular momentum in the form
whore
L = *fiX T (4.31)
and


















L and S are the orbital and spin angular momenta respectively.
Using (4 «24) and (4» 25) we have
If the Hamiltonian function (4«2) remains invariant under arbitrary
rotations then, combining Eg.s 0 (4» 14) > (4»3O), and (4»33), we obtain
3= O. (4-34)




Problem XXVI t Verify Eqs. (4*35)
Hence
(L , S) » 0,. (4.36)
and the orbital and spin angular momenta are seen to be dynamically
independent j not generating any new constants of the motion «
The aboye separation of the assembly coordin ites into
spin and orbital parts ia useful even when the laws of conservation
of momentum and angular momentum do not apply. This is particularly
true of rigid bodies, to which we now turn our attention. We shall
consider an especially important example, namely that of a charged
rigid body moving under the influence of an impressed static electro-
magnetic field» IfC^ denotes the charge on the n th particle then
we may infer from expression (3«3) of the preceding chapter that the








where V^ is the potential function describing the forces of constraint
which hold the body rigid» Since the body is rigid V^. is essential-
ly constant and may be dropped from the theory;, provided we remember
that the jT must eventually be expressed in terms of a completely in-
dependent and unconstrained sot of generalized coordinates £> .
Introducing the coordinates A, , ffa definod above-, and
remembering that
£'***/>*=&, (4.38)
we may write (4=37) in the form
(4.39)
-












Here we have carried out a Taylor expansion of the scalar and vector
potentials about the point R. The quantities Q, and >? are the to-




C_,. &*o J (4.40)
If the variations of the potentials A and y? over tho dimensions cf
the rigid body are small compared to the magnitudes of A and Cf them-
selves, then the body itself may be regarded as small, ana we may 9
with good accuracy 5 retain only t ose terms in the Taylor expansions
of order up to the second in the P^. 's.
(4.41)
If we impose the Lorontz condition (3.32) on the poten-
tials, which in the static case reduces simply to
\?'A -O (4.42)
thon we have
assuming that the rigid body is not in the vicinity of the impressed
charge and current distributions which are producing the impressed















where G/--is the electric quadrupole moment of the body, defined in
such a way that its trace vanishes g
(4.45)
We shall now introd.uco a special set of six independent
generalized coordinates with which to describe the configuration of
the rigid body. Three of these will be simply the components of the
center of mass R o The other three will be the well known Sulerian an-
gles. Let st ,M 9 Q denote a set of rectangular axes fixed with
respect to the body. Let X 9 U ,<jL ? be a sot of rectangular axes in
space. Then the orientation of the body with respect to its center
of mass may be specified by the three angles iP,U ? Us indicated in
the accompanying diagram.
In terms of Q» , [7, Us , the angular velocities of the
body about the axes X, Û ? Q are respectively
6*>i :~: <^ 9^ Jx'iO jù< û? > (4.46)
The angular velocities about the axes v .̂
' , (J ', Q' are
/-'f\4•4 ( y
















In term© of the angular roXooitj.es Ca). t the volooi^ies />^£ are giveji
*y
(4.43)
We shall now speciali&e to the case in which the rigid
"body is continuous and has complete spherical symmetry. The radius
vector to any point in the body from its center of mass will be deno-
ted by t* , and the sums in (4*44) will be replaced by integrals.
The charge and mass densities, denoted by P& and P*,f respectively,
willbe dependent only on the radial distance fa, (
-
/W* )I
f>* 11) y f>M
-
f>n (*) (4.49)
We shall then have
7




That is, the elctric dipole and quadrupole moments vanish. The fourth
term of {4.44) becomes
Z -ifm(«> **")%"
-
j1Pm fyt< t,^ u$ r,%
TuiJLffll<tt''-i&l.to




















The last term of (4» 44) "becomes
*
J ff^/^fM(Rjy^^V^ (4.55)Expressions (4» 55) may "be rewritten in terms of the magnetic dipole
moment of tho body ? which is defined by
h » d. (
"
hx/al-r (4-56)





Evidently (4-55) niay be written in the formp vxacv) -A .//r^ (4>59)
where H(R) is the magnetic field at the point R.
.
.
Tho magnetic field moment is related to the spin angu-
lar momentum.
¦ Tha latter is 3 in the present caso, defined by
C^s / Pa,** *(co* t) d*r> —Loo, ,O — J*«z>rN L / 3 (4,60)
Comparison of (4°56) 9 (4( 4 ? 57)5 7) and (4.60) makes it evident t.1 at
Ie =cfr (4.61)
















is every whore constant then
(4.63)
The Lagrangian function (4.44) may now be written in the
form




?^here it is understood that the electromagnetic quantities are all to
be eveluated at the point R. The Hamiltonian function may readily be
obtained from (4064)0 The momentum conjugate to the center— of-mass




v «M E + —Ac (4065)
dR <~
The momenta conjugate to the Eulerian angles (j> , (7 , [h nedd not
be explicitly calculated in the construction of the Hamiltonian funo-
tion. Even though the angular velocities Cûs are not integrable
(i.c, they are not exact time derivatives of any coordinates), momen-
ta corresponding to them may be introduced g
T^^L +pïH~ S+pfU (4.66)
The momenta //. are related to the momenta JOu? 9 hp 9 fàu> conjugate
to the Eulerian angles, inversely as the angular velocities&û -are re-
lated to the velocities (a , \s 9 Us . These relations are convenien-
tly expressed in matrix form. Referring to (4-46). we have
((x((x>*\ f° ~^ (f <nM & <**>(f \/(p\.\ /(p\. 6)











QO> + jTcJ-^pltO H+Ir-a±hû^L
15
(4.68)
The matrix appearing in (4«68) is the inverse of that appearing in
(4.67).
Wo may now calculate the Hamiltonian function as follows %
H = P*R + IT .O'"' ~ L
In using this Hamiltonian function to obtain the equations of motion,
one must remember that since the tic correspond to non-integrable
velocities they do not have vanishing Poisson brackets with one ano-
ther as they would h?»ve if they were conjugate to real coordinates.
The Poisson bracket relations which they satisfy may be inferred
from a consideration of the case in which the impressed electromagne-
tic field is not present. The Lagrangian function then reduces to
L = 1/2 ME2 + 1/2 100 (4-70)
and the momenta corresponding to Co becomes simply the spin angular
momentum
IP lea » S ? (4.71)
The orbital angular momentum is given by expression (4.3 1) and satis-
fies, by itself, Poisson bracket relations analogous to those of













Since the Hamiltonian function is now invariant under arbitrary rota-
tions, equations (4» 11), (4.36), and (4=72) together imply
(£,,Ç)
-
Çtfk £fe • (4.73)
This may be rewritten in the form
4.72)
(4.74)
Now the Poisson bracket relations satisfied 'by tho //
-
depend only on the form of the linear relation (4«68) connecting them
with the Bulerian momenta A ,Jq. >Py " Honco relations (4» 74)
will be satisfied even when an electromagnetic field is pres.,nt a
Problem XXVII s Verify (4.74) directly from (4. 58)
From (4.74) wo obtain ÇJf. / g £^ =



















on the dynamical equations since it has vanishing Foisson bracket
with R, P, and // , and being a constant of the motion by (4» 77)
may be dropped from the Hamiltonian, leaving
l4^fh (?~ltf~ ?7î>(^f/fHz +ef (4.78)
This procedure corresponds to an energy renormalization in which
the spin rotational energy of the body is substracted cut.
We shall now pass to a conceptual limit in which the
"body become^ infinitesimally small. In this case, if the mass remains
finite it is evident that the moment of inertia Imust tend to zero.
In order to maintain a finite s Lin angular momentum the angular velo-
city. uO must therefore t^nd to infinity g
jL^O <&,»*£ l<Q -"*°r? Û* H<U & &*<*![wa-l Im>"~^> > (4 = 79)
Evidently under these conditions





and tha energy renormalization mentioned above becomes an infipite
one . Tho Hamiltonian function becomes




In the Q39? of an infinitesimally smill "body tho higher
order terms in the Taylor expansion of (4.39) "become infinitesimal
and the Hamiltonian function (4.82) becomes exact. Reviewing what
we have done in this chapter,., wo see that we have started with the
concept of charged mass points, and out of this constructed the no-













lui^Surcvf ffui-fû«. /',hL< * «GtsUscJL~»oI
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to the case of infinitesimally small bodies, we have come full circle
bacfc" again to the notion of point particles. £ut now our particles
are endowed with one more property than they had before, namely spin
angular momentum» The existence of this new property is reflected in
the presence of the last term in the Hamiltonian function (4«82). This
extra term, together with the Poisson bracket relations (4«73), suf-
fice completely to describe the spin angular momentum of the particle»
Strictly speaking there is, in principle, one more proper-
ty possessed by any spinning spherical body, namely the orientation
of the body axes -yj, n x, $' • If the spin angular momentum, and
hence the angular velocities (jQ < , are given, then the orientation
of the body axes will be determined by giving simultaneously the an-
gular velocities CO ' relative to these axes»
*
Problem XXVIII § Defining S» « lv/ , show that
However, if all points on tho spherical «mTt&Q& r»f tho body (or all
points on any concentric sphoraoal shell) are completely itidie-tingui—
shable, then to speak of the orientation of the body is conceptup-lly
meaningless. Or at any rate the orientation of ¦ tho body is completely
unobservable. The orientation certainly cannot be observed through
interactions described by the Hamiltonian function (4»82). SOme other
interacting system would have to be introduced to make the observation.
As far as the Hamiltonian function (4.82) is concerned,
therefore, the concept of the orientation of the body axes <£', jux,
19
t-'
O 9 may bo dropped from tho theory» Instead of cix internal obser-
vables, Gog» the three internal coordinates (liulorian say) and their
conjugate momenta, there remain only throe 3 namely tho components of
the spin angular momentum.» An understanding of this point willprepa-
re the way for the later acceptance ? in the quantum theory, of the
existence of dynamical observables for which there are no canonical-
ly conjugated quantities „
I
5. The Corresponda nce Principle amd the Old Quantum Theory.
A great wealth of experimental evidence points to the
fact that matter and radiation do not obey classical laws in the
atomic domain. In particular, one of the first facts inferred histo-
rically was that energy is not transferred fr-^m one to another of
two interacting systems in a continuous manner, but by a sextos of
discrete jumps of well defined amount* Particularly,, illuminating
is the case of a multiply periodic*-,
'
oliarge-d , beur.d system (c«g a an
atom, molecule or crystal) interacting c.-.LIhor with ?lectromagnetic
radiation or with moving, charged particles . If a beam cf moving
charged particles, oi definite kinetic energy E, is directed at the
multiply periodic sySteam it is found that the particles aru either
scattered elastically, in which case there is no transfer of energy
(assuming the system to be much heavier than the particles), or
else they are scattered inelastically with very definite discrete
drops, ZlZr. , in energy. These energy changes /Jc- can be very welly t,
recorded, and appear to be constants characteristic of the particu-
lar multiply periodic system in question. Presumably the discrete
energy "quanta", /J^-,- , arc transferred from thé moving particles
to the system.
Again 9 if the multiply periodic rsyotom is? once oxoifcod,
Q«g. "by collisions with niov.i.rc i>-'vi;ic.los ? as above, itwill radiate
owing to the motion of its component parts. It is found that the
emitted <xlooiroiii.igrLot.icradiation does not possess a contiaaura of
frsquoncios, but rather a spectrum of well defined discrete angular
frequencies 9 CO' • These angular frequencies^ moreover ? are o'bsurvù'-l
to stand in a very definite relationship to the energy changes
mentioned above, namely
/\£c ~/£co c (5.1)ÂooAEc
2
where ¥%, is a universal constant which was first introduced "by
M. Planck»
One would be inclined to suggest that the radiation pro-
cess described above is one in which the energy quanta /\.F* , having
been stored in the multiply periodic system, are onoQ again released,
this time to the electormagnotic field, the energy transfer process
being as before a discrete process. Not only is this in fact the case,
but experiments on the xjhotoolectric effet show that radiation angu-
lar frequencies of amount (A^ are inseparably connected with energy
units £j,c ¦ given by (5«1)o For example 5 monochromatic light of angu-
lar frequency CO
-
falling on a photoelectric metallic surface can
impart energy to the electrons in the metal only in units of J\^CO.*
if
Now, monochromatic radiation can be regarded as a perio-
dic system* Therefore itis a logical question to ask whether other
periodic systems^ in particular the multiply periodic system conside-
red above, store energy units in a manner analogous to that of radia-
tion. More precisely, is thc.ro a relationship between the various dis-
crets amounts of energy which a multiply periodic system can store
and the angular frequencies of the system ? We shall see presently
that there is_ a relationship bet?\reen the,£e quantities, but that it
is, in general, not quite so simple as that expressend by (5°1)»
We first observe that not all classical concepts need be
renounced in attempting to deal with the phenomena described above.
For example, the concept of conservation of energy is quite logically
retained. Very close account can be kept of the energy as it is trans-
ferred from one system to another -from the moving particles, to the
multiply periodic system, to the electromagnetic radiation and final-
ly to the electrons in the photoelectric cell* The only unusual fea-
ture is that the energy is now compelled to be transferred in defini-
te discrete units.
Secondly, it is evident, from the observed classical be-
havior of macroscopic matter, that the behavior of any multiply pe-
riodic system must become more and more nearly classical a$ its ener-
gy content increases to magnitudes much larger than vJ-jcaj^ where Co**
3
£X) is a typical angular frequency of the system, because the indi-
vidual energy jumps will then become negligible compared to the
energies with which one is dealing, and the dynamical processes will
become effectively continuous and classical. This principle , which
was first enunciated by N» Bohr? is known as the Correspondence
Principle, .it,is through t:he use of this principle that we shall be •
guided to the relationship between the frequencies of a multiply
periodic system and its quantum energy levels.
Now, the angular frequencies of a multiply periodic sys-





(soc( 1.16 1)) ? where E is the energy of tho system and the J - are the
4 non-degenerate action variables <, According to- the classical theory
the electromagnetic field radiât od by the system vail in general
involve all the angular frequencies (jj,l together with their higher
harmonics. By the Correspondance Principle this will also be true in
the quantum theory in the classical limit of. high energies. ¦ Now, a
very plausible explantaion of the fact that the multiply periodic
system can store energy only in characteristic units J§ fe". is to
assume that the system can exist in only certain discrete energy
levels E „ The units £\ would then represent simply the differen-
ces between the various energy levels» Thus,, for a transition from
the mth energy level to the n th energy level ? the anergy quan-
tum E involved would be given by
E can be either positive or negative according to whether the
quantum is absorbed or emitted. In the case of emission the ¦transi-
tion is from the higher level, say E ,to the lower level, E 9 and






, ¦ The fact that CO is negati-
(jj m 4\^nm... fen -Em o3 ) ye for ûmission is unimpor-
. tant as only the magnitude
of iOnm is of significance.
In the limit of high energies this must be very closely equal to one
of the harmonics of the classical frequencies . ¦
(5. )
Let us assume thxvt tho system is non-degenerate, or, ra
-
ther, that it is at most accidentally degenerate. If the pysijon. is
degenerate it cam: always be made non-degenerate by introducing small
perturbations which remove the degeneracy but which do not change the
physical characteristics very much, and hence we lose no generality
by this assumption» Then the energy must be specified by a complete
set of action variables J^ , one for each degree of freedom of the
system. Corresponding to the n th <,nQ:egy level there will be a set of
values J
-
for the action variables. More properly, therefore, we
should denote the energy levels by E .....^ , where N is the number
of degrees of freedom and
£T AY/V ¥ ) /v/v s
However, it will be convenient to continue to use the -subscripts n,
m, etc, as shorthand for n.... n^ , m,{?/*? etc.. just as in chapter 2
we used the subscript *V as shorthand for T'( „o. „. u^ .' The indi-
ces ?i- have thus far been introduced purely for labeling purposes and
may conveniently be taken to have the integral values 0, 1, 2, 3,.. ••
and possibly also -1, -2, -3,..» The *>v« will be kno¥/n as quantum
numbers.












Since E is in general a monotonie increasing function of the J's ?
the classical limit is given by high J!s o For fixed /f J ( 3j the second
term of the expansion (5» 5) in general becomes negligible in compari-
son with the first term as the J's become increasingly large. Hence
in the classical limit we may write? containing (3»3) and (5«5)?
#o> = ZU^w^ co\d/~ (5.7)
v/here Co may c either at Jm or Jn.
(5.5)
)
Problem XXIX s Show that for the case of a particle in a box (see
Problem XX),
.Ah-, ]b£L AJt _-A-*jftU % lJ co r
But since ÙJ must be nearly a harmonic of the system 5 we -have
tc °°L (5.8)












The first historic attempt to construct a systematic quan-
tum theory consisted in postulating that Eg. (5» 9) was not only valid
in the classical domain but could also bo extrapoled right down into
the quantum domain» Evidently, integral relations of the form (5» 9)
can exist between every pair of quantum energy levels only if
?$W£ à C*X-Ï.&1& (5.10)
where the n- are the integral quantum numbers and the ,¥*
t
* are certain
constants. Equations (5-- 10) are known as the Bohr-Sommorfeld quantum
conditions» - •
The constants V- are as yet undetermined by the theory.
Actually, the original ?-chr-Sommerfeld hypothesis set these constants
equal to zero» We may anticipate later developments somewhat, however,
"by stating that experiments show that these constants are frequently
not zero, but are nervertheless determined by certain simple general
rules. Generally speaking,
A) )f£ =0 if the associated action variable corresponds to a motion
of rotation or of libration in a box with vertical potential walls
In the latter case Hv is restricted to the values 1, 2, 3 ? o«»
while in the former case 2i^ir>ay take on all positive and negative
integral values.
B) '/f"t ~ î/2 if associated action variable corresponds to a mo-
tion of libration in a smoothly varying potential., In this cas-e
<p%,
m is restricted to the values 0, 1, 2, 3 ? »<.«
Other values for these constants are occasionally encountered in cases
which fall somewhat between A) and B) a However, in such cases referen-




We shall now apjbly the Bohr-Sommerfold conditions to
calculate the quantum energy levels for some of the simple systems
considered in preceding chapters. The prototype of a periodic sys-
tem is the harmonic oscillator „ From equation (1.185) we have for
the energy of a 1-dimensional harmonic oscillator
E = J6O, (5.11)
Since the potential function, namely 1/2 mCo p ? is smoothly
varying, we have caso B) above , and hence the energy levels are given
by
En
-(n + 1/2) &Cx». (5.1?)
Itwill immediatly be observed that if transitions are assumed to









In the case of .the plane rotator , which falls under A)
aboye, we have, using Eq» (to 206),
\ ' —-H,^' . (5.14);
Using ('1.207iwe find that the frequencies corresponding to these




-faajs, cir^ùt co^ -% . (5.15)
The frequencies corresponding to actual transitions, however, are
not exact harmonies. For a radiative transition from the (n +h) th
















Thus the emitted frequency is the th harmonic of a frequency which
lies exactly half way "between the frequencies corresponding to the
two levels. This situation is typical of all quantized periodic sys-
tems, although the emitted frequency will in general not, expressible
as a simple arithmetic average c As n "becomes very large it is readily
seen that the emitted frequencies do approach harmonics of the funda-
mental frequency CO^ ,
Problem XXX g Show for the one-dimensional particle in a "box (see
Problem XX) that the energy levels are given by
-
n (/?/ n- i, *)u~3, •••
A very important example of an easily quantisable system
is that of a nor.-relativistic particle moving in a central field of
force» We shall assume that the inherent degeneracy of such a system
has been removed by small perturbations. Then, referring, to Eqs.
















JtP corrco ronds to a motion of rotation and hence comes under case
J-iA) above o Moreover ? since -j^ can bo either positive or negative,
y '
depending on the direction of the rotation <, thy* can take on all
v fju
positive or negative integral values» y$ and on the other
handj correspond to motions of libration in smoothly varying poten-
tials and hence come under case 33) 0 Moreover, the inequalities in
(10229) and (1.230) indicate that
(5.20)
Ifwe transfoim to the action variables J 9 Z ? , J
(see Eqs, (1.233, 234, 235) and also (1.240, 241), we have
"#* I*£ (5.21)
L-q J'-Th^ 'ri* V5»23J
where
**d?*l??ï+*ï-T& ( 5-4)
£ fnff /-¦¦/- n $ j (5,25 )
The inequalities (1.243), taken together with (5»20)j impose the
following restrictions on these quantum numbers s
"X À (5.27)


















In the case of Kepler motion we find ? on referring to (1
(1o260), that the energy levels are given by
£ « 'J^tÈl^i % (5.30)
The angular frequencies of emitted radiation are therefore
Spectroscopists usucilly reexpress this equation in terms of the wave-
lengths -A, ' of the emitted radiation
where _ gj*
R is known as the EyrTberg constante .For fixed values of n , the various





n = 1 Lyman series
n = 2 Balmer series
n = 2 Paschen series
n = 4 Bracket series
We saw previously that Kepler motion is 2-fold degenerate »
The term "degenerate" is also applied in quantum theory to the indivi-
dual energy levels B . Each set of quantum numbers is said to define
one quantum state. Jit may ha pan that a number of different states cor-
responds to the same energy value. If is the number of these sta-
tes then the energy level is said to be r -fold degenerate. In the












Kepler case, for each energy value (i.e. for each n-value), the quan-
tum number 4^ can take on n different values (sec (5=28)) , and for
each £ the quantum number m can take on + 1 different values
(sec (5.29)). Hence the degeneracy of the level E. is given "by
4"&
(5.34)
In the case of relativistic Kepler motion, the results of
problem XXI show that the energy levels are given "by








ia ' ' (5-36) ¦
When C refers to the charge en an eleotron tlien (Vis known as the
fine structure constant and is exporirnon tally obsorv^d to have the
approximate value 1/137« From Eg, (5*35) it wX.ll be .;bsGrved that the
bound state energy values can become complex for <„"" £•* 1 "/4? or
2f \4- <^s^ 68 o 5» The physical interpretation of this situation is
quite complicated and willnot bo discussed ho-ce* .
.
Equation (5»35) was first obtained by Sy^erfeld in an
attempt to explain the fvie structure of spectral lines'. Actually,
Sommerfeld's equation had simply t"' everywhere (5-35) contains -£, + 1/2,
Hence it was incorrectly derived» However, it agreed with experiment.
Z-far*- ± fj^ggfaj. ~<à.\~l
-%c^ jL*i:
/ /









That is, Sommerfeld obtained a correct equation by incorrect reasoning.
The fact that his equation was actually correct can only be explained
by including the effects of electron spin, as wo shall s~e later.
In both the relativistic and non-relativistic central for-
ce motions the action variables are given by Eqs» (5° 21-23), and the
restrictions on the quantum numbers are given by Eqs. (5«24, 26) „ Of
some interest is the case in which kC = 0. Then, according to {^*29)9
we must have m » 0, and (5-23) tells us that the O --component of the
angular momentum must vanish» However , the direction of the O -axis
d"
is entirely arbitrary, and since we shall see Liter that expressions
(5022j 23) define the actual physically observable values of the quan-
tities in question (which, like the enor^rj. turn out t be discretely
quantized), we could logically say that the total angular momentum
must vanish, since its component in any direction vanishes . However,
-P" ? --;i.(5<>22) tells us that L = K& * anf3- hence L = 1/4 « ¦> Itwill turn
2
out later that both L j and L are simultaneously observable, and for
.t » 0 it will turn out that the measurable values of both L -», and
L are zero» Hence in ordei? to remove the residual value 1/4 -it^îvom
the square of the total angular momentum, we should define
L -¦ J4 // h
'^^ y (5037)
1 -hThe residual angular momentum 1/? <A is somewhat analogous to the resi-
dual or "zero point" energy, '/^<-'Jh iof a harmonic oscillator in its
lowest state (set m. = 0 in (5«12)),
.
It is of interest to determine the approximate siass of
the quantized Kepler orbits. From Eg. (1 0 252) it roay life soon tb-vt the
radial distance /is of the moving particle oscillates between two va-
lues which are the roots of the equation
2*S-t <±li=J. - I/jL - O (5.38)








If 0 and $ are respectively the electronic charge and mass then /£.«
is called the Bohr radius.
Thus fqr we have used the Correspondance Principle only
to determine the quantum energy levels of a multiply periodic system»
We shall next use it to investigate the radiation of electromagnetic
energy from such systems. By fqr the "bulk of« radiation from atomic
systems arises from the time variation of their electric dipolo mo-
ments. To very good apx:roximation the radiation due to magnetic di-
pole, electric quadrupolc, or higher multipole moments may be neglec-
ted» Using Eg. (3 « 177) 9 therefore, we have for the rate of radiation
of electromagnetic energy from a multiply periodic atomic system
(5.41)
where h is the electric dipole moment. Strictly speaking, ÏÏq. (5.41)
is the non-relativistic limit of the exact equation (3«l7^<i This li-
mit is valid here, however, since the velocities of the component
parts of the system are assumed to be small compared to the speed of
light.
In the classical theory the dipole moment can "bo expressed
in terras of the canonical coordinates <p , and therefore is a multiply-
periodic function of the angle variables CO . In general, therefore,
there will exist an expression for h of the form
(5.42)








We see that, classically, the angular frequencies of the emitted ra-
diation are the harmonics of the fundamental angular frequencies ÙJ »
In the quantum theory, however, if the system is initially in the
m th energy state, it can radiate energy only by going to lower ener-
gy states m, the angular frequencies of the associated radiation being
given by (5°3)« One would therefore expect expression (5»43) to be re-
placed by an expression of the form
obi 3c 3 V
} /^">>l/
where n%fh is some average between the values of the Fourier amplitude
>7 at the two energies E and E 1
(5.44)
(5.45)
Expression (5» 44) satisfies the Correspondence Principle since it pas-
ses over into (5.43) in the classical limit of high energies E and
relatively small jumps E .
We have not yet developed a theory of ho?/ to calculate the
tr.ue values of the quantities fa^m.* That will come later » However,
if-
we can give definite values to them in certain instances» For example,
if for a certain value of ? h^. is constant for all values of
the action variables J" j , then we can say that h^»~ m. s
to that constant for all m. In particular ift%:is identically equal
to zero then fob ,r must vanish for all m, This moans that the radia-
tive transitions E j> E ?..„. are forbidden . Or rather, they cannotm m - t.. ' °
take place by means of dipolo radiation» They may not be forbidden by
higher electric or magnetic multipole radiation, but their correspon-
ding spectral lines will in general be very weak.
Also, Sq 8 (5«45) suggest^ whan combined with the reality
condition on ft , that the following relation between the n 's may







be a very good guess s
(5.46)




The harmonic oscillator s
The electric dipolo momer>t is simply n = £ O , so that using
(2o60), we have
and hence
In quantum form this becomes
fa v , h <&• — e/l/ H-~H-~- 4-UM±^d I
(5.48)
We shall see later that this last form is exact , It can "be made
plausible- "by the observation that there is no -Ist energy so that
/? . should vanish. That is, no transitions below the ground sta-















Hence, in a radiative transition, the quantum number n of a harmonic
oscillator can only change "by + 1. This gives us the "selection rule",'
Zl X — ±<1< (5.50)
The rate of radiation of energy from the n th level is evidently
j j ;- : <^O -^ *-
'—~
Co Z ffzJ t
(5.31)
This is to be compared with the classical result
éK^^^sl.^E (5?52)
where E is the energy of the oscillator»
5
.
Problem XXXI s Prove Eg. (5-52).
II) The plane rotator s
Assume I= >n V , h -e^ ? r = ('*9 H )

















whore use has been made of (1.205). In the quantum theory, therefore,
we have
/^-H^.-r/ - O fai T ±4 , (5ô57 )
Ih I2I 2 -Ih /Z/Z - «1&*- C T U f-5f -5 58)
We evidently have the selection rule
AH, - ±-/i (5059)
just as in the case of the harmonic oscillator» The rate of radia-
tion of energy from the n th level is
<ëJ^-~ = *¦ * tin r
ÎJËJ 2^l / :^£h ) (5-60)
3c 3 >w2 (
~
i /
whore use has been made of (S»H) and (5.16). Eg.. (5*60) is to be
compared with the classical result
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Problem XXXII s Prove Eg. (5«61).
Problem XXXIII g Using the results of problems XX and XXX, show that
JO is given unambiguously by
Show that the rate of energy radiation into the various possible fre-
quencies is given quantum mechanically by
«pTT /** i^(¦" p-
—
¦/. ~rxi /'r c
" y
and classically by .. ¦
'/MM-T^J = --^- Z-"2 -«-•" /V -z^/)*/C"^ /t j£ » "• Z*j*L (¦ vJ ¦
The following selection rule is evident
III)The particle moving in a central force field»
Using the results contained in equations (1.222) to (1.235)
we may write
W<f X s*.<f, (5.62)
Hi = JI/JFM r(0 (5-63)
where it must be remembered that the energy E is a function of J. and
J^ -J^ . We thus obtain j for the angle variables canonically conju-
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Equation (5?67) may in principle foe solved to express*,,*! in terms
of J/? j J/vJ /v * ûnd CuT" s
/• < ht )f )A
-
fA,iar*?ye,y-^ (5.68)
This expression for /\. may then be substituted into the second term
of (5«66) yielding a relation of the form
The functions ..yt^_ and --^ will be periodic in <IX^ ? although
they will in general contain all harmonics of the frequency &\.
(5.69)
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Hence there is no restriction in the change of the quantum number H,





±'////Zt2; .... (5.70). 70)
Exact expressions for the Fourier amplitudes of the functions A and
J-£ are obtained in Born, The Mechanics of the Atom, pp.\i39-147> for
the case of Kepler motion»
Introducing the angle pjf\(see (1.227)),, where
H
C^o cv ~ -f~- -j (5.71)
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It is now seen that the components of the electric dipole moment
(i.c* ??£, £) involve only the fundamental angular frequencies.
CO. iCOj£ 9 without any of their higher harmonics. There are no cons-
tant terms in CijZ, although the <? component of the electric dipo-
le moment is constant in Osl • Hence we have the selection rules
. /\ m. » 0/ nk 4, (5.80)
AZ — dbJ. (5.81)
A very large amount of work has been done in finding selection rules
for many different quantum mechanical systems, Drouj. theoretical
methods have been extensively employed in this research. Since the
study of selection rules is a very specialized field j| we shall not
consider it further here»
Thus for we have considered only the magnitudes of the
energy jumps and the angular frequencies involved in radiative tran-
pt* foi"fiJjl
y , _\ P*-* ccr ogv (coi -At) -h cxx oc cqc ur/J%
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sitions. We have seen that the energy transfer process takes place "by
moans of discrete units or quanta , "but we have not examined the mecha-
nics of the transfer process in any detail. Classically, this transfer
process is continuous. In an attempt to retain as many classical ideas
as possible we might try to suppose that, quantum mechanically, this
process is also continuous -that is, that one system transfers energy
to another ifr continuous fashion just as in classical theory, the only
difference now being that nothing observable happens until a full ener-
gy quantum has been exchanged. This hypothesis has been shown to be
false by many experiments. For example, according to this hypothesis,
electrons produced in a photoelectric process by very weak liglt should
not begin to make their appearance until enough light has been absorbed
to produce at least one full quantum. Actually, however, the electron
production is observed to begin instantaneously, the only effect of
weaker light being to produce fewer electrons. The intensity of the
light, moreover, has nothing to do with the kinetic energy which the
photoelectrons are observed to possess»
All this means that the energy transfer process is not
classical in any respect save that of energy conservation* Application
of the Correspondance Principle to this state of affairs forces us to
the conclusion that quantum laws are fundamentally statistical in natu-
re, as opposed to classical laws which are all deterministic. The quan-
tum transfer process is an indivisible elementary process* All that
the quantum theory can tell us is the probability of the process. Thus
equation (5.44)? instead of being understood as giving the rate of en
energy radiation by a multiply periodic system, should be reinterpreted
as giving the probable rate of emission of quanta from the systenu
k
Confining our attention w the transition from the m th state to the
n th state, we may write
t eUé- <4*, ~3c z /£W ¦ (5.82)
This equation is to "be understood as giving the probable rate of energy-
/ fy.I*.h%-I(c^^j3cc
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radiation accompanied by a transition from the m th state to th n
th. Since the angular frequency of the associated radiation is CO^ A
energy radiation in amount n ICO,.^^ /corresponds to the emission of
one light quantum* Hence, we have for thé provable rate of emission




The quantum theory thus tells us only the rate at which
quanta will probably be emitted-. It does not tell us when any parti-
cular quantum will be emitted. Moreover, since quantum transfers are
elementary indivible processes, it cannot describe the transition of
the system from one quantized "orbit" to another. In the' classical
limit of high energies, however, the quantum numbers are large, many
quanta are involved in transfer processes, and a single individual
quantum transfer has an almost negligible effect, comparatively spea-
king, on the coupled systems, so that, because of the statistical
nature of the individual transfers, the over-all process takes on a
continuous and classical appearance» Even the "orbit" of the system
becomes classically doscrib&ble. The Correspondence Principle is
therefore again satisfied»
The experimental fact that the quantum transfer process is
an indivisible elementary process requires- that all easterns, radiation
as well as matter, be subject to quantum laws and to their consequen-
ces such as energy quantization and statistical behavior» We have not
up to ti.is point undertaken the quantization of the electromagnetic
field, no£ shall we do so here. Quantization of the electromagnetic
field would take us into the study of the general quantum theory of
fields, a project upon which we not propose to embark at this time.
It is a remarkable fact that many explicit formulas for processes
involving emission and absorption of, radiation may be inferred without
actually going into quantum field theory. All we need to remember is




relation (5»1) between energy and frequency, and that they satisfy
the Correspondance Principle in the classical limit. Radiation quanta
can have the appearance of particles, when the measuring apparatus,
"by means of which they are observed, is designed so as to make them
behave like particles (e.g. in the photoelectric and Compton ef-
fects). When they behave like particles they are commonly referred
to as photons.; Photons obey statistical laws. One cannot predict
that a photon will definitely be at a certain place at a certain ti-
me, but in a beam of electromagnetic radiation there is a certain
probability that a photon will cross a unit area in a unit of time.
In the classical limit of many quanta, t is probability becomes pro-
portional to the classical intensity of the beam*
In the discussion of the quantum radiation formulas
(5.44), (5.82), (5.83) we have not considered the effect of radia-
tion damping. We have seen in chapter 3 that, oalssically, the pro-
cess of radiation produces a damping force on the radiating system,
which tends to diminish the amplitudes of the multiply periodic
motion» Although in the quantum theory we cannot speak of a gradual-
ly diminishing amplitude, the classical damping effect has its quan-
tum analogue 0 M& shall first discuss the classical effet, beginning
with the harmonic oscillator.
Referring to Eg, (3» 155)» we see that the equation of
motion of a non-relativistic radiating harmonic oscillator is
ak. tc. -j





where the constant Vis given by (3( 3.13 «r- ) and where CO0 is the os-
cillator angular frequency. Trying a complex solution of the form
k-fc









we obtain the equation
~
&"^AS ~*<*>**O, (5.87)
Equation (5»87) actually has three roots, corresponding to the ap-
proximate factorization
Two of the roots are given "by (5«88) a The third is
leading to a "runaway" or "self-acceleratod" solution
which must "be disallowed..
Since \f""'is normally a very small constant such that
v- ~^^)<&fifieog» if 0 anÉ m are the charge and mass of an elec-
tron) 3 the follovvizig is, to excellent approximation, a solution of
(5-87). :
J\"= ± CCO0
--~ $ OS>* (5.88)
We therefore have, as the real solution of (5«84)>
?C** <?t o ®
U O&iC0o t> (5o89)
The amplitude of oscillation is seen to diminish exponentially.
The electric field at any point will vary in essentially














Here t represents the retarded time at the point in question. It
willnow be convenient to make a Fourier analysis of this field. If
the oscillator is assumed to tie suddenly excited so that it begins
radiating only at t = 0, and so that E = 0 prior to t = 0, then we
may write
where . '•..'•''¦•
The radiation intensity at the point in question , as given by the ener-
gy flux Vector (see (3.176)) is
Its time average value may evidently be expressed as
£ » 4~l (5-94)
where T is the "length" of the time axis and




















range Qj to Qj + cCco • c s^all be interested in the distribution
of this energy flux in the range near COg, « In this range the second
term in the brackets in (5-92) becomes negligible compared to the
first, and we have
ox- \ r£
*~ -^
The function o {°°) actually gives the intensity distribution in the
spectral line emitted by the oscillator. When /£<£»
-
&>/ = y~/jC £Oa
the intensity is half of its maximum value. Hence the quantity )C"*t(jj~
is called the "natural line breadth" of the harmonic oscillator.
(5.96)
Spectral lines in the quantum theory also posses^ a natu-
ral lino breadth, which may be calctilaiod by making appeal to the
Correspondence Principle, Suppose that at time & = 0, a multiply
periodic system is known to be in the m th energy state « Lot /
be the initial total rate of radiative transition out of this state
to lower energy states. We have
P 3 "PcP ec'HH
*i
(
.fa <-_a rV (5» 97)
where tC-t ifM, is given by (5«83)« Let ',*>* (t) denote the probability
that the system is still in tue m th state at a later time to The
rate of transition out of the m th state at any time must be propor-
tional to the probability that the system is still in this state»
Hence we may write
-
U. (£ & LLC/ c- (5-93)
Next, let 6^s^ ( t)d t denote the probability that the system will
make a transition from the m th state to somo other state during













Differentiating (5.99), we obtain
The average length of time which the particle takes to make the transi-
tion is therefore
•*+* ~ J éoo^Cv^^ ~ '*»¦ • (5.101)
(5.100)
Now, consider a specific transition, from the m th state
to the n th state. The system will take, on thw average, a length
of time /^ to make this transition regardless of which lower energy
state the n th may "be - Although we cannot 'ae scribe classically tho
quantum transition process., in the limit of large initial energies
we must "be able to give a classical description of the emitted radia-
tion. We know?/ that this radiation is "switched o:iM only during the
length of time t f, roughly equal to 7^, which it takes the system to
make the transition. We don't know exactly which of the possible angu-
lar frequencies
—-
"the emitted quantum will choose to take,
n
but we do know that once the quantum has settled its mind on a parti-




over a period of time tl.t 1. In (5.102) we have neglected the radiation
damping, since at the higher energies itwill have a negligible effect
on the amplitude E over a length of time T . The Fourier amplitudes
of the electric field must therefore be given by •.







Confining our attention to the angular frequency range near f^f^^fj
we have, using (5«95)?
In order to obtain the actually observed intensity distribution we
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vi -, x (5.105)
The n<xtnra3. "breadth of the emitted line is thus seen to be equal
h ri fito 2(^ « For largs energies <A>t &? ?so that the line breadth
is also approximately equal to 2/
' „ Eut as we go to lower ener—
gies we should expect that the quantum line breadth /\.h^^ for the
transition m ~~*z> n would take some intermediate value between
2 P4P4 and 2 /7 . Thus
(5.104)
(5.106)
Equation (5» 106) is actually exact, as njay "bo shewn "by
the mcrs accurate quantum mechanics to "be developed in subsequent
chapters» Aa an example 3 let us apply this equation to the transi-
tion I—s 0 for the harmonic oscillator* We then have /o/o ¦0,
and using Eqs. (5«48), (5*83) and (5*97)
*?£ -•/ - ¦
T:r^T' >vT7 "•< \ x -j P'-*
/*" 9» /-? r-- / / / "-"7
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(5.107)
That is, the line "breadth is a consequence purely of radiation damping.
The quantum line "breadth, on the other hand, although obviously connec-
ted with the damping phenomenon, is more complicated. Only in the case
of the transition 1 *~s> 0 for the harmonic oscillator are the quan-
tum and classical line 'breadths the same. This is connected w.ith the
fact that only for this transition does the oscillator come all the
way to rest. The line breadths are broader fcr the higher transitions»
At first sight this seems to contradict; the CorrGspondsr.ee Principle,
For as we go to higher energies we should expect a gradual approach
to the classical situation. However, there is really no contradiction.
To obtain the classical situation we must allow the quantized oscilla-
tor, to maJge the whole series of transitions from a high energy level
E to the ground level E . During this process, moreover, we must not
interfere with the oscillator by making any measurements which might
tell us which level the oscillator has reached at a given time. Wo
must make eimply an overall measurement of the intensity distriiVircion
of the emitted light. Quanta arising from the successive transitions
will then be emitted coherently and will interfere with oaoh other in
such a way as to cancel cut the broad tails of the individual irruonsi-
ty curves and reduce the whole distribution to the classical one,
The natural line breadth can evidently "bo described as an
"uncertainty" /\h. In the energy of the emitted photon %in. At.
(5.108)
This, in turn, may be described to uncertainties in the energies of







where A T JL fl A£_~£ /I (5.110)
The uncertainty jfyfc in the energy of a given level is directly con-
neoted with the amomnt of time/jt", which is available in which to
measure this energy. This time is simply the probahle lifetime
of the level.
Combining now Eqs, (5,101); (^o 1i0) and (s»j.li), vo tbo "uncer-
tainty relation"
ÂE At ~Â (5.112)
(5.111)
To summarize the preceding discussion, we find that the
energy levels of a multiply periodic system are not really infinitely
sharp as we had originally conceived thorn to be. Only the lowest level
is infinitely sharp, because no radiation can take place from that
level. If there were no coupling with the electromagnet i.j field, all
levels would be infinitely sharp, but then, of course, we could not
measure them. The lack of complete sharpness in the energy levels re-
flects itself in the lack of complete sharpness in the spectral lines
of the emitted radiation. Wo find, rather, a continuous intensity
distribution which, as a function of emitted frequency is sharply
peaked around the quantum frequency calculated on the basis of no
coupling with the electromagnetic field. The to-ca?. Integrated inten-
sity in the neighborhood of the theoretical sba.."v line .is proportio-
nal to the rate of emission of quanta corresponding go this liny,
that is fc\ .
The individual line breadths /..-, are actually quite
small, being of the order of magnitude of a few times Jr* /CO I
Hence, in practice, spectral lines still appear to be quite sharp.








cule or atom in a gas, there are a number of other phenomena which
can produce a broadening of the spectral lines which completely over-
shadows the natural line breadth. Prominent a ong there is the pheno-
menon known as "collision broadening". The line breadth due to colli-
sions between the molecules or atoms can be calculated in exactly the
same way as the natural line breadth. If / is the average time
between collisions then the probability that a particular molecule
(or atom) .has not yet experienced a collision after a time interval
t is jj and the probability that itwill suffer a collision
"between the times t and t + it is P&.^'^clé* Bioi,o.us can te emit-
ted coherently only during a:he ternes between collisions .> Hence the
Fourier analysis of the emitreed radiât!:--* have the form (1,."i03)
and the line intensity distribution must have the form *(5»1^5) with
/.. replaced by / ' . The line breadth due to collision broadening
is therefore 2yP*
Having fairly^discussed the "basic principles of the omis-
sion of electromagnetic radiation from multiply periodic systems f we
turn our attention now to the absorption of radiation by theso sys-
tems, The action of an externally iiî-trsssed radiation field upon a
charged multiply periodic system may "be described by a perturbation
Éerm rf/in the total Hamiltonian function, glven > in the non-ral&.T.i-
vistic approximation^ by (see (4-^:^)
where E is the electric vector and ft the electric ii/.-^e moment. It
is assumed that the dimensions of the system are small enough so that
quadrupole and higher multiple forces are negligible. Referring to
(5.42), we se that the amplitudes of the Fourier expansion (2,36; of







We now imagine that the system is a member of an ensemble
of identical systems oscillating with random phases. According to
Eqs» (2059s- 60) ? the àyera'ge energy absorbed per member of the ensem-
ble over a long period of time / (i,e, long compared, to the periods
of oscillation) is then
where
t- L v 2TF J—Ty
-J (5.V116)
and where the bar denotes an avexage taken over all the systems ? it
being remembered that both h and E(t), and hence faf& and £j (oo)
may vary from one system to another in space» If the radiation is
assumed to be iso"^ppic and the systems are distributed and oriented
at random ? then
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Equation (5.120) may be reexpressed in terms of the energy
distribution function of the radiation field. The energy density in
the field (see (3.174)) is
U~ JE » -4L / / /zsé^l/rÀ')ifa^sy /(5.121)
Its time average value is therefore
fj œ / (J(oo) c^ (5.122)
where





Eg. (5.120) thus becomes
a




Equation (5*125) gives the classical average rate of
absorption of radiant energy by members of the ensemble. By making use
of the Correspondence Principle we can also write down its quantum
analogue. We must first find the quantum analogue of the partial deri-
vative • Suppose the typical system is in the m th energy
















in which a derivative in the classical theory is replaced by a diffe-
rence in the quantum theory. Following the same idea ? therefore, we
write ¦ .
(5.128)
where *|V andM./.are quantum numbers which roughly straddle. the
quantum number .. In the final sun in (5°1?8) the number H**,*
takes on larger and large values while the number H,- takes on smaller
and smaller values in such a way that fi.-#?,= ffo _ _# /'. for all /
Strictly speaking <, of course , this is not quite possible since ?
although >? t can increase flri'tHaut limit 9 9t> cannot go below a certain
minimum value , usually zero. However , in the classical limit of high
ft
quantum numbers the neglect of terms for v/hich?^^ would be negative
is unimportant. Therefore, remembering that Ô4X =
-
LO^ , , fa * ='to*
we may conbine the two terms inside the brackets in (5- 128^ into a
single summation and write-
(5.129)
Equation (5» 129) is a special case of the quantum analogue of the
















The rate at which the oscillating systoms absorb energy
from the radiation field in passing from the m th energy state to
the n th is evidently given by . .
This rate is seen to be proportional to the energy density of the ra-
diation field at the angular frequency ft*^,^/Moreover f when E
this rate is negative. That is* for E *S E the sytom emits energy
rather than absorbs it. This process is known as "induced emission".
The rate of induced emission in passing from an energy state m to
a lower energy state n is seen to be equal to the rate of induced
absorption in passing from the state n to the state m .
(5.131)
We may readily use the preceding results to derive
Planck's well known radiation formula. Since, however, this is really
a formula of statistical mechanics, we shall first briefly review the
steps in deriving the well known equilibrium distribution formulae.
Consider a macroscopic system composed of a very large number X" of
subsystems, i.e. an ensemble. The subsystems may be supposed to be
multiply periodic. Consider a typical subsystem. Suppose that its
quantum states are in some convenient way divided up into groups labe-
led by indices C , / etc , the states in each group having roughly
equal energy. Let ,E t
" denote the energy of the i th group and le+
0£ denote the number of states in the th group. Suppose tha~. a
"mcicroscopic state" of the ensemble is determined by specifying for
all the number % . of subsystems to be found having quantum states
in the C th group. We seek the number f/( t̂thd ")^f distinct quantum
states of the ensemble which give rise to one and the same macrosco-
pic state n,., n2
, n^....
Suppose first that the subsystems are all distinguishable.
Then the quantum state of the ensemble is specified by giving the quan-
tum states of all of the subsystems. The number N(^/&>. **) is there-
37
fore equal to the number of ways in which ÏT distinguishable objects
can be arranged into a certain number of groups £ , multiplied by
the number of ways the objects can be placed in cells within each
group ? there being O* cells in the ith group. We have
///¦•^v.,;- M& T^li- . (5.132)
* F t . f v
/v ,000 is in general a very peaked function of tho variables %* • * ¦
Hence for any function l( /hi h . t..„. ) of the 4^l;
where /}x. are the values of the variables h - which make %{4uH-4 .„.)
a maximum. If all quantum states are regarded as occurring with equal
probability in time (there are always weak interactions which cause
transitions from state to state) then the integral in .(5*133) repre-
0
sents the mean or probable value of the function ..f- » We write












In order to maximize IT (>/y &.. c „<><.) we difforentiate *
Eg. (( 5 <• "Î32 ) or rather its logarithm
Cop /YÛ^^z- ' •) *¦Sfi, t iffX^m
Here wo have assumed the n- to be very large numbers and have neglec-
ted terms of smellier order of magnitude. Remembering the restrictions
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where E is the total energy of the ensemble, we have, for a variation
where O( and jo are multipliers. Hence
C,
- <*•""~fC/UC /U- tC/l<T (5. 139)
where //¦=£ PC { m ttrr.* (5-140)
/
/\ and / may be experimentally identified as Boltzmann's constant
and the absolute temperature of the ensemble respectively. Equation
(5*139) is known as the Boltzmann distribution formula, and is appli-
cable when the subsystems of the ensemble are distinguishable . Distin-




Applying Eg. (5*139) to our ensemble of oscillators inter-
acting with the radiation field, and letting the groups £¦ coincide
with the individual subsystem states, we have ©„ = 1 , and
Ifhere N and N are respectively the probable numbers of oscillators
in the m th and n th states. Suppose E / E . Then the transitionXI * 111
m-^n is an absorbtive transition governed by Eg, (5»131)« The total
average rate at v/hich oscillators in the ensemble undergo the transi-
tion m-^n is
q> _A/ A- /jdKt^)
(5.141)
--2C^ *r&fp\« jl£})£*<•; 13









The transition n*-^m, on the other hand, is an emissive transition,
governed partly by Eg, (5» 83) which describes spontaneous emission
and partly by Eg« (5» 131) describing induced emission. The total
average rate at which oscillators in the ensemble undergo the tran-
sition n*- ¦¦> m is
(5.143)
Now suppose that all the possible angular frequencies
are at least slightly different from one another. (If they are not
initially different , the introduction of slight perturbations can
make them so*) Then the emission or absorption of photons with
angular frequency /to JGan 'take place only by means of the transi*
tions m-t~-}n • Wh%n a condition of equilibrium is reached between
the oscillators and the radiation, the detailed balancing condition
must then be satisfied^ namely
K^k, ** A—^ ' * (5.144)
Combining equations (5*142, 143, 144)? tore obtain
Equation (5*145) holds for all the angul&ï frequencies /* Âw/ <« If
we nov/ suppose that the ensemble includes many different types of
subsystems so that virtually all possible frequencies are represented,
then we obtain the 'following general energy distribution function for
the radiation (remembering s Co nrn^ %
(5. 145)
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fj^/^O^T^ c/^ T --/ ¦ (5'146)
Equation (5.146) is Planck's radiation formula. It is seen to be inde-
pendent of the nature of the oscillators producing the radiation.
.146)
The lack of dependence of (5U46) on the nature of the oscil-
bc
lators may demonstrated in a more direct fashion by means of a deriva-
tion which makes use of the properties of the radiation field alone.
Consider a radiation field confined to a cubical box of volume V = L ,
This field can be regarded as a superposition of plane standing waves
k
with propergation vectors given by
U at H_rlijy.
~Z~ / L
* '" /3 ' ''' (5-147)
where the 'ft^ are positive intergers. The angular frequency of a par-
ticular standing wave is
C*> « c//e/ - ~~ h, (5.148)
L »
where
Each standing wave may be regarded as a harmonic oscillator. The number




The factor 2 corresponds to the fact that there are two polarization
directions, and hence two oscillators, for each set of integers 9|£ .

















involved. The same result can "be obtained by using a periodicity con-
dition K." m ' *%£*£ instead of the containment condition (5«H7)
and allowing the 7^,. to range over negati-ge as well as positive values.
Using now the Boltzmann formula (5- 139) > we have, for the
probable number of oscillators in the range Co to CO + doo which
are to be found in the m th energy level ,
where we- have dropped the unobservable "zero point energy" of the
quantized oscillators» df\ is determined by thq condition .
The probable radiation energy density in the range CO to £&£ + oCCO
is therefore
"
C J-e "'" (5.153)
which leads to (5» 146)»
(5.151 )
(5.152)
Instead of regarding each standing wave as a harmonic
oscillator, we may regard it as being composed of a certain number
of photons, the probable number of these photons being simply the
mean value of the quantum number of the corresponding oscillator,
namely
S J'r
4 <"'/: /a/ ujdCco /j i*s&)*\éLjftt/(*4otu>
cdAcc//t




In the interaction of the radiation field with a single material oscil-
lator the probability or rate for the transition m <? n with the
simultaneous absorption of one photon from a particular standing v/ave
of angular frequency LOt^,^ ? must be proportional to the mean number
of photons which are present in this standing v/ave before the absorption
process. The average rate at which t>e material oscillator makes the
transition m ¦
—
™?n by absorbing a photon from any_ standing wave of
angular frequency.! must be proportional to the density of standing waves
at this freqeuncy (see ( 5 •150 ) ) • Denoting this rate by >£?¦>* >h^ twe h^-ve
therefore
where Q is a certain proportionality constant.
(5.155)
The probability for the reverse transition, n
——^ m,
with the emission of a photon into the standing wave in question, may-
be inferred by appealing to the principle of reversibility of time.
Remembering that the dynamical equations describing the interaction of
matter and radiation are invariant under time reversal (t t? -t, #
tàe £'i>* or
c
-—-^ -c), that emission and absorption processes are independent "oT1
the charge (bedng proportional to Ihf )? and that an absorption pro-
cess becomes, under reversal of time, an emission process, we see that
this probability must be proportional to the mean number of photons
which are present in this standing wave after the emission process has
taken place 0 Thus, for the emission rate into all standing waves of
angular frequency CO , we have
hfh-
(5.156)
In a macroscopic ensemble of interacting material and ra-












which material oscillators undergo the transitions >*v¦*-*>>*,
where we have used the notation of Eqs, (5« 141-145) and the results
of Eqs. (5.146), (5.153), (5.154)0 Equations (5-157, 158) are con-
sistent with (5»142, 143) provided we set
r - t*ÏÏ*/,s I A, I'Zc*,w. zTjj~ loo*^/l 00*^/ iy*"4 . (5.159)
(5.157)
(5.158)
In the preceding discussion only the number of photons
in each standing wave is important ; the photons themselves "being
completely distinguishable. This indistinguishability may be made if
use of in still another derivation of the Planck radiation formula.
Consider the radiation field as an ensemble of photons instead of an
ensemble of oscillators. The quantum state of each photon is deter-
mined by specifying the standing wave, (i.e. the propagation vector /<*)
with which the photon is associated. Since the photons are indistin-
guishable, the quantum state of the radiation field as a whole is
completely specified by simply giving the number of photons associa-
ted with each permissable propagation vector /\ « In the preceding
derivation of the Planck formula, Boltzraann statistics were applied
to the individual distinguishable radiation oscillators. Owing to the
indistinguishability of photons, however, a new kind of statistics
will have to be introduced when we regard the photons rather than the
oscillators as the fundamental units of the radiation field. These
new statistics are known as Bose-Einstein statistics. The two charac-
teristics of Bose-Einstein statistics are : 1) the indistinguishabi-
lity of the ensemble subsystems, and 2) the fact that an unlimited
number of subsystems can exist in the same subsystem quantum state.
-Ae~'W'X
ilf zi^ lkm¦3 A¦ft.**.
*fr*hM.'KL
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We first derive the general equilibrium formula for Bose-
Einstein statistics. As in the case of Boltzmann statistics we divide
the subsystem quantum states into monoenergetic groups, and we assume
that the macroscopic state is determined by specifying the number of
subsystems in each group. Using the game notion as previously, we
have, for the number of distinct quantum states which give rise to
one and the same macroscopic state,
(5.160)
This number is simply the product over C of the number of ways in
which yi, indistinguishable objects can be placed into fi) ~ colls,
there being no restriction on the number of objects per cell» This is
also the product over C of the number of different arrangements
of %, . dots and P^a lines in patterns of the form
Since photons can "be emitted and absorbed their number is
nnt fixed, so that we do not have the first of the constraints (5» 137)
The second of these constraints, however, is still valid, since the
energy in the radiation field is assumed to be fixed, (it is actual-
ly determined, of course, by the temperature of the ensemble of mate-
tiel oscillators with which it is in equilibrium.^ The situation can
best be clarified by including the material oscillators as well as
the photons in the maximizing procedure which follows. Hence, writing
(5.161)
where we have assumed the H—and pt to be large numbers, we have,
for a variation at. maximum,








where /q is the same multiplier as in (5.138)» Using (5» 1.40), we have
4T ¦*,h
*^< _*__£±__._ (5.163)
c . C /¦
We now apply eg. (5-163) in differential form» The num- •
ber, &~P) of photon states corresponding to angular frequencies lying
in the range ÙJ to CO + mCO is simply the number of standing
waves in this range. This number is given by (5«150)* Thus
do^r ~Jl_ OO^OCCO. (5 .164)
i FV
The probable number of photons to be found in this range is, by
(5.163)
j &£
The average photon energy de-nslty in this range is therefore
V Tzc z c r —V /




In all the preceding discussion we have considered the .
processif emission and absorption separately. We shall now turn to
a consideration of situations in wVdch absorption and emission proces-
ses take place simultaneously and in an inseparable fashion. Specifi-
cally,, we shall consider the scattering of electromagnetic radiation
by a multiply periodic charged material system. In a scattering pro-
cess the physical picture is as '"follows. The incoming electromagnetic
field interacts with the electric dipole moment of the system, causing
it to oscillate in a different fashion from that of the unperturbed
system. This alteration in the oscillation produces an alteration in
the radiation which is emitted by the system. The unperturbed system











it is initially in an excited state,, This process we have already exa-
mined. The perturbed system, however, undergoes an additional emission
process owing to the forced oscillations produced by the incoming ra-
diation. The additional emitted radiation is coherent with the incoming
radiation. The over-all-effect is that of scattering of the incident
radiation by the multiply periodic system. \.
We first treat the problem calssically, using the time-
dependent perturbation theory of chapter 2. We expand the dipole moment
in terms
of the angle and action variables of the unperturbed sys-
tem (see (5.42)).
(5.167)
In terms of the canonical variables Ctr", J^ of the perturbed system
this becomes (cf; (2.51)).
= %'*+£"+¦•• (5.168)
where
V 7=H /r I// C (5.169)
and









The perturbation function has the form (see (5» 113, 114)
where
¦fer <% #--£ &j* ¦ . (5'172>
Here E is the incoming electric field vector evaluated at a suitable
point within the system. We shall take it to be that corresponding to
a monochromatic plane of angular frequency CO .
CZ. it) -£ itQ, y~£ c y ($.173)
C- is a complex amplitude and .£- is a unit vector which designates
the direction of polarization of the plane wave. Making use of
(2-45) iwe have
y*r ? V t 6 '/ r- i/ç ' t (Yo+- f^y c -Cc°oJ J (5.174)
in which the value of the integral at the lower limit is taken to be
zero, as if there wore an exponential damping factor in the integrand





In order to calculate the field radiated "by the system we
must known the time dependence of h • S^nce Çj£ « 0 (see (2.50))
this is almost given to us by (5»169> c We need to know only the
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time dependence of the (aT ? Integrating equation (2«49) and using
(5.172, 173), we find





where the tf are arbitrary constant phases. Hence
and
' . . . (5.177)
(5.176)
. )
Evidently we may write, correct to second order
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The' component j /^ ? of the dipole moment vector gives rise to the or-
dinary spontaneously emitted radiation» *£ ? on other hand, ac-
counts for the scattered radiation;, and is the component which is
of interest to us at present^
Let /t- "be &n arbitrary unit vector o According to the
results of Problem XXV, the energy flux of the scattered radiation
in the direction >V and at a distance /L- from the scattering system
°
-^3 *^XKfl ' (5- iBi)
the dots denoting differentiation with respect to the time 0 In order
to calculate the scattering cross section of tho system we shall*
need the time average values' of this expression. It is e vicient,.that
only the cross product of the terms in (5o180) can contribute to this
average unless 2 m = Tcoo for some Li olf we include an average
over the phases, however, then any product terms for which 2^= *Cqj










(h *£<)*¦*2££*£2 Ceo- K*J*
The mean value of the energy flux of the incident radiation J
'
is
~h7t b ~tw t? (5- 183)
and wg have, for the differential scattering cross section,
.183)
(5.184)
The quantum analogue of equation (5*184) may readily "be
obtained by use of the Correspondence Principle. One proceeds exactly
as in tb© deduction of (Eg. (5.129), replacing derivatives by diffe-
rences, etc. If the scattering system is initially in the m th ener-
gy state, we have
in j^
o ¦,cd?
h ') ¦ zee (*>'&+)*








where the summation of each term is to be carried out over as many
values of fa as possible.
The individual terms in the sum (5«185) have the following
physical significance» The incoming photon of angular frequency &>„ is
absorbed by the system and a photon of angular frequency (n -. Co
is emitted, the system passing at the same time from the m th ener-
gy state to the n th energy state . Energy is evidently conserved in
XL
the process. The energy of the incoming photon is K-Co, that of the
emitted photon is £ (Co ~Oo^
* ) and- *&$ energy left in the sysyem
is jTrj\ .
Equation (5» 185) cLoes not quite give the quantum differen-
tial cross section as it stands. In the quantum theory we are interes-
ted in the scattering of individual particles rather than of tho ener-
gy flux. We define the incoming and scattered particle fluxes "by
* ;ir"- j -¥ - ry—^ (5.186)
and the differential cross section for scattering of photons "by
To obtain the correct quantum expression we must evidently multiply








Equation (5°188) is known as the Kramers-Heis-nberg dispersion formu-
la. It accounts very well for the experimental data regarding the dis-
persion of light "by atoms • Itwill "be observed, both from the classi-
cal expression (5-184 ) and the quantum expression (5» 188) that if the
angular frequency of the incoming radiation happens to coincide with
any of the natural frequencies af the scattering system then the scat-
tering becomes very large owing to the vanishing of denominators.
This situation is known as resonance fluorescence.
As a final illustration in this chapter of the application
of the Correspondence Principle, wo shall consider the scattering of
electromagnetic radiation by a single charged particle 0 This example
may be regarded as a limiting case of scattering by a bound multiply
periodic system, which has been treated immediately above, As the "bind'
ing force on the particle becomes weaker and weaker, the particle may
in the limit be regarded as free. It vd.ll be observed that this will
be the first example; to be treated quantitatively by us, of a quan-
tized free system. SQS Q far the quantization rules have been defined
only for multiply periodic systems. Itwill be one of our tasks in
subsequent chapters to extend the quantum theory to non-periodic, or
Tree", systems. The present example, however, will show us that we
already have enough mathematical equipment to gain a partial insight
into what the nature of the quantum theory of non-periodic systems
will be like..
The problem of radiation scattering by a single free char-
ged partiels has been treated classically in chapter 3» There we ob-
tained expressions for the mean energy and momentum densities of the
incoming plane monochromatic wave. In the quantum theory these densi-
ties must be related to probable photon density \ in the following
manner % .
(5.189)




which wo have not bopot<Poro iiili-oduo^fl, Sin<îf>^ fic>m. (^«174), (^'^T^),
(3.182),
r~? I~ V i (5.150)
we evidently have
where /\ is the wavelength of the photon.
9
(5.191)
In the- quantum'- theory tho scattering process is to be
¦ JL.J s
pictured as the absorption of an incident photon of momentum
*
**££
by a charged particle which is initially at rest, together with the
emission of another photon, of momentum -"& f-^ylf-^yl , in a different
direction» Since experiment shows that momentum as well as energy^
is conserved in the process, the scattering particle must suffer a
recoil and be found moving off in its own direction with a certain
velocity (y after the interaction with the photon. The scattering-




The relations between the various angles and magnitudes may be readi-
ly calculated. From conservation of energy we get '¦
+A,cz -« £co ~f -™z._ (5.192)














ègL ±-J£éh£&--t4&z± C~*fy (5.193)
g
_ ,4çyUti£ _ (5.194)
We manipulate these equations as follows.
£(to-c*/J ¦+££(Afi-ëd?ê* t£Ù (5.195)
or
&?/Ï9 V* O ' Ù)j~p*. ~ 2~* C * '^^^C&iU/* (5.197)
Hence
+ -^r /(co-ùj/ -<o -Oi"V (5.198)
or
hïÂO**"00'~ 9) (5,199)
Dividing by /if-hCocO , we obtain
-<x- Jâr i!/V-Ccw (5.200)
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the wavelengths of the incident and scattered photons.
A'-A ~ 2J X (4-&*i@) (5.201)
whoro
z\ is called the Compton wavelength of the scattering particle, the
whole quantum process, whereby the scattering particle suffers a re-
coil and the photon sufferc a change in wavo length as a result of
their interaction, being known a.c; the Compt-pn effect. When the photon
is scattered through 90 c ~^he wavelength shift is equal to 2 ff ,
This shift has been very carefully measured in the laboratory.
(5.202)
It is of interest to make note at this point of a rather
interesting relationship which exists between the three universal
lengths associated with an electron, namely the classical electron
radius Jl , the Bohr radius VL# , and the Compton wavelength /C •







where Of is the fine structure constant»
.
The wavelength shift expressed by cq 0 (>?O1) may be in-
terpreted as a Doppler shift. We have soon classically that the scat-
tering particle is made to oscillate fey the incoming electromagnetic
field and that it also gradually picks up a drift velocity
—
/**-in
the direction of propagation of the incoming field, the acceleration
in this direction being given by eg. (3.186). This drift velocity
produces a Doppler shift in the Wavelength of the field radiated by
the scattering particle. The shift depends on the angle Ç7 at which







following reasoning. First, the particle is receding from the incoming
radiation and hence it experiences a field of angular frequency lower
than that of the incoming field by an amount
Then, in the process of radiation by the particle, another shift comes
in, which cancels the first one in the forward direction but doubles
it in the backward direction. The regular frequency of the scattered
radiation in the direction Q is
*Co- &< 7ktt+-'*~*s) -^-C <***)
Multiplying by £. £ , we obtain
Co Co' .
X-A « A d- \r (5,206)
Eg. (5«206) has exactly tho same form as (5.201). From the Correspon-
e/Jtdence Principle we should expect that the valfâa of -j-r- for which
eqs. (5.201) and (5 206) become identical should be somewhere in bet-
ween zero and the value which t££ has when ons whole quantum has been
scattered out of the incoming field. Actually;, it turns out that the
appropriate value of *9bC is exactly that for which one quantum has
&t
been scattered. To shew this we refer to eqs. (30 175); (3niBO) and
(3.186). The length of time required to scatter one quantum is

























tinaQ has passed is
Substitution of (5.208) into (5.206) gives (5.201).
(5.208)
The condition for tho validity of the scattering formu-
lae obtained in chapter 3, namely .*£<<C' c imposes a restric-
tion on the values of the angular frequency Ck> for which these for-
mulae are valid. From ( Ô 20b) this restriction is immediately soon
to be given by
$, c*> <<^' t+% o
*
(5.209)
That is, the energy of the incident photon must be rauola loss than
the rest energy of the scattering particle. When its energy is compa-
rableto or greater than the particle rest energy we may expect consi-
derable deviations from the cross sections calculated in chapter 3»
The Com.,ton formula (5.201), however, will always be valid, since it
is derived on a rigorous relativistic basis, independently of any
assumptions about the form of the differential cross section.
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6. Heisenberg Theory andItsInt erpretaions.
In chapter swe introduced certain quantities H^ as
quantum analogs of the Fourier amplitudes jfj of the electric dipo-
le moment of a charged multiply periodic system. By applying the Cor-
respondence Principle we showed that itwas possible to make rough
estimates of the values of these quantities. We now wish to develop
an exact quantum theory which will enable us to assign precise values
to these quantities. More generally, we shall wish to obtain the
quantum analogs of the Fourier amplitudes of any classical]./ obser-
vable quantity.
Let G be any classical observable whioh is a single
valued function of the canonical variables O % A defined with
respect to some Lagrangian function.» If the system is multiply perio-
dic then F may lie expanded in -terms of the angle and action varia-
bles
(6.1)
It is seen that the classical quantity P is completely determined















from which it is immediately evident that
(6.8)
As a quantum analog of (6«8) we may take
(6.9)
The multiplication law for ensembles of the type (6,5) is then seen
to be that of ordinary matrix multiplication» In fact, the quantum
ensembles may be regarded in every way simply as matrices. It is for
this reason that quantum mechanics was often referred to in the early
days as "matrix mechanics'' » It is easy to show that the quantum en-
sembles must also obey the other algebraic rule,s of matrices « Thus,
since for the classical ensembles we ha^a
(h-h CiI(%JJ *riL/QLJL/QLJ tOft l$J (6 a io)
and
(^f)(^J^^h(Z!/l (6.,)
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It should now be observed that there is an ambiguity in
passing from the classical multiplication law (6.8) via the Corres-
pondence Principle to the quantum multiplication law (6.9) • We could
equally well have written (6,9) in the form
and expressions (6 O 9) and (6.14) are not in general equal. Matrices
obey a non-commutative law of multiplication, and we see that in the
quantum theory it will be necessary to make a distinction between the
products FG and GF. Just exactly what the quantum analog of a clas-
sical product FG should be, whether FG, GF, some combination of the
two, or even something else, therefore becomes problematical» We shall
see in a subsequent chapter how this ambiguity can be removed in all
cases which are of interest in physics ? but for the present we shall
sidestep this question „ Rather, we shall study the general non-commu-
tativity of quantum factors in a different light.
(6.14)
Having introduced matrix algebra into the quantum theory
we must next seek to develop a dynamical theory of the quantum matri-
ces as a means of eventually determining the precise values of the
matrix elements. Again the Correspondence Principle guides us» We
must parallel as closely as possible classical dynamical theory. Among
the most important conceptual tools used in classical dynamical theo-
ry are the canonical invariants 5 and among the most important of these
are the Poisson "brackets. We should expect analogous invariants to
play an important role in the quantum theory. Therefore , let us try







In terms of the anglo and action variables the Poisson
"bracket of two classical observables, F and G, is given by
C o t;/-^ ( i-T c t (jT,c j
The elements of the ordered ensemble corresponding to this Poisson




/^\ 'ai- y&^i i rr' T'psyT'p$y (6o16)
The quantum analogue of this equation may be obtained in a manner
closely similar to that of the derivation of the Kramors-Heisenborg
dispersion formula (s<> 185) • v»:'c have
(6.15)
.
(6.17), ; . 7)f/^ /o'O<^# -0/£><£/f/t§









We see, therefore, that the commutator bracket in quantum mechanics
will play the same role as the Poisson bracket in classical mechanics.
Explicitly we have
In writing equations of the form (6.18, 19) we may think of the symbols
P and G as standing for the matrices themselves of which the quan-
tities (6,6) etc, are the elements.
(6.19)
The most logical way of developing a dynamical theory of
the quantum matrices is to postulate that their time behavior is given




where II is the matrix corresponding to the Hamiltonian of the system
in question, The postulate actually consists in the statement that
the quantum matrix corresponding to the time derivative ox' a classical
quantity P is identical with the time derivative of the matrix cor-
responding to P itself. That is,
6.20)
The time derivative of the matrix
- 'The matrix of the time derivative.
For if F is understood to stand for the time derivative of the matrix,
then the validity of equation (6.20) is already contained in the for-
malism of chapter 5» To show this we must first find the matrix cor-







In the classical theory
H
' - lr'1$) (6 - 2O
That is ? in the Fourier expansion of the Hamiltonian function in
terms of the angle and action variables ? only the constant term
appears , There are no oscillating terms. This means
U^-o A'a i,i (6
- 22)
Moreover j b;y (5» 45) we have
Li CPtt )J£lk // o
Hence
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Of particular imfcerest are the commutation relations for
the matrices corresponding to the canonical coordinates and momenta.
We have
These commutation relations may be used to demonstrate the validity
of an interesting application of the Correspondence Principle to the
Kramer s-Hei senberg dispersion formula (5.188), Suppose that the mul-
tiply periodic system to which the Kramera-Heisonberg dispersion for-
mula is applied consists simply cf a sissrile charge! particle bound
in some kind of static potential field. Then tha dipole moment of tlio
system is given "oy
2 _ (6=27)
where £ is t&e charge on the particle and t* is the radius vector
to the particle i'rom some origin, say the equilibrium position» If
the components of jfr are taken as the canonical coordinates then the
conjugate momenta are the compo orients of the momentum vector h ?
where
/• =? / (6.28)



















Now, classically, as the angular frequency Co °^ *he
incoming radiation becomes higher and higher the effect of binding
on the charged particle becomes less and less important, "until,
in the limit in which Cq becomes much larger than any of the natu-
ral frequencies of the particle, the particle may be regarded as
essentially free. The Correspondence Principle tells us that the
same should be true in the quantum theory. That is, in the limit
of large frj the Kramer s-ïïôisenberg dispersion formula should reduce
to the formula which gives the differential cross section for scat-
tering of light hj a free particle. With ifra use of eqs. f6 •31f 32)
we may show that this is, in fact, the case.
In the limit as CO becomes much larger than any of
the COH> 9 equation ( 5» 138) becomes
fa % hM- ÏK M ?,Q








Since/^f/«f//= sin /o , where p is the angle between the scattering
direction and the polarization direction, one sees, on comparing (6.33)
with the result of Problem XXÏ, that the Kramers -Heisenberg cross
section indeed reduces to that for the scattering of light by a free
particle, with, however, neglect of radiation damping.
If F in the classical theory is a real quantity then
F,v = f^% (6.34)
The quantum analogue of this reality condition is (cf. (5«46)( 5 « 46 )
(P V hs p^^ (6.35)
or, in full matrix form, since CO = "CO^u^
(6.36)
The effect of particle recoil and the resultant Doppler shift
CO~>ioi- s also neglected. To obtain the correct quantum cross section
one should multiply expression (6*33) by /Co
'
according to the
same reasoning used in passing from Eg. (5<>185) to Eg. (5.188). The
present scheme, in fact, cannot take the Doppler shift into account
as this shift depends on the translational motion of the free parti-
cle. This translational motion can "be taken into account only if the
*
initial state is a pure monentum state, which, in this bounçi state






That is, the quantum matrix corresponding to F is Hermitian. The
reality condition on an observable willDe expressed in both the
classical and quantum theories in the form
(6.37)
It is of interest to examine the form which classical
canonical transformat iors take in the quantum theory» We first
consider infinitesimal transformations» If£.'ois the infinitesimal
generating function of an infinitesimal canonical transformation
then the change /\t- in an observable F under this transformation
is given "by the equation (i<>s6)° 'The quantum analog of this equation
is
(6.38)
To the first infinitesimal order v/e may write
(6.39)
(6.40)
Since S is real (i.e. Eermitian) <, \J is an infinitesimal unitary
matrix and équation (6»39) expresses an infinit3sir:-a.l unitary
transformation^» Since the product of two unitary transformations is
also a unitary transformation ? it is evident that a finite canonical
transformation generated "by infinitesimal canonical transformations
corresponds ? in the quantum theory } to a finite unitary transforma-
tion generated "by infinitesimal unitary transformations. In general 9
therefore, we see that a canonical transformation in classical theory







The matrices corresponding to physical observables will
usually be infinite Hermi talari matrices „ In the theory of finite matri-
ces it is well known that any Henni tian matrix can be transformed to
diagonal form by some unitary matrix» Itwill be assumed that this is
also always true for the Hermitian matrices of quantum mechanics cv.en
though they may be infinite» Itwill often -Vo of-Interest to find a
unitary matrix which will transform a given Hermitian quantum matrix
to diagonal form. An excellent illustrative example of a typical
procedure for doing this is afforded by the derivation of the quan-
tum analog of the classical perturbation theory developed in chap-
ter 2.
First observe that the energy matrix (6,24) is already
diagonal. If the angle and action variables of the classical system
are known, we have seen in chapter 5 kow we can determine (at least
approximative ly) the non-vanishing diagonal elements of this energy
matriE. If,however f the angle and action variables are not exactly
known., as is the case in a problem to which perturbation methods
must be applied, and if the Hamiltonian function is expressed in
terms of a set of canonical variables which are only approximately
equal to the true angle and action variables, then the quantum energy
matrix constructed on the basis of these incorrect variables will
not be diagonale Thus, the quantum matrix form of equation (2.1) is
<^////O- <W^/Ç>+ <^^'/^>(6.4i)
and since the perturbation function H^ is not, in general, inde-
pendent of the variables GX f
"
? the matrix (< £.' 11l h- / sJ will
have non-vanishing off-diagonal elements. The F are here the
energy levels of the unperturbed system»
(6.41)
The procedure, in the classical theory, of finding a
canonical transformation leading to the true angle and action variables
will,in the quantum theory, become a procedure of finding a unitary
transformation which diagonalizes the energy matrix. As in chapter 2,
4,/^/^
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we shall use a method of successive approximations* We shall, in
fact,, parallel as closely as possible the procedure's of chapter 2.
When tho classical Hamiltonian function H is expres-se it
sed in terms of the true angle and. action variables <LaT , il: instead
C v (/
"
of the approximate angle and action variables &J",SJoi» ? its func-





(see equations (1.60), (2 6 32) and (2=34)/ If we denote by E' the
altered function, then wa may write
H'-l-l-(H/ I'f/j-r.., {*•«}/ fi/
The quantum analog of this equation is






In the classical theory H' is independent of the angle variables.
In the quar turn tnaory the matrix H 1 is diagonal, (J is therefore ¦





To the first order of^approximation we may write
















<EoklWa (£+>{£Jtu£,2U . .(6.
(6 "47)
which reduces to
Ë $ *E E +\P 111 IF \ -&<!>» "Bom,/:- \}iJt \(6.48)
In order that the expressions on "both sides of this equation involve
the Kronecher delta Q in the same way we must have
or, dropping the exponential factors g" which accompany all
matrix elements,
Equation (6,50) is clearly the quantum analog of (2.25). We may, without
loss of generality, take
W *;(? cM tn ff.S. (6.51)
which istha quantum analog of (2.14).
If we wt>m ££&'£))
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we havGj on setting m = n in (6..48),
(6.53)
which, is the quantum analog of (2«22),
The second order corrections to the energy levels of the
quantized system may also be readily calculated. For this purpose
wo need to evaluate the matrix s^J correct to the second order. rJ?he
requirement that [/ he unitary turns out to make this evaluation
unique, Ke must have., in fact
n — j J.. Ay t f.Y i-— U/^
\aJHere yfq s "^^e quantum analog of the corresponding classical quanti-
±jo Its explicit evaluation willnot actually be beeded in the calcu-
lation of £z->t » Equation (6.44) now becomes, correct to second order,
vviiere the brackets V are used to denote the
"
anticommutât or".
Writing equation (6.5b) in full matrix form and using (6.49) and
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(6.57)
Setting m = n in (6,57) we finally get
(6.58)
Equation (6.58) ni^y easily "be soen to be tile quantum analog of the
classical equation (2,26). l'7e have
(6.59)
which leads to (6.58)»
So far we have used the Heisenberg matrices only as tools
for calculating the probability of occurrence of certain physical pro-
cesses (ioo, transitions), or for computing certain physical magnitu-
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re as to their precise physical significance, other than to observe
that they are somehow related to the Fourier amplitudes of the clas-
sical oscillation-*- and this only when the energy matrix is diagonal»
More precisely, we have no?,rhere obtained a very clear picture as to
the precise physical nature of a quantum state.
Classically , a state of motion of a system is comple-
tely specified by giving the values of all the canonical variables
(coordinates and momenta) at any instant ¦ of time. In a multiply
periodic system this is equivalent to giving the values of all the
action variables and the phases of all the angle variables. Accor-
ding to the old quantum theory a quantum energy state is specified
by a particular combination of the possible discrete quantum values
of tha action variables. So far this mathematical specification
of quantum states has sufficed us, A simple example, hoxever, will
show that this formulation is actually insufficient for a general
quantum theory. Our job willbo, on the basis of this example, to
draw tha outlines of a theory which will enable us to formulate the
notioriof "quantum state" with the same degree of mathematical gene-
rality as the notPfl of "state of motion has been formulated in
classical theory. In the course of this formulation the physical
nature cf a quantum state and the statistical basis of quantum
theory will become a little clearer»
Consider a multiply periodic system which is described
II"by a Hamiltonian function f-y . Let this system be perturbed, and°
t\let the perturbation be described by a function ll^ , which now
does not have to be regarded as small. Denote by fj the Hamilton!an
function of the perturbed system.
(6.60)
Suppose that an observation of the perturbed sustem tells us that
the system is in the m th energy state. The system will remain
*"floH
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in this state until disturbed. Suppose, then, that at a subsequent time
the perturbation is suddenly switched off and a measurement of the ener-
gy of the unperturbed system is simultaneously made. Classically, the
motion of the unperturbed system subsequent to the "switch-off" will
correspond to certain values of the action variables appropriate to -a
that system. These values will not in general belong to the discrete
set of permissable quantum values even though the action variables of
the perturbed system were initially quantized. According to the quantum
theory, however, the unperturbed system can be found only in a certain
discrete energy state. How can we remove this apparent inconsistency
from the theory and at the same time retain the Correspondence Princi-
ple between classical and quantum mechanics ?
Let us first observer that the values of the angle variables
are not used in the specification of the quantum energy states of a
system. This suggests, that in keeping with the statistical nature
of quantum theory, we should average over the various values of the
angle, variables whenever they are not specified. This is equivalent to
averaging over the time' • The expectation value of any quantity F in
à state which is described only by giving values to the action varia-
bles \\ - is therefore
(6.61)
The fact that we use a time average here rather than some other
average is because we are defining the quantum states in terms of
energy values; since we are specifying the energy values exactly, the
uncertainty relation (5» 112) of chapter 5 tells us that we must have
an infinite amount of time at our disposal in which to make this spe-
cification. The probable value of any observed quantity is, under the-
se circumstances, its time average value.
nif
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where rl is the constant term in the classical Fourier expansion»
The quantum analog of (6»61) is, of course ,
h -*¦ F (6.62)
In particular, the expectation value of the energy of the unpertur-
bed system at "switch-off" is
(6.63)
The actually observed value of hQ will,however, in general differ
from this, just as the classical value T-vill generally differ from
EOO,E
00
, depending on the phases of the angle variables at measurement
timeo The quantum value will be equal to sometimes one pisometimes
another of its allowed values. There will be a certain probability
attached to each of the values ? the mean or expectation value being
given by (6.63). ,
Since the observed value of H^ is not completely de-
terminate, the unperturbed system cannot "be said to "be in a precise
one of its quantum energy states at ;|switch-off
"
and measurement
time. We must generalize the concept of "quantum state" so that
when we speak of the qiiant'jiiß state of the unperturbed system we
refer in some manner to a mixture of its possible energy states
In doing this we must be sure that the specification of a particular
quantum state includes enough information to determine the probabili-
ties of the energy states exactly.
It turns out that we are led to the necessary generaliza-
tion through the notion of unitary transformation» Let \J be the
unitary matrix which diagonaliz.es the quantum matrix f*^p i}J JP \]
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Aside from possible phase factors the matrix w is uniquely dotormi-
ned by the labels tZ^ 9 ? etc. Hence it is customary to make the
following abbreviations §
the symbols o'' and (J being superfluons. From eqs. (6.64-6067) we
therefore have
< <W£s> -""¦'¦ <ïs /£^>:
*
(6<71)
</'7^" / /r \'rV'^ //- :V- — 'r (6.73)
> / V. \ f-r At f
—
«/? X UfH
The inverse of equation (6.70) is evidently
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The form of equation (0.75) strongly suggest"^ that the quantity
l^fc^riht // c interpreted as the probability that the value
willbe obtained upon a measurement of the energy of the unpertur-
bed system» The correctness of this interpretation can be shown
in the following manner.
Let Li be that function of Ho which takes on the .¦.
when Ho is equal to t:Oy, and the value 0 for.all other'
values of E o, The function Ho may for example he expressed in the
formal manner . .¦'.'.'
// h c
//î- /r \ NNow, the matrix (¦S.c^ \t>A^yf whicn diagonaliaes the quantum
matriT. Ho also simultaneously diagonalizes any funotion of Ho
,
In particular






It -".vill next bo oLperved that any measurement of Ho is also simulta-
neously a measurement of Ho » Owing to the special nature ¦of /V
its expectation value ?.rillgive directly the probability that a
measurement of Ho will yield the value C:^^^ ? This is ;. \




It is evident that, as far as statistical considerations
aro concerned, the qn.antu.rn state of the system after "switch-off"
is completely determined "by the quantities <C £~ 11~, /with fixed
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We shall now postulate that the quantum states of a system are determi-
ned in all respects by such columns of numbers» Such columns are com-
monly referred to as vectors -in particular, state vectors . For short
we shall denote the mth column of the matrix /%21^/f^y>7 "by jéz- y,
If the energy of the perturbed sgstern is known to be E then the state
of the system at all times is described by the vector/E \t
7
If the observed values of the perturbed Hamilton!an function
H are described in terms of the energy levels of the unperturbed system
then one is led to an equation analogous to (6.70), namely
where f\&&£/(~/(EO L,/}hQ quantum matrix for H with respect to the
unperturbed system. Equation (6,79) can also be written in the form
That is, the vector / E > is the eigenvector of the matrix ///- /£/7iT\j
corresponding to the eigenvalue E • Itis now evident that the particu- */
lar form of the Hamilto ian function Ho of the unperturbed system is
unimportant. The equation (6.80) remains invariant in form no matter
what the form of the function Ho is» This fact indicates that we should
regard the quantum analog of a classical Hamiltonian function H as an
operator which has an invariant significance independent of any parti-
cular matrix representation. A transformation from one representation
to another can be made by means of a unitary matrix. Equation (6,80)














where /Cr^i^/Ês the eigenvector of the quantum operator Ho at measu-
rement time corresponding to the eigenvalue Po^. ïlûw it is evident s
from a consideration of the case in which the perturbation function
LI vanishes, that
That is the unitary matrix reduces to the unit matrix, (Remember
here that we are assuming the unperturbed system to be non-degene-
rate.) Hence
S <£& /£,,> <£^> if<£OJE^ gw)
Equations (6,C84) for the various values of H' ? may evidently be combi-
ned into the vector form
£Ple\/P lr\_jr\ (6.85)
Equation (6«,85) gives an explicit représentation of the state vector
/e_ "> as a linear combination of the eigenvectors If m̂ \of the unpertur-
bed Harniltcnian function Ho » The square of the absolute value of the
coefficient <fr £ //"Vas already been seen to be the probability that
the unperturbed system will be found in the */> th energy state if
the perturbed system is known to be in the m th» Equation (6,85)
expresses the actual state of the unperturbed system after "switch-
off" as a superposition of its possible energy states, a certain




Energies are not the only quantities which can be measu-
red, even in
*
quantum systems» Therefore in order to extend the
quantum theory to its fullest generality, we must, associate an inva-
riant quantum operator with every classical observable, and we must
be able to talk about the eigenvectors of this operator» The eigen-
rIf V-<M
If">S/Ç> <£,/£»> -
-=/F If \y~?.*f*rj*pf.4<C iIZ \
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values of the operator will "be the permissable quantum values of the
corresponding observable.
With this extension of our original ideas it is possible
to use the Hoisenberg theory , directly as we have outlined it here,
to derive practically all the results of quantum mechanics. However,
it will be much more convenient if we first take the trouble to im-
prove our notation (which has at times become rather cumbersome) and
to develop some of the mathematics associated with the theory in a
systematic way. In the following chapter itwillbe our task to do
this.
Another one of our tasks will be to extend the quantum
theory so as to apply it to systems which are not multiply periodic.
Of course, any non~periodic system can "be made periodic by placing it
in a box. The larger tire "box the more nearly the enclosed system
will approximate to the behavior of the free system. In principle
therefore, the methods of the preceding chapters could be applied,
together with a suitable limiting process, to non-periodic systems.
Itwill turn out, however, that the development of the mathematical
formalism in the next chapter will enable us to treat non-periodic
systems in a much simpler way. The quantum treatment of degenerate
systems will also become a straight forward process»
It should be emphasised finally, that in spite of the
mathematical developments to folio?/, the introduction of the Heisen-
berg theory completes the full transition from classical mechanics
-
via the Correspondence Principle-*- to quantum mechanics .
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7. The Mathmatics of Quantum Mechanics
One of the most convenient and widely used notations for
denoting quantum mechanical quantities is that which has been developed
by Diraco Wo shall here give an outline of the Dirac formalism.
In tho preceding chapter we have indicated that the theory
of quantum phenomena can "be formulated in o,n exact and rigorous manner
by using complex vectors to describe the quantum states of physical
systems. These vectors will be known as "state vectors" „ If we are not
paying attention to the individual components of a state vector nor to
' •
any particular representation of the vector, but are only speaking of ¦
the abstract invariant property (or properties) which the vector des-
cribes, then an arbitrary state vector will be denoted by the symbol
; \ , We have already hinted in the last chapter that such an abstract
notation will be useful. One reason for this is the following» The num-
ber of dimensions of the space in which the statu vectors exist will
not necessarily be finite. For example, tho number of energy levels of
a quantized multiply periodic system is, in general, denumerably infinite,
and hence the number of components of any state vector ? in a representa-
tion in wjiich the matrix of the Hamiltonian function is diagonal, is
denumerably infinite,, This means that the state-vector space has a denu-
marable infinity of dimensions. For other quantized systems, as we shall
s_o later, the number of dimensions of the state— vector space is frequen-
tly even non-donumerably infinite. Therefore, if wo /btempted to deal
with the individual components of a state vector in a particular repre-
sentation, we should have to concern ourselves, among ether things, with
the questions of convergence » By making use of the abstract formalism,
however, these questions can bo by-passed until the- time comes when it
is necessary to consider them in detail for some particular système
It willbe found, actually, that the physical properties of many systems
can be mathematically deduced completely within the framework of the
abstract formalism.
2
Following Dirac, we shall adopt a postulational approach
based, physically, on thvj results of tho preceding chapters and, mathe-
matically, on analogy with tho theory of ordinary finite-dimensional ¦
vector spaces. Wo have already introduced the "bracket symbol f )>
to denote an arbitrary state vector. A particular state vector may be
specified by inserting a 1 tb^l such as A inside the brackets, thus. /4 /
If the space in which the state vectors exist is denoted by .5 > then
its structure is characterized by tho following set of postulates g
1) For any pair of vectors j A^> and l^> in 3 there exists a vector
in o called the sum of jA^> and / B^> , which is denoted by the
symbol / A^> + /B^> .
2) For any vector /^/ in 6 an& for any complex number a there exists
a vector in o called the product of a and fkS , which is denoted by
the symbol a / Ay „
Sums and products obey the following rules s
6) (fa.+ y //)> ~&{A>-tl> //4>
Since complex numbers commute, a-b = ba , tho v.ato, çuinU^ -in
7) is also equal to 6 (/ é&fri/Ç Sinco tnc grouping of the symbols is evi-
dently immaterial this vector will b<F> denoted simply by <k~h jt if.




8) There exists a null vector in o $ denoted "by 0 ? such thai,, for any
IAy 9**4°lri/>= °* Tho sy^01 ° appea,ring on the left side of the





3) /A>^/B> = lß> +/a>
4) f(A> +lB»+ /c>
- /A>-+Ob>+(£>)






from using tho same symbol to denote two different conceptual quantities»
9) y//»>~ /4>,




/e> *fr>+ £-&» (7.8)





Problem XXXIV s Prove eg. (7.3)
The most characteristic property of the state vector space
is the provision which its structure makes for adding- two state
vectors together. This property corresponds to the notion of the super-
position of quantum states which has already "been suggested in chapter
60 To each state vector there corresponds .a quantum state of the sys-
tem in question. If any state vector /Tj> is expressible as a linear
conibination of other states / fyy s j£?^> ? etc,' in the form
/T>^ a jA>~^C/B> +. . ., (7.4)
where a ? b., etc are complex numbers 3 th^n the quantum state correspon-
ding to /7~\ wiHbe said to "be a superposition of the quantum states
corresponding to //O? //?^s etc»
We shall want the superposition of any quantum state with
itself to result in the same state. The state vector








where a and Id are arbitrary complex numbers s must therefore correspond
to tb.o same quantum state as does Irr/ itself* Simco a+bis an arbi-
trary complex number we have the rule that if a state vector correspon-
ding to a given quantum state is multiplied by any complex number (other
than zero) the resulting state vector corresponds to th« same quantum .
state* The null vector willbe supposed to correspond to no state at all.
The quantum state descrobed by a given state vector thus
depends only on the "direction" or "orientation" of the state vector in
the space o* • In. chapter 6, when we introduced state vectors as the
columns of a unitary matrix, a certain normalization condition existed
for them. It is customary to impose such normalization restrictions on
state vectors so as to limit the number of state vectors which one has
to consider as corresponding to a given quantum state. We shall discuss
these normalization restrictions later.
A state vector jT/ is said to be dependent on, or indepen-
dent of ? a set of state ye tors fA J} ? /J?^ ?°° °° according as it
can or cannot be expressed as a linear combination of the state vectors
/Ay jIB^ ?.o as in (7»4)« TilG quantum state corresponding to
/tS is lek^wisu said to be dependent on or indepondont of the states
corresponding to /ky ? / Bj^ •... according as /T// T/ sor s no-fc
dependent on A ? B jo»» Evidently the members of a set of state
vectors /a\ , /b\ sc . . which does not include the null vector (and
hence the corresponding quantum states) are independent of one another if
the equation a/a\ + b f B^> +»o o =0 implies a= b = . oo =0o0 o
Denote tho field of complex numbers by f{, . Consider a map-
ping S^fh of tho state-vector spice into tho fiold of complex numbers»
Such a mapping will be said to be a conjugate vector and will bo denoted
by the symbol /provided, it satisfies tho following conditions %
Dene tu by \\\\*y)ior \ / 1V fcr shor "fc ? "hu oomplox num-
ber into which the state-vector / AJi> is mapped» Then
That is, the image (under the mapping) of the sum of two state vectors





id <I(«-M>)* <*¦ <M>
That is s tho imago of the product of a complex number with a state
vector is equal to the product of tho complex number with tho imago
of the state vector-
Conjugate vectors thus defined are evidently analogous to row
vectors (as distinguished from column vectors) in the theory of finite—
dimensional vector spaces» The image of a given state vector /AJ> under
li\ with the
conjugate vector f»
À particular conjugate vector may bo specified by a label such
as A, B ? etc., thus s \^j,'sji/ ? ete Tho sum of two conjugate vectors 9
and the product of a conjugate vector with a complex number may be intro-






As a result of these définitions one may readily derive the following rules




«&h <ai) + <a
--
<#i+ c<Bt + <tj) ;7)
6j(<AI+ <Bj) ~ a. <Al+ «l <TB/
(^o. -h(>)^Al
-
a. <^ / 4 </}/ )
fit £"6 <^?/J "^ (> 4J <>?/ .io
Expressions (7-7) and (7«10) may ovidontly ? without ambiguity , be replaced
by the expressions <f AI+ < B /+ <foj ?nd a b\A? recpoctivoly.








12) (<A\+ <B/) le} ~<A IC>-h<BIC> for all C in ,
13) (Gt.<^/J/C)> * <t <.A\Cy for all C inS
6
The conjugate doctor which maps all state-vectors into the value
zero vp.ll be called the null conjugate vector and denoted by 0»
14) <X/ A^> = 0 for all /A> in $ implies <^XJ
-
0
Itwill be scon later that no confusion will arise by denoting several













<T5/ *<A/+ C- <£/,> < 12)
one nay readily dorivo the following set of miscollanaous theorems §
O <C'AI-^ & for a11 con Ju£ate vectors %A^ °13)
.,,/ <CA/ — <f/j7 for a11 conjugate vectors <^a/ » 1
<^ÂiO ~ O for ?j11 oon JuSa't© vectors <^A / To 1
(p j=r (5 for all US03- of the symbol 0 . - )
<C/t/~-. <^/jI
—
(5 for n conjugato vectors <^4/ .
<"/!/ -f <9 cr <^"/-1/ for all conjugate vectors <^fi\
The symbol 0 on the left of (7-13) is the number zero while that en the
right is the null conjugate vector. The symbol 0 on the left of (7.15) is
the null state vector while that on the right is the number zero.
Problem XXXVI % Prove %. (7.13
- 18)
Following up the .analogy of state vectors with vectors in spaces




Vc j g te3.11o<A\o
Â/ilMS<*\y





vector with every state vector. Wo shall write
<4/-/W>* (7.19)
That is ? wg shall use the sane label (horos â) to specify a state vector
and its associated conjugate vector. The conjugate vector <, kj is frequontl
called the complex conjugate of the state vector /ky ? and it is also
frequently called the Hermitian adjoint, or simply
'
the adjoint , of /A/
The asterisk signifies the pric^.s of taking the adjoint «. The following
postulates govern state-vectors and their associated adjoints.
14) ( /A) + /b> )à) à = <!/ + <B/
15) ( a /i>)* - **<<l/
16) (^A/ B) f = <^B/ a)> .
The asterik on the right of 15) indicates that the ordinary complex conju-
gate cf the number a is to be taken. Similarly, the asterik on the loft of .
16) indicates that the ordinary complex conjugate of the number <SkIB>
is to be taken. Without confusion we may remove the parentheses and write





That is, the number <^^ jkJf is r<;a]. Wo ixciâ hero the folt^jwiriKimpor-
tant postulate t
17) <^A / a\>o for ik^fêo.
The 'lenght" of a state vector /^>is defined as-
Rm> (7.21)











The fact that the correspondence between state vectors and thoir
complex conjug -.tvs is unique, and hence one-to-one, implies that the theory
is essentially symmetrical between state-vectors and conjugate vectors, and
that a quantum state can be specified by a conjugate vector just as well as
by a state-vector. This means that a given state vector / Ay may be regar-
ded as the complex conjugate of a certain conjugate vector <^ kj. We shall
sometimes write
Also, the space of conjugate vectors will be denoted by .
(7.22)
It is easy to shov/ that the complex conjugate of the null state
vector is the null conjugate vector» If 0 denotes the null state vector,
thon, b^ postulate 16) for :my state vector I*xy
0* /i)b (<(& j of = 0 (7.24)
which implies
0
4 . 0, C»'^
the 0 on the right of (7«25) denoting the null conjugate vector.
Let I an(^ / B/ e iny "^w0 state vectors. Then, using
postulates 14)? 15) s 16) an<3- 17), we may write
-










(7.26) is known as the Schwartz inequality. The angle- Q between the- state
vectors I^/ rad / By is defined "by
oos 6'
- z-i ; ~vK 1 (7.27)
The equality holds only when /A^> =
* ,a . /By , that is, only when
Ijx / and / By both correspond to the same state and only differ "by a
numerical factor <^ ~>,n^ » (if IÙ =# a I%) than <"#/4> = mcl this
factor is seen to be arbitrary») When the inequality hold's wo nave B = 0 ?
and therefore we see that two st .te vectors are "parallel" to one another
if and only if they correspond to the same quantum state» Two state vectors
are "orthogonal" to one another if (/ - 'J___ which implies
2 ¦
<^kIB^> = Oo ¦ -. '. (7 = 28).28)
Wo shall often find it convenient to consider only those state
vectors / A corresponding to a given qu .ntum state for which
<A / a)> = 1 (7.29 )
Such state-vectors are said to "be norm ,lized» Any state vector (other than. n be r a iz , ^
the null veotor) can be normalized through multiplication by a suitable
numerical factor» The process of normalization, however, does not completely
determine the state-vector 9 as it can always be multiplied by a phase factor
£ where LJ is real. On the other hand, we shall frequently suppose that
this phase factor has been chosen nh©ad of tine and is held fixed throughout
a given discussion. In this way, each quantum state will bo represented by
a unique state vector.
Consider now a mapping 5 ""^o of the state-vector space into
itself. Such a mapping will be called a linear operator (or simply an opera-
tor) and will be denoted by a symbol such as Or $ /5 3 X's 0 > C ? etc. provi-
ded it satisfies the following conditions §





under the mapping '. Then
18 >, <*(?/4> + /B>) = o</A> o<\B>
19) cx(a(Ay - ceo/Ay
Referring to postulate 5) f-n& 7) 5 wo soo that ordinary complex numbers
may be regarded as special cases of linear operators. Linear operators
may be ridded and multiplied togeth.r through the following definitions»
so) (*+fl)IA>-*rf/4>+/bl4>
The 1 st expression may be written, without ambiguity, simply as c*/oyA/#
Prom postulates 18) to 21), one may readily derive the following relation.'
CX.-t-fo^fz'KX (7.30)
Ox-M+fr =CX ¦+(&¦+ y) (7-31) .
Problem XXXVII g Derive equations (7.30 -34)
Expressions (7»31) and (7»34) may, without ambiguity, be abbreviated by
the expressions (X+ fo + Jf and OCjèff respectively.
The operator which maps all state vectors into the null
vector may be called the null operator» The null operator is, however ,











ft+r)= ex + {ï) +oci76y
). ex Ifife g =O<Ifife -h O<IB)>
ex / )>
20) <* !>>) \&y ~<*iA>+p>lfi
81) c^iAy * °<Cpl^»
11
introducing a double terminology. The operator whioh maps each state~
vector into itself is sometimes called the identity cr tho unit opera-
tor. The unit operator is identical with the number 1»
With the introduction of the abbreviations
. -««6->0« . (7.35)
c*-/3s <x+(-p) (736)
one may derive the following relations
Oo\—c*o ~ O ( 7037 )
ÀCk -= Oe'l - O< (7.38)
CK~ CX O (7#39)





Problem XXXVIIIs Derive equations (7«3 7
- 40)
Starting form tho rules of combination one may construe
an algebra of linear operators. In general ¦£ /5 O< . Therefore
it becomes of interest to consider bracket expressions of the form
L°<,ft>] cxfl-fecx (7.41)



















The bracket expressions (7 «41
- 43) are completely ant is/mine trie in each
pair of operators, while the; "bracket expressions (7«44
- 46) are comple-
tely symmetric in each pair. By fctr the most important of these bracket
expressions are (7.41) and (7«44)« (7«41) 13 called the commutator brac-
ket of o( and f> , and if [^*M = 0 then c\' and are said to
commute with one another. It is evident that complex numbers commute
with all operators. (7°44) is called the anticonmutator bracket of o(
and [$ , and if j o( Jï = 0 ? then o( and A are said +0 anti- .
co.jnute witho one another»
Consider a state vector |à^ , a conjugate vector <^Bl
and a linear operator $( . We shall lenote by <^b| o< #he conjugate
vector which, for all j Ay in ,q , maps jA/ into the same complex
number as the state vector a( \AS is mapped into by the conjugate
vector % BJ. That is ?
Thû expression appearing in postulate 22) is conveniently written in
the abbreviated form /b c< |a\ . The quantity <^0j«( is called
the pro.uct of the conjugate vector / B j with the operator o
To show that < BIoC is actually ilso iconjugate vector, one must



















22) /< 8H)IA) - <e| (WlA>) for ail |A> in|>
13
for state vectors f &/ '"and for 11 complex numbers ?.• Equations
(7-47) and (7 = 48) -.re easily verified.
Problem XX IX s Verify equations (7.47) and (7.48)
It is now .evident that a linear operator may bo regarded not
only as a mapping <~>-i Ù of state-vector space into itself but also as
a mapping S ~~J $ c^ conjugate-vector space into itself « Either map-
ping uniquo ly specifics the linear operator. One may readily shew that
products of linear operators with conjugate vectors obey rules completely
analogous to postulvtoe 18), 19)? 20 ) and 21), namely
(<Aj-+ <Bj)o<
-










Expression (7«5-2) may 3 without ambiguity, "be written in the form
<^Alc*fi * UI"kk^r easily verified relations are the following ?
<^/AICt — Ol \ ri/ fcr n^ complex number a, (7 • 53 )
</î/(P -= O (7.54)
</)/V * <-/)/ ( (7-55)
7.53)
.














Equation (7» 53) expresses the fact that in taking the pro-
duct of a conjugate vector with a complex number, the complex number
may be placed eithor to the right or to the left of the vectoro We
have not so far introduced a similar convention for state-vectors, but it
it will at this point be convenient to do so» Thus we write
M>«LS Cl(A> A «^ «" lA*>IA*> (7-56)
Lot Ik\ be an arbitrary state vector \nd \B/ an arbitrary con-
jugate vector. If we now introduce the notational convention
(iAy <bi)ic> - Im)>^blc> (7.57)
we may regard the expression jAy f as a linear operator, namely,
the operator which, for all state vectors /c / ? maps / CJ> into
the state vector / A <yS> j c) .It is evident that / aJ/ \.B /
mpas o into the Sot of all state-vectors parallel to / A^]> .To
show that lAj\&I actually is a linear operator, one must prove






a Qa><s\) ley (7.59)
for all state vectors /Cy and /DN and for all complex numbers
a. Equations (7«58) and (7°59) are readily vorifiod. Also easily veri-
fied is the equation which expresses the result of multiplying




It is evident that fA/\% \ maps the conjugate vector space 5' X















Problem XLI : Prove equations (7.5$ - 60)
Consider a state vector / A/ and a linear operator CK*
We shall donate "by O^ the operator which, for all /Ay in O * maps
f&y into the complex conjugate of the conjugate vector into which
/'a/ is mapped "by O( . That is,
O* IA>
- (^xfocf (7.61)
or, taking the complex conjugate of both sides- of (7.61),
<M<* -iutJAyf (7.62)
From postulate 15) ind relation (7*53) it is evident that if Q( is a
complex number, Q( is its complex conjugate. More generally, if O(
is any linear operator, we shall call C( its complex conjugate. ?V
is also often referred to as tje Hermitian adjoint of O(. 0C , like
0( f is a linear operator, as may be verified by showing that it satis-
fies postulates 18) and 19). Thus
cSfiA^/ByxpA^/sy**]* by (7.61) and (7.19)— [(<Ah<CB})ckl* ty postui te h)
**(<#/<*)*'*(<Bl°)* by postulite 14) and (7<22)-




O*(!A)>+/e)>)=(lA)>-+/B)>)*cJ * .60 „* ;i, "
f J+ I*] al 14
"fcA/txf+fcßl0) t t la >
~ <* + & {B? 63)
*"Cl(<CAl<>) ¦= CLCx (Ay". (7.64)
16
Now, multiply equation (7«61) on the loft by <£^b/ and use





for all./A and / B^> . From (7.65) we get
<s7 o,**//i>-</)/ G*ley=<BH4*=<B}^)
Now a state vector is completely determined by its scalar products with
all conjugate vectors, just is a con jug to vector is completely specified
by its scalar products with all stata-vectors.
(7.66)
Problem XLII s Prov^ this statement. That is, prove that if
jay =(f/ B^ for all <C / then / ?^> = / B^> . Use pos-
tul /be 17)-
Henoe, since (7 «65) is valid for ill\ B / we c :n infer
<***//)>—//>:> (7.67)
and since (7.67) is valid for all / A^> , we c^-n finally infer
CX**= û, (-7-68)
L^t CX and fo "be any two lin., .rs operators 0 Thon wo may
7.68)














«*lp ~*l ~<B\fPo?lA> t
17
Since (7«69) holds for 11 /a\ and /iy ,we have
CcxfiJ =jô CX (T6 70)
Using (7» 70), we obtain
6*fo) ~(fo)°' (7- 71)
and, generally




Tho complex conjugate of the operator / k)> <CV-^' defined "by
(7«57) BQay readily determined. For -my jCy> and Dy ,we have
(7.73)
Since (7.73) is true for all /C^> md /dN ,we have
(7.74)
It is now easy to see one of most characteristic in& useful
features of the Dirae formalism. The complex conjugate of any product of
Dir c "bracket expressions is obtained by taking the complex conjugate of
ech factor and reversing the order of all the factors.
An operator is e-aid to be real, or Hermiti n, if it is equal
to its own complex conjugate. An operator is said to bo imagin ;ry, or
anti-Hermitian, if it is equal to the negative of its complex conjugate»












where J S *\ , f / # ip•= à C^^ / «***t (f--j(^-O.y (7.76)




If two operators, ex and jj , are real it is easy to see that
the operators Xv,/3 / n& L/O($fjj are also real. More generally, ifI / J L I r 1the operators cy */ * * «^ arereal, thon the opôr:;tors /q . t ,, c*' r
aid c ZV"'*Jare r"a °Let m& be ?. lin^.:^r operator, .nd considej? the equation
5
J'/4>
where a is an unknown number mcl /rj/an unknown at.ito-vector. when (7» 77)
is satisfied, with / Ay 0 ? a is called a,n eigenvilue of the operator
cp and / is said to "be in eigenvector of *b corresponding to the
eigenvalue a* Evidently the product of -.in eigenvector corresponding a
certain eigenvalue with any complex number is also an eigenvector corres-
ponding to the same eigenvilue <. Later we sh illbe primarily interested in
normalized eigenvectors »
A given lino it operator may have more than one eigenvector
corresponding to a given eigenvalue* In this easy, .my linear conbination
of such eigenvectors is also an eigenvector corresponding to the same eigen-
value» It is evident that every st .ite-vector is .n eigenvector of .a complex
number, the eig»nv .lue being just the number its If.
Suppose r^ is iraal operator. Then if w« multiply equation
(I'll)on the luft by <T a J and t -Jce the complex conjugate, we get,












(7.79)C3L* — Ct, ;
That is, all the «igonvalu^s of 1 rwal linear operator are raal. Taking
the complex conjugate of equation (7«77) itself, we obtain
<7i/f -= «. <^y (7.80)
Equation (7«>8O) m-y "be regarded as an oig^nvector equation in the conjugate
vector space « iLr/ilently, the eigenvectors of <*r in the conjugate vector
space ire just the complex conjugates of the eigenvectors in st ite-vector
space, and tho eigenvalues are the same in both spxeSo
Diric denotôs oigonvilues of roil linear oper -tor 2^ by primei
letters Ç ,F" 9 J ? etc. The primed letters y,ç , ç , etc. are also
used to libel corresponding eigenvectors <> If there is moro than one eigv,r-
vector corrcisponding to a given eigenvalue f the various eigenvectors may
be distinguished by adding extra labels,, v9V , V , etéo Thus
(7.81)
.nd p "be two distinct eigenvalues of a r-iloperator
%z .If / 3C*'' s% If**^ are corresponding eigenvectors then we may
write J 'V S
Multiplying equation (7*82) on the left by (7-^3) on the left by
<"rv/r/r,v> » y'<r:t"irw> (7-84)














(7,85 , we get
(r-y)<ts// r;**>~°- (7 -86)
Since ç Ç, we may infer
<f,*'lT?x*>=°- (7.87)
'
That is, eigenvectors corresponding to two different eigenvalues are
orthogonal .
. )
Consider an arbitrary set Ç of state-vectors . The set C will
"be said to be a complete set if any state-vector in *J can be expressed
as a linear combination of members of C. We shall assume that out of any
complete set C one may select a complete set all of whose members are in-
dependent of one another. We might sappose the task to be accomplished
somewhat as follows 8 First, discord the null vector if it occurs in C o
Hext select one remaining vector in C as choice number one. Then run
through the other members of C discording all vectors parallel to choice
number one* From the remaining vectors select one as choice number two.
Then run through the other remaining members of C discording all vectors
dependent on choices number one and two. From those remaining select choice
number three, and so on. Continue in this a.mnor until all the members
of C are exhausted. The selected vectors will form a complete independent
set. Actually, however, such a procedure cannot usually be carried out even
in principle. This is because a complete set willusually contain not
only an infinity of members, but a non~donumorablo infinity.» Nevertheless ,
we shall assume that complete independent sets of vectors can be obtained
in this way by some sort of limiting process, k complete set of indepen-
dent state vectors willbo called an irreducible complote set.
From any irreducible complete set C a complete set \j of
mutually orthogonal non-null state vectors cm be constructed. First
observe that any set of mutually orthogonal state -vectors, not including;
the null vector, is an independent set. For, denote the members of the




(7.88)«,/4> ¦+ £/$>¦+. ... - O 7





and sirice \A | 0 this implies a
-
0. Similarly, multiplying on
the loft by <^ B / we obtain b = 0? and so on o Thus / io / b\ o». o «
are all indopjnaent. In particular v/e boo th it any complote set of mutually
orthogonal non-null at its vectors is irreducible.
.89)
The set £t may now be constructed out of the set C as
follows s First arrange the members of C in some order, thus s
/Â.y ;/jL\ ,.„« (if C his a non-denumeralle infinity of members this
ordering cannot actually be done, and one must have recourse to some sort
of limiting procedure») Then the members of (y may be chosen to be
(7.90)
It is easy to see that the /B/ s thus constructed are all orthogonal
to one another. Moreover , since the /Ms are simply linear, combinations
of the /ky 's with at least one ncn-vanishing coefficient (the first),
the null vector cannot be found among them» Finally, equations (7«9O)
can easily be solved to express the /k\'s in terms of the /By f s and
since C is a complete set, çTis therefore also a complete set.
Consider the sot of nil eigenvectors of a real linear operator
C • If this set is complete then ?j is said to be a proper real operator
From the o^-b of all eigenvectors of a proper real operator one may select
an irreducible complete set C o This sot willstill contain eigenvectors
referring to all the possible eigenvalues of -Ç* ? since eigenvectors
corresponding to different ei^nv-.lues are, by (7»87)> orthogonal and kthcn
i/ié/3> +•4-«7d>






independent» The members of C may "be labeled by the eigenvalues r toge-
ther with any additional labels V which may be necessary, as in (7»81)«
From the set C one may construct an orthogonal complete set by the
procedure outlined in (7«9O). Let the members of the set C be divided
ifinto grou Ls corresponding to the different eigenvalues of V . The method
(l*90) may be applied separatly to each individual group, since eigen-
vectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are already orthogonal.
Finally, the members of the orthogonal complets set so obtained may be
normalized through multiplication by suitable numerical factors 5 the ..
orthogonal complete sot will "bo called an -*sr*eàè£sm®»l set. From now on
'-->. . - ¦¦• ¦




labeling scheme is such that each set of labels j, V corresponds to






If,as is frequently the case, the l^bols V represents sets of numbers,
rather than single numbers, th§ expression J yV"must be understood as
a symbolic Kronecher delta representing a product of Kronecher deltas
over the various numbers involved.
The problem of finding the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a
given real operator and,, in particular, of determining whether or not
the operator is a proper real operator, is, in general, very difficult.
It is, in fact, as we shall see, one of the central problems of quantum
mechanics. There arc certain cases, however, in which the problem is
vory easy. For example, let J A j> be an arbitrary normalized state-
vector, and consider the operator JAy <^ A I .By (7*74 )wo see that
this is a real operator- Mov^^or, i^t 4 a^on that a oi^cn—
vector of this operator corresponding to th^ aigen-tfAlwo 1, while
all vectors oafUiogonal to, 1A y aro ci^onvectors oorxiesponding to
¦ftie -eigenvalue 0. It is evident that J A fmtxy be chosen as a member af a
complete orthonormal sot. The members of this set are then all eigen-
vectors of I A A [ , the vector j A corresponding to the
eigenvalues 1 and all others to the eigenvalue
'
0. It is seen that




Let Ç be a proper real operator. Let r- be a real function
which is defined over all the eigenvalues of i°. J? (£*) is defined
as the linear operator which satisfies the equation
t(?)/f,Y>--f{?'J/??!r /> (,.«
for all eigenvectors f 5 t <Y s of j . S^nce the eigenvectors form a
complete Sot ? Jl(*T) is completely defined by (7-92)» For ? since
any state vector is expressible as a linear combination of eigenvectors
the effect of multiplying any state vector by jl. ( 4 ) is completely deter-
mined. The operator „&. \$f) is said to be a function of the operator é; »
Itis evident that any eigenvector of £"* is also an eigenvector of .£ (F* )
is proper 9 -p ( s ) is also proper.» Moreover, itis
easy to show that J- (?) like X*, is a real operator» For, multiplying
(7.92) on the left by an arbitrary conjugate eigenvector <^ -c / )jf I





Since (7«93) holds for my pair of eigenvectors
we may infer
(7.94)









y ¦wdV •" J t /) f visa 1 » , \
r**s*4(f)<r*1?;y)
' rif(f)*ir,*">~ &t" (r)iï7à'>
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Equations (7o97) and (7,100) depend, of course, on the fact that Jj is
a proper real operator and hence that the eigenvectors / v'j,\ /form a
complete set. By means of (7. 100) one may iismediatiy obtain the expansion
of an arbitrary state— vector jA^> in terras of the eigenvectors of
We have
If the eigenvectors of ç* did not form a complete set such an expansion
would not bo possible. The expansion is, of course, unique f An arbitrary


















Let £~ and h be any two proper real operators which commute
wich each other. Lot the rs of and h be denoted respective-
ly by /fsff'^ and Ih's^'^* Wo ma^ cxP-nd -ny /^//^in tho form
fo'tr>''gjr4;><r,*'h'.r> «**»
Applying the operator n
-
/p to tho left of equation (7» 103), we obtain
o (w')l?w> <r,*W>- (7>104)
But
•(vTji'iilf)= J/ C-i-toir,'-'>
so that (h—h JIs/ ITs "^ s seGn 'to can ûigenvecotr of c^ corresponding
to the eigenvalue $"v' « T is means thaty
Hence, multiplying tho equation (7.104) on the left by the operator of
(7.100), wo obtain
which implies


















That isj «2^IS/ ft s 5^ <T'Ity/®/ sin °iê"^nvector of ft correspon-
ding to the eigenvalue /^x as well as being a simultaneous eigenvector of
isT* corresponding to the eigenvalue k- «We may write
where tho coefficient (S\~, /f^is to be chosen so th -t the vector f?/%£y
is normalized. Evidently we must have
à*
We may now write equation (To 103) in the form
li''t'>=£cTW.ir,ï:y>. «.hd
Sinco any state-vector cm be expanded in terms of the eigenvectors
Ih y$'^ 3 can evi(ion'tly also be expanded in terms of the simulta-
/ >ir / / t~/\. «neous eigenvectors Is hs 0 jr °^ S ¦inc^ V • Thus the simultaneous








might have "been chosen initially to be already simultaneous eigenvectors
of ç ,in which case the labels 0 would Irvro included *£ $ and
some of the C y/ yr/ (those for which Ô did. not eoixi&aipoad to J )
v/o^ild have vanished. This redundancy in tho labels y is a charge t .ris-
tic feature and is to be expected» After h,.ving obtained the simultaneous
eigenvectors / lTy fo^ $'}>wq shall still, in genera], have the task of
extracting from them an irreducible orthononnal set»
The converse of tho /bove result is also true, namely, if<t
and fa are any two proper real operators whoso simultaneous eigenvectors
form a complete set then J£ and Sp commute. For, if the simultaneous-••-







eigenvectors are denoted by / >? /h q (the labels 0 now
being non-redundant), then
Since (7.112) holds for all ///?/// »c bave
Cf'*?J~-O. (7.113)
(7.112)
The :ibo\re results may be readily generalised to the cases
of three or more mutually commuting proper real operatora, Lêt^,,» S/
be % sot oi /-j. mu^u .lly commuting proper real operators. Their siraul-
s"</>' *'!h èf where the V are
any additional lables which may be necessary in order to distinguish all
the members of an orthonorrn-il set» Just as we wisre able to define an ar-
bitrary function of a single proper r^a| oper ;itor ? so may we define func%
tions of several mutually commuting proper real variables . Let be
a roal function of *i variables v/hich is defined over .^ll the eigenvalues
of the fx operators cf o .oOc. 0O c §^ • Then +' (<^ ...» )is defined as
the linear operator v/hich satisfies i;he equation
(7.114)
for all IzTj *,i$h k /* Juat us in the case of a function of v. single
proper real operator s we m,y o-i.fi-
"•y oho.; chat /— ( jf^ » * * -, c*^ j is both
real and proper.
Consider a complete orthonomal set k? of state-vectors
/A#««< > each labeled by an ordered set of /t- real numbers
A*<...\; in such a way that for e ch mambsr 01 'J7 th.re corresponds a urd
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For m = 1,2 .>.« » n ? define "be the linear operator for which
for all /^m.J/j) . Multiplying (7.116) on the left by \\**"\l
and taking the complex conjugate, we obtain
(7.117)
Since (7-117) holds for all %A« •"*&!an<i IJV"" / we may inferft .
that = L^^ » Theat is, the operators 6»^ are real. The L/^.are
also seen to be proper and to possess a complete set of simultaneous eigen-




& fa && **-/ *" < (7.118)




to be complete if oixch of their sirault \noous eigenvectors corresponds to
a unique set of eigenvalues. The operators L^ above evidently form a
complete set. If we have any set of mutually commuting operators <£?„„C
which is not complete, we can add operators LiyLj,*** to this set so
that it "becomes complete. For example, the libels ft a L pearing in
equation (7*114) aay be treated like the labels A4 t .. *AWAW ,bove, and extra
operators corresponding to this labels may be introduced by equations of
the form (7»116). Prom now on we shall suppose (unless stated to the con-
trary) that the sets of couimuniting operators, J^> °• « « ¥^> with which
we deal are complete sets. The eigenvectors will then be denoted simply
I^*4*"¦3T«/ an^ c orthonormality and completeness conditions will be
¦:.'^ *IL*.l '" ÀH'*'








< f<f'->L/£~".-jZ/ ~ èf;?» •'¦¦ T/rt .
and
For many purposes it will ba convaniont to introduce an atTbrevi-ition whereby
we use a single symbol £"" to stand for the ordered set of real numbers
y
ft .p. J^. We shall then write eqs. (7-119 - 120) in the symbolic
forms
<|7 I"'/* cL.w, (7.121 )12 )
(7.122)
Itmust always be re:nen>bered in these^ and similar expressions, however,
stands not for a single number, but rather for an ordered set
of numbers.
A few romarkF should "be made concerning difficulties which
will arise when the above formalism is applied to actual practical examples.
First of ;11, it may happen that the number, , of individual labels
which is required in order to specify a particular member, of a complote
orthonormal set of state-vectors , is infinite.: The number nay even "be non-
denumerably infinite. Tnis willbo the typical situation, for example, in
the quantum theory of fields. Itwillnevertheless usually turn out ? that
this situation will cause no difficulty since, for thé eigenvectors of in-
terest, all but a finite number of the labels have filed constant values,
usu lly zero. If such is not the cas©, however, i/uen, with, the use of the
above formalism, the description of the physical situation can only be
approached by means of some sort of limiting process.
Secondly, it will very of ton happen that summations , such









(7«120), (7*122) c Tinot actually be carried out because the values whioh
one or no mor. of the labels c ,n assume cover a continuous range. It is
possible to circumvent this difficulty by introducing integrals as well
as sums. This is very commonly dona in the basic mathematical theory
itself (e.g. Dirac). We shrill, however, leave the summations they stand»
This procedure has the advantage of leaving the basic theory in as uniform
and simples a form is possible, and itwill not really lead to difficulty.
For j in cases in which the 1 ,bels v .ry ovor continuous ranges the ordin :,ry
summation formalism can still be applied with the lid of suitable limiting
process", Ir>. this way the b sic theory will load us Ly a uniforn path in
all c .ses to the m s-them formulation of the various physical problems
under consideration -. The integrals will appear only in the mathematical
analysis of" the individual physical systems. That is, although the basic
theory laokm complete rigor in connection with illegitimate summations,
it will be s^en as we go along that it will always lead unambiguously to
completely rigorous formulât ions of specific physical problems.
We are new ready actually to discuss the physical significance
of tiie various concepts which we have introduced in this chapter* Consider
a complet..., set of commuting proper re iloperators < ? together with the
complete orthonormal set of their simultaneous eigenvectors f ,s"m Let
/ / "be an arbitrary et ate v^o^or, and consider the set of al] numbers
<^ ç j/"" If 'these niynb >i-s be arranged into a one-column array !<-. J / y)
then we h :.ve an objeot l>.ke the colu.ni rooters considered ?r th.-. prtsceding
chapter» Let O( bo a lir.eai operator
-
n.nd consider the analogous array
formed from the vector Cn: / /¦;. ramely ( •;• A\/ 'Using th.; comple-
teness condition (7»1?2)j we may y.xpre s tho indi-,-i...li:ai Qlemo-iits oi this
latter array in the form
That is, the latter array may be obtained from the previous array through
multiplication ny the matrix ('<' IC\ / ÏT'ysÀ* iin operator is thus seen





normal set of vectors /y/ y /"being said to correspond to a particular repre
sentation. The vectors /|TOare called the "basic vectors of the represen-
tation, the whole set of them being c -lied a basis.
The m.itrix corresponding to the product of two operators CX.
and IS jin the representation of the /y / S is given by
Thus the m .trix of the product of two operxtors is seen to be the product
of the mitrices of the two operators.
(7.124)
The process of passing from one representeition to another is
very c asy to describe in terms of the formalism of the present chapter.
Consider a complete set of operators h distinct from the operators /^*






Henco- the matrix (O-ll }'J^ ) is a uni'taiT matrix, (<C / h/y> )
is its invorso, and the- transformation (7»12p) is iunitary transformation
Th^it is s the passage from one- b .sis (or representation) to another is
effected by me ,ns of :a unitary transformation»
The matrix relations which we hive presented here ara clearly
just like those introduced in chapter 6. There we suggested th.it the quan-









tum analog of every cl s,ssioal observable should "be regarded as an operator,
its expression in any representation taking the form of imatrix. Accordin-
gly, we shrill now postulate- that to every classical observable there corres-
ponds a linear operator in the quantum theory. The question immédiat ly
arises as to whit sort of operators we must select as quantum operators»
Let us first observe that .11 individual classical observables are essen-
tially real quantities. One might suppose that a classical observable could
be a complex quantity ? but it should be remembered that the observation of
a complex quantity would really entail individual measurements of its real
and imaginary parts. Thus we lose no generality in considering only real
classical quantities. In chapter 6, equation (6.36), we have s^en that the
quantum matrix corresponding to a real classical quantity r- must haefce
be an Hermitian matrix. This means that the corresponding qua: turn operator
must bo real. For; we hive
(7.128)
Since eg. (7.128) holds for ill<^?/ /s*/> we hj-ve
(7.129)
Perhaps the most important cl issical observable is the energy
or total HadItonion function of a system, kitl the matrices considered in
chapter 6. were defined with respect to bases composed of eigenvectors of
unspecified (perturbed or unperturbed) energy operators. It was pointed out
th^re, however, that there was no fundamental reason for singling out ener-
gy operators as quantities with respect to which to form bases, and that we
should ultimately want to generalize the theory so that illoperators are
put on a more or le -s equal footing» Thor^fore we shall postul te that our
bas^s can be defined with respect to any set of observables for which the
corresponding operators form a complete commuting set. This means that in
addition to requiring quantum operators to be real, we must also require
them to be proper. Actually, the determination of whether or not igiven
~-^.> ir /-> f;128)ryp/r}.-— i.< 3 r~/ s /
FF*
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operator is proper is, in general, a very difficult, if not impossible,
task* Whether or not an operator is proper depends ultim .toly on what kind
of algebrdc or analytic relations the operator satisfies, and these rela-
tions will, in turn, "be seen to depend on the dynamical properties of the
system in which the operators are defined. These dynamical properties are
determined by the Hamiltonian function of the system. Hence, the key to
whether or not our assumption, that the quantum operators are proper, is
valid, really lies hidden in the Hamiltonian functions of various physical
systems. Only the operators belonging to certain simple systems or certain
simple though general typos of ôi-erators (such is those corresponding to
generalized coordinates and their conjugate momenta) &MOTÉMK& proved to
be proper. Our procedure in practice therefore willbe to assume in advance
that all the observables of interest correspond. to proper operators, and
then to proceed from there. If wo ever run into a contra., iction on tlis
busis, for some particular system, we sh ,11 have to stop right there and
make a v^ry special study of thvj s stem in question. For, a fundamental
modification of our whole theory will then be necessary. Fortunately this
situation has not yet arisen in physics *
In chapter 6 the energy eigenvalues corresponding to various
energy state-vectors were assumed to be all distinct. That is, the physi-
cal systems considered were assumed to "be all non-degenerate. As was
pointed out there , this really meant no loss of generality as far as the
thoory of states is concerned, sinc^ a degenerate system can be treated
as a limiting c .se in which certain small degeneracy-removing perturbations
tend to zero» However, when practical problems have to be worked out this
procedure can be seriously defective , and, in any oaae, it is a rather arti-
ficial limitation to put on tho formalism. The case of degeneracy can be
handled very simply with the formalism of the present chapter. If tho
energy eigenvalues do not specify all the eigenvectors uniquely, it is only
necessary to add further r^al operators which commute with the energy ope-
rator, and with each other, until one obtains a complete s^ts each simulta-
neous eigenvector of these opor.tors will then bo uniquely determined by
the various oi^nv dues.
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The statistical nature of quantum mechanics has b,;en repeatedly
pointed out in preceding chapters. We must now make some postulational
st -tement which will enable us to interpet the various quantities appearing
in theibresoingfonmlism in statistical terms, and hence ultimately in
terms of physic 1 measurements* We shall do this simply by generalizing
equation (6.63) of tho preceding chapter. We may, without c .using confu-
sion, denote .n observable :md its corresponding qu ,ntum operator by the
same symbol. We sh illalso denote a quantum state and its corresponding
state-vector by the same symbol. Let a system be in a certain state / y .
Then the average or expectation value of an observable OC in that state
willbe given by
(7.130)
When the observable O( is actually measured, of course, the result of the
measurement can only be one of the permissible quantum values of O( . as
was suggested in chapter 6, these xermissable values will be taken to be
the eigenvalues of the operator CX . It now becomes of interest to ask
what the relative probabilities are that one or another of the permissa-
ble values will actually turn out to be the measured value.
Let CX be one of the eigenvalues of the operator Of . Consi-
der the following fun-ction of Of s (s^^» In the classical theory this
function is automatically measured to "be zero whenever CV is measured
to have a value different from ÇX , and unity whenever £>( is measured
to hrve the value ÇX . By the Correspondance Principle the same must be
true in the quantum theory. If one carries out a long series of experiments
repeatedly measuring the same observable Of with the system initially
always in the s .me state, then one can obtain the probability thit the
measured value will,in future identical experiments, be CX > by chalking
up a "f whenever O( occurs and a zero when it does not o> cur, adding up
all . the ifand dividing by the total number of measurements. This, of
course, is just the average or expect ition value of the observable (j _ // -
CXjX/% where the V"
>CKj/<r»««*••ex
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are any iditional operators necess ;,ry to make a complete set, then, with
the lid of equation (7°97) we may write this expectation value in the form
8"
Ifc2< forms icomplete set by itself, or, if th^ measure/net consists of
the simultaneous measurement of a complete set of observables, so that
n
£^





That is, the probability that the result of the measurement will be <cX
is just the square of the absolute value of the element corresponding
to O( in the one-column array representing the vector / in the repre-
sentation formed by the basic vectors I&I &</* This element, namely <sc*'//^





T:e coefficients \^Ck f y axe frequently referred to as
probability amplitudes. Wo may readily write the expectation v.luo of












This is tho expression we should expect, of course. The squares of the
absolute values of the probability amplitudes are the weight factors in
the sura over Of •
Of frequent interest is also the mean square deviation of Q(
from its expectation value. This is defined in quantum theory, just as
in classical statistic .1 theory, by
/Hex - (cx~cx/ ~{o<*-£c><cx i~cx y
—




The last form is obtained by using the fact that the expectation value
of a sum is clearly the sum of the expectation values, and the expecta-
tion v due of a product with a number is the product of the expectation
value with the number»
. )
Before rewriting equation (7*135) in terms of probability
amplitudes we should say a few words about di .gonal matrices. It is evident
that tho matrix corresponding to any observable in a representation which
is defined with respect to that observable (plus any other observables which
are necessary to make up a complete s.t) is diagonal. Thus
(7.136)
Moreover, from the definition (7° 92), it is evident that the matrix corres-
ponding to any function of £X is also diagonal in this representation.
If <$/ denotes a complete set of observables then thu fact th it these.
observables must all be rnutaully commuting is reflected in the fact that
the matrices corresponding to these observables in the above representa-
tion are all diagonal, and diagonal matrices always commute with one ano-
ther. The process of choosing a basis defined with respect to a complete
set of commuting operators is often referred to as diagon ilizing the matri-
¦t- SF





// ) / r<* Vex <<*"
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£* Ocx <c~ » <
¦'/*">'<"<*OK Ck/cxI (
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ces associated with these- operators, or, loosely, as diagon alizing the
operators themselves.
Any operator is defined by its matrix in a given representation.
2
In particular, the operator Cv*"is defined "by the matrix
We may evidently write
<£> /<CV / SIs (7.138)
which is just the form we should expect» More generally^
.2.
If <2?C denotes an ordered set of operators A ?̂ »»» » ? C^l the symbol c<#
2. 2.
may be regarded as standing for the ordered set of operators ?x* ,*, * * *CX,
























ex à^ /fie /.<»r
/I1/ /A/ex S£'/*
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This vanishing of the mean square deviation means that the result ..." th*
measurement is certain to bo CX
¦
That is./ whenever a system is in a "state which
correspqn.dgs to .an eigenvector of a given pperator ? a n^asurement of the
observable ¦corresponding to that operator is certain to give as a result
the eigenvalue in question* The state of the system is then said to be an
eigenstate of the operator ur cf the corresponding observable.
Referring back to postulate 16) we sOii that for my two repre-
sentations, in terms of <p^y and h $ say, we may write
As a result of the statistical interpretations of our formalism, which have
been given above, this simple equation may be read off as a fundamental
theorem, known as the th,,orem of reprocity î
(7.143)
The probability of the £\} having the values jp" in the state
7 /for which the hS certainly have the values *? is equal to/ ? /
the probability of the h £ having the values r? in the state
for which the Fj certainly have the values y .
Consider two observables, Otnnlji ,cf some physical system.
Suppose that the system is in tie quantum state / y . Then we have seen
that the expectation values of these observables are given by
ST*- <(N)>, (i- < I^l X . (7.144)
We shall now obtain an important relation connecting the mean square devia-
tions of the measured values from these average values in the state // •
From (7.135) we have














Now, using the Schwartz inequality (7.26), we may write




In passing to the next to the last line above we made use of the fact that




& l^^pj are real, and hence that
their expectation values are real. Equation (7*149) shows that if
Lf*ft/ ' & the root mean squ .re deviations of the operators c mnot
in general, vanish simultaneously. This fact has several import mt consquen-
ces. First of all, it indicates what we have already seen, nunely, that two
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a complete set of simut meous eigenvectors. Secondly, suppose one makes a
measurement of the observable £V and obt .ins a precisely defined result^,
Then, in order that physics be a consistent science and not completely • .
chaotic, one must ssume that thy system is subsequently in an eigenstato
f&^Jf/ of <^< with^J<2< =0, i-t least for a period of time short
enough so that the ...yn -mical variation of the system does not c vu.se Q( to
vary appreciably. This means that if we iiamediatly follow up our measurement
of Ct with another measure ent of CX , we should get the same result Q( ,
If, on the other hind, we i,.modiatly follow up our measurement of tf?C
with a measurement of /J , obtaining a precise result /3 ? then we knov/
that we have c .used the state of the system to become an eigenstate p J )
of /3 , with $ft = 0. The inequality (7-149) then tolls us that we can,
in general, no longer have /j^x ~ 0? 'n^ state can no longer be an
eigenst ite of O( .In fact we sn ;-ll have /l\*x' = c?"o ?so that the value
of 0( will be completely indeterminate. Thus the two measurements inter-
fere with one another. This interference is a characteristic feature of the
quantum theory and represents a fundamental limitation on the delicacy with
which we can perform experiments. This limitation does not exist in clas-
sical theory where we o.in, in principle, mike our measurements as delicate
as we wish, so as to avoid interference effects»
Having pointed out the existence of interference ei feats in
measurements, we should new go tack ma t k.e another look at our general
theory. We have spokon of olio observables corresponding to a complete set
of commuting proper real oper^torr- 1 as being "«imultoneously measura-
ble" (so-G p.35, following eg. (7.131). Perhaps now wo should be à little
more oautio.us, supposing th it interference effects might prevent one from
being able to set up an experiment which really uakes .a simult meoua measur-
ement of ill,or even s .veral, of the obs.-ry .bles. (One thing ac a ¦b£m© |
«Anil w» Or^ ?) Voijr well then, we may still make individual measurement*!
on the individual observables in ripiâ succession one fter another. The
relation (7*149) now imposes no restriction on t^e smallness of the root
mean square deviations l\ S . As a result of the successive measurements
the Zi.j>jmay all be set equal to zero one after another. Now, a simulta-
neous measurement may clearly be regarded as the limit of a set of succes-
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8. General Quantum Dynamical Theory.
As we have already remarked in chapter 696 9 quantum dyna-
mical theory is to be based on analogy with classical dynamical
theory. A most important concept used in '¦ connection with classical
dynamical theory is thai, of canonical transformations* We have seen
in chapter 6 how the Correspondence Principle loads us to identify
canonical transformations in classical theory with unitary transfor-
mations in quantum theory» In particular^ we ar'« led to associate
the Poisson "brackets which appear in expressions i'or infinitesimal
canonical transformations ?n.th commutator brackets in the quantum
theory. We shall now take the trouble to radorive these results in
a slightly more rigorous and logical fashion.
Consider a set of proper real operate*" 3 A, B, C,..,
correspondihg to certain classical observables. Lot these operators
stand in a product in the form
F * A'BC ... (s.o
"NT/^W an "rvnr» orï +lnn+ 4rVi.o An,OT3+nT>o A **3 /"* en-P-Pnw "îv»-Pnv\n +«o4mo1
8 1)
How suppose that the operators An 2 9 C, « <> 0 suffer infinitesimal
variations Q /{ 7 (jut qL ?• °° * <> ~'h^ corresponding variation in tho
product is given by
Sf = $% 'BC.-i- A £BC... t AMC...+-. .. (8.2)3.
Unlike the situation in classical theory, the various factors in the
terms above must be left in the order in which they stand, since
operators, in general, do not commute with one another.
Suppose the variations^/] , oS* oCt ••• arG "those
produced by an infinitesimal canonical transformation, in the corres-
ponding classical observables. Then in the classical theory we may





where S is the generating function of the canonical transformation
and q is an infinitesimal constant. Now, ihe Poisson brackets stand-
ing on the right of (8.3) are simply functions of the dynamical varia-
bles, just as A, B, C^ etc, are, The quantum analogs of these Poisson
brackets must simply be the quantum analogs of the. functions whi'éû
theil represent» Substituting (8 O 3) into (8,2) we obtain the quantum
expression
sF*ef(A t s)-Bc..^AC3,s:)c . ..^gfel -,1 (M)












• ! By means of equation (8.6) we may now obtain a special ex-
pression for Poisson "brackets in the quantum theory. Restricting our
attention to the case of three observables À; B9B 9 C, we may evidently
wg?ite, as a special case of (8d) and (8.6)
(fit
t
c) « C*C"B) + A{B,c)t (8.7)
Inverting the Poisson brackets, we may also write (8 «7) in the form
C'Cy ÀB)
-
CCÀ, B) +A¦(£, V). (8-8 )
Now consider a Poisson bracket of the form (AB, CD). With the use of
. )-/-( f"\f Oy\c,m)
Cnc),-hfic/Bi*, )







oqs» (8,7) and (8,8) this Poisson 'bracket may "be expanded in two dif-
ferent ways 5 thus s
CAB,CD) -(A,CP)B^ tA CA CD)
and
(M;CD) -fA^cp +êGHB, 0
Substraoting equation (8»9) from equation (8.10) we obtain
or
( 4 V£^ SP/ V 9 ¦ (8.12)
Since equation (80 12} must hold for all oljnyrva'hle.s A, B, 0, D- wo
may evidently infer
where k and B are any two proper real operators and/\ is some uni~
versai constant» Since A and 3 are real /A, B / is pure ima,eri-
5, -. ... 7^ r \nary, and /1 must be pure imaginary in order to make (A, B 9J
real» From the Correspondence Principle argument which resulted in
equations {g,Vp (6,19), V;e may evidently make the identifica-













AQ ( %c)l> f£#£
( $;£s & tic 0
4
One may readily show that commutator brackets satisfy
equations completely analogous to the equation^ ( 1,38-40) satisfied by
Poisson "brackets, namely
CïA]—fe,rA fi,%+§Jr$ £!+ fctis (8.15 ). 5)
(8.16)
(8.17)
Problem XLIII % Verify eqs (8.15-17)
The following relation, involving an anticommutator bracket, is also
sometimes use fill
~
l*h*fîj r3r3 ~h. { /6t J • (8.18)
If equation (8.16) is written in the form
Ff trl^Tp P Ir- F~Tf pi (8.19)i.'///^'37 Lr'f/ 12.Jri 'iLLh.'^j;
itis seen to possess a certain analogy with (8-18)
The dynamical beliv.-ior of quantum operators is contained
in the equation (gae (6 0 2û)^ &
(8.20)ul&f)H)c/=¦










where F is an arbitrary observât» le and ÏÏ is the operator corres-
ponding to the Hamiltonian function of the system in question» Stric-
tly speaking ? equatioi (8«20) is correct only when F possesses no
explicit dependence on the time., The more general equation, allowing
for the possibility of such an explicit time dependence is the ana-
log of equation (U64) %
r
- * (8,21)
An equation which is more directly usable in t&e prediction of the
results of physical, measurements is the following,
which gives the time rate of change of the expectation value of any
obsjrvable in a quantum state/ / * In obtaining the expression on
the right hand sida of (8.22) we made use of the fact that
4lD> =O d =O . (8.23)
That iSj the state vector of the system is assumed to be constant
in time» This corresponds to a point of view in which the "state" of
the system is determined once and for all by an all-embracing
symbol/ \. This state can be fixed at some one instant of time by
a measurement of the various dynamical variables (to the extent
that these variables can be simultaneously measured under the funda-
mental limitation imposed by equation (7°149)» Ki# expectation values
of these observables will then be determined for all subsequent times
by equation (8,22). The changes in the observed configurations > etc.




This notion of 'fetatë' differs somewhat from the classical
notion of "state" which actually refers to the coordinates and momen-





however, that by introducing a suitable unitary transformation we can
obtain a quantum representation of "state" which is conceptually clo-
ser to the classical notion. In this representation, on the other hand,
the quantum equations are less analogous to the classical equations.
The fundamental equations (8,21) are often most easily J?
solved in terms of some particular representation. As we have soon in
the preceding chapter., representations are defined with respect to
complete sets of commuting proper real operators. The present system
of dynamical equations is seen to be not so convenient for the purpo-
ses of representation theory. For, unless we happen to choose the
commuting operators to be constants of the motion, they will change
with time, and a representation which refers to the values of these
operators at ons instant of time willbe of little practical ua.ë at
a later time. The way out of this difficulxy is as follows.






Here a possible explicit time dependence of the Hamiltonian operator
is indicated by writing it in the form H(t). Setting t 1 ¦t" in
(8.24) > we obtain
Itis evident, from the differentiation of eg. (8.24) j that the opera-
tor (y (t11, t1)t 1 ) also satisfies the differential equation
itfpv (ye) = D(K^)R(O (8. 26 )
The boundary condition (8,25) is not contained in the differential equa-
tion, but must be added to it.
(8.25)
2 )
The operator (J (t",t') is readily shown to be unitary. The





Hermitian adjoint) of eg, (8«26) g
Using oqs, (8«26, 27) we may write
Hence £/ (t"3 t1)t 1 ) (/ (t", t1)t 1 ) is constant and independent of t". But
(J ("tS I*)(J^^ 1!t ') fol> all tle HenGe










Now, take the complex conjugate of equation (8024)>
Introduce the operator


















'" ) is seen to satisfy the same differential equation as
// vt", t m ). Moreover, setting t" = tl,t 1, we have the boundary condition
$/(t», t', t1")t 1") =(J^{± 1, tl!l).t l!l). Tivas V (tl!, t!, t t;î ) is identical
with// (tM, t'" ) for all values of t", and is independent of t'. We
therefore have the relation
Setting t'" = t " in (8.35) we obtain




FoWj, let Ifbe the state vector of the physical system
in question. Iy,as we have remarked, is independent of the time t.
Let us introduce a time-dependent state-vector f C^* defined "by
to
-
va^i>; i>«u*a WS \w
where t 0 is some chosen fixed point of time. Wq may now write the ex-
pectation value of any observable F at the time t in the form
where
FeFc = (Ja,Qns*at). (8.40)
Differentiating equation (8.40) with respect to t ? and using eqs.
















That iSj the time vo,riation of the operators P^ is due solely
to tho explicit time dependence which they may have» If ? is a
function of the canonical coordinate^ and momenta alone, having .. rip
explicit dependence on the time» than
h "" £2. (8.42)
The description of the system in terms of the state-
vectors/ J> and operators F is called the Hoisenberg representation
Wg have now introduced a new representation, known as the Schr'ôdin-
gQT representation, in which the state-vectors /Ù/ and oparators F^
give the description of the system» The operators corresponding to
the canonical coordinates and mcmozr&a (and all functions of t&era)
are seen to be constant in the SchrSdinger representation, and the
task of describing the temporal behavior of the system is "borne by
the state-vectors ¦•/-f» These Schrëdinger state-vectors satisfy the
following differential equation
(8.43)






Since the transformation (8.38) is unitary the state-vector
/ "hy will be normalized if( is» The Heisenberg and SchrSdinger
state-vectors evidently coincide at the time t o o S^ also do the Heisenberg
and Schrodinger operators %
li)>-( )>!h>/ Iy (8.44)
If the Hamiltonian function is time independent, then
Tn +.V>A r>.n«r5 in •fflrTrr n\\ -M->o TTnnrî T +.rwi-î nu -Piivk-i+inn Vina v»n
(8.45)
In the case in which the Hamiltonian function has no
explicit time dependence, and is therefore constant, the integral





(^ = T (8.47)
(8,48)
Using eg. (4« )of the Appendix, we may expand (8.48) in the form











This is completely analogous to the classical expansion (cf. (1.63)
(8.50)
Having introduced the Schrb'dinger representation, wo are
no$£ at liberty to introduce various convenient vector bases. In order
to define a particular basis we must choose a complete set cf commu~
ting proper real operators. Since We are working in the Schrcdinger
representation we knov/ that these operators will remain constant in
timôj and our basic vectors will remain fixed. One of the most useful
representations is that in Which the basic vectors are chosen as
eigenvectors of the generalized coordinates Q out of which the La-
grangian function of the system is constructed. From the commutation
relations (sou (6,26) , (8.14))
(8.51)
one may readily see that the Q form a complote set. First of all,
they commute with each other|secondly, they are Hermitian, or real,
since the corresponding classical quantities are real \ thirdly,
any operator which commutes with all of them must be a function
of them, since if it is a function of any of the IQ f s it will not
commute with the p 's. Finally, we shall see presently, Ly carrying
out an explicit construction, that the P s are proper, i.o. their
eigenvectors form a complete set.
It is almost intuitively evident why the representation
defined bf the p f s should te a particularly useful one. One of the
most direct experiments one can ma^e on a system is an observation
of its configuration (for example, an observation of successive posi-
tions of a particle in à cloud-chamber $ an observation of the posi-
tion of a beam of particles, as in a Stern-Gerlack. experiment).
The configuration is described in terms of the p 's. In a typical
experiment, using the configuration point of view, we would try.to
determine the probability of a system's being found in a certain







region of its configuration space.
US
Actual experiences tells something atout the eigenvalues
of the 0 's. In measurements of a particular coordinate of a system
we oan in general expect to obtain results ranging over a continue a
of values. Let us therefore "begin by supposing that each of the <p
**
possesses a continuum of eigenvalues P ranging from -<**>to f«so, The
first task that we then have is to deal with the difficulty of summing
over the p> . We employ a limiting process. Let f (P ) t>Q an arbitra-
ry function of the zj
' t# • Then we write
f
(8.52)
where /\(^ is a small constant volume in p -space. 'That is, we divide
the whole of p -space up into cells of volume /jt Coand understand ajf
summation over the P to he a summation over a set of points with
one point to a cell. Equations of the form (8.52) are then always to
"be understood as holding in the limit of vanishing^ (jo. That is, we
employ an implicit limiting convention.
We must next make sure that the limiting procedure which
we have set up is an invariant one. For example, suppose we introduce
a different set of coordinates c Since the new coordinates are simply
functions of the old, we known that any measurement of the old coor-
dinates gives us immediately a measurement of the new, and vice versa.
.A.ll coordinate systems are diagonal in any coordinate representation.
Moreover, we have seen in chapter 1, that the Lagrangian form of the
equations of motion of any dynamical system remains invariant, under
any coordinate transformation.- Therefore we are at liberty to "begin
from any coordinate system we please § all are equally valid. A sum-
mation such as (8.52) can "be expressed equally well in terms of any
coordinate representation. We must, however, make sure that the
cell-volume £\co can be chosen independently of the coordinate system.
So far we have not considered the question of défini^;
volumes in p» 1
-
space. In order to give an invariant prescription fo*
UcoJAco4C?'Jc , I
13
(\OO we rau s "fc take a closer look at the physics of the system under
onsideration* We shall now make a very important statement % All
physical systems which possess classical analogs are describable
in tor^-s 2î^J~Ê'Si:ï^£lSi'n -''"•- -ne tiong__of the form
4~ l^f^pcf^Acp.-y (8. 53)
where the 0/ ," 9 /y ,] , and V are functions of the p.<. .//-and _V
are po ssibly alco function s of the time t, and where the majyyix (Pd/,)
is sygm&'iiric and non- singular. This, of course, is a very drastic sta-
tement, as it greatly restricts the possible forms which the Lagran-
gian functions of dynamical systems can have* .ft-vr-^i-the less, it ap-
pears to be satisfied m nature, and much of our subsequent discus-
sion depends upon it» If, at any time in fhe future, a classically
describable dynamical system is found for which this statement is
not true, then a great deal of revision and generalization of the
work which follows willbe necessary»
.5 )
From a study of typical, well-known systems of the typo
(8.53)5 for example 9 a particle of mass m constrained to move on
the surface of a sphere of radius fl. for which
/_ * dm(â -$ 2 -i-y^e (>5l (8.54)
¦Cm*
we may infer that the ?>
'
s arc coordinates in an n~dimensi.on?.le ay t t t f> f s aro c r i ates i an - i e si ?.!
Riemanni an of whioh O£j„JLiLIfec mfi.trto tens er o may actually
"be non-denurnerabl;/ infinite (e.g, in field theories) and the cons-
tant M may not always bo directly interprétable as a mass» K'evor-
theless we shall continue to speak as if fD ~sp cc were a perfectly
ordinary Riemannian space, and we shall refer to H* as tho "mass
constant" ,
With the use of the nigtric tensor we may now give an
invariant characterization of the cel.V-volu.me AcO • We should






spaces o Let us for the time bo-ing drop the primes on the eigenvalues
of the operators ç>
'
a Primes will be used to denote coordinate trans-
formations. Let jjL0 , /c » 1 oooo m be a set of m infinite-1 'J . '
simal displacements at an arbitrary point p- » The m-dimensional volu-
c ime Q. 00 enclosed "by the parallelepiped defined by these displacementsm .
is defined to be ; '. .„
l^OJ Q ~i'^ffuhf/ (8-55)
That is, «.^w is equal to the square root of the determinant formed
from the m .scalar products of the <jb& with one another* Two cases
•7
are of special interest ? namely m
-
1 and m = n>, In tire case m = 1 y
n.C-ô is called the invariant length e.lemeiït and is often denoted by qS
US'
-
O L . èp C 0p j (8.56)
X
In the case m ~ n > OH^ is called the invariant volume èlefcfeKt and
is denoted simply by %V-O ¦
Sco
*=(pIj ,/i.ifl (8. 57)
.
57)
Problem XLIV." s In passing.- from oq. (8,5!?) to eg, (&*s7)* use is jtfe.d'6
of the fact that the determinant of the product of two or more square
matrices is equal to the product of their de terminante. Prove this.
Hint s Use the alternating symbol c> <,*«<, i
If the displacements are taken along the coordinate mesh, &g in an inte-
gral, so that








Ô"co Z »p A^f,.. , Jp H)2. (8.59)
where p denotes the detormina-nt of the metric, tensor* Tho infinite-
f, .j
simal volume element gjtp}in an integration is evidently
<^LU — 'p 'x ?X..£> • » . Ot'-;£> • (8o60)
û j /
<XCO is an invariante
.
An invariant is a quantity whose value remains unchanged
under a coordinate iran&formfvïioia* It is often referred to as a &cd—
lar. A covariant vector /t .- is a set of quanti tias which trans-
form like the derivatives of a scalar» If ?$ is a scalar, we have,
using commas as in chapter 3 to denote differentiation with respect
to coordinates
Eenco
A' - àP* A*
d;c/' ,/.¦ (s-52 )
A controvariant vector Q is a set of quantities which transform like




L" 3pJ U.f (8 064)
A tensor is a quantity which can always be expressed as a




















The transformation laws of tensors can be inferred directly from
(8»62) and (8,64). A tensor with lower indices only is called a co-
variant tensor,, a tansor with upper indices only is called a concrava-
riant tensor,, and a tensor with both upper and lowar indices is •
called a mixed tensor * The Kroneoher delta is a mixed tensor. -Iras






¦ —/--,- q (8.06)
Prom (8062) p (8c 64) and (8-66) one hay readily cog -:hat the scalar
product of a oovari.ant vector and à c entravariant wctor is a scalar,
Me & ¦* f?ci'^J ¦; (8.67)
6
Since expression (8 06) is postulated to 'bo an invariant,
the metric tensor p, ¦ must "be a ccnrariant vector <> A contra-variant
Ci J (~*form oiJ it? f> 4 , c rj,n Ye introduced through the definition»
0
The matrix (û ) is evidently the inverse of («£%..)• With the





The transformation laws (Q a 6?) f (0.'6.4), etc o must bo
taken to "be evaluated at the point at which the Nrociscrs tensors)
involved are defined. A vector ma/ he defined at only one point
(cog. a displacement) j or it may be defined over many points as a

















derivative is very useful» The covariant derivative of a covariant
vector A., s' is defined by
and the covariant derivsitive of a contravariant vector Q is defined
O y J
+!1y & . (8.71)
The coefficients / ,*. , / „ are determined "by a number of geo-
metrical requiroraen us whicn we shall now proce^O to enumerate ?
(8.70)
First of allj covariant derivatives them:: wives must
transform lika*' tensors (or vectors) « This requirement sran "be shown
to imt>ose a unique transformation law on the I,*. /> . . Wg shall
postpone the derivation of this law for the present y however; Secondly
it shall be required that the process of contraction (i0 ©. placing
two indices equal -arid summing over them) give the same result whether
it is carried out "before or after a covariant differentiation. The
ooTariant differentiation laws of tensors can "be obtained by applying
eos 9 (6f?Oj 71} to (8,65) via.^iistributive law. Uow ? it will bo
remembered that the ordinary derivative of a scalar is already a
vector quantity (see (8.61) )• It is assumed^ therefore, that the
covariant derivative of a scalar is simply its ordinary derivative.












A PcSince rt" and £? are arbitrary we must have





- .y is called a Christoffel symbol of the first kind»
(8.73)
Indices induced "by repealed covariant differentiation do
not in general commute. However, there is one case in which we shall
require them to commute ? namely 3 when two of them are aj.plied to a
scalar» In this way we insure that our invariant formalism is as close
as possible to the formalism with which we are familiar in the case
of Cartesian coordinate systems and will reduce to it. when Or a" re'&ti—
r / Vces to the Cartesian metric à c-j<» $3 now have
t
-If/-') fk ? '
/ r-,n » r fi * ... i_ * _'_„¦_ . .;_ "i. .
(8.74)
...
Since L/- is srl)i"i;rar;ir we mti'ai; have
(8.75)
ÎVJ Ljt J
la the case of covariant differentiation of a vector we
may now write





















As a final requirement on the Christ offol-.symbols it is
to "bo postulated that the process of raising or lowering indices
give the same result no matter whether it is performed before or
after a oovariant differentiation. Thus
(8.78)
This implies that th.3 covariant dorivative of the metric tonsor
vanishes. Introducing the Christoffel symbol or the second k:L:id?
iCJA Kj i£ pkZ <fr j (8,79)
±we may write
0 « aCj k ~jy^k
-





..- {< -sik *DJ if.@£. Qk}-





















*C?c,j +fà -fok)- î[1^1rC^iJ
~~ LCJ 'kj' . .
From (8,82) we may now derive tha transformation laws of
the Christoffol symbols. We ÏX&X9
Ayk
= <&£ ~ del 11 /,>::¦ %£& a )
*jal"ie!:àûi pl i+/h?àil ¦Y'fyl 9-





Z 5p rw 'ap a^/ * (8-8 5)











4- /^"- 2^i o
} >*nfiL c '/--fry
—
f -/ -/-r -ttTg/ a ¦&****






Returning now to the study of invariant volume elements,
let us first observe that the determinant of the metric tensor is
. expressible 9 in terms of the alternating symbol £? 9 in
the form
The alternating symbol has the following transformation law $
<f^-^ ïfM/~^&g dp±ft<:^ (8-87)
Hence the metric determinant transforms according to
r/'- I~J- I ® , (8.88)
(8.86)
.
The elements of the contravariant metric tensor may be expressed in
terms of those of the covariant metric tensor by the following
equation
(8.89)
Using (8«89) one may obtain tha following useful relation involving
the Christ offel symbol %
(8.90)r^ 'Yfav S^is -f^hYM&'s¦ „;«













Let us now revert to tha practice of putting primes on
the O f s to indicate that the Riemannian space in *hicfc *e are working
is tne space of eigenvalues of the complete set of operators Ç> •
Let p' and /*>" denote two points of this space. Itwill "be convenient) Y Pto introduce the generalized delta-function J (?>
'
> p")> defined by
The representation of the invariant volume element in the form (8.60)
(8.91)
t y
or, in the prosent case,
oùh
-
f> CyJ^f ->°f (8.92)
enables one to put the generalized delta-function into the following
analytic form involving the ordinary del ta- function
Using this form one may derive some useful identities. With the aid
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The matrix elemants of the operators P in the coordina-
to representation are given by
the eigenvectors IPf being normalized so that
(8.97)
(8.98)
The Kroneckor delta may "be uxprossed in terms of the generalized delta
an
function via the limiting process implied "by equation (8.52) • Let f-
"be an arbitrary function of tlie C> • s ,- Then
ftc?y s(r^^"'fcf?
-s f0{r
SihcG is arbitrary, we may infor
. '. Soy àc^ SCp'^p") (0.100)
(8.99)
8
The matrix représentation cf tha operators Jû^ can now be
obtained from the commutation rolations (8o51)o In matrix form the









(8.101)-c/'-f'ïXf/'filp">- e - ioi>
Using equations (8.94), (8.95) and (8.100) we see that
must have the form
where J\« is an arbitrary function of the p 's which may be eva-
luated at either p ' or p "o
(8.102)
Expression (8,102) is the most genei-al solution of equation
(8.101), This solution must also satisfy the second of the commutation
relations (8/51)." This will impose certain conditions on the functions












".Off -p7-hh /û7i/--/w /^ LZ?4* >7 jt /"' \/!W ¥m *>- y y 7/ v(fSTf//h%/7i- àif -^+Fc (?/o(p -/flu*- - j -J tl
'
J— f*r]L c /if) ]L~ ~y "il \
/ / /
which iirplies that the r"* are of tho form
kclfû r^fXfj, (-^105)
where f~" (py is some function independent of the index. £> „ Since
tho Christoffol symtol J^ 4 is also of this form, "being in fact


















Owing to the fact that the /p s are Hermitian operators
the function F is not entirely arbitrary. The Hermitian condition




r /^^^ 9 j° • (8,110)
F must therefore have the form





The function R may "bo removed from the scene by a trivial
unitary transformation. If we introduce a new sot of "basic eigenvectors
/ A*ipS which are connected with tha old eigenvectors "by the relation














The transformation (8*112; is called a phase trarjfSAormationc Wg shcall
¦-Iways buppo-se that this transformation has already boen carried out ?
so that the matrix elements of the &¦¦L ara giron iiom^diately "by
(8-113).
How let l"O/ be the S olrrvidinger state-vector of the system
whose Lagrangian function is (8,33)» 'Ph.® coordinate representation
which has "been constructed above has been defined with respect, to a
set of constant Echrfidinger operators, and to be completely consis-
tent with a previous notation we should put the subscript Ç on all
the £>'s* p?fe, p. 8 ? eto ° However j the $* has been omitted .for'
brevity, as we are always at liberty to think of the p ** s and /> s
as the corresponding Heiserfbérg operators taken at the time MC , when
the Eeieen'&arg ano. DCirSdinger representations coincide.. The proDabili-
ty that a measurement of the sy^t-^n1 at the time t wl-'il find the con-










liStO/i/ is called tho wave function of the system « fU^Cf/vf c£tjt>
evidently gives the probability that the system will bo found in the
/ / /element en CO of configuration space at the point p at the timo t 5 o
Since CXtO is an invariant^ and probability is an invariant ? 'v^'C/v
must be an invariant or scalar» Since the state-vector / t^> is norma-
lized wo have the following condition on the wave function s
/ r
t
* *¦ i ' fc . 4* ¦' s(8.116)
That is| the probability that the system will be found somewhere is
unity.
It is ofton more convenient to deal with the wav^--functions
U-fp/^/t^kn with the probability amplitudes <•?'/(-/ • We shall
therefore "be interested in determining $he wave function which results
whan the stat^-vector is acted upon 'by an arbitrary linear operator.
















From equations (8*117, 118) Wu aaa that we ma-7 write symbclioall.y




From sût ok. j when we r/or."k. tr/.itii t/ie vravo f-uiiotions inctead of the
pxota'cili '¦";¦¦ aKpl.ixudsny W3 shcj.ï drop "bb.o p^'iuyes used to desîg^iatô
particular oigenYalt::.o£: of the occfdinà'ie op^ravO'CQj and we oh^ll
drop the loars imdorli:.:irig the 1-oti-ors on the loft sicU;s of oqua^ions
(8,119; 1^.i)o 'Hie \is._q q£. pri!g?-s will "bo rcisorved to designate general




In chap 1!;«S? 1 we havG soeia : in ola^o^oai moebardos^
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there exists a corresponding transformation of the conjugate momenta,
of the form . •
(°c ~^p/l P*. J . (&:23)
which preserves the canonical nature of the £> 3 s and fa '¦ s » The Jb,«
C /are evidently the components of a covariant vector-
8. 12 )
Equations (8c 122) and (8.123) together define what was
called, in chapter I, a point transformation* Point transformations
may also be defined in quantum mechanics» The only possible difficul-
ty in extending the notion to quantum mechanics would be an ambigui-
ty in ordering non-commutiong factors in the quantum analog of a
classical expression » Since the 0 ;s all commute with one another
there is clearly non ambiguity ijiwriting down the quantum analog of
eq. (8,122). There is likewise actually no ambiguity in obtaining
the quantum analog of eq. (8o123)« For the only problem here is
that of correctly symmetrizing the right hand side of (8 O 123; so as
to make it Hermitian-, ;>ae may easily convince oneself that all me-
thods ôf symmetrizati&n lead to the same result 9 namely,
J fa fJ- ?
r-
¦'
? {-Zf'jî'fa { (3.124)8
For example, one might expand w£sl /-••in a power série am the O 'g.
The operator /$ • could then "be inserted between the jO { s in any
symmetrical fashion in each term of the series» The result of commu-
ting h > symmetrically to the left and to the right through the
It A
PsP 's would be to produce two terms of order £ which cancel each
other, leaving simply the expression (8,124)o
'That equation (8c 124) gives tho correct transformation
law :.jt the momentum operators may 3,lso be verified by making explicit











. .=• 'i'p/.r:f^ ± :-p- fk 2] t ,f a -?,,/
£2Jt 1MI M'^2
°P Z tlp «
Beferrong to (6o8^) ? "to s^& that oq. (8.126.) is just the transfer-
motion law for the contracted Cnrietoffol Bym'bcl,
It is jiow avi&ent that there exists an isomorphism
"between the group of point transformât ions in classical mechanics
and a corresponding subgroup of the group of all unitary transfor-
mations in quantum mechanics. Tug group property ensures that each
poinx 'transformation has an inverse » It is instructive to display
explicitly the inverse of gq., (8»124/« Wg need first the lemr^a
f f ? ?
f X. j B..CM«ABli -H ACS * BOA + DBA
J -AEG +..BAC + CAB + C 3? A
+ B C A
-
5 A C ~ CAB 4- iÔ )i': .
-.Jfj Bj , C C + /s ? /c ? AT/ (8.127)
We ma}r then write
,- (dcd '¦' I- ï ?'ÈfÙ' ']&. k 2 1,
" '
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which shows that the inverse transformation has the same form as
(8.124).
The unitary representations of the point transformation
group may "be obtained by determining tho infinitesimal generators of




where q, 1b an infinitesimal constant and / ! is a function of the
p> 's, The result of carrying out the point transformation (8,129j,
13O) on an arbitrary function ¥ of tho O 's and / S s is




ù is the generating function of the infinitesimal point transforma-
tion.
The subgroup of unitary transformations in quantum mecha-
nics which corresponds ifjomorphically to the group of all proper point
transformations in classical mechanics is given b y tho set of ail
unitary operators S rCk 3 where S &as 'fehe form (8.132) and Cis
à Can arbitrary parameter. Each set of functions /| defines a one-
parameter subgroup of the point transformation group*.
The cancr.u'...;al momenta for the Lagrangian function (3.53)
are












Solving (8.133) for the Çk 9 we obtain
and therefore the Hamilton! an function becomes
=
*fufP Ir-ffff'-Xf-*
.« £"ft f'yj P Uf$ +Y2 / J- v; / *
jp L/^ rV L/^ ¦ fA ' (8.1.35)
(8.134)
In writing tho quantum analog 'of this we are faced with the problem
of properly ordering non-commuting factors. The problem presents
itself here in a more serio'is foim than that which wé dealt with in
obtaining the quantum analog of (8.,123) ? because we have terms qua-
dratic as well as linear in tho moment a « The linear terms we of Gourse
symmetrise by tho anticosun-rjator method, as before ? sc tKs problem
reduces to that of finding a proscription far determining the quantum
analog of Jp * &¦ Jh* • c m^st require of this prescription that it
be invariant, i.e. that it be independent of the coordinate system
in which we carry it out.
'¦ ¦• To get an idea of how to proceed, let us write down the
Sohrttdinger equation for' the wave function» Wo have
-At*-^<y/H/é>-h'{ff,Vf l,it)
where the (iP-sand h' 3 in the last, expression are the operators '
?¦¦ / . '
(8.136)a. 136)¦/! <>;//#- tfcpI)
vi( titty/75-rr 'cet
vj^ uiiuxvj.l. o. vx vu^ «t u w a.vl j.4. v.- ijj. uj.io vvv; iiu vwiJ-AAf=,V' J. 'KJ *.J.^L \J N-*
¦•-M*?.
>
-A,/-y2 Ifit) V •
G:A)vFd.c.f
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(8.119s 120). Lot us now recall that W -U a scalar. Tho left hand
side of eq» (8 O 136) is thr-ro.foro a scalar, and '^nc^ its right hand
sido 9 riXj/ > muo-f, also a scalar, In particular
(8.137)
must "be a scalar. Now, it willbe Boon from (8«120) that the operators
JOf aro essentially differential operators o It is therefore reasona-






Wg must now ask ourselves how we can arrange the factors
in the oppression &!;¦-.fe/°S so as fco produce the operator
(80 139) • The simplest method of s^iwaetrissing the expression p- •- \ so









Now, using (8,90) and P P p e f-gr










Expressions (8,139) and (8.140) are therefore ? in general, not equal
to each other. Furthermore 9 it is actually; impossible to find any
method of symmatrizing the' expression Q fQ£ /6/ so as to makP! it
equal to (8.139)» The symmetrical quantities will always differ from
(8» 139) "by a quantity of order r\
"'
which is a function of the A's
alone. Here wa see a case in which the quantum analog of a classi-
cal quantity is not obtained simply by turning the O's and
fa 's into operators and symmetrizing them in a suitable fashion.
We must also add a quantity proportional to *7) . This.obviously
permissable, however, even on the basis of the Correspondence Prin-
ciple, since in the classical limit
—




J *yy lijJyFJ ft? fi
*
"y *-V/*j(f lie) 7 t/*J/






still rc&ucos to the classical quantity.







the Sohioair^er equation (8«136) takes the explicit for;:»
-//<£ ALA • //-)^. (S. :4C)8 .1 46)
A fw final remarks should be mà^&o aTJcut the above fcVrms/-
lism. We began "by supposing that th-3 eigenvalue's of each »Ov forji a
continuum ranging from For m.anj important sysxoms thin ±2}2 }
however 9 not the case, el'g» a particle constrained to r^<s^e 0:1 the sur-
face of a sphere, a froe particlG viewed in àphariciï Gcordir.;.to3, etc.
The Schrodinger equation (S*14 6) is novortaèless stilj. valid in those
cases. The only change ir> the atovo formalism r.,GooGsita +:Gd by L;uch si-
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The above formalism is unsymmotrical in tho coordinates
and momenta „ Such an asymmetry 7
-
doss not axi^t in the transformation
theory of pXasaic^sJ mscbp^iicsj where one a©al;e only with Poisson
bracket-s in which ooordiuavis and momenta are on a completely equal
footing Here we have attached si)ecial importance to a small sub-
group of the group of all canonical transformations 9 namely the
point-transformation group. This subgroup is singled out by the
special forms of the Lagrar^lan function (8»53) and Hamiltonian
function (B<-1i c; ) with which we are concerned» To "be sure, in the
classical ttheoryy y :r.c can make a canonical transformation^" of a
completely arbitrary tyi>e ? tbus destroying the special Hamiltonian
form (B.l^^).i The c^esticr* that imposes i'is^lf is therefore the fol-
lowing s given a H&m.iconiarj function ;what conditions must. '•¦'} satis-
fy in order that it no oanonically transformable ivbo iSamilt. Dnian
which is quadratic in the momenta ? 'The answer to this question is
not easy. In practice we are never bothered by this problem since
we alwe-ys- start from th-3 Lagrangian function of a classical system,
whicn^ as we have stated^ always hi" the form (6053)
Problem XLVI s Find the oondit:.u.ns under which an arbitrary .Function
of the p;» ci- p :3: 3 is oanorii'..ïaily transformable inJ:ja function
which is quadratic (though inhomogoneously so) xr the momenta»
A last remark should bo made on a:- important -ppli&cvOion
of equation (7 c 149) of xk preceding chapter* From the commutai:; Mm
relations (B«3'i) we find
Â rJ- A t \ J / / ¦ H-yi' vif\ - -5C &/ n,„ny t<£ f< /-'¦if'fij// tyn*
-
ts > 147)




y /-<' fo* h l
2~kicàf>1.
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r&ment of a coordinate with the root moan square deviation in the
doasurorsent of the conjugate 1 momentum is always greater than or equal
to .^f/2» This is known as Eeisenborg's Uncertainty Principle*
It if*quite analogous to the uncertainty principle $ involving timo
and energy, expressed by equation (5.112).
1
9. Special Systems
a) Thefree particle in Cartesian coordinates .
Let the coordinates "be £C. ? i= 131 3 272 7 3o Using the
position vector /* «( £ ,>£* ? for short, we may express
"the Lagrangian function in the 'form
" •
L^ V fa*' (9.1)
where mis the particle mass. The conjugate momenta P^j ?) /O.
form the components of a vector fa given "by
7>. /
/ '"^ ¦ (9.2)
The Eamiltonian function is
tf
-
jo-ir -L ~ftojr ' (9.3)
and in the quantum thec.l3/ we have the commutation relations
Let us first work in the Heisenberg representation;.
Sinoe
the momentum is a constant of the motion." \TMs means., incidental-
ly that the operator fa is unchanged on passage to the Schroctinger.... /""representation). The position "vector $* , however, is not a cons-
tant of the motion. If we indicate its time dependence by writing




o.mmc/ 7/ se •
/
"1
hLJ ~ h \r ™ L








which can also Toe obtained by integrating equation (9*2) directly. Th©
commutation law for the coordinates at two different times then imme-
diately follows s
Using the uncertainty relation (7.149) we see that, the root mean squa-
re deviations of two successive measurements of the position of a free
particle are related "by
A*£ fi)A*,§£ è IMQ. (9.3)
Evidently the two measurements interefere with each other more and
more as the time between them increases*, The time dependence of the
interference is linear. Also, the greater the mass of the particle
the less is the ihtereference» In the classical limit of macroscopic




Let us now go over the Schrodinger representation. A very
useful set of basis vectors for many problems are the eigenvectors fÀ \*i /
of the momentum operator %
A question immediately arises as to the distribution of the eigenvalues
h • In the preceding chapter we saw how one could construct a consis-
(9.9)





tent theory "by assuming, on the "basis of analogy with classical
theory, that the eigenvalues of the coordinates range continuously
from -Ofe to jt cv?( except for special cases which require various
cyclic conditions). We should expect similarly that momentum
eigenvalues will irange from -do to c>o. The validity of this
expectation can readily "be verified» Let X "be an arbitrary
vector, and consider the state vector
2 //>/¦ (9=40)
-
; Multiplying this vector en the left by the operator h ? v^e obtain
(9.11)
Hence the vector (( 9 00 1G } i>; an eigenvector of fa corresponding to
the eigenvalue # •;• ?^. /< , Sinoe ft* is arbitra::-y it is evident
that if fa possacaes a single eigenvalue it possesses a continuum
of eigenvalues covering tîe totality of momentum space i
.1
The wave-functions corresponding to the momentum eigen-
vectors arc readily obtained» Sineo the Cartesian metric is Â^ \ ,
the differential form (8«120) of the momentum operator roducos 'to
h ¦—
' ~~
L, h v ¦ ¦
r
IfVly(^) denotes the wave function corresponding to the vector














of which the solution is
The constant A may be determined by the condition that the state vec-







Hence, at a fixed instant of time we may choose






















where L is the "volume of space". Thus finally
(9.20)
//AThat the vectors Ip /form a complete set followsIff
directly from Fourier transform theory. The condition for com-
pleteness may be expressed concisely in the form
(5.21)
Using the limiting convention implied by eqs» (2.10) and (2»35)
of the A^jjendiXy the above sum may be replaced bb an integral»
We have
(9.22)
s* i i ¦ v
Since tifa1!&&à (hy are arbitrary eigenvectors of /"• , eq.
(9»2i) follows. Tno momentum oiterator h ia therefore proper.
Let us now pause to observe that there is an apparent
contradiction bidden in the foregoing formalism» Consider the
eigenvector equation (9«9)» Since fj is supposed to bo a real ope-
rator ? the complex conjugate of this equation is simply
(9.23)
= êsf^ fik'ft-"-*')ii' a *?-2™.
y¦JK%.--yif




Hence we are led to write equations of the form
(9.24)
which is plainly none sense.
The existence of such con tradiation s indicates, of course,
that some of the conditions ?/hich we have imposed on the operators
appearing in the foregoing analysis are mutually incompatible» Now
these conditions (or assumptions) are the following % 1) that the
operators Qf^ ? £{^ be- real, 2) that they be proper, and 3) that they
satisfy the commutation relations (9«4)» It actually turns out that
the inconsistency (9.24) can be removed by relaxing any one of these
three conditions only slightly » However? since these conditions seem
so necessary from the point of view of our general dynamical theory,
we shall relax any of them only with the greatest reluctance» There-
fore, before doing anything drastic let us examine each one separa-
tely.
We certainly do not want to give up the commutation rela-
tions (9»4) ? since they form the backbone of the analogy between ¦
quantum mechanics and the canonical formalism of classical mechanics»
Also, we certainly want the OC c and £}£ tc "be proper operators,
since o&ly under such circumstances can we introduce the very conve-
nient momentum or coordinate space representations. Therefore, all
that remains to be questionned is the reality of the operators OCr^ and
h. « However, in a previous chapter we have already presented the
arguments for the reality or Hermiticity of operators such as there's






observable. This evidently leaves us in a dilemnao
We shall now show, however, that the dilemna can be
completely resolved "by regarding the momentum operators^) . not
as real operators "but as the ïîipiting forms of complex operators
whose imaginary or anti-Eermitian parts tend to zero. The coordi-
nate operators ££\ may "be left alone in their originally assumed
real forms.
(9.25)
We shall replace the differential form (9.12) of the
momentum operator by
IA «.•» ¦"•"¦" I U-i }S Un
"
/« ,-,r\
I <*-. \s » a J J
whore q is a small positiva quantity whioh is allowed to vanish
after all algebraic work with tho operators fa and is finished
The eigenvalues of the operator ( 9 » 25 ) are still given "by
/o - sk t< (9 o2 6)
/. Abut the wave function corresponding to the eigenvector /&/%a
given by
/• \ y/ L k* li>* -. St. é'-/ / - ] — iTL— jo •*-
instead of by (9«H).
.26)
(9.27)
Sinco the operator (9 = 25) is not re^.1, equation ($,23)








- >& c b
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r fp+i A. f> +1 -A c
**
8
The operator (9«25) still satisfies the commutation relations (9°4) ?
but ire ma,/ now write
(9.30)
(9.31)
The last quantity may 'to evaluated, with the aid of (*? e 27), as follows %
( *Ar i s r f s ji• \r ff s
d ' L3 1^ 3 '¦>/ pi £
Now, the normalization oaonditioa (6,116) applied fco taa wavo fac-
tion (9.27) vinlds
/ - d. f -?: ''J - AT f\*. -?a iyVT. ,
--
<t /h'h!t>'> -^fy*y0












Equation (9«3O) is now self-consistent, and we no longer have a
contradiction .
There romains, however, a question about the orthogo-
nality of the "basic-vectors / Jh> }\ Itwill "be recalled that tlî'ê
proof in chapter 7? oî Q ortlio^pnality of a set af "basic vecr-.ors
defined by a complote set of operator's,, depended on the reality of
those operators» Sinco the operator h is no longer real we noed; a i
not expect the vectors / .4 t}to bo now mutually orthogonal.
Indeed ? we have
4, f i/k'~f.1) ï'-e.x 1 , 1
4 3 /""V ; /^-^ * jt s i»/ / /- /
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(<a, ~rpJ
Hence . v g^M
ay /*• y " "
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The vector? (hjftherefore become orthogonal only i:: the Una's &~~s> 0.
The reader has "br this time doubtless inferred that the
contradiction which waFî ©stained in "equation" {%\2>%) is isitimatoly
related to the fact that the wave functions (9.14) a^e not^ strictly
speaking^ integrable -more precisely, they aj-wa not quadratic ally
integra"blo. The wave functions (9*27) ? on tho other hand, are quadxa-
tically integrabloj owing to the presence of "the "damping factor"
For this reason, the mat hematic s of Quantum mechanics is sometimes
presented in a framework in which only ojmu.ratically integra'ble wave
functions are allowed., The iitathematical theory is then spoken of as
the theory of Hilbert space • However, in order to allow ourselves as
much freedom as possiole we do not here wish to restrict oursaljf within
the confines c:v HilLert space theory* The vector spa.ces wiLL whicn we
deal here may be regarded as generalizations of Hirbert space» We must,
















wed by these généralisations, by "being extra vigilant to detect
contradictions like (9.24) bo as not to "bo led into various mathe
matical traps.
The trick of turning a real operator into a complex
operator with a small imaginary part willbe frequently applied
in the future when the operator has eigenvalues ranging over a
continuum. It is easy to show that the wave functions correspon-
ding to those eigenvectors of a proper real operator which come
from an unbounded continuum must "be necessarily non-quadratically-
integrablc Let (X be an operator which possesses such eigenvec-
tors » Then
where pr denotes the "volume" of the range of the eigenvalues
Of'; ft t an(i e "bars denote suitable average values . JJow,
is an infinity which % in genera.! < had the same number of dimensions
A
as the infinites!ami /J\£j » Honce they cancel cne another , leaving
/ '\ fy Cq I] -x
This means that f V'^v-'.^/ (ÇÂ is ac "tua-l-7 infinitesimally small
for all <p
'
(except pobsi^le isolated points). But the normali-
zation condition (8oii6) shows that g\L* /'i*/(Gj/ need "be infi—
nitesimally small only if the function '"'\l*. . , /r;'/, apart from










Returning now to the problem of the free particle, we
note that since th.c Hamilton!,,n function is a function' of the momen-
1 /\ta...only, the momentum eigen vector 8 / /> > are also energy eigemrec"*' / /
tors. We have
nfp y c^ if>/ (541)




Consider the Schrodinger equation
Multiplying on the left by \/l/?--wf outain :
'
The solution of (9«44) is
and we may write
f
Equation (9«46) may be read .Xy cast into v/ave function form by mul-







Since we are not working with commutators here wg may drop the ima-
ginary part of the- operator fa and write immediately OW H «ÇA1 / B1B 1



















\if0;* f^^Mt^i% 4 )
Equation (9»4?) is readily seen to be the general solution of the
wave function form of the Shrodinger equation.
(9.49)
0 i isThe function t* \/0 f ) is completely arbitrary.
Equation (Q»47) represents the general wave function
as a superposition of plane waves, each having an angular froquei
cyô
and an angular wavelength
f4 /^b (9.51)
The phase velocity of these waves is evidently
Lr ~~AG^^ T7
- -.™A ' (9.52)
I b x,fan
I


















If the function F is a smoothly varying function which is peaked at
the origin and which tapers off to zero on either side so that F is
non-vanishing e^ssntially only in a region having roughly a width Ùfo>
1
say, centered at the origin, then we may show that the region of spa-
ce in which \U is non-vani shing is also more or less bounded. Let usT
consider the
'
time t = t c. Then at the point yy m /"*0? the exponential
has the value unity and all the infinitésimal contributions to the in-
tegral (9*54) add in phase» 4^' ( fr*9 tc.)is tnorefore peaked at 0.
The infinitesimal contributions to the inoagral at a point distant (J y
from f^ can add up out of t>hase and hence cancel one another only ifo
tho integrand has significant magnitudes for values of L.J satisfying
%s (/• S remains large therefore within a region of dimensions /\ ;>.
satisfying





The wave function above is said to describe a "wave pac-
ket" centered at the point a^ "fekQ time tO.t 0. The width of tho wave
packet at time t 0 is^J^. At later timesj as we shall presently see,
the wave packet will spread out over dimensions larger than 4?c ,It
will also move. Before examining the rate of spreading, let us find
the velocity of motion of the packet. The peak of the packet at any
instant is located at the point at which the phase of the exponential












this point, the main infinitesimal to the integral
add up ocn-^ 1;!,'!,;./,^;-, Tfci& pcriiit is cvidontly gi.vcm "by
The velocity of the wave packet is therefore
The velocity £k is knovm as the group velocity cf the probability
wavesn and is "seen to "be exactly equal to the velocity of tho par-
ticle when it has the momentum b 0 »
The wave function (9» 54) represents a quantum state in
which the expectation value of the momentum is A , but in which
there is a certain amount of uncex*ta.ir_ty in iho px^ooision with
which the momentum is known, reflected by the width /}/) of the
function F ,This wave funot.ion therefore describes a situation
which is always encountered in reality, for no observables can be
measured wi^bh .^no.Tnto precision. The behavior of the w&vb Emo-
tion has much in common with the behavior (in classical torms) of
the particle which it describes. The description of material prwU-
clos by means of probability waves P f" wave packets was
first introduced into physics by L. de Broglio.
In order to calculate the rate of 6pxts&.ds*xô of a gi-
ven wave packet ? we may o"b serve that tho width of the packet and
tho width of the function F may be defined rigorously as tha
root mean square deviations iXtc.3^^ LÀ h respectively ©f "khe
coordinates and momenta of the particle. Let us therefore obtain
the time dependence of £X'3±.° -n "the equations which follow wei






the indices L*. .The mean value of the momentum, denoted in (9» 54) f>h
by t) o9 kas components given by
and is independent of time %
.fa = \t li/0,,Ii/0, L/J11) fO. É9.60)
The mean value of the particle position, on the other hancL ? depends
linearly on the time
ff** s'/ f /j \
so that
The /2^ may be identified with the coordinates of the peak of the
wave packet. Hence writing
%-*&i P, (9.65)
we are again led to expression (9,53) for the group velocity.





























hcwever ? depends quadrat ically on the time s
%À IC /y
ZX g-. // // /r- a, /"il//\ //// . 7 A\
*
V
u ¦-¦"¦.¦ \ v-J f f 'M' t'1 H L y *~ ï \ r f o ' - ?
&-*1r^V ¦
'
t- '/ </ / / / /^t- */ / V'"
so that


















Lot us now Be?k for a wave function for which, at time
t « t0?t 0? the equality sign holds in the Heisenberg uncertainty relation
(8*147) • Referring back to the fundamental equations (7.148) and
(7*149) from which (8,147) was derived, we see that the equality sign
can hold only if the vectors ( -Z^) jtAnd (ft- A&c )/ tA
are parallel. In wave function language this condition "becomes
(*'n)ffa U) *a i/o -foa)f% to)to (9.73)
or
-itP'lis/p é U^^>4d^ IP/**/ )* /0 / O- 1 r^°/V f(//W(9.74)
V
where a is an arbitrary constant and where we have now added the
requirement that the wave packet be spherically symmetric* The gv,zieral
solution of (9. 74) is





Referring once again to cq o {7 « 149) we s^e that in order
for the equality sign to hold in (8.147) ;we must also ha/c
But, using (9«75)y we have
&Z7R «
_ *:£ /^*&414 5 *,)rj(/)j











over two of the coordinates,, &ow a is so fa?: an arbitrary complex
number <> In order t&y.t the war-r-ê packet "be confined to a limited
region of space it is eyidervfc that we must have
%,. C°-) <"O (9.78)
As a result of this condition, we may integrate by parts i'n (9 o 77) >
obtaining
—
(1*. ' '{. ) Va -a) -j
V:'» i> /
In order for (9«T6) to hold wa see that we must have
— -•• '-'-"v as. ( ) {ViéO)
"-¦'-¦¦'¦'¦¦¦ &"i
-
which îneans that a 'nust be pure iii^^lDar/0 Ëé'tQ'è\iû;Gririg cond.ition
i.7 ¦> « o;-, we wri"56
an à
X / \ A
—





The wave function is thus seen to follow a Gaussian curve. Since
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(9° 72) reduces to
The coefficient A in (9«82) may "be partially determined
from the normalization requirement (8.116) with the aid of the follo-
wing definite integral (cf. Appendix (2.52)) %
rOo 2 > .
/ c c£^ =Ù± ¦ (9.84)
We have
~ [At e '*' c V d,r
« /A/* e*°*6t*(T£<*f/7U (9 '85)
from which we infer
A = (ïïsko,) c Â ¦ (9.86) •
Differentiating equation (9«84) with respect to a, we ob-
tain
Using this equation we may etatdish a relation between the constant
























~L?<* é ')S Lx"-/fàh)d^
21
(9.88)a Z 7̂ / C ( //->? cv/
—
-jr, 5.-8
Ws may now writ** (9-»82) in tho form
A 2
wharo wo have dropped the subscript i from (/J#*)o> otëag to
symmetr,/..
(9.89)
BecatVfcj.o of the s,y :;:;::yt:?;vr "botwoun coordinator;: caïd noixii—
ta at the time t
-
t0?t 0? wo may oxpact that ths viiomoutuia distribut-
ion in thw w&yg pac&et has iho sam^ form as tfct coordinate distri-
tou.tion, i.v;, that the function f- (Jo') of (9«48) hs.-s i;ha fo,rsi' .'






where "Ù and /-j are suitable constants, analogous to tho A and
&( of {9*b2),. In fact, on tha b.^sis of (9«88) we may oven ir.ter
Equa-i;ion:j (9-9O> 20-may ti verified by dixoct su'fteti'bution in
(9«4^
J
)« UsJrg tb.o Fourier transform rclatiorf
(9.90 )
(9.91)
The !- Bi^n must b« taken in frenb of thitorti in (9» 90)
instead, of thti
-
sigfl sinc^ tho difforcntlal toxm- ot'fa is £|v^-
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Thû exponent in (9*95) ra&y by rearranged thus
xc .'/^ c,^£h;l. • (9.97)
(9.97) is sjfen to rGducG to (9.69) t'• ,t o.i
Prp"bli;m XLVII s Lot ?**« 4. /WvÀ/ * Show that th^ cigonvaluots
f^ rangs -«c to +«i«t and that the compl^to &st u£ orthonormal
GigonYcctor^ »nas "cne r^prCßontatpton
<T /v 3 :r / —iH,v:V „ / .„g ,i_j




Tbu Ha.niltonian function is (éoo ('i 1î6))

























= 0 , fc ~,u> jo -O >1
The solutions of th<sse equations are ùvid«snt3.y
P{ t/ <P ( t J <^u (/-
-
?/ &{i/r.A Call ¦-{/ , .
from which wt- may i,r*.fyr
ffM/5^/ "
-}f: - c*Cï:'tO ¦ S 104)
Itmay bo cl^erYGà that th« quantity on the right of (9*104) is equal
to
-
-x^- times the âitferenc; of the retarde 3 and advanced Grcon's
functions iox' tli^ harmonic ysoil3 at or Çsot (2<,85)). In the lirrit ~~> O
(9*104) rocluocs to +,h& 1-dimonsional fci-c?. cf (9»7)» Tho \mcorta.ir J.ty
relation for tho root fep.iii s4uai'9 deviations of successive measurements
of /> takes, in this caso r tho fôrn
If tho two ïûéaeuroiuiints aya made at à time interval of procisoly an
¦c?f
intogral nurabar /Vf)oriods ? th.wa they de not inversera with each othor<-
This pliOiïwj:.::Gn.:-n ts peculiar to tbo harmcriio oscillator ana rcfil.oo-s t>m
fact that no mat tor what initial momon'GU& t'hç p^-^icle has itwillal-
ways return %n its sIf?- '.ing position ai'ttir on^, period • TbJ s situation
¦is also responsible for ih'j fact thwT ¦¦v^.v-,. jackets for a harmonic 'os-
cillator, unlike thoao foir-.tho fe*ro6 pariicl^j dp not spread out indofi-














form after each period. Wo r^v.! not, however, go into the detailed




Lot us introduce the following operators' ?
c*i" "" """ '~(0*(~to cop) et ~ —— fi>-vi -,9^106)
These oporators satisfy the equaticna
of whioh the general are
<^r and W." being tbo Sohrodijriger form or the operators. We
shall noTf. Wfjrk'
;"ir:'the ¦¦S'ohrodinger represerri-a-ir-on and drop -bhe
subscripts for "Lrev..;by c
Lot lis 'first bVserve the following relations s • •
.4- . .., .. d- ffa -4- ik« Co p)((q-
'
S (9 o 10Q)
and similarly-, .' . ,
and henoe












-« a, £l a.
Jl
m co











Wo may use these relations to determine the eigenvectors and eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian operator. An eigenvector of the operator
CtCC is evidently also an eigenvector of H , and the eigenvalues
¦A-
of H are determined by the eigenvalues of^^^« Hence we may wotk
•A»





Let us introduce the definition
H. B. G~Ou
Then, using postulate 17) of chapter 7)? we have the following condi-
tion on the eigenvalues of n s
The equality sign can hold in (9» 113) only if CL (hy'= 0. If
Cc Irls^ 0> then, using the first of the commutation relations
(_ >n, aj -¦ U* fiL*&JM ?iJjcC^clJ » CL, / .114)
we have
which says that /ii/is an eigenvector of n corresponding to
the eigenvalue /y^ - 1, Similarly, if O^' /^ / 0 it is an ei-
genvector corrosponding to the eigenvalue n1
- 2, Continuing in this
manner, repeatedly applying the operator <5t- , we see that f^must have
a series of eigenvalues )%,* f 'YC " 1> "2, .•• Unless the equa-
lity sign in (9» 113) holds at some point in this procedure, the ei-
genvalues of n willeventually become negative, in contradiction
2*rhf^f °>






with (9» 113). The lowest eigenvalue of n is therefore that for
which the equality sign in (>• , i13 ) holds , namely aero. We have
&IU? T ' (9-117)
Using the second of the commuta-', ion relations (9°114)*
we have





which says tliat <£t//l-/ is an eigenvector of n corresponding
-i- *to the eigenvalue /£ h 1, We see, therefore- that the eigenvalue* of
n are the series of integers s
the corresponding eigenvectors "being obtained \>y repeated applica-
tion of a on 1:S' ; Sinoe
we have the normalization condition








/4>/ / f *;VV'-Àet h -/f )1 /
a h10)-A./







/ft w) /^4> - i/uJ-hf-JX (%123)
y/ I»"
The matrix elements of the operators a and a are therefore gi-
ven by
all other matrix elements vanishing «
9.123)
(9.124)
Since the Hamiltonian operator can be written in the
form (see (9«.1Q9))
/¦/ — Ao^ fn 4.iij (9.125)
we see that the energy eigenvalues of tne harmonic oscillator are
in comploce agreement with tiie result (5«12) of tho old quantum theo-
ry. The matrix elements of £> and j£g can be readily obtained if
wq remember that -/¦
'
f a
- c f^r (Œ"( Œ " < ? - 127 )
















all other matrix elements vanishing. If thy h'-rmoriic oscillator oar-




which tho matrix olomoata are '
(9.131)
Equation (9•131 ) agrees, up to an arbitrary x^hase factor ? ljwith
tho result (5»48) inferred from the old quantum theory on the "basis
of the Correspondence Principle.
Since the vectors fir, y are eigenvectors of H as well
as of nl,n 1, the energy eigenvalues E , may "be used as labels just asn "
well as the intergers n!• Ifwo now transform back to the Heisenberg
representation, we may write, remembering equations ($, 108)
< G~.;i ' /'3 (M*f~.i)>= fr% 'C. ; *><V"tf "V":f/Hl9,132)





We see from equations (9.122, 123) that if any function
ikof the operators a, a is applied to any linear combination of the
vectors /f*/A the result will again "be a linear combination of the vec-
tors / i.-//' Since £* and /•¦ arc expressible in terms of a and
(7 (soo (9,127, 128)) ? this is also true of any function of O and &¦ v
Hence, if we woric in the vector space generated by the vectors yn'Vwe shall never have to enlarge that vector space as a result '
of any of our dynamical equations. In this s~nse, then, the vectors
I•/?// form a complete set, and the operator n, or H , "by itself
















ofton convenient to work in the configuration space representation
in which ois diagonal. The completeness of the /,%, ')> *s
implies tnatj unless there is a hidden incompatibility between the
formalism of this section and the configuration spa.cc formalism of
chapter 8> the wave functions corresponding to the/^j
'
) * s will
form a complote: orthonormal set of functions in '-space» We
shall now verify this implication hy direct, construction.
¦Equation (( 9 •HT) 9 written in terms of p and À ,
has the form •¦ ¦ ¦•• ¦' ;::;. , ,
Multiplying oa the left "by < /^ / y we obtain
of which the general- solution is . ¦ ¦-.
<t>'lO\ * /IS 2^-P (0.^8)





We may evident ly choose
t\ -,/J.Oj ( Jjr£ f (9-140)
so that . • . '- .
¦













Then, in differential form the operator a "becomes
~ -£=/£- -A), (9-143)
and we may write . •
and
n-^—f^--o) c % (9.145)
Now observe that
Hence we may write y





























The functions rt y (ù) are known as ïïsrmito polynomials s
A(y) * Vv^ 7
(9.149)
Consider the function
Inserting the- definition (9»'!48) into this equation and using'
equation / Jof the Appendix, we may vérité J? (Q?C) in the
(9,.151) ,•' ¦
Q. . . ' is called the generating function for the Horniite .polyno-
mials.
We are now in a 'position to verify explicitly the












But _ >a _
Hence
ajftd thG oocipietenosa is proved.
c) Systems with angular momentum
In chapter 4 wo considered systems for which n total an-
gular momentum vector J can "bo defined. The components of J were








/\ * // /HCu








In the quantum theory of these systems there willbe analogous
operator quantities J: satisfying the commutation relation
We shall now study the properties of these operators»
(9.156)
In chapter 4we saw that if A is any vector or
tensor quantity composed out of the canonical variables,, the varia-
tion in À produced "by a rotation of the Cartesian coordinates
through an angle -J^ is given in classical theory "by (see (4» 9))
We kail expect an analogous relation to hold in thecrj.
SA (9.158)
r
In particular, if A is a scalar then $ A = 0 ? and
Of partieuMj" interest is the square of the total angular mora-entiim
2
Since J %''¦¦ a 3ca.-.ar we -ehoalâ ei^eo-, it to oomiaurt© with tVia .T
• ,
This may be verified diraotly


















2Now 9 the expectation value of J in any state must eviden-
tly be always greater than or equal to zero. Hence its eigenvalues must
be greater than or equal to zero. Itwillbe of interest to consider
the operator J + 1/4^ ? whose eigenvalues are evidently all greater
than or equal to i/4^£, • Tbis operator has an Hermitian square root
whose eigenvalues are all greater than or equal to 1/2 st*£. Let us in-
troduce the operator
(9.162)
/ is an Henni tian operator whose eigenvalues are all greater than or
(I • 2 •
equal to zero. Since j is a function of J it commutes with each of the
f
J £ «In this section we shall not "be considering any operators other
than the J,- . Hence, one having selected an eigenvalue for / , we
may, in our subsequent work., regard i as 'being simply a number */ ',
equal to that eigenvalue» Of course 9 we have not yet determined the
possible eigenvalues of / » That is what we shall do in the following
paragraphs «
Let us now introduce also the following operators s














Making use of (9.154) and the fact that (of; (5.37))
we may write' (9.I63) in the form
Simd larly




*>-w J 7"*- >¦ // # '¦¦¦¦ '¦










/ \Let Im y . .De a,n eigenvector of il corresponding to
the eigenvalue m 1 .. l'hën, "using (,9«16/7)s we may Y\rri'be
(9.172)
from which we may infer
i



















Similarly, using (9.168), we have
which implies
"*/-^ $^5f / ¦ (9 - 175)





The equality sign can hold in (9,172) only if / />hO=0.
If / Aj^V °9 then, using (9.171), we obtain
which says that / /^/ is an eigenvector of .m corresponding to
v V /* 2 / 'I,the eigenvalue ml - I» Similarly, if /... /^Sr ®9 i*is an eigen-
vector of m corresponding to tho eigenvalue m 1
-
2. Continuing in this
manner, repeatedly applying the operator J— , we see that m
must have a series of eigenvalues m 1, m 1 - 1, m1 - 2, ... Unless the
equality sign in (9/172) holds at some point in this procedure, the
eigenvalues of m will eventually become less that
-
j1, in contra-
diction with (9.173). The lowest eigenvalue of m is therefore that for





The equality sign in ( 9.174 ), on tho other hand can hold















which &c,yw that :; -tW)-:" is an ei^'invoctox- of m oorio^p-iiding
to tho jigenvaJLuo r.' ¦;• 1. 2j _e--;plated implications of the operator
i we obtain oi^onreotors cc^ï'csponàilng to th-; series oi
l eigenvalues
in s , li*1 + 1 ? m f + 2, * «, Thi& s^ri^vj i^o4; «>vu.dçn:tly terminât;.^ In <; . /for which value tho equal cy sign iri / v̂ iioldp s
Wo now gc^o that tho oigQû"Va,iuos of m aavt: intogi?al spneing and
are by (of. '5-^S1))
py, y -^ -J. i-J, ,...J ~^J -,]¦¦ (9.101.)
(9o181) now tells us something about tho oisenv^luoa of
?/o soo that j1 cm take on only thu vaines
That xfo, 2y must be an into^cr* Lot us kow jndioato tho por?si-
bio variaility i.ri j' by wrV-,i:.g tho oigenvoc jotg in the form
/j1, in1 } - This :'>.,:' pwrjaiS'^fblQ fi-.noc j a.nd ?ii ooriwnuhe witZi on©
nnothof 1 ana arv> honoo ciàRiItanocisl" oLr'or^aLlo- Lou us write



















%q matrix >loments of tfco operators j and j arc soon to Hia
&**-'//+//'**'J)* tyCfâ-*'^-^ (9.187)




Prom (9-166) we Coo that the eigenvalues i.r th<;sqjw^» c.f the
angular momentum voctcr aro
"V
-
(J +-.ÀJ ¦-%¦ (91^9)
with the jjT '2 -;i'/.3n "by (9.18a),. Similarly, f:o./i (g.164), vo e&e that thô
oigonvaluc;^ of the third cc-nponont o";> th^ angul.; r moinG:i*'ur:J vector arc
•<y , *• .^ A- (-9^90)
(7 ù
with tho m f *.s given "by (9.18I), From dj:c, --Iry it is obvieront th:.t th-c*so aro
also the oigenralaoa of %ny component of J ,
.18
9. 19
Wo sow from eowrjtiona (9<>'^^> v9* t'bat iiany aiuuo't.i on U
of :tUo operators j. j ;, a is «opliod to any I3n^ir combina iiox. :.,ï \.h.±
voctors /;f y rn l \ ? th> rosuit wil] again "bo a linear combination of
the vectore. Hinoo all tlio -'. ,• are :Jipyv nsiblo in iorm^oi .1 , j , m9m 9
this is B,l'so t/iia oi' aay fimctior'. of bh^ J^ . H\no.:-c as far as the














rators j and m forming together a complete set of commuting pro-










we may readily determine I.h.e matrix olemonts of the components of J
all other matrix olemcnts vanishingc
(9.196)
'If the total angular mome turn of the system is separa-
ble into an orbital and a spin pert w,iich satisfy the Poisson
bracket relations (ù.^2), (-U73) and (4«36), then -hiiase parts ma-y
be treated separately iiijust the same manner as the total angu-
lar momentum lias been treated a"bove, Tho quantum operators L and











/{'m'-lnh'/<*'\=>.-'/'i'- 'fît!-; / a
£.
'






and are, of course > related to the total angular momentum operator J
by
J = L + S
The quantum numbers used to fix the magnitudes of the orbital and spin
angular momenta are customarily denoted by £ and S respectively»
There is no accepted convention for denoting the quantum numbers which
fix the components L, and S, e We shall here denote thorn simply by
and niç respectively. Thus
L ~ H. ¦? l& +'VJ (9.201)
O
~ JL O Ll> (9.203)
o 3 4L"ht s ; (9.204)
(9.202)
As we have seen in chapter 4? the orbital angular momen-
tum is always describable in terms of the canonical coordinates and
their conjugate momenta» The spin angular momenta, on "jjh© other hand,
in the case that they refer to point particles which have been concep-
tually abstracted from rotating rigid bodies , need not bo doscribable
in terms of canonically conjugated variables» They therefore represent
a special case» We shall consider them presently, but we shall first
turn our attention to orbital angular momenta .
w
"








Let 0 denote tbo coordinates of tho system, which,
together with their conjugate momenta,, are sufficient to define the
orbital comont'im of the sy s tonic Suppose that- none of the
spin variables of tho system are included among 1 the 0.-^*« ÎTow let
the coordinate system be rotated through an angle ~» c?£X° by
eq.o (9»15S) ? the new coordinate s 5 wJ.ibh we may denote by /¦> , will





Sines bà-e P. do rob include the spin vaVialv'e^ -fee spin oart of
./ . .
J communes with thu p
'
5 and eq.o (9^ (- t:;) :r.-,3\....i ,^ 1,0if*
/) -// f/ / [9-206J
f
where
/ i / 4 f r -%- L » no>
U ~ A r 72 i- e?pc « • (9.207)
CSuppose the infinitesi:..al psoulovootor n<^ is taken parallel to
the \3T,-a.xis and eoual in magnitude to à{â % Thon / > becomesijr r
é/":* p"-^^^ o''/ '(9.208)
and, for an ar'bit^ary rotation
--










Let us nov .introduce tho configuration epaco représenta-
tioiio We shall use tas symbol Ç> to denote tho coordinate eigenva-
lues,, whether they be of the old or the new coordinates 0 This means



















old coordinates and the eigenvectors f>Q*y of the naw 0 We may
11 Sfrwrite '¦
f/f'A* f>«/f)o/ fe..«)
Multiplying (9.211) on the left by //, we obtain
which tells us thaè the /-.'N 0 an(^- />) !3-t3 -t are related byfry /ry é
/p'\> = (jja'\
(f<z '-''¦</ Sy f (9.213)






If the- quantum state of the system is/ J 9 then Xp /
and *CSSi 4p f y define respectively tho values of the wave function
at tho point in the old coordinate system and the point in the new
coordinate system which have the same coordinate values. Let us take
/ y to be an eigenstate j4, ff% # jV'/of the operator L^o Then,
using (9.215) and (9.209), We have r .
(9.216)













Now ? when /fj- 2 H. the coordinates suffer one complete rotation
and become identical with the original coordinates again. The
wave functions must return to their original valus 8"$ and hence
we must have
¦
"**"' 'i , 217)
Equation (9.217) can be satisfied, however 9 only for integral
values of m1^ » By equation (9.131 ) * - inserting /, for j
'
and
/ffl^foxm', this m ans that ,t- . oan 'have r:only integral values
x>
* Ly- /, .<V' r . / • , . , (9*213)(9. 218}
The sign angular parnenirum quantum numbers 9 on the
other hand ? are under n.) Su.oh restriction 9 proyiaed the^ refer to
point particles whose spin variables do hot constitute a complete
claocically canoiiical Bût, fha spin quantum nunibsrs- < ¦ ?<^». may
assume half- old-into^ral as weir, as intégral _TL"a case
S! = 1/2 is of special pLnportahpe, being that which appears to des^
crite the s-pin propsrties of alactroaa, nùqleons, neutrinos", and
muons ? and wo shall consider it r.ow in soaè aetail,
Using- oqs, (9" i94:''9^>) ? S-nd subs cita sing S ; = 1'/2
for j1 and n'v?
= + 1/2 -?or ia% wo oli-sain fer the matrix éléments






















The matrix representations of the S may therefore be expressed in
the form
SCSC ** Ji? C, (9.222)
where
The Qs are knov/n as the Pauli spin matrices. They evidently satisfy
the equation
£$c
/ *2c £/* ¦ (9>224)





To construct the wave function corresponding to a typical
system possessing spin angular momenta it is necessary to introduce
labels referring to the spin variables in addition to those referring
to the coordinates. If,as is the typical situation, the square of the
spin angular momentum vector commutes with the Eamiltonian function
of the sjjtem then the quantum number S 1 remains permanently constant
and may be dropped from the formalism, its value always being implici-
tly understood. The basis vectors may then be labeled as IÛ . tH*v N
/ sand the wave function of the system written as
(9.226)
It is frequently the custop to combine the spin components of the wave










The spin operators are then conveniently taken in their matrix
forms as defined by eqs a (go 194- 19^)» When this done, however j
it is necessary to treat orthogonal coordinate transforniations in
a special manner. Consider an infinitesimal rotation of the Car-
tesian coordinates ¦$£,. of the forra
•v fr
where C;¦,- is an infinitesimal antisymmetric in the indices (^ andj
Normally we would say that the spin angular momentum vector trans-
forms under this transformation according- to
0, -¦ s), '' '-w/O-; / (S.229)
so that
Jf . / <J-
''
/>9




Howevei . since we have found it convenient to introduce a particular
set of matrices for the S ? we do net ':.ish the so matrices to
"be altered by a coordinate transformation* We can instead let the
wave function w assume the burden of transformation. The transfor-
mation must be unitary, and hence wo 'write
jf / /y»• é /.Cip, • (')I/ ]
fé/si /$ =;pi^W'?sr
!à -A L/ / S













where, since the transformation is infinitesimal, [y has the form
(J In,
A being Hermitian with vanishing trace • We then write
X^ » fy
'rfc Of 'ah/
We must evidently have
eigÇj = t r&/A]'
The solution of (9«233)> as may be readily verified by direct substi-
tution, is












A system for which the spin angular momentum quantum
number is 0, 1/2, 1, ... etc. is said to be a system of spin 0,
spin 1/2; spin 1, ••.• etc. For a system of spin 1/2, equation (
(9»235) may be written in terms of the Pauli matrices (9,223)
as .
U 7 2 V L/ 0~j T ' -(9.236)
The column vector \1/ has in this case two components aid is
called a spinor. Evidently, from the results of (9»216), a spinor
changes sign under rotation of the coordinates through an angle





has 2 j£ f + 1 components and is multiplied by the factor
(-1)
**
under a rotation of the coordinates through an angle 2// •
(
Problem XLVIIIi Show that the spin matrices of a system of spin -1
are given by
Show that under the iinitary transforn^ationC^ = 1)!\ù ? where
U ¦= / 'it- O h&- )
\ O -J a/0
Sit*Sf
/AvgJV.*~M—V"
SV-0 r J~*°\ c tloo\
u t r rrati Q? =
- / 'ife. n %^
0
48
the' transformed Spin matrices S
• =I/Or (s are given "by
/o 0 0 \ /o 0 i\ JO -i o\
s/^l° ° -1 *t m# ° ° ° w ° °),
i O i o/; I-i 0 0 J 0 0 of
5how that the ao 1» v/ave function transforms like' an ordinary 3-vector
un er coordinates rotations, i,e|
and that the expectation value of the spin angular momentum vector
may "be expressed in the form
Sometimes we know the total angular momentum quantum num-«
bers y and m' of a system when it.in a certain state, together
with the orbital and spin quantum numbers J£ x and S' we wish to know
the probability of finding it in the various orbital and spin states
IX/S tKptnSc) Tilis problem is a special case of the foil-owing more
general problem.
Consider a system formed from the combination of two se-
parate systems having total spin angular momentum vectors J, and Jp
respectively. The total angular momentum vector of the combined sys-












We have the commutation relations
r.H h 1 -fro /i fh h 7 n//jt ;/ ~A
and we may vérité
&**1J]°~ 4. J/ Z^ $k& ,
and
Evidently v/e may choose as aua^itum ïnxmbexs either the set
Jj/Jx / //^v or the set // -'h fyfS^tz '
°
iar pI
'°':aeni is to find
the transformation coefficients V^ ,' / (' u/' ,<.
'
/ \'" t fM. y\
We shall arc's the 'quantum numb ors / / ;/ 9 as the s g
willbe assumed to be constant throughout the remaining discussion ?
and we shall write the transformation coefficients simply in the
form S**"u^
'
4.y }i/su*/'> We shall also introduce the operators









fata I"'*4i *- (9.241)




<^"// /^'/^* $1 Wf^^9-24^
Now, for any given j1 the basis vectors /j'> mO or
all values of m1m 1 from -j1 to j1 can be generated by repeated appli~
cation of the operators j and j via (9. 184) and (9.1Ô6). The
maximum values of ml.m 1 . , and m' are j» and j' respectively. Hence,
by (9«243), the maximum value of m1m 1 is j'^^Ô'p' Tbis must therefore
also be the maximum value of jj
' • Evidently we may write
<X/*//,V't^-Vy>*^ (9.244)( 9.244 )
We can obtain the basis vectors /j1 - + J'q» m'/ or m' <T"^ ' 1 "*" Jo
by repeated application of equation (9«184)> using the fact that





sfiut^*$ ' i]-fin*• *£#£*$ -= 0
</($>»%¦>'J/'^Viv;«
-J




Tho "basis- vector/;) 1? nvrY
"
must "be
j1, m tSC7 p* . This can be done
in only on© way since thorc arc only two iinié^rïy independent vec-
tors /m 1,, &*2x * with m* «j + m' 2 = j1 1 + jf 2 s»1 ? with which to
construct /j' ? m'V>- / * and /«3 1 * m ' >̂7 / •/ / • Tûis
"bo illustrated "by the following table-, where we suppose jj. j'
and whôre H , is the number of linoarly indopondant vootors
/ y m/m J . 9 ffl'p") with m' + mV. - a' «
-
1 + -i» -1 /i« i» .. «i )12 { 1 V 2 (
V'r 1 J' 2 j 2
! -i ' - P i'L° 1 ° 2
I
3 S "" jl2
. . . » o . . o . . . . , y 2j'
2
4 1
3 1 d3 2 d 2 \

















1« 2ri«3 p+aa fi
m1m 1!li!lim'
52
— !li ®li 5si
I:r> J^ J
r-d'1 + i -yz 1
12 1 2
The numbers of valuos which can "be assomod by the iyua?atuin
numbers m r . and m' o are 2j' + 1 and 2j!9 +1 rospectivoly. ll^nce the
number of different b?:;?is Vectors /*al*> m 1,, \ is (2j' + i)(2j'o+i)j
which may also bo obtained frcm the table as follows s




Having obtained the vector /j/j
'
5 nr // ¦• 'v > from
orthogonality requirements, we can obtain the ""basis vectors
/^'i + "l? m? for ml^s*33
*l1l
1





















of (9*184) • Next, the vector /j1 ? m1Vr/ir^y ŝrusi be chosen
orthogonal to / jf,m•//,¦/_ ,v , ;-/ and / j\ in1\ /.'.,' aK -/
Again this can "be done in only one way* Continuing in this manner,
we see that all tho coefficients «^jn',., m'p / j!j iû'\ can be
obtained. It is evident that the minimum value of j' is «j'^-j'p
and from our method of construction we see that the number of diffe-
rent basis vectors / jf -, m! is given by
&&vP +Jl+t?(fi+/is) -*^t• ¦¦$&/$$
which is the expected result. fi v
As an illustration of the above method we shall consider
the combination of two spin 1/2 systems* Then jf . = j'p ~ 1/2
and we have










Let IOj o)> = a / - 1/2, I/2J) + b /i/2, - i/2^> « We must
have /a^ + /^/ - 1 aftct a + "b sa 0 » We may ovidently choose
a »
-
b = __ 9 so that
TlVia. -Pr\-Y>ch rr<"i-î von" ma+Vi/-\r1 rn.otr T^£i o"(r+ /?>v\ A nA A vt ovi /-\Vi-!rn /-vu o *f*o_
(9.251)
The foregoing method may be extended in an obvious fa-
shion to the treatment of systems formed from the combination of
throe or more systems having angular momentum» In .practive, however,
calculation by this method is cumbersome and tedious* Since such sys-
tems are of widespread importance in physics, much effort has been
expended in de ve lopping quicker techniques for handling problems in-
volving angular momentum 0 Particular mention should be made of the
Very successful use of the methods of group theory. A study of these
methods is unfortunately beyond the scope of this work» For an up to
date treatment of angular momentum, in which, however, no systematic
use is made of the theory of groups 5 the reader is referred to
J« Schwinger, On Angular Momnetum» Huclear Development Associates,








Problem XLIX g Show that for the combination of two systems with
y
«I
= 1 9 y 2
= 1/2* we have
f 2 2. / ft
'U * a- / ¥ J /'y k/
IX •O ~/£Aj 4> i*_ <£ \
Problem L i Show that for the combination of two systems with
111. 3I'1 » "/ «
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In chapter 5 we concluded that a charged multiply perio-
dic system radiates electromagnetic energy? in making a transition
from an energy level S to a level S , at a rate which is propor-
tional to the square of the absolute valuG of the matrix element
(see eg» (5-44))
where "^7, is the electric dipole moment of the system» Although this
conclusion was based on analogy with classical theory ? via the Cor-
respondence Principle , we may anticipate its holding in the exact
quantum theory of the interaction of matter and radiation. Now, it
frequently happens that the Hamilton!an function of the charged mul-
tiply periodic system in question ha£. a form which remains invariant
under arbitrary rotations of the system (or, conversely , of the Car-
tesian axes). In this case the total angular momentum vector J is
a constant of the motion, and the individual energy levels are dege-
nerate o The quantum numbers j' and m1m 1 (or independent combinations
of them) must be introduced in order to specify the quantum states
completely. We therefore consider matrix elements of the- form
The dipole radiative transition j' ? m1m 1
•**ta*^jll> raM can take place-






ning the matrix elements in dota-il, therefore, we aro led to se-
lection rules, A number of selection rules for simple systems were
obtained in chapter 5 through analogy with classical theory via
the Correspondence Principle. We shall here obtain some selection
rules for systems possessing conserved angular momenta,, by comple-
tely rigorous arguments» These sel'Gcion rules will depend only
on the algebraic properties of the angular momentum operators and
not on any particular characteristics of the systems themselves»
First 9 observe that if we have an equation of the form
(9.254)
where the t"^/ f*t* ai*e functions of the operators j and m,
we may infer, by taking the matrix elements, that
which implies that the ma t/rix eleraen (9» 253) vanishes unless
(9.255)
(9.256)
Now, since the aleotiio dipole moment is a vector com-
posed out of the dynamical variables of -the syatam*, we Lav©
£$?'%*]*-i£ty*%* (9- i57)
In particular
























W^ -2hvty^ tp +v?- fy=Q (9.262)
Equations (9*259), (9.262) and (9-263) are of the form (9.254), and
hence we may infer that the matrix elements (9«253) of the various com-
ponents of >4 vanish unless
W - skru « O, (9,264)
We have therefore the following selection rules on m (cf. (5-80))
m" « ml,m 1, (9,266)

























Except for the term on the right hand side, this equation is of the
form (90254)» Let us therefore examine the quabtity on tho right a
little more closely» Let us book particularly at tho scalar product
•as fr , &' /;/ h./ . ?y
j), 1hpjk-p J
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'J*V * SXnoe this quantity is a scalar it commutes with the J^
2and hence with J and j» That is
t
:<çHJ;-0:?)/~ ° (9- 27i)
Equation (9.271) is of the form (9-254), with ?p > replaced "by y kh *





Hence taking those matrix elements of (9°27Q) or wki°k 0110 11 4 0T?0 T ?
i ? V
we may infer that the matrix element." .j-'-; mn
' '
\h f ? my










Since jf , j" are positive or zero ? we cannot have j" +j'+2 » 0.
We can have ,1" ¦-!-. jJ ¦•- 0 only if j? = j" = 000 0 Under thoee
circurnstajiGos, ncwcTcr, ç-hs J^ ?»re iâeritically aaro and tiir^mM!=O<,
The fDxi'';vix elema ts of a/ad %, vanish* said by stuid.
\ ®j Of v*~» 10, 0 also v-ar^shes» ThnSj if jl'j1
'
J • ',Lg -^^ can
bave .Ixo¦¦;'¦ --v^.:..io.i:'::.^.-; oleac-nt-s oal^' i.f
(9.285)
II .j': = .j'_, tho ..iie.tr? ¦.:¦: for:;! of ¦aq., •';;."'?0) ;?o«xaco9
to
(9.276)
Wo oan havfe a npn Tarûsshing matrix slsinent -^"j!? ia"y f»
-
/ dS ml//t-, ¦' t , ' \only if fet 1 laei; o>.. of Iho matrix eïoiigntau*^ jl,j 1, m" >5 ¦ .-?:' / j', m'^'
W /
is noD--va.ni s :u a^» l'hiPi .Lo^Gv^r, nst Lixways -b^ vase, For axample,
if the system Gons?Lsts of i ¦¦ *-8X& particle moving î-n a central
force field (.see next seo^ion^ îh^ri
where tho are tbo coordi^^-tos and the jfy tho ii.omen-
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In this case j -£ , whero J^ is the orl-iati angular momontum ope-
rator, and we have the selection rulfis (of. 5«^1))
£"~r*l (9.880)
Only for more general systeais can we have tho additional selection
rule
j" « y for j^ / 0 - (9.28-1)
2
.
**) The partiolg moving
t
in a _ contre!.! î'orce fiold «
It will "be instructive zo carry out the raarttisaticn of
this system in curvilinear coordinator , namely the spherical coordina-
tes appropriate te the system. The Lagrangian function is given "by
(1,212), and we see that the metric tensor of the spherical coordi«~
jmte system is given by
(9.282)
where we have chosen the Coordinate in tb* order $ =» £> fe? ~Q)>
'
Tho only non-van ishihg Chris+c: 1!.:^!- sy-ifboj f. are tho folia-
wing %
(9.283)



















We therefore have ,->





Is *\~ *:~ ¦
/ / t-3 (p
.
We also ha-A^e
"f1 ) '2 -"^pVj ;< v =
-
-=r "¦ : > (9.289)
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Hence the function (j/of eg. (8.143) becomes
(9.293)
and we may write the Harailtonian operator in the form (see (1*216))
(9.294)
We shall actually find itmore convenient for many purpo-
ses to leave the Hamilton! an function in Cartesian form
/../
-
24> v va) (««>
£Q is the momentum vector, components are the momenta conjugate
to the Cartesian coordinates
X = A sin & GOS &
It is of interest to express the radial momentum Â)A i:\ Ca^-^esian
/ rit»
form» (9»294) ? we have, in the Heisen'berg repi-s s &ntat ion,
























the last fora "being obtainable from the preceding one "by taking
the Hermiti»>-,. adjoint «
STow tho orbital angular momentum of the £>article is
given *i:y
(9.302)























is a scalar it commutes with L ,HenoG ? calir-i-*
plying (9»304) on the left "by iCL, ? we find we can write (9^2.95) in
the form
//*^&?+¦£) +Wfi) f5.306)
Comparison of (9 =.305- ?atn (9 '•294; leads us to make "ao identification
(of. (1.225)
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(9.308)
An operator whoso properties willbe very useful to us
in later sections is the following
(9.309)
This operator may also be expressed in the following., forms
(9.310)
(9.311)
the lac~ fcrm being ot tailed from the preceding ono "by taking the
Hernitiar ctdioint;. /<, satis fios tho follcving equations.

























Let us return new to a study of the differential forms of
various operators in. Loth Cartesian oj:i& spherical coordinates » From
eqs» (9°296) '»vo obt&izi tlio tranaformation matrix
4£' //> '~ / / ¦' C 'I. Fr> i7/
i
-¦"* * ,¦«*"> /'
'
o . j
**^ k&. !/¦¦¦¦ À -** A. A I// .<"s ¦ / .' -jA-V /
/jf* o ¦ /"'-"¦
" " ' ( J
? cc * ' ; ""


























sin t/ sin t^
f
-coa t? sin </^
¦'^L COS y
x^ sin $
&*, 2>*z S^ / sin fy ooa y»





,/0 : k ¦-¦




v <?*<* d f̂ d^ dp./A
-yisiîi Q- sin
y^sin 6^ cos C&
0 /. ?b)(
•V oos cos GîP
/I






















Using these forms we ma/ now readily obtain the v/ave
functions corresponding- to the eigenvectors of tho operators
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C and. m/ First of all we have
which, when translated into configuration space language $ reads
which says that <S
'
Ù faI£'fof) i- of the fcrm
where we have inserted normalization factors in f-i.ic.Jl a way that 7:0
insure
/J^6> > °^ Cc^i) ? is here the rolumo elenjent^/of angle space ( (P :Cp)
and has the explicit form
a£t> « «^ (9.335)
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which on integration yields
or
ft*-/








o?<''+ / / cv/j^
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<^fJfO\ ~ (-jfèïtiÏÏMfjf) (9.347)
where
j-=aws y cl}°^-A> y (9.348)
and
The 7^/ are known as Legsndro poly^-omials. ( fA f ( J )
is evidently a polynomial of degree ,^\i*iF ) These pclyuomialc
clearly sa^sfy the orthogonality relations
(9.349)
(9.350)
Sfow ? making vise of eg« (9«"'S6), wa may rewrite (9» 346)
in a different form» First of all, we have ? for m! c., 0?
(9. 351)
With the explicit form (9«329) this "becomes,, in ooruÇtgurstîon space
m yj4*. .35f




fcl f'J ft)/ V*- / r yd I I
/ RfJ (
' J s-Ôdl2 e'£'f





The /«/ are known as associated Legait^ce polynomials. ïhoj evidently
(9.354)
Comparison of egs 0 (9«34-) and ($U353) yields us the fo
lowing identity %
(9.35 6)
Wavo functions for m1m 1 ,Tr 0 are clrbaineà irj. a. similai
manner. Making use of (9c 164} ? wo have
¦ ¦
x(à~cJ^"^^
1/21 f % '(J "•"4nJ: LJ /{w '
•*-N» ¦-
-
J.44Q J.UUUVJ. UV a
ff<, AI
nV ¦ i .pi..,., niiii-^r «. À
(< --in/, <¦ y
Vo)*9-r)%fpc.(v.e.(v.
where
r<?r / <-•¦¦ j>







??o shall dooo this section vTith J:h3 derivation of an
important relation involving tile Legandrs polynonials, WjjpJ.cr! we
shall use in a later chapter» First, consider the following integral
(9.360)-.-£—-{r*/JSL _.4.2 £_lily f^ ¦ -
Vit
it Z!
— :/i ffr: 'y • *5 ' ¦'¦ t I-'¦' r i \
I(0, / ,/fl
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If we are interested only in largo values of a , then we have the
asymptotic form
More generally, ifJ~{j )is any polynomial .hi f ,we may write
X f(J/£
J
d.J s~— -t-L^ -H—^-- (9.362)
We shall now investigate the case :.;: which ( j) is s ï.egondre
polynomial. Let us make the change of variables
Then we may write
It is clear that

















<4>* 4 /i> j
/s-jfw
4IfU+cJfl-.«.<#%0
7 (?:.+£ y!Z-jy!Z-j y











Since the Legendre polynomials are a complet e cet of funC'
tions on the interval -1 to 1, the function may be expan-
ded in the form
(9.370)
The coefficients riaA&¦) way be determined by moans of tha ortho-
gonality relations (9«350)/»
A fD) ~^JIIf^P/^L'^Jf'^y (9.371)
We therefore have the asymptotic! expansion
**^*"
(9.372)
a) Systems with 'hound. .stationary states»
Consider a system which is described "by a time indepen-»
dent Hamilton!an function H . H is a constant of mption. Let us
work in the Hois ©nberg representation, and lot us introduce a com-
plete set of orthcnormal Heisenberg state vectors Iy\f\ Su^-oose
the operator H is numbered among the of so that the / are
eigenvectors of H•Aa we have scon ? tne eigenvalues Hl of H may
range either over a discrete sot, a continuous range 5 or both» *
Lot F bo an arbitrary dynamical observable. Let F
denote its time derivative. Lot us consider the expectation value
-mU-JHUH%--»
(¦y'J £ J'û'U/.
£:o.Trr\ ~Y\A~r. -î ' "* S\tf fiwfil /^;ilf\ r\ T1"/^ f" ÎSS ."*. i^ f*S •¦-?-. 1¦f- V\ f\**»s .- v*£^ -i*:
ait /A a)
"•
*•» Jk *, V N*> at-
—
»- -* J. '-W -J. —I-
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(9.373)
This says the!; the expe.-^-.cion value cf P ;L:o. . v **: *r^/ ?:'-^*«iat«--'-e
vanishes. But this is cloarly nonEGr^e» For; suppose the âystcrr- (ion^
sists of a niggle pa^jiclo of do:i'.i^° mer«:y scaot, red * ;: r
center of a.r..u :. -vp -: :< ' "-^ :^- :.ic,s^i;ioi, •<'¦ v ?v< ,
Then /^» •£»*>; , whui;© a iw the rr;.asr a^*/,;. ui;e nkou»o/;tj.Jii oi the >?-'.!•-
ticlo, and 07 v (9*373) s-^ys !;hat . .':¦,, •- '•/ '-ug wo buo^ -v-'at
the particle starts initially wltb a- i-fizav" ftJi^-^Sry^ eo-Oj. ;;; .';T-
and a corresponding defini% moraent.^. ,;'-»
y
.-. Wé k»c" ¦• that +.*.co oxpec uu, •
tion value of £) is overwhelmingly likely to "be appro^iv^coly ',
and not zero
W<3 are here faced irit1.,. a cent radio tien analogc/iis to that
considered in the discussion of !;Jje free particle (sea (;?..24))- Wo
shall avoid the contradiction "by fciie sr-me trick us u^ea pi-ovioii^ly,
namely, we sh^.ll regard H as uhe L\.np.itr'.ng form of a complex opsr'V"
tor as its imagjiiiry oart taridc to &ej.-o» ~lt<?t is, wo shall still have
where H' is i-&al,.tut we B.h.ali write
where |_ is a small real quantity wh.ioh torvV t.'o zcv: ¦¦;:¦ t::& j.imi'fc
after all algobrai". v/ork in"ro.l^.n^ ,H b..vc b^e:: ouitpj -:;«'r! ¦ o may.




: ov.^^^ cigonst' |









Although wo shell here not go through the aaaZ.^ns of
an actual case
'
9 v^e can say lhat wh&n H! cc:no3 from a continuum
t /\
of values, [Ù(y will he such that the expression ou the right
pf (9/376) does not n^oessariciy vanish in tlio limit C
—
i> 0-
When H; ±2 oae of a discrete set ox oigor/vaiuos , how-
over, simple matrix arithmetic applios s and e'q.c (9.-273) holds,; The
system is tipen, moreover., when vievired cJassioaljj, c>n ordinary
multiply periodic System, wave function of the system is then,
in igenerstlj q^uadratically inte^rable^ its non-v?;nishing valuos boing
more or less limited be a bounded region of configuration space ? and
the ::;eic itself is said to "be in a bo^ind stationary state* Thus,:
when a- system :s ~.:a a 'bound stationary state tho ti;re de.rivati.vo of
the ezp3cr :.atior! VouiuQ of &21" o'bs-^rvc'.'n'lo is zero» This epere spends
classically to the fact that \}{vmilltipia Fourier e.eria*:. :fc- tho
time derivative 01 any d^^Ao'a", observable contains no constant
term.
The constancy of mean v&luss vas originally responsible
for the introduction of the term
"
stationary ct*.tcn c Nowadays ? hoyif-
evor, the expression* 1stationary state 5
"
is used to <3c/iois -iy eigonsta-
to of the Hsiaiitonian function. Wo must therefore .distinguish "bet-
ween ""bound" erd '/unbound*' stationary gtato-s*
The use of small imaginary parts in operators appearing in situa-
tions similar to the above will bo more fully discussed in the chap-
ters on perturbation theory and scattering.
j y ,1....,— } '\
-£'(#'- i?-tf) <*'$">




We shall now derive an important theorem for "bound sta-
tionary states o Consider a system which has a Hamiltonian function
of the form
(9.377)





Taking thù expectation -value of this equation in c, bc-unu stationary
state ? we otuai:i
(9.381)














f) f) Kepler motion.
Wo may here use ssaiiy of ths results of section d)« In
the present case equation {9^^-95) eooomeo (set; (1,2^2))
(9.382)
We have the following dynamical equations
(9.383)
(9.384)




' -' C-- '../ * A v * * ¦* ¦ '.
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.:¦ ( o\,j ô, >;


















where the £} * are given "by (9*309) |we find
That is, the vector q is a constant of the motion.
(9.386)
Multiplying equation (9^( 9^385) on the left "by j£_ and. ma-
king use of (9.310), wo get
Taking the Eorraitian adjoint ? we have
e( *t
--4? /7 - 4^: A \ (9- 388)
and hence
J-L f) /:/« , <^- - .-7
L à %,£t £t*ge
-
'1 J











1- t*^dL ' ?4f*J^
¦*-*¦/ihs
{/Â/
Â M•s k£t~- ocz; zSX
Kit !
9c c b Lk '
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where fez is the angle between /h and {£, . Equation' (9«3?1) is the
equation for "uhe orbit of the particle» /£ / is seen to 'bo the occen-
tricity of the orbit ? and is proportional to tke vector which
points from the center of force at the focus to the center of the
orbit.
We shall now make use of the fact that .?< is a constant
of the motion to construct a time independent algebra involving it
and other constants of the motion. In this way we shall te led to
!?*3O3s 3040*.
(9-Ot'7, 318) and (9.385) we gs;l
(9.392)
With the help of (9«312) and (?,3H) v^e get
(9.393)




We shall 1q interested in only those matrix éléments of
;he above operators which corresponds to "bound stationary states.
Jnder these circumstances the virial theorem (9» 36,1.) applies* For the
present case we have
Jl L^k---r -rf:--T\ ?vk.d













Sine© /) is a positive definite operator we see that the energy eigen-
values corresponding Jo bound stationary states are all negative»
We introduce the operators
These operators satisfy the following relations





























j rj~+ 'f~"l - r\ (9.402)
' The operators /
";(" and / . are seen to satisfy commutation rola-
tions analogous to those satisfied "by the components of the angular
momentum vector* Wo may therefore treat / . and /.. \j-the
methods of section c) and conclude that the operator I, inhere
±(1 -t J) = / / • / ¦- ; i /xl- -y ( S J iJ" /
/O^ c ¦"" :*7. ( ?- i
i" f-Ji'*/- ~]tà f'TT'






1. ~ ~Z~~ (5-405)
whp-nfl vt!
—
'I O "^ 'O /Of^^vv X^L.^"^ II - ! j j jl. ««» s j 1 î, -¦ 0if.\JO y
wg have
zr^/k—J yK"-'f... --//^.^ yy (9.407)
T ¦; // L r C"/yC"/y



































Since H1 is negative and <f
"'"
is a positive definite operator., ws




Since the operators I, 1^ ? I.can be take» as a complote
set of commuting roal operators for the system, it is evident that
tho degeneracy of the energy level H! is
(2 I' + 1.) 2 « n î2 (cf. (5.34)
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L'ECOLE D'ETE DE PHYSIQUE THEORIQUE




As in the classical perturbation theory of chapter 2 we
consider a system for which the Hamiltonian function has the form
(10.1)
where the function Ho is of a sufficiently simple form that the com-
plete general solution of the equations of motion of the system for
which it is the Hamiltonian function is known»
Let us start from the Schrb'dinger representation in which
the state vector IIÇf satisfies the differential equation (see (8,43))
where the subscript £ s used to denote operators in the Schrb'din-
ger representation $ and the operators Hf}ç a^d- Hjç arQ written
n (C ) ? HM(c ) indicate any possible explicit time dependence05 --S1 ft/
which they may have. Let us then introduce an operator (J (t" 99 t f )"
Ô
which satisfies the integral equation
(10.2)
(10.3)
From the discussion of the similar operator £4/ . tJon pagesyjj^^o vniviO














and the "boundary condition
(10.8)
Let us now introduce the following state vector
(10.9)
where t 0 is the fixed point of time used in passing from the Hei-
senberg to the Schrodinger representation» The expectation value
of any observable P, which is not explicitly dependent on the
time, may be expressed in terms of this state vector as follows s
(10.10)
(10.11)
Although the Schrodinger operator Fç, is time-independent, the

















Equations (1O«12) are simply the general equations of mo-
tion of a system possessing the Hamiltonian function Ho, and their
solutions will, as we have remarked, be well knoY/n. Therefore the t
time behavior of the operators F will henceforth be regarded as
given o The problem then remains of determining the time behavior of
the state vectors It/ • Using equations (8.43)» (10.7) and (10.9)
we have
(10.14)
The description of a physical system in terras of the state-vectors
jty and the operators rL is called the interaction representation»
The function H , is usually known as the interaction- Hamiltonian,
and the operator t"fJ7- i-s called the interaction operator «
It is evident that the Heis«nberg, Schrodinger and in-
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Making use of the operator \J* (t", t1)t 1 ) defined en
V&ë®JujifOj wè may write
where
The operators (t", t'J satisfy the following relation g
vur«";iyvza:éj
They also evidently satisfy. the differential equations



























Equations (10.20-22) may "be replaced by the integral ë
(10.23)
A formal solution of this equation may be obtained by a process of
iteration. One substitutes in the integrand the expression for
IJ (*9 "t1 ) given by the right hand side of (10.23) with t" repla-
fced by t, and so on repeatedly. One obtains
(10.24)
(10.25)
where P is an operator, known as the time-ordering operator, which
arranges the operators standing in the bracket following it in or-
der, left to right, of decreasing values of the times fe - at which
the operators are evaluated.
The formal expansion (10.25) may be expected to conver-
ge only under reatrict&d conditions. We shall investigate the pro-
blem of convergence at a later point. The actual evaluation of the
terms of the series (10,25) is in general a difficult matter. How-
ever, it frequently happens that the first two or three terms can
fre evaluated without excessive difficulty and that the sum of these
*H,r(\)-.%r((<)
"P/Z, y* fà"/>fà "/> /il /// ,
CL '<M'HlïXw+(ïâs>Jkf




terms alone is a fair approximation to the operator function
(L. (t", t f )° Using the resulting expression for (X. (t", t'),
one then has a complete solution,, to the degree of approximation
in question of the quantum dynamical problem posed by the Hamilto-
nian function (10,1). The approximation willbe good, of course, on-
ly if H^ is small compared to Ho. Indeed, the spirit of perturba-
tion theory rests in the assumption that H^ !_£ small compared
to Ho.
Let us now consider the case in which the function Ho
has no explicit dependence on the time» Then the operator \Jq (t",t ' )
takes the form (cf. (8.46))
(10.26)
the operator Ho
- being a constant independent of the time» l»\ir-
thermore, from eqs. (1.98-102) we know that the system which has Ho
as a Hamiltonian function possesses *f\s independent constants or in-
tegrals of motion which have vanishing Poisson brackets with one
another, (^t is the number of degrees of freedom of the system).
These constants of the motion may be taken to be the p •**£ of the
canonical transformation equations (1.101, 102) %
(10.27)
Since the function W is time independent we know that the functio-
nal expressions (10.27) for the fo
"' , which can be obtained by sol-
ving eqs. (1^)1, 102), have no explicit time dependence. Moreover,
since the Iq m are canonical momenta, we knowiï' that these func-
tions have vanishing Poisson bracket with one another „
In the quantum theory the ip
'"
become operators which
commute with one another « They constitute, moreover, a complete set






function of the p's and /) 's must involve the <f> •
'"
an(ihence
have^ non- vanishing commutaxolr bracket with the A '[* »We may the-
refore choose as a basis for a representation of state vectors the
simultaneous eigenvectors of the /^
'"
«, The usefulness of such a
basis lies in the fact that the U"• are constants of the motion,
Pc
and hence the basis has physical significance even when we are not
working in the Schrodinger representation.
Instead of denoting the members of such a set of constant
operators by the letter A , we shall use the letter O( • Thus, we
shall speak of a complete set of commuting constant operators ?PC. •
£¦ 1, o.O/n , the subscript 0 denoting that the operators refer
to the system whose Hamiltonian function is Ho»Ho » The Hamiltonian
function Ho may itself be included among the C>^ . • It will at any
rate be a function of the Of_ . and will commute with the Qfn, •
If we now start from the Schrb'dinger representation for
the system whose Hamiltonian function is H =* Ho + II, ? and
pass to the interaction representation, we have using (10, 11), (10
(1O»26), and the commutativity of Ho with the C^ 9Cfir
-
P
"^ /is (to -fe o *i# 4*(i-Q (10.28)
That is, the interaction and Schrodinger operators corresponding to
"the Qs . are identical, and without ambiguity we may drop the subs-
cripts I,and S from the expression. 6V ~ « <V -r an<^ also from
/-/. and /f.. . The set of operators <>'' ¦ will then "be denoted










/4K> -XXXl ' s
or, more generally,
where K. is an arbitrary function.
/
Suppose now that at an initial time t'.tho system
Cko \» That is
IL'XAt a subsequent time t" the system will "be in a state / CT/guven by
We may ask what is the probability that the system willbe found, on
measurement, to be in the state Iq^ )o.t the time t". This probabi-
/
lity is given by























The function ?/,' !jft\'/iives the probability that the system which is
in the state lrj\ at the time t* will make a transition to the
I// J °?
state (CK 0 / "by the time t". Equations (10.34) and (10.36) show
that this transition probability can be calculated equally well by
means of the operator lye (ljfcy or the operator CrrC /&/ *
The series expansion (10.24? 25) may therefore be used to calculate
transition probabilities to any desired accuracy. In particular 9 if
q^ j£ j we have? to the lowest order of accuracy
(10.37)
Let us now make a further specialization to the case in
which the function rr/f ? like ''o , also has no explicit dependence
on the time» The total Hamiltonian function H is then time indepen-
dent and constant , and we shall have the quantum analog of the time
independent classical perturbation theory of chapter 2. This case is
of great importance, and we shall now consider it in some detail»
Just as we did for the system whose Hamiltonian function^
was Ho, we can introduce a complete set of commuting operators
which are constants of the motion for the system whose Hamiltonian
function is H. H willbe a function of the £>< and will commute
with them. Therefore their Schrb'dinger and Heisenberg forms will be
identical
(10.38)
using (8.40) and (8*46). Equation (8.47) is a special case of (10,38),





'Z%)«U&&,"L <XlO/t)~1 V O/
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and write, in both the Heisenberg and Schrb'dinger representations,
Or
(
. / o<y> s cv/ l&s. (10.39)
In particular
or, more generally,
where £ is an arbitrary function»
(10.40)
(10.41)
Suppose now that the system is in an eigenstate of the
energy operator H, i.e. in a stationary state (see p.lK.,f/ff)o
More particularly,, suppose that the Heisenberg state vector of the
system is an eigenvector of the £V" ¦ • That is»
(10.42)
The Schrpdinger state vector then has a very simple form. Using
(8,38) and (8,46), we have
The Schrô diriger state vector is seen to remain parallel to the
Heisenberg state vector, only differing from it by a phase factor
i\/ /which is periodic with the angular frequency r '/ê~
(10.43)
Part of the task of time-independent quantum perturbation
theory willbo to express the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
operator H in terras (at least approximately) of the known eigen-








out that it will be useful to consider the operator
= p^£fàéHj^^M^^ (10 .44)
in which the operators H and Ho in the last line are to be under- t
stood as being in their constant Schrb'dinger forms. In passing to
the last line of (1.0.44) we have made use of (10.26) and the result
opposite on page y///.jû»
(10.44)
Now it is quite évident that the expression (10.44) is
ambiguous j as it is not at all clear what interpretation should be
given to the oscillating factors in the limit t
' *-^> - do. In
order to define the operator (y^ (t, - Csts ) in an unambiguous man-
ner we shall adopt an adiabatic procedure» First observe that from
(10.11) and (10.26), we have
where Ha is the constant Schrodinger form g£ the interaction
operator. We shall nov/ replace (10.45) "by expression
I / fis c y
-
o J
arid impose an implicit limiting convention whereby the limit |P --,> +0
is to be taken after all analytical work involving the operator
H jj> ( "c* ) has been carried out» Expression (10. 46) is just what
H ,-( t) would indeed be if the perturbation function Hjwere








ping factor and built up to its final value at the time ttot o o
Let us try to calculate the operator (/ (t ? ~Cw&)
by using (1O»46) a.nd the formal expansion (10.25). Introducing
the integration variables t!> . « » » t' = given by
/* n
(10.47)
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(10.4 8)
The series (10. 48) may readily "be shown to be absolutely convergent
as long as £ remains finite. For ? let us write (10. 48) in the form
Ur(h,
-
















rus ¦• ;:.. y?^/ l
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We evidently have the recurrence formula # > °/ *<-/*
{C ? M&?'&&& (10-52)
TAT1*5:0 Y*G % 1
(10.53)
-'Xi j ( ¦> ) may c interpreted as the ratio of the (n+l) st term of
the series (10. 50) to the n th term- As long as fe. remains finite,
we have
;@Ufù ¦An+j(O(il~@ (10.54)
Hence the series (10.50) is absolutely convergent. The only remai-
ning question is whether the operator (X~(t, - Ob) defined as
plus the sum ever all CX Q of the operator® (/L{<kcp.a well-defined.
That it ij3 well-defined is seen at once by writing
It is well-defined since its e:;;fect on each member of the complete set
of vectors /CXû/^s wqll defined.
In the passage to the limitç -?> + 0 two questions arise»
The first is the question of whether or not the well-defined operator
(^T(C ""Pyapproaches a well-defined limit. We shall see later that it
often does not. We shall, in fact, find that (/p (ç f -o«*) remains
















namely s does the series (1O»48) converge in the limitçT-s>+ 0 ?
Wo shall see later that even though (/_(t, -Oo ) itself remains •¦
well defined, its series representation (10.48) may no longer conver-
ge in the limit. Under those circumstances we shall want to be able
to discuss the properties of the operator (y-e- (t, -Ov) independen-
tly of series expansions» In order to do this we must first develop
our formalism somewhat further»
Using eg.» (2,18) of the Appendix we may write formally,
in the limit cc
—"^ + 0>
(10.55)
Expressions (10o55) suggests that wo may write
(10.56)
together with the formal expansion
(10.57)
How, one may sec directly from (10.48) that, for" finite
©, the operator (/r(t, ~0& ) satisfies the boundary condition
(10.58)
The fulfillment of this condition in the limit <ff
—>> + Û is not imme^
diately apparent froia the forms (10.55) and (1O.56)» "c see that un-
der the terms of the limiting procedure which we have introduced











Expressions (10. 56, 57), which hold in the limit
Ç. -& +0, are valid for values of t greater than t 0 as well as
for t ~2.t 0, since the exponential damping factor no longer
appears. They are formal solutions of the integral equation satis-
fied by(y (t, ~O=>) in the limit, namely
(10.60)
Now, relation (10. 56) should hold independently of an/ series expan-
sion. Hence, substituting it in (10.60) and making use of (10.45)
we obtain the following integral equation for (JL (t0, -ûo ) s
(10.61)
It is evident that the expansion (10,57) is obtained by iteration of
(10.61). Using (10.61) directly, however, we may now avoid discussing
(y.(t 9 -o**1) in terms of series expansions.
Let us introduce the following state vector s
(10.62)
From (100 61) it is evident that this state vector satisfies she








where use has been made of eg. (2 O 18) of the Appendix» Multiplying
this equation on the left by Ho
-
H£
- CÇ-j taking the implied





That is, the vector If,is an eigenvector of the total Hamiltonian
operator B^ç (or H) corresponding to the eigenvalue H£« We see,
therefore, that if the operator ÏÏ possesses any eigenvalues in com-
mon with the operator Ho, itmay be possible to obtain the eigen-
vectors of H corresponding to those eigenvalues through application
of the operator (y (t0? -Ooj, To determine under just what cir-
«Am
cumstances itwill be possible to obtain eigenvectors of H in this
manner, w&'"must take a closer look at the limiting processes con-
tained in the above formalism and investigate the conditions under
which it is legitimate to write purely formal equations like (10 •6 1)
and (10,63).
We can perhaps "best "begin by considering a situation in
which equations (1O»61) and (10.63) are not legitimate', namely that
which exists for a system whose energy levels are discrete and
which possesses bound stationary states as defined in section c)
of chapter 9» The energy levels of the perturbed system will then
in general differ grom those of the unperturbed system» That is,
the perturbation function Hj will cause a shift in the eigenvalues
of H from those of Ho?H o? and equation (10.65) certainly cannot hold
in these circumstances if / >„, is a finite vector. We are led to
expect t therefore , that in the case of bound systems, either one







The second of those equations is merely meant to indicate that
/ yis some sort of a non-convergent vector. We shall soc presently
that tie actual situation is usually characterized by (10,67) rather
than by (10.66). That is ? the operator |yL(t 0, -Oo ) will be found
to be non-*onvergent in the limit Q,
—
$> 0. To find out how we must
reformulate the preceding theory so as correctly to include bound
systems in the scheme ? let us first review the old-fashioned methods
of bound-state perturbation theory. Let us consider the case in which
the unperturbed system is non-degenerate. Then the labels Q( reduce
to the single lablo H£, and one customarily expands the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the total Hamiltonian operator in the form
/ ) //0 +¦/)> r/2 vQ^. • ¦ (io- 68 >
H rr:Ho t -"y tt£ +ty t, , , (10.69)
where the successive terms in the expansions refer to quantities of
increasing order in a constant to which the perturbation function
H ê is imagined as being proportional. The eigenvalue equation































for the solutions of which recurrence formulae can be established,,
Multiplying aquation (10,71,1) on the left by O'// ,
one obtains for the first-order correction to the energy eigenvalues
(cf. (6.53))
(10.72)
Equation (10.71.1) may also be solved formally to express in terms°* IHo '>
(10.73)
The operator y '"•*/"•* evidently has a pole at Ho = H£« In (1O.73) ?
however, this pole is cancelled by the zero of the operator H ¦— Ç
via (10, 72). In fact we assume that the cancellation is such a natu-
re that
(10.74)
Multiplying equation (10.71,2) on the left by {/y^'/and
making use of (10o74)<» one obtains for the second order correction
to the energy eigenvalues
(10.75)















In equation (10,76), the factor-
—
¦ {H.ftitfL'hây also be written in
tho form
'*




Hence, (10,76) becomes (cf. (6.58))
(10.78)
where the prime indicates a summation over all states except IHC */
Since the operators
'
t and Ho commute,, the notation _, £—
is unambiguous . H? "fy'
Solving eg. (10. 71«2) formally, we obtain
(10.79)
Again we assume that the pole of the operator
-—~ . is cancelled,
in virtue of (10» 74) and (10.75) i-n such a manner that
(10.80)





















Problem LI g Show that
General recurronco formulae for the S's can be found in Born Heisen'bßrgj,
Jordan, Zeitschrift fur Physik, _3^? p, 565 ( 1925)
If wo add equations (10.81) together, we get
è ? z < toc'jihjtf > (10.83)
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Furthermore s if wg add equations (10,82) together, we got
IV-)W>
-- -
-; f ( HHr,r
- *£)/ > (1O>85)
In addition to the series of equations (10.81) and (10,82), we must






which ? when added together, give
<H'/ ( '>
-
i>i'>) - ° (10.87)
or
<>/•'/> * < ///,/> = 7 (10. 88)





Hence equation (10. 85) may be rewritten in the following convenient
form.
i<)'f>CHs * û £
f /^/> (a 6 -jaffj(h,ï~ Aej />



















which has the formal solution
(10.91)
Combining eqs, (10.83) and (10.91) we have the following equation for
the level shift à £ s
(10.92)
Or, making use also of (10,86), we may write
(10.93)
If the operator / I
—""*' '
*1?-&?) / is expanded by the usual
binomial theorem j then the right hand side of (10*93) becomes a pov/er
series in 4 £ • c problem of determining the level shift /I£ becomes
one of finding the zero of this power, series. If the power series has
more than one zero then it is necessary to choose that one for which
fa E -~> oas H
—
5* 0, In practice one terminates the series after a
few terms, leaving a polynomial in & So In simple cases this polyno-
mial could be plotted and its aero determined graphically. The legi-
timacy of terminating the series 9 like the whole question of the
convergence of the expensions for the individual coefficients, de-
pends on the smallness of H^ »
The above procedure can readily be generalized to include
the case of degeneracy. Instead of starting- from the old fashioned
approach, let us mse modern formal methods from tho outset. Since the
system is now degenerate <, we shall need some extra labels v 9 in ad-
dition to H£, in order to specify the quantum states. Let us try to
write the eigenvector of H in the form
/"</>?¦<'4'/«**
/ H*'\iHa~HJHihiihyF









and where the subscript HI on the vector / \ t f indicates that ( *>, f
is an eigenvector of Eo corresponding to the eigenvalue H£, but
that we can say nothing at present about its specification in terms








Multiplying eg. (10/98) on the left by 0
'
j,
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Ifwe generalize equation (10,77) "bjr the definition
X ~ / - £• \n**> y'yo-tt'ufs (io.ioi)
we may also write
ll(H,r-&e)r>
- < h, }
-
ixe) i> (10.102)
Hence, equation (10,99) "bo rewritten in the form
/> =/> - — <H. 4r**-)''~> (10" 103)
of which the formal solution is
Substituting (10.104) into (10,100), we obtain
In virtue of the equation
<V,y'/".,-Af '> *:o (10.1ûé)
(10.105) may also be rewritten in the form
r»
L %'"o' J (10.107)
/«,/.d"><//,', y























must be singular. To obtain the possible values of £Ye for each HHl0
one therefore takes the determinant of the matrix (10.108) and sets it
equal to zero. The result is an equation in £\ E, whose roots are the
desired values. The equation will in general have as many roots as the'
re are values of V' for a given H£. If all the roots arc distinct
the perturbation is said to have completely removed the degeneracy
from the original energy level. If some of the roots coincide , then
one says that the perturbation has only partially removed the degene-
racy.
In practice one makes an approximate evaluation of the
determinant of (10.108) by expanding the operator (10.108)
f"/ fJ*l iti l\£) ? c 'binomialtheorem and terminating the
series after a few terms. The result is a polynomial in <& B. The
level shifts Ù S are then given by those zeros of this polynomial
which vanish in the limit H.
—
r> 0, Once these shifts are determined
one can substitute the values into (10.108) and choose the 1-column
matrices corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. The normalization condi-
tion
t
S t< >¦'¦¦'.*"> > / = I (10.109)
>¦"
should also be imposed.
)
By a suitable choice of tho labels j~ the matrices
(10.108), for the permissible values of £s S, may be made diagonal
When the y f s have been chosen in this fashion we shall denote the
complete set of labels H Ho,! o, simply by «à£ '<>• Equations (10.103, 104,














In the continuous case s when there is no level shift, we have E
1 = H£
and therefore
Also <-v/^o /> , -=•• "/< *>*') >, '
Substracting one equation from t jo other we get
<<' IHIS I>^ t -?
which is the analog of (10.112)
« i




pyc»v2aed / /is normalized.
(10.113)
Let us now return to the general theory. Itwill immediately
be observed that equation (10.110) looks very much liko the integral
equation (10.63), but 'with s replaced by H
-
L\ £ . Suppose the
perturbation function had originally been taken to be fa' -r'prfz instead
of H, . Then if we had started from / 07as the original unpertur-
bed state, the energy level would had suffered no shift in passing to
the perturbed state 1 . This causes us to hope that by a suitable re-
ad justement of the definition of the perturbation function in each case
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cation of the operator kjj (t 0, -o#).
The situation is not actually as simple aa this, but
the idea is suggestive. Denote "by Uj (t 0, >-&& ) the operator ob-
tained through use of >/,. - £\£ instead of /-/ . Then applying










Neither the numerator nor the denominator in the last expression is
well-defined in the limit £'-*?• 0. The operator Vg (t0, - at? )is
here, hovfever, represented as the ratio oî tiu. -tv/o quiiitltiosi This
suggests that we may represent the truo perturbed stat g-vector/ \
as a convergent ratio of two-convergent quantities. Accordingly,
we shall set
' > " -s "* c- (10.116)
where jf .is given by (10.62). We see first of all that the vector
I*p> thus defined satisfies equation (10.114)» Let U3 now examine some, of
its analytical properties. Using formula (10,25) and explicitly
exhibiting the damping factors, we have
~ * (10.117)
Then, remembering that F* « f"**" //v ,AV 7 or operators in the
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time, we may write
(10.118)
whera we have used the fact that H +(& %\% \ &U , artà where we have
imagined the perturbation function H to be proportional to a parame-
ter X with respect to which We have differentiated in the last two
lines. In a field theory A would be known as a "coupling constant" «
We may now write
f•>\ 1>
- M,./ > -f <:rXiI >
__ g» / cA^f .... j cMVi^ * .
= - Iuz U» '-^>H" J7J 7¦*.*'!'*>
# ( )^ : ft,+ ~ * *>."¦? **^
30
(10.119)
Since we can "be reasonablu confident that the vector /^> is con-
vergent (although we have not proved it yet), the left hand side of
(10,119) vanishes in the limit f
—
=5? 0, and we have
(10.120)
The level shift may evidently bo identified as
(10.121)




which leads to (10» 112).
The finalconfirmation of the fact 'that |v> is a well
defined eigenvector of H may be obtained "by actually calculating
/ *7 ,and Cyy' />,substituting in (10.116) and passing to the
limit £ *Jp 0» Y/e 'shall verify this up to tho first order of appro-
ximation s
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Remembering that C*V M/If /J t/ J is the first approximation to At:
we see that (10.125) is an explicit expansion of equation (iQ»lli)a
Expressions (10.111) and (10.116) therefore define the same vector.
One must always re?r-£isber , of course, that the labels n# must be
chosen appropriately so that the removal of any degeneracy "by the per-
turbation function H, is a diagonal process. If the lables Ho are
not chosen appropriately, the vector I will not converge even when
defined by (10.116).
The vector j will, in general, not be normalized when
constructed according to the recipe (10.111) or (1Q»116). This can be
seen by writing / in the form
(10.126)














It is therefore necessary to normalize/ ./after having eoastructed
it by (10.111) or (10.116).
This lack of normality of f /may perhaps "bo surprising
if one looks only at the recipe (10.111) for constructing It,For,
(10,111) results directly from the integral equation for the opo-
rator {J/ /<£ of (10,115), in the limit S ¦*~? 0.
As long as jC remains finite //. /V~ ~ç%-Ls unitary» and
whatever else it does when it acts upon the state-vector ;CK^yit
does not alter the . normalization: Something peculiar must aappon,
however in the limit <£ -*~s> ;in<ithis must "be even more true for
the operator
—
Off" is, associated with the divergence
of the operator //A aJL *+&><g) there will in general be a certain lack
of unitarity, in the limit (*,
—
js> 0» The possibility of such beha-
vior may be illustrated by the following considerations. The opera-
tor %J (b .**&s) satisfies the differential equation (cf. (10.20))
(10.129)
By a procedure antilogous to that of eqs. (8.28) we may write
From (10.58) wg have











On the other hand, since the lower snd of the time interval is already
at -où ,we cannot make use of (10.21) and the analog of eqs. (8.30,
31), aid hence we cannot infer that i/^ (t * **)v*ft -<«>) « 1« The
most that we can show, using (10.132), is that the product
f*/*"^J&"(*,-&) *s i&Gftpotent i
(10.133)
'"V " / may "fchere-
fore be divergent or else equal to 0 aa well as to 1. Consequently
we must be prepared to find that Ur ft * à&f. often has only a sort
of "quasi unitary" property rather than "being truly unitary. Stated
in another way, we must "be prepared to find that the unitarity of
\JV (k '&\f n cases in w ich it is non-convergent, can "be maintained
only by interpreting its non-convergent matrix elements in very special
ways.
Let us now return to a consideration of those cases in which
the perturbation does not cause a shift in the energy levels and in
which the operator Uy (/ ¦ <sùj is perfectly well behaved. This is the
typical situation in scattering problems v/here there are no "bound sta-
tes, (The case of bound states will be discussed later). In such pro-
blems a particle .is imagined to be started off initially in an essen~
tially "free" condition at a large distance frop a scattering center
but moving toward it.At a much later time the particle has been scat-
tered and is moving away from tho scattering center, again in an essen-
tially "free" condition. Now, the energy eigenvalue for the state in
which the particle happens to be during this process can be determined
from the asymptotic part of the etaticjSL&iyYState wave function of tha
particle at a large distance from the scattering center just as well
as from the wave function at points closer to it.But vefc large distan
ces the wave function is essentially that ot a free particle. Hence
the energy of the perturbed (i.e. scattered) particle is the same as






In scattering problems the perturbation also will in general not
remove any degeneracy which the unperturbed system may posses.
Hence we may ignore the question of degeneracy.
A typical feature of scattering systems, or, more
generally- of systems for which the operator U_ (tt
-
y*] is
well behaved, is that the energy eigenvalues form a continuum.
Itmust not bo supposed, however, that this condition is suffi-
cient to insure respectable behavior of Ur (0 &o) • One may,
for example, imagine perturbed systems which possess a continuum
of energy eigenvalues but for which the perturbation is extensive
enough so that the entire continuum suffers a level shift „ This
situation occurs, for example, in the quantum theory of fields,
the shift in the level-continuum being produced by the "self-energy"
effect. It is possible also for the perturbation to effect a
#otal or partial removal of degeneracy even from a continuum of
levels, although this will generally not happen in the case of
field theories, since, there, the degeneracy is connected with
the invariant transformation properties of the field system, and
there are not altered by coupling with other field systems.
In order to insure that the operator
'
y^( ) will
"fere well behaved we must therefore assume not only that the energy
eigenvalues form a continuum but also that the perturbation pro-
duces no level shift and removes i.o degeneracy from the unper-
turbed system» Under these circumstances itwould appear that an
unperturbed energy eigenstate is transformed in a straightforward
manner into a perturbed energy oigenstate through an anabatic
application of the perturbation H t »We can, in fact, show that
if / (j/^
'
S is the Schrodinger state-vector of the system at
"switch-on" time (i.c, beginning of the adiabatic build-up process)
then the Schrodinger state-vector is, at time tO,t 0, given by / y /







where <jP is t c phase difference "between the Schrodinger and interaction
state-vectors at "switch-on 11 timeo Hence
(10.135)
Actually, even in tho case in which the energy eigenvalues
form a discrete set the adia"batic application of the perturbation
will transform an unperturbed state into the corresponding perturbed
state, The only trouble in this case is that the "transformation operator
t/L. {t- t
- je/) "becomes undefined in the limit £ Jap 0. We get around
this difficulty "by defining the perturbed state
'
to the
formula (10.116). Thus (10.116) is an explicit statement of the quantum
analog of the classical theorem of adiabatic invariance which was txinfly
discussed in chapter 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
unperturbed states and the perturbed states, Thejc may therefore bo given
the same numerical labels -a process which is justified in the old quan-
tum theory b/ the const ency in the numerical values of the instantaneous
action variables.
When the operator U r ; ¦¦¦ :t¦ :. J is well behaved itbecomes
once more of interest to study the integral equation (10.6 1) in some de-
















Now, when the operator Oy. tf"<\ ?- $*)is applied to the stationary
state vector Id^* j of the unperturbed system, we get the sta-
tionary state vector / , of the perturbed system - and
we get it complete in every detail. For example % ifwe are concerned
with a scattering problem we can obtain froga / '> ,detailed infor-
mation about the structure of the wave-function everywhere, even
at points close in to the scattering center. Suppose, however, we
are not interested in the details of the wave-function close to the
scattering centor but only in its asymptotic behavior at large dis-
tances. We know that the asymptotic wave function behaves like a free
wave function corresponding to the same energy as the unperturbed
wave function. Hence for the study of the asymptotic form of the wave
function we are only interested in matrix elements (dij
'
/ V / for
which H^ = H£ /. More precisely, we ar« only interested in the matrix
elements.
' £¦'-..¦> V-;vixj 1 , / L
(10.139)
where the notation involving a bar underlining an operator is defined
*>y
(10. 140)
Underlined operators only have non-vanishing matrix elements commecting
states of equal energy. It is evident that operators of this. type are
more suitable for the discussion of asymptotic behavior than is the
operator U7U7 it , * itself. In particular, we see that for a quantita-
tive discussion of asymptotic behavior, an operator of the form*~* 2: * where a is a certain constant, will play a very impor-
tant role. We cannot say from the foregoing simple discussion just
what the value of a should be. For, although vire can be certain that
f.i<'^>i;"l-tr)",rte:y y.F/4P<<*<





the projection l^<>' *y( JvJ «*, * of I*?£? £ / on k'y "scops up" somo
of the state vector / ),we cannot say for sure just how much of / X / it
"scoops up", nor how much weight this portion shall be given in compari-
son with projections on other unperturbed state-vectors with the same
energy. (&)
We can determine the value of a "by wave packet argument.
Suppose the time dependent Schrodinger wave function of the system has
the form of a plane wave packet coming in from infinity. This wave packet
can be built out of stationary state wave functions of the perturbed sys-
tem, together with appropriate exponential energu-time factors .ji fj^
*- **
However, while it is still at a large distance from the scattering conter
it can equally well be built out of the corresponding stationary state
wave functions of the unperturbed system. Moreover, while it is at a lar-
ge distance it doesn't very much matter v/hether the scattering perturba-
tion H, is present or not. Hence H t can be switched on adiabatically
while the wave packet approaches. vThen the packet gets near to the scat-
tering center tien itbecomes necessary to use the perturbed wave func-
tions. However, after the packet has been scattered (it generally gets
broken up in the process) ans is moving away from the scattering center
then the use of the unperturbed wave functions can be resumed. The unper-
turbed wave functions used after the soattering process will not be those
used prior to the scattering process, but will be connected (apart from
phase factors arising from the difference "between the Schrodinger and
interaction representations) with the previous Y/ave functions by the ope-
rator
(10.141)
On the other hand, the perturbed wave functions out of which the packet
can be constructed must remain fixed for all time. Therefore, if wo pass
to the limit of a very broad packet with a very narrow (effectively
a incoming momentum distribution, the corresponding perturbed
wave function reduces effectively to a single stationary state wave func-
(&) For a more complete discussion of the argument developed hereafter
(up to (1Ûo142) page 38 ) ? seo Appendix page 77-
)~ '¦:<#'•ta£(lJns
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tion (with appropriate exponential energy-time factor)^ and its
asymptotic incoming and outgoing parts must be connected by the
operator above •
The operator S is known as the scattering operator, and
in its matrix form, is often referred to as the S-matrix. It is the
operator which we are seeking above as giving the correct quantitative
description of asymptotic "behavior. From ( 10*45) ? (10o56) and (10.60)
we find that it is given "by
(10.142)
The constant a montionned above is thus seen to be equal to unity.
Although it is not desirable to carry out the mathematical
discussion of the S-matrix in terms of a series expansion? for compu-
tational ijurposes such expansions are of ton useful» Comoini'jg 0q.3,
(10.57) and (10JÎ42), we may write %
A C
V will give the correct connection even for the phases', because the
relative phases of the asymptotic parts are independent of the energy
time factor Q
*'* , and this :actor is expressly eliminated in
the interaction representation.







Expansion (10.143) may "be co tracted into the following symbolic form
(10.144)
Thèse are to be compared with the corresponding expansions fo:? the
operator $L (t0? ~ ts®) §
If the system is in the unperturbed state /^//"before sor,
teringj thon the probability that itwill bo found in the unperturbc
state IQ<
'
0 \ after scattering ie ccivon by
(10.146)mm^>i<v^«
fit I. ,L \









Since the total probability that the system willbe found in some
unperturbed state after scattering is unity, we must haï?e the condi-
tion
(10.147)
Equation (10.147) would certainly "bo true if the operator S were
unitary. When the operator &r&r {t .-•. -• *£j is perfectly well "behaved
-no bound states, etc.- and is hence unitary, it is highly plausi-
ble that it remains unitary in the limit tic —^ <ic- , and hence that
S is unitary. Even when bound states are present and U._. (t, ,«*<*& )
is only quasi unitary, tho fact that equation (10.132) still holds i
implies that (10.147) holds. (Take the limit t <*? <3<£> in (10.132)).
Wo shall later show that even bound states are present the operator
Sis truly unitary, i.e. that S S =SS = -1.
Let us now therefore investigate the situation that exists
when bound states are present. It willbe very instructive to carry
out our investigation with reference to a very simple system, for
which all quantities can be calculated exactly, and which exhibits
most of the characteristic features of tho theory. Such a system is
a one-dimensional particle moving in an attractive dolta-j:unction
potential, for which the Hamiltonian function is
(10.148)
where /\ is a positive constant. The unperturbed Hamiltonian func-
tion will be taken as that of the froe particle,
(10.149)












perturbation function is therefore
Hi *. - >* f(i)
Let us work first in the SchrbMinger representation and de-
note "by IH1^ an eigenvector of the perturbed energy operator H cor-
responding to the eigenvalue H1. Let us try to take iH*^> in such a
way that its coordinate representation has the general form
(10.151)
where A, B, C are certain constants which must "be choson so as to satis-
fy normalization requirements and the eigenvalue equation H / H'^ « H1 / H^*
The wave function (10.151 ) represents a stationary state in which the par-
ticle, having momentum h k 1, comes in toward the origin and has a certain
probability of being transmitted through the origin and a certain probabi-
lity of being reflected back from the origin. The transmission and reflec-
tion probability coefficients are given respectively by







How, wo must have ¦,
f. ,jH. \ -, / .-,
< ffyj(-/ '\-
































































The S-matrix may "be read off directly from the asymptoti
form of the wave function (10.162)
(10.163)
where we have introduced the eigenvalues of the unperturoed energy ope-
rator $
(10. 164)
We see that for these unbound states, H' « HHo?' o? and it is to be antici
pated that the state / Hl^ willbe generated from the unperturbed
kl^ v/hore (see (9.20))
(10.165)

















The transmission and reflection probability coefficient
are now to be given by
(10.167)
(10.168)
They evidently satisfy the condition
(10.169)
which is another form of the statement of the probability conservation
condition (10» 147)- The unitary of the S-matrix. may be verified




























The S~matriz is unitary in spite of the fact that when ;





where J/* and a are certain constants. Substituting this form in







where we use the symbol E>, to denote the energy of the bound state,
The bound state is ? of course ? non~dcgonorate ? ;nd may therefore bo
















We must now investigate the normalization of tha static:
ry state-vectors of the perturbed system. Using (10,62) and (10*66)
we hive, for kl,k 1, k" 0^
~ IP~ îT-fCk'o + 'rrwttKr?y+~&%^rfrli
to Hi
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From symmetry it is ovidont that we also have
(10.181)
(10.182)





For the bound state we Ua\Te





M/j "fcV, \ X








L tri fa/ fy ( fa / L TS^A(k''-f</\-










One may readily show that the "bound pi-ate vector is orthogonal t -qg
unhound state vectors s for fe- V, £%
(10.188)
y
(JFZI* 1Lj~ k tflJ *l .f//r Ĵri





choosQr li tion i i t t nt s ay
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an& ? by symmetry, \lso
For 1 ijbor work it will bo udoful to have tho moment'






Cno ffiajr ilso chock i.thocpm'plet^nos's of the ?ot
/X^-ctLl^Fk'-'i
—;. /c / _>A' .-• ¦ '.:''"•¦_ v„. ?(io, 189)
te




± \When yi is negative the pole of l-: integrand lies below the xp.'-C
axis and the int-agral Vanishes» Ther^ ¦/••¦•; no bound states , and the
unbound states "b" thems el v .".v-j f-pim a ¦;•:.¦.¦': ou set.
For tf '> 0, "<-C we have) /
¦f Aoo
1 /
» ass. rr?- c^fti .'jw*s j__ &
w>^i^k&np^.
/// (^ \^~Bf n a stra igk^orwar & manner. For œ>




and, for symmetry, we see that in general
(10.193)
(10.194)
and the completeness is ?"hus entail;.':'¦.:; do
In order to calculai o -.vhv expansions for the operate:.. p
lA.fr- *-oW >S, etc.. iii srill"be fte^ecs'ary to have tho moméntum-sp^^e

















That is, all the matrix elements are equal. This fact will greatly
plify the calculation of the various expansions.,








The sorj.os expansion clearly ocmy&Fgu'S only fo,- of |^: wlu^.,!..
satisfy
( 10. 199 )
This correspor.o.>- to vrilace of viiorK- .isfying
(10.200)










incoming particle has an energy greater than the absolute value of
the energy of the bound state, When condition (10,200) is satisfio
(IO0I98) may be written in the form
(10.20 1)
The matrix éléments of ': -:q operator; {J SL bo
read off directly from equation (10.189) if we v/rite it in the forrc
w jf*7^ i>*^ :': ' w/ //<7 &&¦£*
/^f
¦ r ,-i*M 1 ¦ \
t /¦ ',
yfcj£ /r7 "/" // , ,-Ô'ï'L'/' / \ y ¦





This is to bo compared with (10.163). Itis obvious that if WQ use
(10.145) to compute the mayrix elements of U (4( 4 0, - ••&¦•), tho compu-
tations are exactly the samo as those for the S-matrix and we obtain
the "binomial expansion of (10,c'02). Again tho expansion converges on-
lyif the condition (10,200) is satisfied.
It should b"* now observed,, from the second form for
(^'/^l^^/^^ (10.202), that when kl =0, (^"/^/i.,,"^'1;
vanishes for all k". This implies (cf.(10.66)
(10.203)
which means that the operator (/„(t 0?
~ •.•£?) transforms the unperturbed
state 10) into no state at all. This may also be seen from the wave
function (10.184), whiorh vanishes for k! = 0. That is ? there is no
perturbed stationary corresponding to the value k 1 =0
What happens to this state ? Naturally, we have a strong
suspicion that it gets "peeled off of the "bottom of thw deck" of unper-
turbed continuum states and "sucked in" by the potential
-
/I;X| )
form the single bor.n& perturbed state» This one particular state the-
refore suffers an energy shift 9 and obviously some catastrophe such
as (10,203) must occur»
Wo shall verify this suspicion "by discussing the whole si-
tuation step "by stop in considerable dotai l« ¥o shall first take a look
at the unitarij^of the operator L-4 (t0? -,¦;&? ). Consider the pertur-
bed state vectors I "> , • T.re have already proved that these vectors
are orthonormal. Hence we may write
(10.204)
Since this equation holds for all k'- ? kkM s and since the unperturbed






(10» 132) holds in the present case. The equation •Jx : Q* «r&: I
[J*(&>*, - '-I,on ICii ° Î(3r bawd ? eaiïnoy held-, For if it did?
the vectors *J> „/
• v/ould form a complete set, and we have seen.
that they form a complete set only if the bound state vecto^-
'
£
added to them. That is ? we have
(10.205)
The discussion here is quite general and holds fo:1? all sysiiems
which -do sse s s "bound as well as continuum pt&Tvlçnai.v states.
The next point to observe is tli-v equation
- 10:, £03) is
really not correct» For if the operate- ij.*It#y ;- *o ) is
defined by the expansion (I0o48) ? then, ii the I':.mit (f; r~> + 0 s th<
vector 'if (ta - C? / is no "t n ri.ll? but nièrely nn^ei.^rrninwd, or
non-convergent » This suggests that we ôar actually ottain the bound
state "by taking a ratio of the form (10» 116). That is, r-vo suspect
that iir«s\can be given by an expression of the fo:?m
C f E >- y^..(l^,l^lL^". (i0o ao6)
where o 2/s'O; certain constant which will r,,ccoimt for the fact
that the expression on the right is not, in general, normalized.
We shall now verify equation (.10.;-&0£) directly. Using ( 10. 48) ?














The limit £ —^0 may now be expressed in the form k( -^ 0,
V/e shall now obtain an symptotic form for the series (10 0208) 0
First consider the series
(10.211 )t


















Moreover, if o( is real, positive and very small, the terms of the
series (10.211) do not begin to take on significant values until



























Hence, Y/hen CX is real and positive, wo may write
(10.217)
For very small we may replace the factors m H , m "*W in the
series above "by the values which these factors assume for the largest
term, aa given "by (10.216). Hence
(10.218)
Although we have obtained the asymptotic form (10.218) assuming oC














































:fM - f i-oI*J1*J (-1)% fe
oc?













ReraornlDoring that £L is proportional to À (see (10*177))? we have,
on applying equation (10.121) to (10.227) >
which checks.
Comparison of (10.206) and (10.228) with (10.190) indicates that tho
normalizing constant f(£has thé value
(10.229)
It willalso "be observed that if we make the formal identification
(10.230)
















in place of" (10,203)* In this v/ay wé can ? if we wish, force the uni-
tary property back into Ujr \^o •*-°6 ,) <
The results obtained for the one-dimensional delta function
potential are typical of the situation which occurs in the general
case when bound states are present» We can in fact characterize the
general case qualitatively as follows» Suppose the unperturbed system
has no bound stationary states , and suppose the perturbed system has
just one bound state. Let the parameter A y to which the perturbation
function ÏÏ is imagined as being proportional , be gradually "switched
off". The level E? of the bound state will rise
during this process»
At a certain point the bound state willno longer exist, it having the
value of the parameter X when this event occurs, and let So be the
corresponding value of the bound state energy level, i.e. Eo =-\ \ EA
-
A» o
In the case of the one-dimensional delta function considered above
Xo = 0 and Eo = 0» One can, if one wwishess s assume in the general case
that the zero point of energy has been chosen in such a way that £i0i
0
== 0
The energies of all the continuum states will then lie above zero. One
is not 9 on the other hand, at liberty to choose = oin general» For,
it may frequently happen (although the opposite also frequently happens)
that as the perturbation is "switched onM j, nothing happens until the
parameter n reaches a certain point A$ <> when suddenly a bound state
is born. It just happens that in the case of all one-dimensional po-
tentials this event occurs instantaneously at f\ =0
By analogy with the example considered above, one might
suppose that the bound energy state] SL^ can bo generated from an unpertu:
bed state | E o S corresponding to energy iL0 by the formula
(10.232)
It happens, however, that the situation is slightly more complicated
than this» For, in general, the unperturbed system will possess no
stationary states of energy exactly So«S o« Rather, the continuum levels




Only at tho point A = A ° will the system possess an energy level equal
to Eo. w'hilo A is still equal to \a this level may bo regarded as
belonging to the continuum levels s but as soon as /\ passes beyond
this level slips over into a discrete level corresponding to a bound
state. For example ? in the discussion of the one— dimensional delta-
function potential we might have chosen for our unperturbed Hamiltonian
operator Ho that corresponding to a system with a £2J2ili?iZ£. à.olta.-fv.nc~
tion potential, the perturbation function E, being taken to be an over-
compensating attractive delta-function potential o There would then have
existed no unperturbed state with k = 0 (i.e. zero energy). To got
around this difficulty tho formula (10,232) for tho bound state must
be replaced by
(10.233)
The £ occurring in (10.233) is same fe which occurs in the adiabatic
definition of Uj
i
(t o, -*O ). Formula (1O«233) holds even when) E0
exists, and wg could have carried out our discussion of the one-dimension
delta function potential with this improved formula if we had wished»
(10.233) now gives us a slightly altered picture of the adiabatic for-
mation of a bound state» The bound state is seen to come not from a singl
possibly non-existent state | Êo*p> 9 but rather from an infinitosioally
thin layer of states lying just above So in energy.
Suppose the parameter /V is gradually increased in magnitude
beyond A q .In the general case a point, A, willeventually be
reached at wh'icb another bound state. illsuddenly appear. And as A
is increased even further, more and more bound states may appear» (at
points A^j A$ ? ..., otco). Hlven an infinity of bound states may be
possible (e.g particle in a squaro well potential).
In the case of Kepler motion (e.g. hydrogen atom) there are an infinity
of bound states regardless of how small X is taken. In order to treat
such cases one must vary the perturbation function in some other manner
than by nearly adjusting a multiplicative factor. For example, one might
add a variable exponential "screening" factor)»
Uilt*,~*6)j£o +£>lE*>I E*>t
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In tEe example considered above 9 of the delta function potential, it
just happened that only one bound state could be produced no matter
how large was taken. In the general case, however, there may bo more
than one bound state. The adiabatic analysis of the situation involving
sevei^al bound states can be carried out exactly as in the case of a
single bound state. One must simply take care that only one bound state
is allowed to come down at a time. For example, if wo have the case of
two bound states, with a /\ lying between X. > and^« , we may denote
this value of X V ' an(^ cilooSG another value of f\ , say J\^ ?
lying between )| and\ . W© must then first carry out the perturbation
from n = 0 to)i =V . This brings down one bound state, in carrying
out the next step, from A =A
&
to t\ = A , the perturbed system
at /\ = fltf is then to be regarded as the new unperturbed system. The
passage to X =A t is effected by applying a perturbation proportional
to fay— n Q to this sytem. This brings down the second bound state,
while the bound state that is already present merely suffers a level
shift, which can be treated by previously discussed methods» The first
bound state will come from the states of the original unperturbed
system which lie just above E in energy. The second bound state will
come from the states of the system at A = A which lie just above
E in energy. / However, in order to keep the two bound states separate
one must take care that they are generated separately in the above fashion
It is fairly easy to show that the process of applying
one perturbation after another is actually equivalent to applying the
entire perturbation at once» Let the Hamiltonian function of the
completely perturbed system bo
(10.234)
Hero we imagine that the perturbation H, is followed by the perturb-
ation H2H
2 « EL and EL may be completely arbitrary functions, not
necessarily proportional to one- another» Honce the derivation which
folloY/s is applicable to a wider class of problems than those for
/Hence this state too has its eventual origin in the states of the original





which the perturbations consist simply in adjusting a single parameter
The first perturbation is described by means of th
operator (see (10.25) and (10. 45))
(10.235)
Here the unperturbed Hamilton!an function is H » When the second
perturbation is applied,, however, the unperturbed Hamiltonian
function must be taken to be H + EL . Hence the second perturb-o 1
ation is described by means of the operator
~"
(1(T/236)
On the other hand ? the overall perturbation is described by means
of the operator
In order to show that Ux (>d,-<*>)*Ux (^^^^X (to^-Qo)




Lot F (t) and G (t) bo any two time dependent operators ,
and consider the expression
t" -I
?<M^lç [\Ç (k) + <y{b)]A.t , (10.238)
L * j.L J
Lot us try to rewrite this expression in the form
pU^l ( F(t)4t P j6(b)At] (10.239)
v/here the operator F (t) is independent of t' « Differentiating



















Using tho fact that (10,238) and (10.239) arc to bo regarded as
equal ? we obtain . »,
"P [^tà ï F (tia]PKi1 GlOdt]F(t')
=.Pf^
'
fF^jAtlFft1) Pf^.-ï f 6(^)ati (10o241)
Remembering that the inverse of an operator of the form (10.238) is
obtained simply by interchanging t 1 and t", we have, on multiplying
eg, (10.241) on the left by P f^{ r̂f $ F(t) àt ] and on
tho right by P f^x|v(^ \J (7 {fc)<iM ? "and t 1 =t,


























Observing ? however ? that 1
(10.245)
and recognizing that the last factor of (10 0244) is simply
U (tot -*o ) ?wo havG
(10.246)
The above results may obviously bo generalized to the
case of more than two bound states. As in the example of the delta-
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transformation operator Ut v>0 . **O) may be forcefully maintained
by a purely formal procedure. How-, however , since all of the bound
states have a common origin in the unperturbed energy levels just
above E , they must be carefully traced back individually, each to
its own infinitesimal unperturbed energy band. One must make a
formal distinction between these energy bands ? labelling them by
some such scheme as E\ - E* ,E^ , «.• • etc.. so that the bound
090 ? o
'
states are given formally by
(10.247)
We pointed out, in the discussion of the one-dimensional
delta- function potential , that the S-matrix was in that case
unambiguously unitary in spite of the presence of a bound state* This
result holds in general for all systems no matter how many bound
states are présente We shall now proceed to verify this. Introducing
the operators T
-
and defined by equations (10*136, 137? 138),
we may write
(10.248)




<«t* if*i«'>¦=<«*' ipjot'o^r and ° + ' w° °ttain
x*;.t-.• 11 X-*X- x*_ ?
(itT.)X - ? x*0 * T_* )SS
), lfeo /) -'«(tô(^)H ls+-ITTIU*!
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•¦? ) s introducing th
underlined operators defined "by (1O.ljO), and romom'boring that
O± + Ô = i ,WÛ got
(10.250)
RGmGm'bori.ng the form (10...2.42) for the S-oporator, wo sog that
(10.250) implies
(10.251)
This relation wo might hayo oxpoctod as "boing iuipliod already
by (10. 132) a In ord^r to prove tho oth^r no'CGSSary condition for
unitarity, namely S 5 = 1> wo must introduce! the operator UTUT \^P/ /
V'.'hich satisfies th-3 differential equation
(10.252)
and the boundary condition
(10.253)
Eq.s« (100252 3 253) may be corabincd into the single intogra-1 equations
(10.254)
In ordv-r to express this operator in a different form 1>t us sot
(10.2 55)
























Proceeding exactly as we did for the operators X- and T-, we
may write
(10.259)
Taking matrix elements of this equation, and multiplying "by
(10.260)





T,x:T*X,: X,-+ xt +
I 4-T*)XiV"O+'V**BS













Taking matrix elements of this equations *//o got
(10.262)






XV«V « A. -« .nay also "bo inferred from
another argument. The S-operator should oo definable by the equation
(10 .2 66 )
equally wo11 as by the equation (10 » 14S ) « Bat ifiibstitùting (10.45)






















from which (10 ..263) follows.
It willbo instructive to present here another proof
of the unitarity of the S-matrix by a- method which is very useful
the theory of scattering. Let us go all the way back to the înts
equation ( 10.63) and rewrite it in the form
(10.268)
in which it is understood that the principal valuo is to be taken
of any integral in which the singular function 1 appears








Equations (10.269) and (tO-27-1,) have an interesting pby;-:
significance. First observe that if ..'.. eg wore no degeneracy in Die
unperturbed system there would bo no ¦:¦:¦', c teringo For ? remem"ber that
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bo defined by moans of an adiabatic proscription. The delta funxbipj
of the energy differences, which occurs in the S~matrix, arises only
because of the adoption of some procedure such as introducing export
tial ''dumping" factors (cf. the analysis of the delta function in
the Appendix). If we write the S-operator in the form
(10.272)
then we have an explicit characterisation of it as the operator w%ici
switches the perturbation on ? and thon off again, adiabatioally* I:;
none of the unperturbed energy states is degenerate then we knô>. by
the theorem of adiabatic invariance, that the system must eveii":-v:,lly
find itself in the same state as that in which it start od. If?
on the other hand, the unperturbed states are degenerate, the switcb':::<:
on and off of the perturbation producesj in general ? a sJbuffiWg of
the degenarate states corresponding to a given energy level, a,ud the
not result appears physically as a scattering <> The final state is
no longer required to be the same as the initial state. It is only
required to have the same energy
'
a
Equation (10» 269) is aa explicit expression of the
shuffling process. The vector « > 5ç expresses the extent
«À. *-> i.r* is shuffled in transform!-.:^<a /-¦ ¦-' "• .
to the perturbed stationary state ; "'? /» .It should be
observed that since UÏ{H> U V-p Î(H. Ml \ the vectq:




For certain systems other cwisorr/ation laws busi&es that '.. f.
energy may be important» In field theories, for example, th«s fin.V:.
state must have also the same momQ'.ivvmj angular momentum^ and cLcONSça




ponding to the eigenvalue H£
(10.273)
. The vector t /,» can "be obtained from the vactor
i/l
**
"by applying a pure "strain"', as represented by the operator
°n^-J-,—r M,,1*1 in (10.271). It is this operator which
puts the detailed structure into the perturbed stationary state. The
above procedure may also be reversed. That is, we may apply the
"strain" to the initial states first, and then let them be shuffled ?
Thus, if we write
(10.274)
we have, on substituting (10.269) into (10.271), and making use of
(10.274)
(10.275)
Let us now introduce tho operator
(10.276)
whose matrix elements may, in virtue of (10.274) ? "be written in the
form
The underlined form of the operator X, namely

















Using (10.275) and (1O»277) we may write
(10.279)
Multiplying (10.279) by &(M* _ HlY*°we go?
(10.280)
Equation (10.280) is known as the Hoitlcr integral equation. Its
solution may bo written down formally as
(10.281)
Finally we may express tho S~operator in terms of IC
(10. 282)
If we can show that the operator X is Harmitian thon it
follows that Sis unitary. The demonstration that Kis Hermitian
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Ifwe can show that the operators K(H^) are Honnit ian thon it follows
/then that Kis Herrnitian, since/the two forms in ( 10 0 2
"3)"
3 ) will "be the
Hermit ian adjoints of one another » Now, we have
and hence
**(»>[*h^ H'J'[i+ H,s^.jHls[l%3_ H,,




Kk (H.V)s H t,[ i<- -i~- hk;s X (H^ (1O=287)
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Calculation of Constant a.
We can determine the value of "a" by a wave packet argument. To do
this let us first introduce a notation which is reminiscent of the
treatment of the vector potential A-^, in chapter 3» In chapter 3 we
split the vector potential into "incoming" and "retarded" , or "out-
going" and "advanced" parts. Let us now perform a similar separation
of the state vector of our scattering problem. Let / y> denote the
Heisenberg state vector of the system. / / J> does not necessarily
have to be a stationary state. Introduce a coordinate representation
for the system, and then examine the asymptotic behavior of the wave
function *(£ q. 1 / \ for large values of the coordinates q. Let
us write
*
y i v ĉ '
<^'iy^<^/ y + <f*'/ y o°-wa)
where the notation willbecome clearer presently» Since we shall
no?\rbere make use of the special properties of the system of coordin- ¦
nates q, we may, without ambiguity, also simply write
I\ A> IJ> -f+ I) (10.141b)
/ \
ih
We shall new show that the "incoming" state-vector / / i
(10.141a)
ay sho t t "inco ing" t r f f s
the unperturbed state vector firon which / \ is generated through
/ * /'/ \ 'a. ,lication of the operator (J fr *»&f We shall do this by firstVjfÎS' / »
assuming it true and then demonstrating the self consistency of the
assumption. In particular then, if !\ is equal to if/
/ V"*1 s W*al to j^ \ .Ye write
/// r^lù/\ -h I J • (10.141c)







where X. is a function which is "peaked around some particular se
of values of the O^q • Hence II1 = Ho in the present problem
(i.e. there is no level shift) the Schrodinger state vector corres-
ponding to (I0o141d) has the form
(10. 141e)
Strictly speaking, it is the "moving" function \ Q^fL / which
describes the "moving" wave packet.
Let us now examine the properties of /£7\ as "^*<^
If the wave packet is arranged as to be an incoming packet, then,
for large negative values of the time, the packet will still be at a
large distance from the scattering center. At such times only the
asymptotic parts of the vectors / \ / will contribute essentially
to building up the wave packet, all other parts mutually cancelling
owing to rapidly varying phases. Thus we may write
(10.141f)
Although tho functions < <3L'i" ùhs >a«d<^.( / s^J are defined
at points close in to the scattering center (as well as at distant ;
pointsl V these regions willnot contribute to the wave packet,
/likewise on account of the mutual cancellation due to rapidly varying
phased
/ A
It should now be observed that although / O^*/ is an eigen-






yanisheafe-t all points q, 1 except at the "origin" (i.e. at the scatter-
ing center)* This condition plus the boundary conditions imposed by
the asymptotic form pf
' -<^ <l'/ are, in fact-, sufficient to
\ . uniquely. The vector / > / is therefore a kind
of state-vector generated by a poiftt. _s.9}:rccc . l°ca ted at the origin. The
situation here is analogous to that encountered in chapter 3», in
which the vector A/ f fails to satisfy the free wave function by
a term involving the current source j •
(10.141g)
because the function S* T g ¦ «"« v*r4/[z/c£i<i// V/ represents an
"outgoing" wave packet^ wand in the limit of large negative times,
this outgoing packet has not yet emerged from the origin. Or, if one
prefers to look at it in a different way, under time reversal the
packet -appears to be "sucked in'by the origin, and disappears.
probability is not conserved for wave functions constructed out
of these vectors alone»
Equation (10,141g) expresses the crucial point of the
argument and shows why the use of wave packets is absolutely necessary.»
For, if the wave function JsTj 0, He Ci'
~tû)£fé) <^f'l \*
were spread out over all space, it would never get completely sucked
into the origin under time rev ïrsal. Moreover , we could not write
eq.» (iO<.l4lf) in the first place, as non-asyrnptotic parts of the / y> /
would always contribute to / \ . These are actually very delicate
t &
points, and in a rigorous analytical discussion of our problem they
must be handled very carefully» In reality, for example, no wave
packet can be truly finite in a non-relativistic theory o It will
always have at least a thin (but long) tail extending over all space *
One must therefore make sure that this tail always has such negligible
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(For a discussion of this difficulty, and the whole .problem of non-
relativistic scattering? see GoB. van Kampen, Phys, Rev,),
Ir virtue of eq> (10.141g) we may now write
(10.141h)
That is, while the packet is still at a large distance from the scatter
ing center it can be built out of the stationary state wave function^*
of the unperturbed system equally well as out of the corresponding sta-
tionary wave functions of the perturbed system» Moreover, while it is
still at a large distance it docp't matter very much whether the scat-
tering perturbation EL is present or not. Hence EL can be switched
on adiabatically while the wave packet approaches, and all of the per-
fv
turbation-theoric results obtained previously by adiabatic procedure
,\
are available to us.
¥hen the packet gets near to the scattering center^ then
of course, it becomes necessary to use the perturbed wave functions»
However, after the packet has been Scattered (it generally gets broken
up in the process and is moving away from the scattering center^ then
the use of the unperturbed wave functions can be resumed. The unper-
turbed wave functions used after the scattering process will not be
those used prior to the scattering process , but will be connected with
the latter by some transformation Inw, > jjf*
To 388 this, let us introduce a set of vectors / \

















(i0o 141i? j) can bo determined almost by inspection from the vec-
corresponds to an "incoming" wave^^and,, in fact ? is just such as I" fi~o
compensate for the lack of probability conservation in the "outgoing"




and we see that \s / > / 'is a stationary state wave function
of the unperturbed system.
Now.? referring back to eq.s, (Iool4lb, c s d) it is evident
that we may write
(10.141m)
(10.141n)
Let us also define
****
(10.141o)
If,following the analogy of chapter g., we express the asymptotic
/s.
-A-


























The voctors / J- and / y are connected "by an
operator S which, in its matrix form, is known as the S—matrix»
(10.141s)
In the limit of a very broad wave packet (although, of course, we
must never allow the packet to "become infinitely "broad) the function
MCjOÙ) very sharply peaked, .and equation (10. 141s) effectl
vely reduces to
(10.141t)
(iO«141t) may "be taken as the defining equation of the S-m^trix» The
matrix element s are evidently given "by
(10.141u)
We could have carried out all of this analysis replacing (iQ614id)
,nd (I0o141p) by true rather than asymptotic equations % i«>e»
/ s ~/ \ ù/> / \rcf / \4uf t j \<tkUur t±i/-I) +j ) *7? -+ / y
This would have teen closer to the spirit of cqs o (3. ) and (3= )
of chapter 3» Hoover., we aave chosen the present method to emphasize
that the S-matrix (and hence scattering) can "be analyzed completely
in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the stationary state wats%
functions. The discussion of chapter 3 ? on the ether hand,, could not
be carried out (except in first approximation) in terms of the asymp-
totic "behavior of the vector potential A *£„ ? since this nsymptotic
behavior is not constant in time owing to the fact that the scattering
particle moves .and is gradually accelerated by the incoming field.
would then have failed over a diffuse region (the region occupied by












and may "be read off directly by inspection of the asymptotic form
of the stationary slate p^rtu^bed wave function <f" <© / j> • -
Let us now see how to describe scattering in terms of
the 3-matrix. Since the distant scattered wave packet may be des-
cribed by the asymptotic wave functions, we may write
(10.141v)
(10. 141w)
Equation (10.141w) is an explixit expression of the scattered
pucket in terms of unperturbed stationary state wave functions.
It willnow be convoiiient to introduca the interaction
représentation» Making use of equations (10» 17)? (10.26) and (i0.141h)
we have
(10.141x)
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n virtue of (10,141j) we may also write
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Hence we may make the identification
(10.141bb)
and itis evident that in order to calculate the operator S we may
avail ourselves i>f the computational techniques which have been develo-
ped previously for evaluating the operators IJ,^. f-£ "élj ? additiç
to the technique of examining asymptotic wave functions.
The process of scattering is completely described by
the operator S o It is for this reason that S is often referred to
as the scattering operator» From (iQ»4s)j (10.56) and (i0o 60) we
find that the scattering operator is given by
(10.142)
•%f» /a y
The constant a mentionned above on pagesx*"v-,Jfis thus seen to "be
eq.ual to unity •
Evidently the vectors/ } and/ y may "be identified with /~"<^o>
i\ ¦'''.':". f Yt
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1. The delta function.
The "delta function" is a symbol ê (x) which satisfies
the following formal equation %
{ i^h%) <f<H) °** rAo f°r^^yof°r^^y0 and ail /(*)
where L. ( "K.) is any arbitrary function which is continuous at the
origin. The delta function defines a "mapping" of the set of all
continuous functions into the straight line. Each continuous function
is mapped into its value at the origin. Following Lo Schwartz, the
notion of "distribution" (a generalization of the notion of "function")
may be introduced in terms of such mappings, and the formal properties
of the delta function may be mathematically rigorized.
(1.1)
For such rigor the reader is referred to the literature.
In what follows we shall stick close to the purely formal development
of the theory of the delta function <> This procedure has the advantage
of b.eing graphic, of often affording physical or pictorial .insight,,




Itwill be observed from (1.1) that, since O^ and £•(**)
are completely arbitrary, we may write, in a formal sense
{{<*.}= 0 f-VX X/ 0 (1.2)
These relations, although purely formal, give us a mental picture of
the delta function as a sort of limiting form of a very steep function













A function which has just the form, and which gives unity when into—
grated from
-
co to + ®ù } is
JL ——~ ' (1.4. )
where £ is a small positive number.
The delta-function nature of this function is readily seen
through consideration of the following integral
i£,v) J_ dx =± Ifit)U-
'
JL]*\1 / A'/k)U-1 >- «/*ii AHé 1 " L rJ.» it]/{' c
Passing to the limit as £ —> 0 ? and using the fact that
















/If 2- v r x-A it
/*"-*
Ito _1_ ,J. / [(* s ± .L IL\%) '*x U x« [ XS«* »t' t J.a /l t
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Thus the delta function can "be replaced "by the function (1.4) in
any integral expression,, provided the passage to the limit jC -.> 0
is carried out after the integration has "been performed. In fact,
such a procedure of passage to a limit is actually implied "by the
formal expression (1.1)
Henceforth, whenever we deal with expressions involving
an £• j it will always be understood that a limiting process {-•—? 0
is to be carried out after all the analytical operations involving
such expressions have been performed. With this "implicit limiting
convention" , then, we may write
From (I*7) we obtain
•f(O - £ ** * d.«)
That is, J (o) is a very large number, which becomes infinite
in the limit. In spite of the divergent nature of J Z'x) a"k
the origin, we shall on occaision find it convenient to make use
of the expression <J (0 ) in our anylitical work. Sometimes, in
order to make the work nore palatable for some (or more graphic for
others), the symbol (J (0) will be replaced by an equivalent




Expression^ (1.4) is not the only function which pos-
sesses a delta-function "behavior in the limit. For example , func-
tions which have general behaviors of the following types could
equally well "be used to define the delta function by a limiting
process % j
t il








However, tho form (1.4) happens to "be particularly useful and will
suffice for a very large part of our analytical work with the delta
function. Indeed, it will appear that with the use of (1.4) and equi-
valent expressions, a large part of that portion ax analysis which is
related to Fourier transform theory can be carried out in terms of
tho elementary functions alone.
From (1»7) it appears that the delta function is an even
function. This can also be verified directly in the following manner.
r r
v ( -X) is seen to have precisely the same effect as 0 (^f ),
and is therefore, to all intents and purposes, indisti^guisliable
from / ( X )
f(^) r Z*^; (1.10)
(1.9)
The "derivative of the delta function", on the other
handy is an odd function of s
<fh ) - - 1 UL-J rr (x'+è 1) 2- . (1-11)
Before passage to the limit it has the following form % (see grapb^fc
on next page « )
Since 0 (x) = ° for A / 0, it is evident that (/(/*) =0 for
points 7C no^ in ne neighborhood of the origin. It should be noted
however, that it is net quite proper to say
"
4
' (X)( X ) = 0T
% 0"o For this combined with J
' {q)= 0, which follows from
the oid nature of J ()( ) , would imply J ' ( )= 0 everywhere.
Instead we should investigate the limiting process a little more













i\ „ , __
Suppose, using expression (i»7) ? we ask ourselves how far
from the origin /( must be in order that the magnitude of J ()()
be less than an arbitrarily small quantity, say <? * The answer
is readily found to be fxj >{$/*•r\î_ • Similarly, if we ask
y/«i b J •«• / ,
ourselves how far from the origin )ç must be in order that |<J( V)\
be less than a small quantity, say q , we find that we must have
° If> when the magnitudes of à {y ) and à (*}
are respectively less than Q and f ,we may regard these ma-
gnitudes as being effectively equal to zero, we may write %
/ x ITJ 7 (1.12)
and, in general, for the n th derivative of the delta function
Condition (1.12) is now to replace (1.2).
Itwill now be seen that for sufficiently small £ ,




i'fruQ'. 6I>hif-VX.(H) - Q
( v. v>|xf/rt.-oS(*)
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without (1o13) being at the same time satisfied. This means that
Mm
Q (%\
-*-s more "spread out" around the origin than v (X) is» And,
in general, the derivatives tf (.X ) > à (x)? J (A)? ° • • e^c »
bccoiao successively more spread out.
The effect of the derivatives of the delta function on
an integrand may be deduced by a formal procedure of integration
by parts. We find, for &*) 0,
\ f(>) (ft*)**-[/(«) f(*)]^- / f'(*)J(n)Jx
= ~
f(°) (1.15)
and ? in general,
In equation (1...16) the function L{)<) is completely arbitrary,
except that itmust possess an nth derivative at the origin. In the
theory of L. Schwartz the successive derivative s of the delta func-
tion are introduced through the concept of "distributions of in-
creasing rank."
(1.16)
From (1o16) we may immédiat ly infer
- y 0-tf r ( (1.17)
! for r» >n
{'(>






(-)"<A)t/ r fxJf-(*)d (x)(
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which implies
(;*) Jll_ 0 (a) for 0 £m£n
(<*->*)! (1#18 )
0 for tv\ }n
In particular
Xl/X
1/(1t) - Ô (1.20)
Considerable care should be exercised in the application of these
formal equations. We shall meet later an important case in which
equationê (1.21) is seemingly violated. At this point we can merely
say that if the above expressions appear directly in integrals where
the variable of integration is > then these relations are general-
ly® valid. If,however, )( is a function of other variables which
are themselves the variables of integration, then these relations
are only sometimes valid. This is not surprising, since the limiting
process has so far been carried out only for a single well-defined





We now deduce a more or less miscellaneous sot of














Since, for c(V 050 5
we infer





Differentiating equation ( 1- s )j using (1»7)j &nd remem-

























Hence /!_ ( x | (1.28)
It is evident from the structure of the delta function that its
integral is a "step function"» That is,
I f(*)JX Ji/Ui) - f o for X<o
--o. (1.2»
( for *>f
Equation (1.29) checks with (1.26)
(1.27)
. 9)
If the limiting process is taken quite seriously we may
write






Of importance in connection with the delta function is
the logarithmic function, log X . Since log has an infinite
number of "branches at the origin and is uniquely determined only up
to multiples of 2 IT t. , we htrj restrict our attention to two impor-
tant forms, called log X and log JK , along the real axis.
These are dei ined as follows
log A r Log |X| f 1 (|. I- WI
log x r Log UJ -±( \ - *~)rri
(1#32)
l v t /























v+ (X ) and q (% ), are defined in terms of the derivatives of
log- ( X ) and log_ (X) i
-mi /(x)
-
iL 6, (*) x J- t^ -îTcl^/))4 J. ?f? f ; 1v J X( f
r j (1o33)ZTTtcl. (x) c i. e<* (x) :i-1 t ITc <T/ X )
v^horc use has "been made of Eqs. (1.26) and (1.27) in taking the deri-
vatives. Since
— —— = -i- , we have
) (3-34)
(f.(x) r J cftx) -i. X J
Evidently




Delta functions in Euclidean spaces of an arbitrary
number n of dimensions can be readily defined in terms of the
1-dimcnsional delta function. For example, if ?
_
? ...X aro
the coordinates of a point Xin such a space ? the n-dimcnsional
delta function is
/(*)'f(rt) f(*x ) ---ffjfx*) (1.36)
and satisfies
I(-(*) f(») <^X ~f(v) fin*tt t(M) (1-37)
where R is any region containing the origin and the symbol &\ X
denotes the n~dimensional volume element %

























The arbitrariness in R and /- (X( K ) allows us to write formally
f(-*-)~O fox, -HjtO {U39)
IJc*> •j y (i-4o)
/a?
in analogy with (1.2) and (1.3).
(1.39)
1. 0)
Let- us consider for a moment the important case of 3
dimensions. It is customary to label the points in 3-dimonsional
Euclidean space b;y the radius vector h «,
r-(*,,*i,*o (1 - 41)
Consider the function '/« whore *-
-
|< I V*i*i






But, by Gauss's theorem
t'«. f -1- --'¦T (1-44)
where t'6"is a surface element on the sphere S of radius R centered
at the origin. Evidently we may write
f(t):- ± Vl^ (1.45)
The function ~ is said to be the Green's function of the





















In general, The Green's function of any linear operator
in n-dimensional Euclidean space is formally defined "by
G- C*)= A"'J"<» (1.46)
and satisfies
A (,*(*¦) -«Tv) (.K47)
If 0? ( X.) is a function satisfying an equation of the form
M» (L4B)
then a particular solution for s given "by





From Eg. (1.28) it is seen that the Green's function**
ÀI
for the operator iÇL™,. in 1 dimension is simply S J7t} . a
4-dimensicnal Euclidean space the Green's function of the operator
U
l
if-^ / rr7V)-^-^'»^s / S)(i. 5o)5 o)
is readily found to "be
f ?¦
- -! L-
Usg is made here of the fact that the Surface volume of a 4--dimon-













î T -' }"
< ( HMx)
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Equation (( 1 •51 ) is valid only if the 4-dimensional
space is positive definite. In the much more interesting case in
which the space possesses a Minkpwski metric, corresponding to
the space-time of relativity theory, the Green's function of the
d f Alftmbertian operator O looks quite different from (1.51).
In order to find out what it actually is we must first review the
customary notation of relativity theory.
Of the coordinates A^ , X^ ? Xy, A^ the first three
are real and the fourth is pure imaginary. The connection with
non-relativistic notation is via
where Latin indices range over the values 1j2 ? 3; G is the velocity





t *ij« 6- /" (1*54)
¦ and the delta function is given "by









L J<y) * z^Ji*1), (1.56)
Uls(Ul$(x z) - 9 0(x*) + « *lJ (**) (1-57)
Referring to equation (1.21), we should be tempted to say
Q v( ~*< r) =0. VJe shall see, however, that this is a case in





















This Green's function is nowadays called tho "invariant delta






Z Ô.(ï)C -cTCx) (1.61)
It should "bo noted that, the Green's function in the prosent case
is actually not uniquely detarrainod by (1.58). In place of (1.59) we
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where L ( 3l) is any function which satisfies the free wave equa-
tion '
1 (1.63)
In a positive definite space, equation (1.63) would imply
L = constant, and thus G i ("X.) would be uniquely determined
except for an additive constant. In a Minkowski space, however, even
the condition that f- (# ) be an invariant function is not sufficient
to restrict (jr t(X)•As an example^ we have {J •
—
¦ sO, in
contract to the positive definite case. For, writing
and proceeding as in the case of d( X ), we have
The choice of an appropriate Green's function for a given problem
will,in a Minkowski space, depend upon the boundary conditions for
the problem.
(1.64)
A Green's function which has been found to "bo particu-






ûl|)c(O:û l|)c(O: -cf^) (1.66)
f\
0)
Introducing tho function O (/f ) defined "by
.65)
.6 )









Dc C*)*DOO*i *'%> (168).
2. Fourier series, integrals, and transforms.
Consider the following infinite serina s
Urth |<£ un X X (2.1)
Let A- (X ) bo an arbitrary function. Then consider the following
integral, for Ck 0 ?























We have here integrated by parts and usôd the olemontary integral
Now, the function 2 tan (A tan %• ) has the following appearance,
-<in -5(1 -zrr r , i * i
A ill ¦mv...- JILt -I U-..WL.. m ULJurnm.-TH ¦¦ ¦—In-,
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and it approaches more and more nearly to a "stop- function" the larger
larger A is. In particular, if
-
2ÏÏ^y 2tf, then
?c^v Z U^(4 U£) - ît 4L. (2.4)
4 -*> °o t" IyI
Thus, taking the limit of equation (2,2) as £-O 0 , and
2restricting ato the range 0/ a y, we obtain
Evidently therefore the sum C acts like a delta
function. It is, however, unchanged if we add to any multiple
of
-—. Hence it is rather a sum of delta functions equally spaced
along the axis. If we now extend the implicit limiting convention
introduced in the previous section, "by always supposing that an
oscillating series of the form <£_ is to be summed by
inserting a small exponential convergence factor which is allowed
to tend to zero only after all the analysis in which the series
appears has been carried out, then we may write
rr £~ c~~ X X ) (2.6)
C»/ We- 00 «o
(2.5)
Now, let L ( / ) be any function which is periodic
with period ~
=—, (Mathematicians would impose restrictions of

















/ t .i r» k /
•f. P a' («)
X
The second expression above shows that , owing to tlio periodicity
of L (;> )? the domain of integration may be shifted forward or
backward any distance a . Equations (2.7) and (2.8) express the
fundamental relations of Fourier series.
.
2.8)
Let us now see what happens when we take the constant X
irr




becomes "bigger and bigger, and




The sum on the left may be replaced by an integral in the limit,
through the correlation





Xi - i)(x) (2.11)
























First let us evaluate two other oscillating integrals, by
extending the implicit limiting convention to apply to integrals as
well as series» The first of these is the following §
in tir /
I





The second is simply its complex conjugate 2
The addition of (2.12) and (2.13) immediatly gives (2.11).
.1
(2.13)
Now, in any integral in which the factor —7 -r- appears,
À +fe
the effect of passage to the limit £ -}0 is simply to take the
'/











x - P !\ -~ (cfo Schwinger ) (2,14)
We shall, however, not adopt any special symbolism, but will leave
it always understood that the principal value of an integral is to
be taken whenever IA, apoears in it as a factor» Thus, remembering
(A
((1 o34)?o 34) ? we may write
I/e'k^-i^,%iJL.-tr*, (2.15)
r rIt is often convenient to write the functions 0, (/f( /f ) and (^ )
in the equivalent forms
.
.1



















r • *j fn - t




The effect of the functions (j (x ) and <!/_ (/C ), occuring as factors
in an integrand, can easily be demonstrated by making use of complex
fur«tion theory. Let ( ) be an arbitrary analytic function of
Then consider the integral
j/fx)j /fx) f(X) A* =i- I Mil. a a (2.19)
The integrand has a pole at -( fe which approaches the origin as (r
goes to zero, The effect of passing to the limit £ •-> 0 is to indent
the contour of integration in the following manner i
The residue of the integrand at the pole -c. £ is
t\ , = 1 L(~it) _> i. /(o) (2.20)
The contribution to the integrand arising from the indentation is
-T Î ft.,-, -\fO), (3.21)




























which cheks with (2,15). The function Ô^ (/ ) can be discussed in a
similar manner, the contour of integration taking in this case the
form
For any function L ( A )we may write
/*"*
'
-#** f** 'fe /*-A')l(*)'lti*')f(,.f)i*'*£
l
t iff*')*-' Jki«>
fl« ) / l ; (2-23)
where
/7o * f- I \\x)t 'a* (2.24)
/rprovided that the integral (2 «24) exists» The function L is
known as the Fourier transform of the function j[ « Evidently
/ (*)*(¦¦(*) (2.25)
That is, the process of taking tha Fourier transform twice (or any
even number of times) brings one back again to the original func-











,>4 k X M'
t
£ijV-x'j'1*'-rIf r)fo ) ¦-
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Consider now the integral
JL fVk<^ ,± tzj^l (2.26)
Referring to Eg, (2.11), we see that we may write formally
U^v
—
„__ - U(*) (2.27)
.26)







Ifwe now extend the implicit limiting convention of section 1 to
include L, so that the limit L -? •%> is understood whenever L occurs
in any expression ? we may remove the sign from the left hand
side of (2.27). We may also write
(T(o) .- Jz S) «* (2o2 8)
which is to "be comparod wjth (1.8). In order to make a distinction











0(0) n form J(k- k ) or J (.^- /( ) according as we are working
in on^- or the jther of the two spaces, Thus Eg. (2.28) becomes
I
--
K "k) (2.29 )
Similarly, Eg» (1.8) of section 1 becomes
J_ r J (*-•*) (2.30)
.29)
The quantity L apeearing in (2,29) has the significance
"lenght of the real axis". Thp cube of this quantity, C? is thus
to be understood as the "volume of space". We write
The delta function appearing in (2.31) is the 3-dimensional delta
function.
(2.31)
Itis sometimes convenient to regard an integration over
a certain region R of a space s formally as an explicit summation
over the points of S lying in R. Thus we shall sometimes write
j f(k)Jk .- X E. fM (2.32)
where, in passing to the expression on the right 9 the sumbol dk
appearing on the jeft is thought of as a constant multiplier equal
to an infinitesimally small quantity X (cf. (£*1Q;)« The quantity
X may readil.7 he "evaluated" "by introducing the Krcneoaer delta
- " { o Art. kf k
From the properties (1.39» 40) of the delta function it is seen that

















whore n is the dimensionality of the space So
We shall now calculate some miscellaneous Fourier trans-
forms. First of all ? we have the fundamental transform
à (k)z -'-=. (2.37)
[hi
ïïoxt, we have , from (I<.31), .. +<-ju
s ij(tit
•* fJ* mi X
_ i. i ,n
(2.38)
Hence /* . i
X IJJ» 1 (2.39)






























other Fourier integral representations.
Differentiating the delta function we o"btain the repre-
sentation ! x
/K>- î- r\ tik>j\ (2.40)
which implies
~;k * (2.41)
And, in general , for the nth derivative,
f (k) r = (^«O (2.42)
4 )
Fourier transforms in three dimensions are also frequently
of importance. Among these we may mention the Fourier transform of
the Green's function of the Laplacian operator. Referring to eg.
(1.45)? we may write
6 yes*y es*
480 (2.43)
from which we obtain the inverse
Equation (2.43) may be verified directly, using an infinitesimal
exponential converg-ence factor. To show this, however, we shall con-
sider a slightly more general case: We shall find the Green's function—
* L 7
of the operator V
- X*• . We have























But I* I ,- l<t I|NU
ji ti Jhr tin lA**di
"~- c





Expression (2.47) is known as the ïukawa function.
.
.
One can see from eg. (2045) &ow easy it is to write down
the Fourier transform of the Green's function of a given différentiel
operator. Once the Fourier transform has "been found, the actual
calcul a t<&s?n|of the function is simply a matter of straightforward
evaluation of definite integrals, and the determination of Green's
functions is thus reduced to a systematic procedure. The method
can be very successfully employed to calculate various four dimensio-
nal Green's functions, of particular importance being those assiocia-
ted with the Minkowaki space of special relativity, of which we have
already met a few examples ((1.59) (1( 1-65) ) • The study of these four
dimensional Green's functions will, however, be deferred until the
next chapter. In the meantime, we shall obtain a few further miscel-
laneous results»
Consider the integral
7 I {(X* iJ~ j <~ <A)t (2 046)
where a is a complex number with W 0{
- ) &. We may write












z. ¦so /— *v> %>
28
~ "j fe A- 'li ,X e C " T . (2.49)
#jv j
where is the phase of a s
- I*) L l (2.50)
Hence . -r- (/ \ '
l'~ I//T| c (2- 51)
By analytic continuation to the real axis we may write for t/ù, =0,
a 0,
jL " xc VT7» c - (2- 52)
.5
.52)
Notions such as "fractional derivatives" or, more gone. ¦
rally, the concept of the fun.ct.ion of a differential operator may be
introduced with the aid of Fourier transform theory. Thus we may
write *> . (
We have already used this formal procedure in the calculation of
Green's functions. It is .also a powerful method for generating useful
approximations to the delta function. For example, if U is an arbi-
trary function, we may write /
vto V
'




























The case in which f (iK ) = l/^/ we ha,vo already met, and it leads
to the expression (1»7) for the delta function. The case in which
/(* y
-- "* •*¦ is also of interest» We then have, using the impli-







Another useful expression for the delta function is
obtained for expressions (2027) and (2.28). We may write formally
The expression on the right of (2.56) may readily be shown to have . ¦
unit integral even when L, is finite s
-"
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1 if *¦"'* ] ( *****J x }
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S / f(k) Ak r / (2.57)
Moreover, «o L^ kr c»
t, »<- rr a. 1 ( o fin kJO (2.58)
3 Space-like surfaces and the invariant Green's functions.
In this chapter we use the usual notation / £? (T / t<- y
to label the coordinates of space-time. Differentiation with respect
to a coordinate will be denoted by a comma followed by an index»
A space-like surface CT" may always "b© taken as one of
v family of surfaces
t/ = constant . (3» 1)
where j is a real function whose value increases in positive
time-like directions. The unit normal vector to CF at any point may
then "be defined "by
and can always be transformed by a proper Lorentz transformation
into the form
Normal and tangential derivatives to the space-like surface are
defined respectively by

















In particular, we have
Since the last expression is symmetric in v and st/ w© have the
theorem
C^ n y .- C7X fl^ (3.7)
This theorem, involving only tangential derivatives, does not depend
on the definition of (T as one of a family of surfaces» It depends
only on the properties of the single surface itself (i.e. on how h^
varies over <P ) and is actually merely an expression of the fact that
<T is smooth (i.e. differentiable) .
(3.5)
(3.6)
Let IC&} "be an arbitrary functional of <S~ „ For
example , F/"<rJ may defend on the various values which certain
fixed spaoe-iimo quantities assume over CT , so that it depends in a
definite way on the precise shape and location of (f . If is
a point on CT then the variational derivative of r^Cjwith respect
to 6" at the point is defined "by
[±£?3 - £*» F LL
~
£ '1 'F& (3.8)
where 6" is a space-like surface which differs from £T only in the





»" tr lUH^U)'hrlv T,c t> fait ÇO" *¦
tt tA-*A*}'
{
*%<i< t>*» (-v tOt








between 6'"* and C » For example, if
where O<T is a surface element and
then, by the 4-cLiniensional Gauss theorem,




Let 1 "be any space-time function which vanishes faster
than I/-}1" at sufficiently distant space-like directions. Then consider
the surface integral
Prom (3.11) we get
S !?« *fj / - / - <•> (3.13)
which means that jT^yis independent of 6~ , and to evaluate it we
may choose (T" as we please. If we choose (f to be a flat sur-
face t = constant so that V| . is given by (3»3) ? it is evident that
the only non-vanishing components of J, . . arc I- yz -I





















by the 3-dimensional Gauss theorem. Hence
Prom (3«5) it is seen that (3»15) may also be written in the form
IK^» - »>„ fJc --o t (3. 16)
(3.15)
.16)




k is a measure of the curvature of 6" .In the derivation of (3.17)
we have also used the obvious identity
l)r ff £<> (3.19)
(3.17)
In the relativistic theory of fields, of great importan-
is the function U , (/) which satisfies the equation
(a l'K l)yl)y*K:oK :o (3<20)















where is an arbitrary space-like surface through the origin and
/is an arbitrary function over Co » Equation (3-.21) says that
( X ) vanishes for <H ){j as well as at the origin. Equation
(3«22) says that the time derivative of ) is essentially a 3-
dimensional delta function.
(3.22)
A number of properties of the function ût (X) may be
derived from the defining equations (3020-22). Using the theorems




Here we denote the specific dependence of h on C* and on the point
at which it is to be evaluated on Cv by writing it h^'i.*/^?
.23)
An analogous integral involving the second derivatives of
Aw can "be evaluated in a similar fashion s
f / A Acr\ f(f*\k A- £ 4,, ? 7AtI ruff '-*uff 1 fV r *#«// v 'n/ '-t r
- - VV']/'».)
¦ vrf )Aft*- 1 ( '•-, H* " vft-'jA*-1
An, Vpfide--- «wVJA*^








Although, in the derivation of this result, w© have used total
derivatives of the normals (as in expressions of the form (h( h t)
and have thereby tacitly assumed the possibility of expressing £"
as a member of a one-parameter family, V = constant, th« final
result involves only tangential derivatives and therefore depends
only on the properties of the simple surface ÇQ and not on the
particular choice for tho rest of the family (/ = constant. It
will "be observed that the final expression in (3.24) is symmetric in
U and v as, of course, itmust be.
Sinco éS j^ jj4 has the nature of a 3~dimensional delta
function, , is the derivative of such a function. In the
same limiting sense in which we wrote down equations (1.12,13) we
L' j f4
Je*




AlcM"0 Xi>jL j (3.25)
indicating that "k//^^ is "spread out" in space-like direc-
tions than Ù v v is. If X an(i are an«y* "t"^0 points on a
space-like surface, then we shall take the expression A / A to be
synonymous with (/-/') > ? /fjf» Thus, although X X ' implies
/X if pL X~^') "^y i"^ OGS no "t necessarily imply that /\ /X. ~X'J
vanishes 0
(3.26)
Consider the expression t)\^ [_X j? J
i.c» the product of two components of the unit normal vector to an
arbitrary space-like surface 6" at the point on £T with
an arbitrary function h ()f !). This expression is a functional of g ,
and it is sometimes useful to make use of the variational derivative
of this functional . Writing
*
r f«;<j >VL*'r]/^>-- -( fa) \y (*•*">**?
--[(*')] A^Jx-r') *<^ (3.27)
we may at once use (3.11) to calculate the variational derivative 0
Since one point of f , namely v f, is held fixed here, the varia-
tional derivative must be taken at a point X different from p( .
Remembering, therefore^ that /î ft
'













Let U "be an arbitrary solution of the equation
(a T-T-Kl)H (3.29)
Consider the integral
where C is an arbitrary space-like surface and is an arbitrary
space-time point which does not necessarily lie on 6" .We have
Therefore Idoes not depend on ?* and to evaluate it we may choose
<£T so as to pass through /H «We irnraediatly obtain
Equation (3»32) shows how the function can be used to determine
uniquely the effect of imposing boundary conditions on the solutions





In order to obtain an analytic expression for & <















where the functional £(^ £«-j. is equal to +lor - 1 according as
x lies to the future or the past of the arbitrary» space-like surface
CQC
Q
through the origin» Since (x) = 0 for A >0 9 the func-
tion Ajy does not depend on what surface £ though the origin
is chosen.
Let £ be an arbitrary function which vanishes at dis-
tant space-time points. Consider the 4-dimensional integral
Now» / £/>l,c] ) = 0 because £/ is a step func-
tion and hence
'
f£ A differs from 0 only on Cc
where /-i k £h\ vanishes. We therefore have
(3.35)











As a corollary of (3«36) we find
- -ft*) (3.37)
</\k s therefore evidently a Green's function of the operator
In the case X = 0, |^ "becomes a Green's function
of the d'Alembertian operator O • Q have already studied the
Gr.en's functions of O in chapter 3of the text. Since Û^( 1)-^1 )-^
for A J> 0 , ùkQ must "be constructible as some combina-
tion of the Green's functions \j and U ( see eqs, (3<>45)
and (3046) of the text) s
(x) c a 0 in) +(/-a) 0 fx;
(3o38)
Multiplying (3.38) by -2? /^ è ol,we obtain
:0(f)^) -̂ « fe*tI) 3) I*) (3039)
Applying the d'Alembertian operator to this equation and using eqs.
(3«20) and (3«37) of this appendix and eg. (3.49) of the text, we find














which implies \,fl\.-\ = 0, giving







We may easily infer the form of Z) in the general
case in which X/ 0. Since <û^(x) = 0 for X 0, since Ù
must reduce to 0 in the limit !< -"> 0, and since 4\ is an
invariant function, no special coordinate system having been intro-
duced in its definition? we write
S^O^tO -«'('-£, )W ,3.43,
where
A r «' X
'
(3-44)
The form of the function f- (A) is determined by the requirement





















which tells us that £ is a solution of the differential equation
satisfying




Normally,, the single condition (3.49) would not be sufficient
to fix the solution of a second order differential equation such as
(3.48). We shall see ? however, that since the origin is a singular
joint of the differential equation (3»48) ? the condition (3.49) suffices
in the 1resent case» Let us first make the change of variables







i« t (3 - 52)

































7\" '<H h* "l"l A* « dv* (3.56)
ao that
-X la + -L 4^ + /l-f,)jl (3.57)«* L tut * <* v \ H f J
Equation (3 «57) is Bessel's equation of order 1. From (3 «49? 50) we see
that the function 7" ( <k) satisfies the condition
tt*n -±-J - - (3,58)
which identifies it as the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1
Hence, finally,






Since <ô does net involve any preferred direction in space-
tirae, as shovm "by the absence of any vectors ty^ , £la ? etc. in (3.61) ?
its Fourier representation may be written down at once from (3-37) s
With the aid of the miscellaneous integrals evaluated in the preceding-
chapter this may be rewritten in the form -'




























, / r- /• \ .;/tV- is!)
- pt-^M.-^)p t-^M.-^) (3.62)
where ;
'^ r //f :~: ~ (.A* (363)
In the case X * 0, equation (3<,62) is seen to reduce to immédiat ly




The Fourier representation of the function X is also
readily obtained. Let f^ be an arbitrary infinitesimal time-like
vector with a negative time-like orientation. Then, using the first
expression appearing in (3.62), we may write
. _ f°^ I£ x ?
te x\
* j-Jj-J
S TT^n)11 JL^, 1« Joe ( k'c K^?2)





















Since ( H +«\ ) 0 ( +Is ) =0, expression (3*65) shov s directly




x I É* J/xM-^ IDA)
Defining 4 -dimensional Fourier transforms "by the equations
fT(k)•àÂ fa tikf •
we may evidently write . .
Û
- _^D (3.69)





In general 3 .any function i- satisfying the equation
(Cf ~K ) £~ 0 as a Fourier representation of the form
/.(*)--IfA) S(k\K z) tKkxc^ h (3.70)
Since + XLKL vanishes only for vectors Ku lying inside the light
















E LV/-V1') -' -fay,
46
integrand in (3-70) is non-vanishing and for which Hc,y§oH c,y§o is completely
separated from the region for which the integrand is non-vanishing and
h0 <^ 0» The function £- may therefore "be divided into positive and
negative frequency parts as follows §
f.%)* j joorfv.'1)'1^ (3.?1)
The positive and negative frequency parts of the function £S may "be
read off directly from (3•65)» An important function occuring in the
quantum theory of fields is the following s
satisfying
(Q^-K1 ) Ûk ~ û (3.74)
Its explicit form can be derived with the aid of the integrals of chap-
ter 2 and the methods of (3«62) * - ,
•¦' I -c I"><¦ *< ;—;
—
/
1 ! * * X *'< 'I j
'TÏT J_J^l (3.75)
In the case X = 0 this reduces to
M
* ( «ixi<''•> —

























which is the same as (1.67)»
Also important is the generalization of (1.68) to the case
X 0. We define ;
.HIM.!) •¦ h
.v . •• co
£
Kt
C*) s *XV' / Z-K (307T )
Using the integral representations (3.61) and (3 »73 ) j we have
tr -t>Cr
In the case X = 0 this reduces to
0c(O-0c (O-- 4 f£*l)*L'.( Df(Ot X^ (3-79)
from which we obtain
r
-lDCDC (3.80)





For many purposes it is convenient to make use of the
formal expression (2.18) and write (3»78) in the form
f p K>- X i
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Page Lines Read s
1 1 n coordinates 0T * £11, 12 at least quadratic in the <ny
6 15 subtracting
8 3 /At *[lùttl]*
9 . 5 Hint % Write the expression




12 6,7 and % is an infinitesimal
14 9 two first order infinitesimal canonical....
16 7 two first order infinitesimal point.....
àt l/ ?e
21 12 The first of Eqs. (1.87) may be combined
24 9 The constant may be adjusted» <>..
11 W is sometimes also called,...
12 conjugate to the time t $
trajectory
24 14 This suggest a simple distinction....




27 Insert a footnote reading "The notation NS
following any equation indicates that "no
summation" is to be carried out over repeated
indices occuring in the equation»"
J
29 21 CU remains unchanged over cycles j with
0 y 1,
31 7 <£*/""changes by amount 0
33 1 If only one of the C f say , is . oe.
21 to the variables CcT , J. vanish, while those •¦••
35 7 express the (J^r
'




36 11 Problem s For the harmonic oscillator show that
£<* y to (1.185)
U**,coI4*CO t<2s U








42 4 AjJ Imust be less than CL* ana. ••••
43 12 'V /




40 In lines 10 and 14 replace ¦^«'by /^ //f /(ff/
Note





Page Lines Read %
2 19 •.. To zeroth order the transformation. •...
6 16 0,. subtracting (2.22)...
8 21 infinitely more numerous than ....
V' sr^--.
6 v/here L. is the perturbing term....
7 The term L. describes. .<,.
Chapter III.
Front cover s For "Department of Physics" 9
read s "Radiation Laboratory" *
Page Lines Read g
3 The integration variable cL be replaced




The symbol h should be replaced by r in
lines 14 and 15.
8 21 the Green's functions of the d'Alembertian
operator £J «
9 9 // Ju ?tT <7 can immediately.»,..
19 /^ >
; y (3.39)
In lines, 7 and 19 the integration variable dk
should he replaced by , and in line 20
it should be replaced by d k.
10 I'21 ' 2 Ijkj( l̂ki^e cN^'rd%
12 $ ••• retarded potential of the current i" »et*-
28 In lines 19 5 20 £nd 22 ? replace the symbol
by $-^
29 In lines 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, replace the
symbol f" by "j*.




32 In lines 17, 19, 22 replace by -fp .
33 In lines 1, 3, 5, 10, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15





35 2 »o. r-u* ntt^
Ô (3.176')
9 (3,176")
36 In lines 1, 5, 7 replace the symbols /t.and
37 In lines 5? 7, 13, 19 replace by if\
38 In line 4 replace by 3^ »
Appendix.
4 18 (see graph/
Qf'i 5 ••••• Let f(x) bé an arbitrary analytic...
24 20 Replace J ( , )by 0/^/ *
25 1 Replace <$(£ >A f ) <7^/ *
3 Replace !)by b^f^ 1
27 10 calculation of the function is
22 where a is a complex number with {^ ®~/Q






4 16 should denote the energy levels by B ...^ tit
13 17 is the non-relativistic limit of the exact
equation (3.176")
19 8 .«. in principle "be solved to express jj£ in
terras
11 This expression for Jfc may then ...
21 2,3 C*« A ?CLo£<h Cf*
r 1_
22 28 Confining our attention to the transition...
40 4 The lack of dependence of (5«146)«.«>.
42 9 angular frequency £o must "be proportional. «?






8 9 •••• consists simply of a single charged....
Chapter VII.
1 12 Iy * We have already ..„,.
2 9 ? vectors I&\ and / 33/ in S there exists..
22 7) is also equal to "b (a lAyI Ay ). Since.... .
4 26 ping SV/2 of the state vector....
8 15 O**"£2 (7.25)
9 7 ••• When the equality holds we have (y- 0?
12 In lines 16, 19, replace jfby o
20 In lines 12, 14, 16 replace "discord" :t
"by "discard" . .'¦
22 In lines 10, 11 replace "orthogonal" "by
•brthonormalV
Errata 10
19 .?,. ?, The expansion is, of course, unique. An»*».
32 12 Omit the "last word "have".







5 The limits of integration in the last term of
Eg, (10.24) should be Ghanged to read
jit, {.Afc,
v tl




after the word "operators"
14 Replace line 21 "by
u o.. often does not» We shall s in fact ? find that
Uj (t, —*& ) frequently possesses matrix .elements
which diverge in the limit £, ~-> +0» Let us suppose ,
for the time being, however 9 that U^ (t,
- )
remains ... M
2T Omit lines 3 to 9» The reasoning here is fallacious ?




-—— C^'ol | <^ S oy* The error lies in
incorrectly integrating by parts and ignoring "surfac
terms at infinity.
64 The proof beginning at the bottom of the page is
actually trivial» The result may be obtained by writrl
Errata - 12
and taking the limit t -t—y *o#. Feynman's
. -
"disentangling" techniques have thus "been unnecessary l
¦
applied.
Page 73 line 4 Change "dumping" to "damping".
Appendix
Ths appendix should "be retitled
"The equivalence of Heisenberg's S-matrix with the
Dyson transformation function U* (*"*> <•*#} ".
Page 82 (Footnote)
line 4 of the footnote s read eqs. (3» 51) and (3.65).
